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There’s more to the picture than meets the eye.
- Neil Young
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Abstract
As the Internet becomes the major information infrastructure in most sectors,
the importance of Information Systems (IS) security steadily increases. While
reaching a certain level of actual IS security is vital for most businesses, this
level must also be perceived as acceptable by stakeholders. Businesses have
to maintain a certain level of security and be able to assess the level of other
actors’ security. IS security is abstract and complex, however, and difficult to
estimate and measure. This thesis uses epistemic and ontological frameworks
to study the conceptual nature of IS security and separate the concepts of
actual and perceived IS security. A well-known event is used to illustrate the
conceptual discussion: the Sasser worm that was spread around the world in
2004. This study also includes a smaller case study from the City of
Stockholm, where about 4,000 computers were infected by Sasser.
The outcome of the study is that actual IS security should be treated as a
dynamic condition that is influenced by three different objects: information
assets, threat objects and security mechanisms. Incidents are processes that
are ruled by the conditions of these three objects and affect the states of
confidentiality, integrity and availability of information assets. The concepts
of threat, risk and trust remain at epistemic level, i.e. perceptions. Perceptions
of IS security can differ depending on their social establishment and are
classified as subjective judgements, inter-subjective judgements or
institutional facts. While actual IS security conditions can influence actors’
perceptions of IS security, perceived IS security can also influence actual IS
security.
This thesis has been financed by Bergslagen Research Centre, KK-stiftelsen,
Örebro University, Transcendent Group Sverige AB and the Swedish
Emergency Management Agency (SEMA).
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Foreword
Information systems development is a discipline within the faculty of arts and
sciences at Linköping University. Information systems development is a
discipline studying human work with developing and changing computerbased information systems in organisational settings. It includes theories,
strategies, models, methods, co-working principles and tools concerning
information systems development. Different development/change situations
can be studied as planning, analysis, specification, design, implementation,
deployment, evaluation, maintenance and redesign of information systems
and its interplay with other forms of business development. The discipline
also includes the study of prerequisites for and results from information
systems development, as e.g. studies of usage and consequences of
information systems.
This work, Actual and Perceived Information Systems Security, is written by
Per Oscarson at Swedish Emergency Management Agency; earlier at Örebro
University. He is also a member of the research group VITS. He presents this
work as his Ph D dissertation in Information Systems Development,
Department of Management & Engineering, Linköping University.

Linköping, October 2007
Göran Goldkuhl
Professor
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Part I: Research Scope and Approach

PART I
RESEARCH SCOPE
AND APPROACH
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter gives an introduction to information systems security and the direction of
this thesis. Initially, the ‘information age’ and the information systems security area are
described briefly in Section 1.1. The business significance of information systems
security and its abstractness are focused in Section 1.2 and 1.3, which end up in the
problem area in Section 1.4. Research questions are listed in Section 1.5 while aim and
contributions, including target groups and delimitations, are stated in Section 1.6. The
chapter concludes with an outline of the thesis in Section 1.7.

1.1 Security in the Information Age
We are living in an era known as the Information Society or Information Age.
For almost half a century, the importance of computers for citizens,
organisations, governments and society as a whole has been growing. At the
same time, the importance of intellectual asset flows, such as information and
knowledge, has been growing at the expense of material asset flows (Sveiby,
1997). During the 1990s, something happened that made us redefine our
society or economy; the spreading of Internet usage. The main reason for this
was the invention and spreading of the World Wide Web (WWW), which
made the Internet more accessible to people who were not technically-minded
or experts. This made the Internet interesting as a professional channel, and
terms like the digital economy (e.g. Tapscott, 1996), electronic commerce (ebusiness) and electronic government (e-government) were soon coined
(Turban et al, 2002). Until the mid 1990s, businesses mainly used private
networks but around that time, information flows began to dislocate to the
Internet. Today, in this new millennium, almost every function in society uses
or is planning to use the Internet as its major communication infrastructure,
including healthcare, the taxation authorities, educational institutions,
businesses, associations and citizens.
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This dislocation from private and isolated networks to one single public
and open network had major consequences. One of the most important
consequences is security, which concerns everyone who wants to participate
in this ‘e-society’. Security is one of the most crucial issues for the
Information Age and has moved to centre stage since the Internet emerged
(e.g. CSI/FBI, 2006). The main reason for this is that the Internet is a public
network that was originally designed for openness and flexibility, not for
security. For these new infrastructure and information systems to succeed, the
Internet must have an acceptable level of security. In almost every level and
arena of society, the Internet is becoming the major infrastructure for interorganisational communication. Thus, at almost every level and arena of
society, security is an important and crucial issue. For organisations, security
related to Internet and information management is an increasingly important
factor, as recent extensive surveys show, for example CSI/FBI (2006),
Deloitte (2006) and Ernst & Young (2006):
“Overall, our 2006 Global Information Security Survey confirms that
information security has never been more important” (Ernst & Young,
2006, p 3)

This thesis deals with security in a time when society is heavily dependent
upon information and how it is handled, and where information technology
(IT) plays a major role. This applies for nearly everyone; businesses, public
administration, associations and households are all dependent upon
information systems for confidential, correct and available information.

1.1.1 Information Systems Security at a Glance
This section contains a brief description of information systems security (IS
security) and gives the reader a basic understanding of the topic. A more
detailed description and discussion of IS security is presented in chapters 4
and 5. IS security concerns the security of information assets, i.e. information
and resources that are used to manage information, such as IT and other tools,
administrative procedures and human abilities. Traditionally, IS security has
three main aspects: confidentiality, integrity and availability, also known as
the CIA triad. In technical-oriented IS security (i.e. IT or computer security),
the CIA triad concerns computer systems and/or data, while the three aspects
in the wider IS security area apply for information assets, i.e. information and
information handling resources in any form. IS security is a broad field and
embraces a number of areas. One way to describe this is to use the content of
one of the most established frameworks in the area; the standard ISO/IEC
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27002:2005 (ISO, 2005a)1 . Besides formal statements, the standard is
organised around the following areas:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Risk Assessment and Treatment
Security Policy
Organisation of Information Security
Asset Management
Human Resources Security
Physical and Environmental Security
Communications and Operations Management
Access Control
Information Systems Acquisition, Development and Maintenance
Information Security Incident Management
Business Continuity Management
Compliance

The array of areas in the standard indicate the broad spectrum of IS security.
Each of the sections in the standard contains a number of more specific
topics, such as computer viruses, encryption, firewalls and security
awareness.

1.2 The Business Significance of IS Security
The significance of proper IS security for an organisation is proportional to
the organisation’s dependence on information. The characteristics of the
organisation determine the prioritisation of the three IS security aspects in the
CIA triad described above; the more sensitive information an organisation
handles, the more important is the confidentiality aspect and so on. Internally,
the CIA triad of information assets is critical for most business processes;
production, sales, business administration, etc. Deficiencies in IS security can
cause direct negative consequences for business processes due to
incorrectness, delays and information leakage and in the end, can affect the
business as a whole. In just a few decades, the use of IT has formalised
information management and streamlined the administration of organisations.
On the other hand, this development has entailed a substantial dependence on
IT services where few business processes can be handled manually when IT
services are out of order.
1

The standard ISO/IEC 27002:2005 Information Technology – Security Techniques –
Code of Practice for Information Security Management is part of the ‘ISO/IEC
27000 family’ (ISO, 2005a; ISO, 2005b; ISO 27000, 2007).
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Additionally, the progress of e-business and e-government for businesses
and public administration means that organisations are dependent upon
information systems that are suspended on the Internet. When organisations
use the Internet as an infrastructure for business communication, IS security
is no longer an internal issue for organisations, but proper IS security is a
prerequisite and enabler for these inter-organisational relationships (e.g. Keen
et al, 2000). Organisations share the infrastructure as well as information
systems, information resources and security solutions. An organisation’s IS
security affects not only the organisation itself, but also its external parties
(von Solms, 1999). Not only do shared information systems and
infrastructures require an accepted level of security, but also the organisations
themselves must be considered secure enough to act in these ‘e-arenas’. An
analogy is traffic safety; it is not enough to build safe roads, we must also
have shared traffic rules and safe cars (von Solms, 1999).

1.2.1 Example: The Companies Alpha and Beta
This section presents an example to illustrate IS security issues for an
organisation and its business partners. The example is a scenario built partly
upon the results in Oscarson (2001).
Consider the following serious IS security incident in the fictitious
manufacturing company Alpha: a database management system (DBMS) that
manages the order database of Alpha has a serious breakdown caused by
hardware failure. Major parts of the ordering information system have been
damaged and cannot be used – the database with the customer orders simply
cannot be accessed by the DBMS. The organisation’s IT staff make daily
backups of the order information stored in the database. The backup media is
DAT tapes that are stored in a small room in the same building. The tapes are
labelled with the system name and date of backup and then sorted in
chronological order. Each backup copy is stored for seven days, so there are
seven ‘daily copies’ at any given time (copies are also stored weekly and
monthly). There is also a CD ROM copy of the DBMS software that can be
useful in case of software failures. However, there are no backups of the
hardware that it runs on. The personnel at Alpha’s IT department are trying to
recover the order information in the DAT tapes, but there is no functioning
system for the copied information and no other application at Alpha can read
the data format stored on the tapes. Furthermore, there are no parallel manual
procedures for handling customer information, and no action plans for
switching over to manual procedures in the event of order system
breakdowns.
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Some of the production staff are idle because the order information is
inaccessible. The order department is trying to manage incoming orders
manually, which takes a lot of time. The inaccessible order information
affects the customer service negatively; deliveries are both delayed and
incorrect. Some orders in the database are unknown to the staff (some have
been known but are forgotten) and are not handled or delivered before the
system is recovered. Some customers complain, so that their orders can be
handled manually. The delivery problems continue for several days after the
system is recovered because of delays in production and administration
processes. Due to the lack of manual procedures, a large amount of the
manually handled orders are delivered late and/or incorrectly.
The fictitious retailer Beta is one of Alpha’s valued customers. Beta is
waiting for a large delivery from Alpha, some of which has already been sold
to end consumers. During a monthly meeting with a retailing organisation
that Beta belongs to, one of the top managers at Beta heard about the serious
computer incident at Alpha. The manager thinks: “The IS security
management at Alpha is deficient… I’m glad we don’t have any e-commerce
relationships!” Back at the shop, the top manager heard from the staff that a
number of waiting customers have complained about undelivered products
from Alpha. The delivery problems continued for a few weeks; angry
customers called the shop constantly and asked for their products, confused
salesmen at Alpha also contacted Beta to ask whether products had been
ordered. The top manager’s trust in Alpha deteriorated, and finally he
cancelled all orders from Alpha and ordered the same products from one of
Alpha’s competitors.
This example shows how the internal incident at Alpha had consequences
at several different levels. The incident caused Alpha two types of direct
damage; the server hardware was damaged and had to be repaired or replaced,
and the order information was temporarily inaccessible (see (1) in Figure 1).
The information could not be accessed by the DBMS as the hardware that
was stored in the database had crashed. Both types of damage impaired the
availability aspect of IS security. Repairing or replacing hardware costs
money and requires re-installation of software. In addition to these direct
consequences, the incident had several indirect consequences, which were
probably far more serious for Alpha.
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Alpha
Damage:
hardware failure
and inaccessible
information

Consequence:
Impaired service

1
Consequences: Costs
for repairing/ replacing
hardware

5

Beta

Consequences:
decreased reputation
and order intake

2

Incident

4
3
Consequence:
Impaired trust in
Alpha’s information
security

Figure 1: Damage and consequences at Alpha and Beta.

The inaccessible order information impairs customer service because orders
can be forgotten or deliveries can be delayed, incorrect or unaccomplished
(2). Beta’s trust in Alpha can be affected (3), not only because of impaired
service, but also because of the incident itself (4). Even if causes of the
incident do not lead to direct impairments for Beta, the occurrence of an
incident in a crucial information system can indicate that the IS security status
of Alpha is unsatisfactory or even unacceptable. The top manager’s
knowledge of the incident affected his trust in Alpha. The rumour that there
was a serious incident at Alpha may have been false, but the top manager at
Alpha would still lose trust in Alpha’s IS security management. In this
example, Beta cancelled the order from Alpha and ordered similar products
from a competitor, which is obviously a negative consequence for Alpha. But
decreased trust also affected Alpha. If Beta’s trust in Alpha’s IS security falls
for any reason, Alpha’s trustworthiness is impaired (5).
This simple example shows how an internal incident can spread and lead
to a number of different consequences for an organisation. Not only do the
actual IS security conditions matter, but also how they are perceived. This
leads us to one of the major problems with IS security – abstractness.

1.3 The Abstractness of IS Security
For several reasons, IS security is an abstract concept and field. Firstly, the
nature of security makes it difficult to measure and estimate; it concerns
phenomena that may not happen now but could happen in the future. In
contrast to other quality characteristics such as capacity, security can hardly
be measured or judged objectively (Jonsson, 1995). Only in isolated
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environments, where technical aspects alone are considered, are
measurements applicable (ibid). As described earlier in this chapter, IS
security deals with aspects other than technology; humans that work with
administrative processes in organisations. Moreover, natural objects and
processes can affect IS security as well, and are always difficult to predict.
Some attempts have been made to develop frameworks for assessments and
measurements of IS security, both by practitioners (e.g. Veriscan, 2006) and
academics (e.g. Johansson, 2005; Ravenel, 2006). These attempts seem,
however, to be limited to technical aspects of IS security (i.e IT security) such
as vulnerabilities and incidents within computer networks, or the efficiency of
IS security management systems and processes. Thus, attempts to measure IS
security normally neglect other factors that affect IS security, such as the
value of information assets (i.e. potential consequences) and threats
(especially threats that are not IT-based). Covering these ‘softer’ parts of IS
security is of course difficult and a hard challenge, which also advocates for
measurements and metrics admit (e.g. Payne, 2006).
Another reason for abstractness is technological complexity. Information
technology becomes increasingly advanced and complex, and security topics
are no exception. Encryption technologies, firewalls and virtual private
networks (VPN) are all examples of complex technologies and applications
that are difficult for non-experts to understand. Assessing their ability to
secure information systems and resources is even more difficult. The indirect
consequences of IS security incidents that are discussed above also contribute
to abstractness because they are so difficult to survey. A specific incident can
lead to concrete damage, but its further spreading is difficult or impossible to
foresee, not least because of the fuzzy interfaces between information systems
and organisations. Consequently, it is difficult for an organisation to estimate
the actual level of IS security for its various information systems,
infrastructures and organisations, not least its business partners.

1.4 Problem Area
Thus, IS security is an important issue for organisations and an abstract area
that is difficult to grasp and estimate. The significance of IS security for
organisations and for society as a whole motivates research and practical
developments in this area from a number of perspectives; technological as
well as organisational and behavioural. The abstractness of IS security
however, seems to indicate that the IS security area calls for conceptual and
philosophical approaches when analysing the theoretical fundamentals of IS
security. Compared to for example the (general) concept of risk, the concepts
of IS security and IS security risk have rarely been problemised in a
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theoretical and conceptual manner, but are often taken for granted (see e.g.
Baskerville, 2005; Willison and Siponen, 2007). The fundamentals of the risk
concept, such as whether objective risks exist, have been the subject of lively
debate in social sciences over the past few decades (e.g. in Renn, 1992;
Shrader-Frechette, 1990 and Thompson, 1990).
During the late 1990s and early years of this decade, a lot of research was
conducted into issues related to trust and the Internet and electronic
commerce and its relation to IS security (e.g. Camp, 2000; Chellappa and
Pavlou, 2002; Keen et al, 2000). The trust concept and its role in the digital
environment was conceptually illuminated, while the IS security issues of this
work were limited to technical solutions such as encryption algorithms and
systems rather than conceptual discussions. As shown in the Alpha example
above, trust and trustworthiness are closely related to IS security; perceived
low IS security in an organisation can lower the organisation’s
trustworthiness. As such, levels of trust can be affected by IS security. But
what is IS security? The number of incidents? The bit-length of the
encryption keys, or perhaps the IS security standard that is followed? Is IS
security as good as anyone judges it to be, or are there elements that manifest
some kind of actual IS security? Does anyone know, and if so, why is this so
difficult to measure and assess?
Oscarson (2001) focused on generic work with IS security in
organisations. One conclusion was that not only should organisations achieve
an acceptable level of IS security, but also that the level of their IS security
should be perceived as acceptable. The terms ‘actual’ and ‘perceived’ IS
security were coined during this work, and after years of thinking, studying,
teaching and consulting in the IS security area, I am puzzled: does actual IS
security really exist, and how can we understand and separate it from
perceived IS security? Due to the lack of conceptual work in this area, I
believe that this question is worth asking because of the significance and
abstractness of IS security in the Information Age.

1.5 Research Questions
The description of the problem area above is summarised into a
comprehensive research question for this thesis:
How can we understand actual and perceived information systems security
and their significance for organisations?

This comprehensive research question comprises the understanding of actual
and perceived IS security as a whole. The first part is conceptual while the
second – its significance for organisations – is more practical. The question
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might also be interesting from a philosophical point of view, but as
emphasised earlier, it also has practical relevance for society. The
comprehensive research question is divided into eight sub-questions:
1. How can the concepts of ‘actual’ and ‘perceived’ be defined and
understood?
2. What fundamental concepts in the IS security area can be treated
as actual?
3. How can actual IS security be defined?
4. How can perceived IS security be defined?
5. What categories of actors could be interested, and thus have
perceptions of IS security?
6. How are perceptions of IS security created and established?
7. What significance do perceptions of IS security have?
8. How can actual and perceived IS security influence each other?
These questions are mainly sequential; the investigation of perceived IS
security takes place after actual IS security is defined.

1.6 Aim and Contributions
The aim of this thesis is:
To introduce a conceptual framework for understanding the nature and
significance of actual and perceived IS security.

The understanding described above aims in turn to increase the understanding
of what IS security really is and consists of, in a conceptual manner. It will
also contribute to an understanding of the mechanisms and consequences that
are involved when different actors judge the IS security of information
systems and organisations. The theoretical framework will illustrate the
business significance of IS security in and between organisations. The
knowledge should be treated as a proposition rather than a hypothesis,
because the theoretical contribution of this thesis cannot be measured. This is
in accordance with Whetten (1989); research results that consist of a
conceptual framework should be treated as a proposition while hypotheses
require measures that can be tested.

1.6.1 Target Groups
The target group of the thesis is both academics and practitioners. The first
group includes researchers, lecturers and students who are primarily
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interested in IS security, but also IT, security and risk in general and the
philosophical aspect of actual and perceived realities. Practitioners in the
target group include primarily IS security professionals who need or are
interested in the conceptual and philosophical aspects of the field. IS security
professionals include IS security officers/managers and consultants. Even
more technical oriented (IT-) security professionals are included in the target
group in order to expand their knowledge of IS security. The relevance of this
study for the target groups is discussed in Section 2.4.1.

1.6.2 Delimitations
IS security is a broad area, and in order to maintain a manageable scope when
analysing actual and perceived IS security, some limitations have been made.
Firstly, the notion of IS security is limited to the three classical aspects of
confidentiality, integrity and availability (the CIA triad). Other concepts that
sometimes represent aspects of IS security, such as traceability, authenticity,
authorisation and non-repudiation are ignored. The limitation has been chosen
because of the traditional domination of the CIA triad, but also because of
their conceptual characteristics; the concept of traceability for example is
argued to be limited to a control function for the CIA triad (arguments and
discussions on other concepts can be found in Section 5.2)
Secondly, this thesis is written from a perspective that is limited to an
organisational context. An IS security perspective is introduced in Chapter 4,
where IS security practice, as a supporting practice to a core business, plays a
major role. IS security practice is part of a broader IS security community
consisting of IS security practitioners, researchers, students, etc. The IS
security community manifests some fundamental values, such as that viruses,
worms and trojan horses are malicious code, i.e. negative things that must be
counteracted. Accordingly, the IS security community plays a role when
defining actual and perceived IS security because security is dependent upon
these types of fundamental values. Thus, the thesis is written from an
organisational view where societal aspects, primarily the IS security
community, play an important role.
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1.7 Outline of the Thesis
The thesis consists of four parts, comprising eleven chapters. The four parts
and included chapters are described below and illustrated in Figure 2.

Part I:
Research
Scope and
Approach

1. Introduction

2. Research
Approach

3. The Meaning
of Actual and
Perceived

4. An IS Security
Perspective

5. Fundamental
IS Security
Concepts

6. The Sasser
Worm

Part III:
Analysis

7. Analyses of
Fundamental IS
Security Concepts

8. Actual IS
Security

9. Perceived IS
Security

10. Relations
between Actual and
Perceived IS Security

Part IV:
Conclusion

11. Contributions,
Reflections and
Further Research

Part II:
Theoretical
and Empirical
Bases

Figure 2: Graphical illustration of the thesis’ disposition.

1.7.1 Part I: Research Scope and Approach
Part I defines the thesis research scope and the chosen research approach.
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to IS security and the direction of this
thesis. Initially, the ‘Information Age’ and the IS security area are briefly
described as well as the business significance of IS security and its
abstractness. These discussions end up in the problem area that forms the
basis for the thesis research questions and its aim and contributions, including
target groups and delimitations. Chapter 1 ends with this outline of the thesis.
Chapter 2 aims to describe how the research questions and aim are
handled. My scientific and practical perspective is introduced in order to
explain the decisions made concerning the thesis research strategy. This
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includes a description of my personal background as an academic and an IS
security professional. Specific research methods are described – literature
studies, empirical studies and conceptual modelling – based upon the research
strategy. Finally, the quality of the study is discussed in terms of relevance
and rigour.

1.7.2 Part II: Theoretical and Empirical Bases
This part introduces theoretical perspectives and models that are used in the
analysis part of the thesis (Part III).
Chapter 3 deals with ontological and epistemological topics and
concludes with an analysis model that is used when analysing actual and
perceived IS security in Part III. When discussing and analysing actual and
perceived IS security, it is important to present the philosophical point of
view from which those concepts derive. It must be clear for the reader what I
mean by ‘actual’ and ‘perceived’ in a generic sense before applying those
concepts into the IS security area. Discussing actual and perceived realities is
a classical philosophical issue. During history, different philosophical
currents and scientific paradigms have expressed a number of viewpoints of
the world and how we understand it; is there an objective, actual world, or is
it all in our minds or socially constructed? In this chapter, I present and argue
for a – in my opinion – balanced philosophical worldview.
Chapter 4 presents an IS security perspective that illuminates this study.
IS security is a sub-part of the information systems (IS) discipline, and the
presentation of the IS security perspective thus starts with a general IS
perspective that stresses some distinctive characteristics of IS research in
Scandinavia – ‘The Scandinavian School’. The IS security perspective is
characterised by a contextual and holistic viewpoint where technical as well
as human and organisational aspects are covered. Concepts express
underlying perspectives, and the IS security concept and related concepts (e.g.
IT security) are discussed accordingly in this chapter. Finally, IS security
practice, as part of the broader IS security community, is introduced. In this
thesis, the IS security practice model works as a framework for understanding
IS security as a supporting practice to a core business.
Chapter 5 introduces a number of IS security concepts: information asset,
confidentiality, integrity, availability, threat object, threat, incident, damage,
security mechanism, vulnerability, risk and trust. These concepts can be seen
as fundamental in the IS security field. Each concept is introduced, discussed
and defined, then related to the other concepts in order to reach a conceptual
entirety. This is carried out with graphical representations and a conceptual
matrix where relationships are expressed. This conceptual framework will
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serve as a basis for the analysis part of the thesis, especially in Chapter 7
where each concept is examined from an actual-perceived perspective.
Chapter 6 presents the Sasser worm case that was spread around the
world in spring 2004. In order to reach a practical understanding of the
theoretical analysis in the forthcoming chapters, the Sasser worm is used as a
practical application. This chapter presents the Sasser worm; its functionality,
origin and impact, how it affected the City of Stockholm, the measures that
were taken and the lessons learned.

1.7.3 Part III: Analysis
Part II consists of four chapters that all analyse IS security from an actualperceived perspective.
Chapter 7 consists of analyses of the fundamental IS security concepts
that are introduced and discussed in Chapter 5 by using the analysis model
developed in Chapter 3. The concepts of risk and trust are analysed in
Chapters 8 and 9 respectively, because they express a more comprehensive
and holistic view than other concepts. Another important input to this analysis
is interviews with IS security professionals. Implicitly, the IS security
perspective presented in Chapter 4 influences the analysis part as well, not
least because the IS security community has fundamental values and
assumptions. The concepts in this chapter are basically analysed in isolation,
but some relationships between the concepts are also examined. The
conceptual analysis of each concept begins with an ontological analysis that
aims to elucidate the ontological status of the concept (human, nature,
artefact, etc) and the basic characteristics of those (e.g. objects, processes and
states). The analysis of each concept concludes with a practical application
using the Sasser worm case that is described in Chapter 6. This application is
twofold; to provide a more practical understanding of the theoretical
discussions, and to examine these discussions with the Sasser case in order to
test the concepts’ practical relevance.
Chapter 8 aims to elucidate the ontological features that constitute actual
IS security. In contrast to Chapter 7, the discussion objects are groups of
concepts, the core concept actual IS security, and the broader concept of risk.
This chapter begins with a discussion on the nature of actual IS security,
which in previous sections has been treated as equal to the CIA triad.
Thereafter, actual aspects of the risk concept are extracted in order to
illuminate the IS security concept from another angle; the likelihood of
incidents and potential damage. Three objects are found to influence actual IS
security; information assets, threat objects and security mechanisms. How
these objects influence actual IS security is analysed, as well as a composed
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picture of actual IS security and how it is influenced. Finally, the Sasser case
is used as a practical application of the findings in the chapter.
Chapter 9 examines the other side of the coin; perceptions of actual IS
security. Initially, constitutions of perceived IS security are analysed, i.e. the
matters that are perceived, including the concepts of risk and threat.
Thereafter, actors and roles that can have IS security perceptions are
identified using the IS security practice model. The origins and establishment
of IS security perceptions are mapped to these roles, as well as their effects
and consequences. The chapter is concluded by applying the Sasser case.
Chapter 10 completes the analysis part by illuminating the relationship
between actual and perceived IS security. This relationship has also been
considered in previous chapters of the analysis part, but in order to deepen the
understanding and pick up some missing parts, this chapter aims to further
emphasise the relation between both concepts. The analysis focuses on how
actual IS security influences perceived IS security and vice versa, and on their
relationship in terms of the time dimension. This chapter is also concluded by
applying the Sasser case.

1.7.4 Part IV: Conclusion
This part consists of one single chapter:
Chapter 11 presents the contributions of the thesis, and contains
reflections on the study and suggestions for further research. Contributions
are divided into primary contributions that directly correspond to the research
questions, and secondary contributions that constitute the basis for the
primary findings, such as frameworks and perspectives.
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Research Approach
While Chapter 1 describes the research questions and their motivation, this chapter
aims to describe how the research questions are handled. In Section 2.1, my scientific
and practical perspective is introduced in order to explain the decisions that were made
concerning the thesis research strategy in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes and
motivates specific research methods based upon the research strategy. The research
methods are divided into literature studies, empirical studies and conceptual modelling.
Finally, the quality of the study is discussed in section 2.4.

2.1 Scientific and Practical Perspective
Any scientific work is based upon certain scientific underpinnings (Walsham,
1995). Before introducing the research strategy for this study, it is important
to introduce the scientific perspective that the study is based upon.
Furthermore, this is a qualitative and interpretive study (see Section 2.1.1),
and a quality criterion is that the researcher declares his or her underlying
scientific perspective because it influences the interpretation (Lincoln and
Guba, 1985).2 I believe that such a scientific perspective is rarely the fruit of
an instrumental choice by an individual researcher, but rather its roots lie in
the scientific discipline or community to which the researcher belongs. I
perceive myself as belonging to a certain branch of the scientific community
labelled information systems (IS), which has certain scientific characteristics,
underpinnings and ideals (cf. Keen, 1991). The certain direction of IS
research that I belong to has its focus in security issues, i.e. information
systems security (IS security), and focuses on both social and technological
issues (the communities of IS and IS security are described more exhaustedly
in Chapter 4).
2

See section 2.4 in this chapter: On the quality of the study
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Having such a holistic view of IS and IS security means that more
knowledge objectives are attained than by focusing on technological issues
alone. Human communications, intentions, thoughts and beliefs are examples
of knowledge that can be categorised as social issues. Selecting the field of
study and formulating research questions and aims thus depends upon the
scientific underpinnings; the knowledge objectives depend upon the
researcher’s scientific perspective. The scientific perspective also influences
the research strategy. This reasoning means that the scientific perspective
influences the knowledge objectives, i.e. what issues to study, as well as the
research strategy, i.e. how to reach these knowledge objectives. Thus, the
underlying scientific perspective influences knowledge objectives as well as
the research strategy that aims to reach that knowledge (see Figure 3).

Scientific
perspective

Knowledge
objectives

Research
strategy

Figure 3: The scientific perspective influences the knowledge objectives
and the research strategy that influence each other.

Consequently, although the scientific perspective permeates the whole thesis
implicitly, there are also parts of this study that deal with perspectives at
different levels more explicitly. Due to the nature of this study, i.e. to
understand actual and perceived IS security, a philosophical worldview of
actual and perceived realities is introduced in Chapter 3. The philosophical
underpinnings behind this thesis are thus also introduced in Chapter 3,
because the ontological and epistemological matters that in some sense
permeate the scientific perspective are discussed. The same applies for the IS
security research perspective that is presented in Chapter 4.
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2.1.1 Qualitative and Interpretive Research
The hermeneutic scientific ideal with its qualitative and interpretive
characteristics is often treated as a contrast, or a challenger, to ‘traditional’
positivistic research ideal (e.g. Merriam, 1998). Hermeneutics is a scientific
ideal with roots in humanistic scientific traditions (e.g. Føllesdal, 1990). This
thesis is written in the information systems (IS) discipline, and is permeated
by a Scandinavian IS research perspective. This means that the field of study
consists of human work with information technology in organisational
contexts (e.g. Goldkuhl, 1996; Walsham, 1995). To a great extent, attaining
this knowledge implies interpreting and understanding rather than explaining.
This thesis aims to increase the understanding of IS security at a
conceptual level. The elements that are studied are often difficult to grasp
from a positivistic approach. The concepts and ideas examined in this work
can rarely be explained or measured in quantitative terms, but must rather be
understood based on reasoning, interpretation and philosophical viewpoints.
The interpretations in this work mainly concern fundamental IS security
concepts that are filtered through a theoretical analysis model. The concepts
originate from literature as well as empirical sources and are modelled
throughout the thesis. This means that the interpretative process concerns all
three research activities used in this work; literature studies, empirical studies
and conceptual modelling (see descriptions in Section 2.3). A theoretical or
conceptual framework of an area consists of factors (variables, constructs,
concepts) as well as their relations that together form a ‘conceptual
landscape’ (Whetten, 1989). The interpretation and understanding are thus not
limited to the meanings of concept in isolated ways, but comprise their
relationships in order to reach a conceptual and theoretical whole in the form
of ‘boxes and arrows’ (ibid). Relationships between concepts in an
interpretative study like this cannot be compared with universal and ‘hard’
causality as the notion of positivists, but rather a ‘soft’ causality (e.g.
Føllesdal, 1990). Without meddling in rationality and logic, relationships are
dependent upon the definitions of the involved concepts, which are based
upon interpretations that can rarely be treated as objective or universal.

2.1.2 View of Empirical Sources
The researcher’s scientific view also has consequences for how the empirical
material is viewed, and how people who serve the researcher with
information are regarded and treated. In traditional positivistic research, the
studied group of people are often treated as passive objects, labelled as
‘material’ or ‘respondents’ (Holmer and Starrin, 1993). The research material
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or respondents are limited to following specific instructions or answering
more or less structured questions formulated by the researcher (ibid). The
term informant expresses a person that has a more active co-operation, and
who can inform the researcher his or her insights, experiences and intentions.
In these cases, the relation between the researcher and the informant is more
equal, and the communication is often in the form of a dialog, where both
parties formulate questions with their own terms as well as answering
questions (ibid). The interview methods are described in Section 2.3.2.
Because the knowledge objectives in this work take the form of
understanding, I prefer interpretative research, and believe in research that
correlates to practitioners’ demands and perspectives, and treat people in
empirical environments as informants rather than passive respondents.
Additionally, I believe that this attitude in itself helps grasp practical needs
and relevance, as it does not pre-determine topics of concern.

2.1.3 Personal Background
In conformance with the interpretive nature of this research, it is important to
disclose my background in IS security research and practice. The
interpretations and decisions made in this study will be more understandable
if the reader is familiar with my background; the transparency of the study
will increase, which is also a quality criterion for qualitative research (see
section 2.4.2). I believe this is particularly important because I not only have
a background as an academic but also as an IS security professional.
In the research network VITS (Work practice development, IT usage, cooperation and coordination) and in the discipline of informatics at Örebro
University, I have been part of the information systems community. The
information systems perspective is further described in Chapter 4. In these
contexts, I have written a number of research papers; individually and in
collaboration with fellow academic. Table 1 shows the scholarly works that
directly or indirectly have contributed to this thesis.
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Table 1: Scholarly works related to the thesis.

1.

Oscarson P (2004) A Scandinavian Information Systems Perspective on Security,
Accepted to The 3 rd Security Conference, April 13–14 2004, Las Vegas, USA.

2.

Oscarson P (2004) Focusing on Human Aspects in IS Security Research – A
Scandinavian Information Systems Perspective on Security. In Promote IT,
Proceedings of the 4th Conference for the Promotion of Research in IT at New
Universities and University Colleges in Sweden, May 5–7 2004, Karlstad,
Sweden, (Eds. Bubenko et al), The Knowledge Foundation, Karlstad University,
Karlstad, Sweden, pp. 268–277.

3.

Kolkowska E, Aderud J and Oscarson P (2003) Conflicts between Usability and
Information Security – A Literature Review. In Electronic Proceedings of the
26th Information System Research Seminar in Scandinavia (IRIS 26), August
9–12, 2003, Haikko Manor, Finland, (Eds. Laukkanen S and Sarpola S),
Department of Information Systems Science, Helsinki School of Economics,
Helsinki, Finland.

4.

Oscarson P (2003) Information Security Fundamentals – Graphical
Conceptualisations for Understanding, In Security Education and Critical
Infrastructures, Proceedings of the Third Annual World Conference on
Information Security Education (WISE 3), June 26–28 2003, Monterey, CA,
USA (Eds. Irvine C and Armstrong H), pp. 95–107.

5.

Oscarson P (2001) Informationssäkerhet i verksamheter – begrepp och modeller
som stöd för förståelse av informationssäkerhet och dess hantering i
verksamheter (in Swedish). Licentiate Thesis, Department of Computer and
Information Science, Linköping University, Sweden.

6.

Ågerfalk P J, Oscarson P and Petersson J (2000) The Ability to Act Secure: A
Key Success Factor for Local Internet-based Marketplaces, In Doing IT together,
Proceedings of the 23rd Information System Research Seminar in Scandinavia
(IRIS 23), August 12–15 2000, Lingatan, Sweden, Vol. 2, (Eds. Svensson L et
al), Uddevalla, Sweden: University of Trollhättan Uddevalla, pp. 869–881.

7.

Oscarson P (2000) Managing Information Security in a Small IT-service
Company: A Case Study, In Challenges of Information Technology Management
in the 21st Century, Proceedings of the 2000 Information Resources Management
Association (IRMA) International Conference, May 21–24 2000, Anchorage,
Alaska, USA, (Ed. Khosrowpour M) Hershey, PA: IDEA Group Publishing, pp
760–761.

The main contribution to this work is the licentiate thesis (number 5). The
major contribution of that work is the development of an IS security practice
model and a revision of the (Swedish) conceptual framework in IS security.
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Both of these parts, after some adjustments, have been adopted in Chapters 4
and 5 respectively. The licentiate thesis thus constitutes important input into
this work (also pointed out in Section 2.2). The scholarly works number 1, 2,
3 and 7, deal with IS security perspectives and are inputs to the IS security
perspective introduced in Chapter 4. Number 4 includes some fundamental
concepts and is partly a refinement of the conceptual work in the licentiate
thesis. That work has provided input to the presentation of the fundamental
concepts in Chapter 5. The same applies for paper number 6, which contains
some sections that deal with IS security and trust.
Between 1996 and 2004, I taught in the field of information systems at
Örebro University. Some of this teaching concerned IS security: a basic
distance course, separate IS security lectures in different courses, and
supervision of bachelor’s and master’s theses concerning IS security.
From September 2004 until December 2006, I have been a full-time
consultant in IS security management at Technology Nexus Security and
Transcendent Group (both in Stockholm). The most important consultant
assignments during this time are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: A selection of performed consultant assignments.
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1.

Development of a method for analysis and raising information security
awareness and behaviour – ‘Secure Behaviour’

2.

Project manager at Stockholm County Council: Analysing information
security awareness and behaviour at two hospitals (using the method ‘Secure
Behaviour”)

3.

Project manager at a multinational company: Planning information security
awareness and educational measures during the assignment to achieve
compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX)

4.

Competency process analyst at a global IT company: Development and
implementation of IT security processes for an outsourcing account
(Scandinavian bank)

5.

Audit of a PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) solution for an online gaming
company

6.

Director and teacher at the ‘Information Security School’ arranged by
Dataföreningen Kompetens

7.

Restructure of the ‘Information Security School’ into three freestanding
courses (Strategic, Operational and Technical Information Security)
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This has involved daily work together with a large number of colleagues and
clients, where both groups consisted of experienced IS security professionals.
Being part of this environment has increased my own understanding of IS
security and the practical demands of IS security research. My assignments
have predominantly concerned the human factors of IS security: awareness,
behaviour, education, etc. Teaching at the Information Security School has
provided good opportunities for testing some of the conceptual findings in
this work for approximately 50 IS security professionals.
In January 2007, I left IS security consultancy to take up a position at the
Swedish Emergency Management Agency (SEMA). This involved a shift
from IS security at organisational level to national level, and my main
assignment in this new position is to develop a national roadmap for
information security in Sweden, an assignment that is currently ongoing.

2.2 Research Strategy
Based on the scientific perspective and knowledge objectives, the research
strategy is described in this section. The research questions in this thesis are
conceptual; the objectives are how we can understand certain phenomena.
According to Patton (2002) and Walsham (1995) for example, this knowledge
needs an interpretive research approach. The phenomena also need to be
modelled in a conceptual way, i.e. ‘What are they, really?’, ‘What do they
really mean?’, ‘How are they related to other concepts’? etc. This conceptual
modelling constitutes the analysis parts of the thesis. In my opinion, a
conceptual work like this needs empirical inputs as a supplement to
theoretical inputs. In order to reach practical relevance, the conceptual
development must have a pragmatic sense in practice, and not only be rooted
semantically.
The theoretical input to the conceptual modelling (analysis) has taken the
form of 1) my previous work (mainly the licentiate thesis as described in
Section 2.1.3 above) and 2) literature studies. However, the empirical sources
in Oscarson (2001) – a local government – have been used indirectly because
they contribute to a general understanding, which constitutes the conclusions
of that work.
In the empirical studies, interviews have been the main method for
obtaining information. Because the empirical studies aimed to contribute to
conceptual understanding, it has been important to access practitioners’
thoughts about the nature of IS security and its fundamental concepts.
According to Patton (1990), this would have been impossible through
observation:
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“We cannot observe feelings, thoughts, and intentions… …We cannot
observe how people have organised the world and the meanings they attach
to what goes on in the world. We have to ask people questions about those
things. The purpose of interviewing, then, is to allow us to enter into the
other person’s perspective. Qualitative interviewing begins with the
assumption that the perspective of others is meaningful, knowable, and
able to be made explicit.” (Patton, 1990 p 278)

According to Section 2.1.2, I have treated persons in the empirical
environments not only as sources of information as a one-way
communication, but also as discussion partners. Concepts have been
discussed with practitioners not only in the initial phases of the study, but
developed concepts have also been presented to informants in order to
prevent misinterpretations and therefore reach higher precision in (for
example) definitions of concepts. This interplay has yet another important
purpose; it is not only important to reach a conceptual development that is
correct or reasonable in semantic ways, but also in pragmatic ways as
mentioned above. The conceptual result of the thesis must be grounded
among IS security professionals as well as academics. As illustrated in
Figure 4, the conceptual modelling has inputs from my former works and
literature studies while interplaying with empirical studies.

Licentiate
thesis

Literature
studies

Empirical
studies

Conceptual
modelling
(analysis)

Result

Figure 4: Comprehensive activities in the study.
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The research process has included the parts described above, but not
sequentially. The research process has rather been characterised by reciprocal
actions and overlapping processes. Theory and practice has been carried out
parallel, and the theoretical work has also influenced the empirical work: the
questions, how I interpret the answers, etc (cf. the hermeneutic circle or
spiral). My practical work with IS security as a consultant and educator has
also contributed to an evolving pre-understanding for IS security in practice,
as well as influencing the research process.

2.3 Applied Research Methods
In this section, the three research activities - theoretical studies, empirical
studies and conceptual modelling - are described.

2.3.1 Literature Studies
The study can be characterised by an eclectic approach where appropriate
theories have been used. The theoretical sources have different purposes,
depending on where they are used in the thesis. The literature can be divided
into four groups:
x
x
x
x

Actual and perceived realities
Information systems
Information systems security
Risk and trust theories

The literature used in each area is introduced and discussed under the
headlines below.
Actual and Perceived Realities
The thesis is built upon a number of theoretical and philosophical bases that
permeate the whole study. Before analysing actual and perceived IS security,
I need an applicable framework of actual and perceived realities in general.
Chapter 3 deals with philosophical worldviews concerning actual and
perceived realities and ends up with an analysis model for actual and
perceived IS security. This analysis model is mainly built upon literature by
Goldkuhl (2002) and Searle (1995; 1999). Goldkuhl (2002) introduces socioinstrumental pragmatism (SIP), which (among others) consists of different
ontological realms, such as humans, artefacts and nature. Searle (1995; 1999)
represents, in my opinion, a balanced and sound perspective of ontological
and epistemic matters. Searle argues that an external reality exists, but
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different people have different representations of that reality. The thoughts of
Searle are feasible in my work when it comes to analysing what is actual and
what is not. The SIP framework is an appropriate complement to Searle
because it includes an ontological categorisation of the world; humans,
human actions, artefacts, etc. This categorisation is suitable to my broad IS
security perspective that involves not only technology but nature, humans and
their actions and results of those actions. For example, threats can originate
from the natural environment, from humans, or from artefacts made by
humans. Human inner worlds (shared and individual) are central in SIP as
well as they are significant to the role of humans in IS security, e.g. threats,
security mechanisms and risk assessment.
The theories of Goldkuhl (2002) and Searle (1995; 1999) are also
supplemented by some other literature, for example Berger and Luckmann
(1966), Bernstein (1983) and Chalmers (1982; 1998),
Information Systems
My perspective of IS security that is introduced in Chapter 4 is partly
grounded in a general IS perspective, and in particular a Scandinavian IS
perspective. Characteristics of this perspective are for example
contextual/organisational studies and conceptual and philosophical
orientation. Chapter 4 thus begins with a short description of the discipline
information systems where the Scandinavian perspective is highlighted.
Literature used in this section includes Goldkuhl (1996), Dahlbom and
Mathiassen (1993), Ivari and Lyytinen (1998), Khazanchi and Munkvold
(2000) and Langefors (1966).
Information Systems Security
Literature on IS security is a key input for most parts of this thesis. Chapter 4
continues with a description of IS security research traditions based on
literature by, among others, Baskerville (1993), Dhillon and Backhouse
(1999; 2001), Gerber and von Solms (2006) and Siponen (2005a; 2005b). A
discussion of the IS security concept is supported by literature by for instance
Andersen (1994), Gollmann (1999), Langefors (1966) and Yngström (1996).
As mentioned, an important input to this study is my licentiate thesis
(Oscarson, 2001) as this thesis to a great extent is a continuation of that work.
Many of the ideas that constitute this thesis have their origin in the licentiate
thesis even though some of them have been refined and developed in this
work. One example is the IS security practice model that completes Chapter
4. The IS security practice model is based upon the Theory of Practice by
Goldkuhl and Röstlinger (1999) that is briefly presented in this work.
Chapter 5 deals with a number of fundamental concepts in the IS security
area such as threat and security mechanisms. This conceptual framework has
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its origins in Oscarson (2001; 2003) but is also supplemented with other
literature in the IS security field (e.g. Furnell, 2002; Gollmann, 1999; Harris,
2002; ISO (2005a), Jonsson, 1995; Parker, 1981; Reason, 1990; Schneier,
2000).
Risk and Trust Theories
Risk is a major concept which can be seen as a counterpart to the security
concept (low degree of risk means high degree of security and vice versa).
The conceptual nature of risk is rarely problemised in the IS security area, but
is more commonly debated in other disciplines such as culture theory,
sociology and social anthropology. Consequently, input from these
disciplines has been fruitful when analysing actual and perceived IS security.
Examples of literature are Boholm and Ferreira (2002), Hellström (1998),
Renn (1992), Shrader-Frechette (1990) and Thompson (1990).
Some specific literature has been used concerning IS security and trust,
i.e. the ‘indirect’ impact of actual and perceived IS security (e.g. Chellappa
and Pavlou, 2002; Keen et al, 2000; Kim and Prabhakar, 2000);
Ratnasingham and Pavlou, 2003),

2.3.2 Empirical Studies
The empirical inputs to this thesis consist of expert interviews with IS
security professionals and a study of the Sasser worm that affected IT systems
in 2004. The study of Sasser comprises a minor case study of the City of
Stockholm (Sasser and the City of Stockholm are described in Section 2.3.3
below and in Chapter 6).
The expert interviews have been conducted with five informants, each an
expert in the IS security field (one of them is the information security
manager for the City of Stockholm). The informants are thus all experienced
IS security professionals, and have great knowledge of IS security
management. This means that they have not only great expertise in IS security
as an isolated area, but also great knowledge of business in general and the
business impact of IS security in particular. Most of the informants have a
technological background, but in their managerial positions also have a great
amount of business understanding. As they work with IS security at a high
organisational level, they often work with conceptual models and methods
and are familiar with the concepts in this study. The informants come from
both the public and the private sectors. Due to the sensitive nature of IS
security, the informants and their organisation are anonymous; only their
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positions and line of business are listed in Table 33 , which presents an
overview of the interviews.
Table 3: Performed interviews.

Informant

Position

Organisation

Informant 1

Information
Security
Manager
Security
Manager
Information
Security
Manager
Information
Security
Consultant
Senior Security
Specialist

The City of
Stockholm

10

3

Financial Company

4

2

6

Global Telecom
Company

1

1

Information security
consultant

1

1

Informant 2
Informant 3

Informant 4

Informant 5

Informal
Interview
conversations guides

Global IT company

1

Total number of
interviews

15

Total
number of
interviews
13

1
7
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The interviews were conducted between 2002 and 2007. Criteria for the
selection of respondents have been 1) their managerial position 2) the division
of public and private organisations 3) the division of national and
international operations and 4) the respondents’ engagement and my
possibility to access. For confidentiality reasons, not all organisations are
willing to let researchers study their sometimes-sensitive IS security issues.
This might be especially true when conducting interviews and informal
conversations.
Patton (2002) divides interviews into three basic approaches, based on the
extent interview questions are determined and standardised before the
interview occurs:
1. Informal conversational interview
2. General interview guide approach
3. Standardised open-ended interview
Informal conversational interview is the most open approach for interviewing
and is characterised by a natural flow of interaction between the interviewer
3
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The information security manager at the City of Stockholm is an exception to this
policy, and has granted his permission after reviewing this work.
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and the interviewed person. No predetermined set of questions is used but
interview questions are formulated spontaneously, and the focus of the
interview can change during the interview. The general interview guide is
made upon a set of issues that are to be discussed or explored during the
interview. The interview guide serves in this case as a checklist during the
interview to make sure that all relevant topics are covered. A standardised
open-ended interview uses interview questions that are written in advance
exactly the same way they are to be asked during the interview. The
standardised open-ended interview aims to minimise the interviewer effect by
asking several people exactly the same questions.
The accomplished interviews in this work can be divided into two groups;
they belong to Patton’s approaches number one and two, i.e. they have either
been informal conversations or based on interview guides (the interview
guides can be found in Appendix A). Table 3 shows the number of informal
conversations and interview guides. The motives for this can be found in
previous sections in this chapter; the knowledge objectives in this study and
my view of empirical sources as a part of my scientific perspective. The
interviews, either informal conversations or supported by interview guides,
have taken the form of interactive discussions where certain issues have been
explored. The main topics in the interviews have been conceptual issues in
order to give contributions to the general question of how we can understand
actual and perceived IS security. Issues in the interview guides have in these
cases been fundamental concepts, such as threat. For each concept, the
informant has initially been confronted with the concept and the question, for
example ‘How do you define the concept threat?’. Additional questions have
focused on actual and perceived aspects (e.g. ‘Are there actual threats, or are
all threats only subjective perceptions?’) and the business significance of IS
security (e.g. ‘Which impact would the occurrence of a serious incident have
on your customer relations?’). In all interviews, discussions about the role of
humans, organisations and technology in IS security have been a major issue.
For example, when discussing security mechanisms (protections), one aspect
has been how these security mechanisms can be divided into human,
organisational and technological ones.
The interviews have been recorded with a mini-disc recorder (especially
the interviews with interview guides) or noted on paper. The recordings have
been transferred to texts afterwards using Microsoft Word. The empirical
documentation has been analysed thematically, and can be regarded as a
simple form of (qualitative) content analysis (see e.g. Krippendorff, 2004),
where similarities in the content are identified and extracted. For instance,
information concerning the security mechanism concept has been extracted
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from the empirical material when conducting analysis regarding the security
mechanism concept.

2.3.3 The City of Stockholm and the Sasser Worm
Although some empirical inputs have been used, this thesis is mainly
theoretical and conceptual. Thus, a well-known practical event has been used
in order to illustrate and concretise this rather abstract topic; the Sasser worm
that was spread around the world during spring 2004. The Sasser case is
introduced in Chapter 6 and is then used as an application throughout the
thesis analysis part (i.e. Chapters 7-10). This application includes the whole
course of the event; from the creation of the worm, via its spreading and
technical and organisational impacts to the taken security measures. To
capture the organisational aspects of the Sasser worm, a minor case study has
been performed with the City of Stockholm. This study comprises how the
worm was spread across the organisation, its impact, the security measures
that were taken and the lessons learned. The City of Stockholm is briefly
introduced in Chapter 6.
Facts about the Sasser worm and theories about malicious code in general
are mainly collected from CNet News.com (2004), Furnell (2002), Symantec
(2004), the Swedish Emergency Management Agency (2004) and Informant
5. In the City of Stockholm, information has been gathered by interviews and
documental studies. The information security manager at the City of
Stockholm has been the main informant and is referred to as Informant 1 in
Table 3. About half of these interviews concerned the Sasser incident, and
have taken the form of informal conversations supported by general interview
guides. The following documents have been used in the Sasser case at the
City of Stockholm:
x An Incident Report (Stockholm, 2004) describes the Sasser course
at the City of Stockholm. This report was created by an internal
group in the municipality, lead by the information security manager
and was presented on June 1, 2004.
x A Security Measure Report (Stockholm, 2005a) suggests security
measures based on breaches identified during the Sasser incident.
This report was ordered by the information security manager and was
compiled during 2004 and 2005 by a project group consisting of
internal actors as well as external consultants and was finished in
October 2005.
x The Information Security Policy and Regulations (Stockholm,
2005b) sets out the comprehensive IS security objectives of the City
of Stockholm and was decided by the City Council on June 13, 2005.
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x

The Guidelines and Instructions (Stockholm, 2005c) document is
based on the information security policy and regulations document,
and was issued by the head of the City of Stockholm November 30,
2005.

The information security policy and regulations, and the guidelines and
instructions are basically in line with the standard ISO/IEC 27002:2005 (ISO,
2005a).

2.3.4 Conceptual Modelling
Conceptual modelling has been the major research activity in this study. The
theoretical and empirical inputs have been modelled in a conceptual manner
in order to achieve conceptual development in this area. The conceptual
modelling has mainly been done in the analysis part of the thesis (Chapter 710) but has also to some extent been conducted in earlier chapters.
Traditionally, conceptual modelling has focused on semantic rather than
pragmatic aspects (Ågerfalk and Eriksson, 2004). This work has stressed the
practical aspects of conceptual development, however. As mentioned
previously, there has been an iterative interplay between conceptual
modelling and discussions with the informants. The conception of IS security
and its fundamental concepts does not only have a semantic but must have a
practical sense. The meaning of terms only makes sense in the context of an
evolving grammar in the practical field, and depend both on the evolution of
words and the evolution of ideas about IS security and closely related
concepts (Cronen, 2001). Consequently, the conceptual modelling consists of
1) logical and semantic considerations, and 2) its use by practitioners. Like
the discussions with informants and literature studies, the conceptual
modelling is an interpretative work itself.
The modelling has been done with verbal modelling (reasoning, arguing,
etc) and graphical representations. Using these two approaches parallel
produces a more precise result because it is easier to detect weaknesses and
logical failures. Moreover, visual representations often clarify the author’s
thinking and increase the reader’s comprehension (Whetten, 1989). A
theoretical or conceptual framework of an area consists of factors (variables,
constructs, concepts) as well as their relations, which together create a
‘conceptual landscape’ (ibid). In order to reach a conceptual whole, i.e. not
only separate definitions, the modelling also covers relationships between
concepts. These relationships and consistencies are easier to create and
understand by using graphical modelling than verbal modelling. Furthermore,
some aspects, the time dimension for instance, are also easier to model
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because they include a scale that is often much easier to capture with
graphical methods. Mathematical definitions and descriptions have rarely
been used, only a few simple mathematical representations such as the risk
equation.
The conceptual modelling in the analysis part of the thesis is based on
analysis models in the theoretical part of the thesis, such as the analysis
model for IS security in Chapter 3, and the IS security practice model in
Chapter 4.

2.4 On the Quality of the Study
According to Keen (1991), quality in IS research consists of two aspects: the
rigour of the study and its relevance for the target audience. The quality of
this work in accordance with both of the quality aspects is discussed in the
two sub sections below.

2.4.1 The Relevance of the Study
The academic IS security community, like most other disciplines that study
IT and information management, has its practical counterpart. Our field of
study is something that has its function in society outside of academia (see
e.g. Keen, 1991). Sub-sections of our discipline such as web design, software
developing methods and IS security, are fields where people actually work in
practice. These fields are not only parts of our discipline but also lines of
business and practical professions. Like many other researchers in our
discipline (e.g. Axelsson, 1998; Dahlbom and Mathiassen, 1993; Keen,
1991), I believe that knowledge development in the IS discipline should be
useful for the practical field, or as Keen puts it: “until relevance is
established, rigour is irrelevant” (Keen, 1991 p 27). If a research result is
useless, the rigour of the research is meaningless. Even if some basic research
that only addresses other researchers has its justification, the majority of the
research results must be applicable for practitioners – otherwise our research
is degenerated to an introvert activity (Goldkuhl, 1996). IS security, in my
opinion, is a field that should be exceptionally and immediately interesting to
anyone dealing with IS/IT in society, and a field with a great deal of
knowledge development both in and outside academia. Lack of IS security,
according to the introduction of this thesis, is quite prevalent in our society
and any contribution to proper IS security is an important advancement. To
summarise, the relevance criterion for quality seems to me as important as the
rigour criterion.
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This work is theoretical and conceptual rather that empirical, even though
it has some empirical input. At first glance, the study can seem theoretical
with little practical relevance. I am convinced that this is not the case,
however. The practical relevance of research results, i.e. their use and value,
can differ from how the research has been conducted; pure theoretical
research can have a great deal of value for the practice, while research
conducted close to the practice can be less useful for practitioners.
Nevertheless, I agree with Axelsson (1998) who says that research should
include empirical studies. If practitioners are involved in the research process,
especially through the approach of open interviews and conversations, the
researcher can be perceptive to their demands and needs; if a researcher
pursues studies close to the practice, he or she has a greater understanding of
what problems are relevant and what research results are demanded by the
practice. My perception is that IS security professionals are interested in, and
have a need for conceptual and theoretical deepening. A common opinion is
that IS security is too focused on technological and administrative solutions at
the expense of the conceptual thinking that can lead to useful models and
methods. A specific reason for this is, as mentioned in Chapter 1, that the
complexity and abstractness of IS security makes it difficult to estimate and
measure. The results of this thesis can contribute to an understanding of the
mechanisms that rule IS security in a conceptual way. My conviction of this
practical relevance is based on numerous meetings and discussions with
practitioners in the IS security field; during consultation, education and
conversation with colleagues in the IS security community.
Research must of course be interesting for academics as well; the
contribution must have scientific value in the sense of newsworthiness and
quality for, in this case, the IS security research community. The conceptual
contribution of this work can be seen as basic research; a conceptual
development of fundamental IS security concepts and the understanding of IS
security. From my point of view, IS security research lacks conceptual
discussions and contributions. I believe that philosophical and conceptual
contributions that stretch beyond traditional technological approaches will
enrich the area of IS security, and advance the understanding of its
fundamental nature. The contributions of this work - as qualitative conceptual
work - should be treated as a theoretical proposition, however, rather than a
‘hard’ theory or hypothesis that can be measured (cf. Whetten, 1989).
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2.4.2 The Rigour of the Study
Conventional criteria for conducting positivist assessments of research are
objectivity, reliability, internal validity and external validity (Lincoln and
Guba, 1985). These criteria are not suitable, however, when judging the
quality of qualitative research. They are built on the underpinning that there is
an objective truth ‘out there’, which is difficult or impossible to grasp with
interpretative research. As alternatives to the conventional criteria above,
Lincoln and Guba (1985) propose four other criteria for judging the
trustworthiness of qualitative oriented research: confirmability, dependability,
transferability and credibility. These criteria have been widely adopted (e.g.
Patton, 2002; Seal, 1999) and because of their interpretative nature, are used
as assessment criteria for this work. The alternative criteria have analogous
connections to the conventional criteria objectivity, reliability, internal
validity and external validity (Lincoln and Guba, 1985), which are
commented under each criterion below.
x

x

x

x
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Confirmability is analogous to objectivity and refers to the
neutrality of the research. Qualitative research cannot be completely
free from personal and professional bias, but the striving for
avoidance of this and the researcher’s awareness of these influences
increases the confirmability. Confirmability in qualitative research
can be further strengthened through triangulation, i.e. the use of
several methods (e.g. interviews and surveys) or several theories.
Dependability is analogous to reliability and refers to the
replicability of a study. Replication can rarely be achieved in
qualitative research because it requires an unchanged environment
including both researchers and informants. The dependability can be
increased by transparency; letting the research community audit and
examine the research progress. This also means accounting for the
research process in the final result.
Transferability is analogous to external validity and generalisation,
and refers to the degree in which the research can be applicable to
other situations. Transferability can be increased by ‘thick
description’, i.e. detailed descriptions of the unique context or
situation, so that the transferability of the result is easier to estimate.
Credibility is analogous to internal validity. Credibility can for
example be increased by confirmation of the informants; that the
researcher’s interpretations are valid.
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The major approach for facilitating assessments concerning this study’s
rigour is transparency. Descriptions of methods used, perspectives and
theories are in my opinion quite extensive (especially in the first and second
parts of the thesis). These descriptions improve the confirmability,
dependability and the transferability. In this work, I have not attempted to
appear as a neutral researcher but have clarified my pre-understanding,
perspectives and used methods. The reader must judge the results in the light
of those perspectives and methods. The theories used have not been described
neutrally, but I have also tried to explain the underlying philosophical
perspectives beyond the theories. This is also in accordance with Seale
(1999), who claims that a clear description of the researcher’s theoretical
orientations and preconceptions is a matter of rigour. The result is thus not
neutral, but given the perspective, methods and frameworks used, the results
should make sense. The extended use of internal grounding and
argumentation in this work requires that it is argumentatively valid, and a
traceability between different entities in the thesis, i.e. transparency and
clearness. I have tried to do so, and in the end it is the reader who decides
whether I have succeeded.
Transferability can also be discussed in terms of the contextual limitation
of the research (e.g. Whetten, 1989). The conceptual framework of actual and
perceived IS security in this thesis is intended to be generic given the
described perspective of IS security and the delimitations described in
Chapter 1 (for example the organisational and societal focus). However, the
empirical case of Sasser can have some limitations. Although the Sasser
worm was spread globally and had identical affects on computer and
computer networks, the case study of the City of Stockholm has some
limitations. This organisation is quite large and operates in the public sector
in Sweden. The transferability of IS security in that organisation, as the IS
security management organisation, responsibilities and decision processes, is
of course limited. In order to strengthen credibility, interpretations of the
informants’ utterances and documents have been checked afterwards
(foremost at the City of Stockholm). This has also been done due to the
extended time of this work; the study has been in progress for five years.
During the course of this work, I have applied and tested the results on a
number of IS security professionals, through teaching and consulting in IS
security, and both formally and informally with colleagues. As an IS security
professional, I am part of the IS security community (as described in Chapter
4) and share some basic viewpoints and values that are shared by this
community. Being so close to the empirical sources – and even as part of it –
has both advantages and disadvantages. During my work with this thesis, I
have spent my daily work reading and writing on the subject and discussing
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with numerous competent IS security professionals. This of course is valuable
for work like this; I have probably acquired a great amount of tacit knowledge
of this area. This can also be a disadvantage; being uncritical and accepting
some collective ‘truths’ as given. However, I have always aimed to be critical
and questioning without sacrificing curiosity and respectfulness for other
people’s knowledge and opinions.
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Chapter 3

The Meaning of Actual and
Perceived
When analysing actual and perceived IS security, it is important to understand how
both the concepts actual and perceived are treated and defined in general. In this
chapter, an analysis model for actual and perceived IS security is presented that is
applied in the analysis part later on in the thesis. The analysis model is basically built
upon the two theories External Realism (ER) by Searle (1995) and Socio-Instrumental
Pragmatism (SIP) by Goldkuhl (2002). The chapter starts with a description of my
initial philosophical worldview, which has been a pre-assumption when searching for
appropriate theories.

3.1 A Philosophical Presupposition
During the past five years, while studying IS security from an
actual/perceived perspective, a worldview regarding actual and perceived
realities has evolved in my mind. I believe that my ideas have been quite clear
for me, even if they not have been documented or even articulated. Before
describing the theories mentioned above, I will give a brief presentation of
my initial worldview.
I believe we are living in one, and only one, reality. As humans, we are
one part of that reality. The reality is independent of humans in the sense that
it can exist without humans – we are sort of ‘guests’ in a world and our
appearance in that reality are limited in time and space. But as a part of that
reality we, as well as other living organisms, intervene in reality and use parts
of it for our own utility. Consequently, humans construct parts of the reality;
not only material things by using material resources in the world, but also by
using intellectual capacities for creating immaterial phenomena in our
societies such as stock markets, football rules or languages. Things
constructed by humans are parts of the world as well as the rest of the reality,
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i.e. nature. Both categories can be treated as actual; they are elements that
really exist.
Humans have knowledge, understandings and perceptions of that reality;
both in nature and in parts created by humans. Knowledge, understanding or
perception in a certain thing can differ between individuals or human groups,
and over time. People have different backgrounds, experiences, attitudes, etc,
that affect their interpretation of reality. This means that a certain element of
that reality, whether created by humans or not, can be interpreted in different
ways by different individuals or groups. Knowledge can be cumulative, and
people are affected by ideas earlier in history, with the consequence that
knowledge and ideas can be revised or replaced over time.
These two parts – actual reality, and our knowledge, understanding and
perceptions of that reality – represent my ontological and epistemological
view and are discussed in the next sections.
The relation between the two parts, i.e. what humans ‘know’ (and how
much) about reality, is also a matter of discussion. I believe the human
knowledge in total is a tremendous small part of the total reality, i.e. ‘what
there is to know’. During history, humans have sometimes, or even often, put
themselves in a central position in the world; the world rotates around the
earth, and natural resources are in place to serve and feed humans. I believe
that we overestimate the significance of humans. We have, as far as we know,
existed in a very limited time in the world and are located in a limited space
in the world. Human knowledge is also overestimated in my opinion; I think
that voices in society – the media, researchers, politicians, etc – sometimes
express an underlying assumption that we now know ‘almost everything’ yet
there are still some white spots to discover. One example of this attitude is
concepts like ‘supernatural’, which refers to states that are beyond the natural,
and describes phenomena that do not follow natural laws. As if things we
cannot explain by scientific methods, i.e. things we ‘do not know’, cannot be
a part of nature. In line with my philosophical worldview, that our
‘knowledge’ is just a very small part of reality, I believe that supernatural
phenomena are just things in nature/reality of which we have no (scientific)
knowledge. It is not only these phenomena that do not fit into reality; our
knowledge and understanding of reality are also limited.
Placing (white) humans in a central part of the world can be typical for
the western culture. We have for example colonised other parts of the world
and exploited natural resources and other cultures. Other cultures – such as
Indian cultures – seem to have a more humble attitude towards the position of
humans in the world; humans are just one part of a whole and should respect
the rest of the world as animals and other natural resources.
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Scientific methods are one of several approaches to acquiring knowledge
of the world. It is accepted by modern (western) culture to search for reliable
knowledge that can be shared and verified. But there are other ways of
acquiring knowledge of reality, though they can be more difficult to verify.
Religions and other spiritual movements are examples of alternative methods
for humans to understand reality. In my opinion, phenomena we sometimes
treat as ‘supernatural’ are indications that great parts of reality exist that we
do not understand with our current methods for acquiring understanding and
knowledge.
When tackling the subject of actual and perceived information systems
security, there was a need to relate my thoughts to established philosophical
views regarding actual and perceived realities and, hopefully, to find one that
can develop, confirm or overthrow my own worldview. When searching for a
philosophical view that corresponds to my own worldview, I found the
theories or worldviews mentioned above; External Realism (ER), as
described by Searle (1995), and Socio-Instrumental Pragmatism (SIP)
described by Goldkuhl (2002).
ER as an ontological framework confirms my original viewpoint; nothing
in it has really been changed, but rather ER has been an appropriate ‘tool’ for
me to use when articulating my philosophical worldview. ER in itself, as
described below, represents the ‘actual world’ where actual IS security
belongs. Socio-Instrumental Pragmatism by Goldkuhl (2002), in my opinion,
is also in line with my pre-assumption above, but SIP adds a classification of
different ontological realms of the world that supplement ER. The theories of
ER and SIP are described in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The theories are synthesised
in section 3.4 where facts and judgements are discussed in order to support
the definition of actual and perceived concepts. Both concepts are defined in
section 3.5, as well as a description of how the concepts are used in this thesis
as an analysis method.

3.2 External Realism
Realism is a scientific concept that seems to include a number of different
versions, e.g. critical realism (e.g. Archer et al, 1998), scientific realism and
convergence realism (Leplin, 1984). As realism has a number of advocates
that can differ from each other, critics of realism are sorted under the antirealism umbrella. Chalmers (1998) claims that realism in a traditional way
roughly means science as grasping not only the observable world, but also the
world that is beyond the outer course. This type of definition makes realism
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an epistemic4 worldview because it deals with human knowledge of the
world. On the contrary, external realism (ER) as introduced by Searle (1995),
is a pure ontological worldview:
Realism is the view that the world exists independently of our
representations of it (Searle, 1995, p 153)5

According to Searle (1995), ER represents the ontology (that which exists)
while human representations represent the epistemology. Thus, ER must not
be mixed with epistemic views but is an ontological worldview that, as
mentioned, assumes that an external world exists that is independent from
human representations of that world. The idea of ER separates the way things
are, i.e. the reality, and all human representations of the reality. This
definition of ER means that if we had never existed, and it had never
therefore been any representations, most of the world would have remained
unaffected, except for parts of the world that are constituted or affected by
our representations; there exist parts of ER that are knowledge-dependent (i.e.
the social constructed reality). The relation between a part (X) of ER and a
human representation of that part is depicted in Figure 5.

Representation
of X

X
External Reality (ER)

Figure 5: External Reality separates parts in reality from its
representations.

4

A discussion concerning epistemic and ontological worldviews is to be found below
in this section.
5
Searle uses the metaphor of ‘external’ to mark the fact that reality exists outside of,
or external to, our system of representation. During history, the word ‘realism’ has
had a variety of meanings and as such, I believe that Searle uses ‘external realism’ to
distinguish from other meanings.
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In contrast to Chalmers’ (1998) definition of traditional realism as described
above, Chalmers (1982) is an advocate of a kind of realism that he calls
unrepresentative realism. The unrepresentative realism is similar to ER and
involves the assumption that
“…the physical world is the way it is independently of our knowledge
about it” (Chalmers, 1982, p 163).

and
“The world is the way it is whatever individuals or groups of individuals
may think about the matter” (Chalmers, 1982, p 163).

The main difference between Searle and Chalmers is that the former speaks
about ‘representations’, while the latter use the word ‘knowledge’.
Representation is a more general concept; it is not limited to human language
or models describing reality, but comprises any statements, beliefs,
perceptions, thoughts, etc. (Searle, 1995). For me, this broader concept is
more appropriate; if we assume a reality independent of knowledge, it must
be independent of any representation as well, including delusions that do not
correspond to reality at all (more about relations between ER and
representations below). Thus, in this section I will use Searle’s definition of
realism, i.e. external reality (ER), and my understanding of ER as it is
introduced in Searle (1995).
According to Searle (1995), ER consists of nature, like mountains, trees
and water. Everything in nature has a physical mass and chemical
composition, independent of human representations, including the description
and understanding of the physical mass and chemical composition itself, for
example the periodic system. Also humans are part of ER, not only as
physical beings, but also by the human consciousness. Searle (1995) is an
advocate of the viewpoint that the human consciousness is a biologic feature:
“Types of living systems evolve through natural selection, and some of
them have evolved certain sorts of cellular structures, specifically, nervous
systems capable of causing and sustaining consciousness. Consciousness is
a biological, and therefore physical, though of course also mental, feature
of certain higher-level nervous systems, such as human brains and a large
number of different types of animal brains.” (Searle, 1995, p 6)

Searle (1995) claims that there is no radical break between the ontology of
biology and the cultural and institutional ontology. Instead, it is more or less a
continuous story. Consciousness leads to intentionality, which means that the
capacity of the mind represents phenomena in the world other than itself.
Moreover, intentionality is not only individual, but also collective; Searle
(1995) uses the term collective intentionality. These inter-personal
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agreements (which can be expressed or not) are therefore also to be treated as
ontological features, i.e. something that is intrinsic and really exists. But in
contrast to trees and mountains, social phenomena such as money, football
rules, marriages and courts of law are things that only exist because humans
have stipulated that they exist, and that there are human agreements for how
to symbolise the phenomena. Searle (1995) labels these socially constructed
phenomena as institutional facts (contrary to ‘brute facts’). The degree to
which these agreements are spread can vary, however; it is a matter of degree
from individual judgements to institutional facts (Searle, 1995).
Consequently, any human consciousness and intentionality, individual or
collective, which exist in different degrees of agreements, are ontological
features. People actually have feelings, opinions, ideas and agreements. One
or more humans can also have thoughts about one or more other humans; they
have ‘meta-representations’. Thus, the human mind – individual and
collective – can be treated both as an ontological feature and an epistemic
feature. Figure 6 illustrates this with one person (the subject) that have
thoughts about another person’s (the object) thoughts.

Y thinks
Paris is
beautiful

Paris is
beautiful

X (subject)

Y (object)

Representation of ER

ER

Figure 6: Human consciousness as part of ER as well as a human
representation.

Collective intentionality and social constructions can be tightly connected to
things in nature; humans create artefacts (cf. also Goldkuhl, 2002). A piece of
wood sawn from a tree can, together with some metal refined into screws, be
made to a chair. The ‘chair’ consists of a certain mass and chemical
composition placed in a certain order that creates a certain form, but it is a
(common) human agreement that the thing is a chair (a human who has never
seen a chair can have another understanding of the object, for example a piece
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of firewood, see the next section about conceptual relativity). Humans have
intervened in nature and created a certain form of physical mass for
something that we (normally) understand as a chair. Humans also intervene in
nature in ways that are not so obvious or intentional. For example, a great
amount of nature is in some way unintentionally affected by human activities
in the form of pollution.
This ontological worldview, as represented by ER, confirms my
presupposition of one (and only one) reality that exists independently of
human’s representations or knowledge of it. ER expresses for me a sound
worldview; it has a humble attitude to the position of the human being and
humans’ knowledge.
When arguing for ER, Searle discusses a number of issues concerning
critics of ER (Searle, 1995). Some of the most important arguments against
ER (and Searle’s contra arguments) can be sorted under the following
headings:
x
x
x

Relations between ER and representations of ER
Mixing of ontology and epistemology
Inconsistence with conceptual relativism

In sections 3.2.1 – 3.2.3, the three issues of critique will be discussed in order
to increase the understanding of the worldview of ER.

3.2.1 Relations between ER and Representations of ER
Critics of ER in this field claim that ER is a theory that tries to explain how
the world really is constituted, i.e. that it has an ambition to declare the truth
(this type of criticism is similar to the one that mixes ontology and
epistemology, discussed in the next section). According to Searle (1995), this
is a serious misunderstanding. ER does not tell us what ER consists of, or if
certain representations of (parts of) ER are true, but only that an outer world
exists; that is, ER does not say how things are but only that there is a way that
they are (Searle, 1995). Still, I will in this section discuss the relation between
ER and human representations of ER in order to increase understanding of
ER.
Truth is about the relation between ER and human representations
(Searle, 1995). The theory of correspondence is a theory that deals with that
relation, i.e. what the concept true means (Føllesdal, 1990; Searle, 1995); if a
representation corresponds to a state in ER, the human representation is what
we call true (see Figure 7).
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Representation
of X

Corresponds

X
External Reality (ER)

Figure 7: A representation is true if it is corresponding to reality.

It is difficult, or even impossible, for humans to be absolutely sure if
something is constantly true over time (cf. Popper, see e.g. Chalmers, 1998).
The theory of ER does not imply what is true and what is not, because it does
not intend to explain what ER consists of (Searle, 1995). But in the same way
as ER means that an external reality exists, it claims that human
representations can or may not correspond to conditions in ER (ibid).
Different phenomena vary according to how ‘hard’ we can determine their
trueness, and criteria for ‘true’ also vary between different scientific
directions. Thus, we cannot always determine what is true, but the theory of
correspondence has its relevance anyway, in the same sense as ER. There are
things that exist in ER, and some of our representations of ER may
correspond to the statements in ER while some do not. From this standpoint,
we can distinguish three basic relationships between states in ER and
representation of these states:
1. Human representations that correspond to ER (knowledge)
2. Human representations that do not correspond to ER (delusions)
3. States in the world that have no human representations (unknown
states)
The three conditions are depicted in Figure 8. The theory of correspondence
offers a ‘hard’ view of the truth concept – representations are either true or
false (Føllesdal, 1990). But in the same way as ER, the theory of
correspondence does not tell us what is true; it is just a thinkable image of the
relationship between ER and human representations of ER. Representations
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of a certain state in ER may differ and still be true, and that is what is meant
by conceptual relativity (see section 3.2.3).

Knowledge Representation
of X (1)

Correspond

Representation
of X (2)

Delusion

Does not
correspond

Known

Unknown

X

Y (3)

External Reality (ER)

Figure 8: Known, unknown and delusional objects.

3.2.2 Epistemology versus Ontology
As mentioned above, it is important to understand that ER is an ontological
worldview and not an epistemic one. Searle claims that a common
misunderstanding of ER is the mixing of epistemology and ontology:
“I realise that since the seventeenth century the most common arguments
against realism have been epistemic” (Searle, 1995 p 154).

One misunderstanding in this sense is that ER implies a view of reality.
Searle (1995) quotes Putnam (1990):
The whole content of Realism lies in the claim that it makes sense to think
of a God’s Eye View (or better a view from nowhere). Putnam (1990, p 23)

Searle criticises this misunderstanding because the whole idea of a ‘view’ is
epistemic. ER is not epistemic and does not imply any view of reality,
because it does not tell what the ER consists of but only that it exists. This
criticism may however be valid for other versions of realism that seem to
grasp also the representation of the external world, i.e. not only the ontology.
Discussions of realism or objectivism versus relativism or subjectivism
are an old philosophical issue. Roughly these discussions can be divided into
two parts, which in Searle’s (1995) opinion are often mixed up. One part is of
an epistemic nature; it deals with whether our (scientific) knowledge is, or
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can be, objective or not. This is the traditional divide between positivists and
interpreters. The term realism and objectivism can therefore have two
meanings (as pointed out by among others Bernstein, 1983). One meaning
considers the conviction that it exists, or must exist, a permanent matrix or
framework that we can refer to when stipulating the nature of rationality,
knowledge and truth. This meaning is therefore epistemic because it has to do
with human knowledge. The other meaning of realism/objectivism is
ontological because it refers to the view that there exists an independent and
objective reality outside of, and independent of human representations. The
latter form of realism/objectivism is used by Searle and labelled as external
realism (ER). Searle (1995) nuances the discussion between objectivity and
subjectivity by separating ontological sense from epistemic sense, which ends
up in a division of four categories:
x
x
x
x

Ontological objectivity
Ontological subjectivity
Epistemic objectivity
Epistemic subjectivity

In order to increase the understanding of actual and perceived IS security, I
believe it is fruitful to apply these four categories, because they together
illustrate the division between actual and perceived realities (see sections 3.4
and 3.5).
Ontological subjectivity and objectivity constitute what Searle (1995)
defines as external realism (ER). It is therefore, as described above, the
physical world that we live in, independent of human representations. The
division of subjectivity and objectivity in the ontological sense depends upon
whether ontological matters are limited to an individual or not. Humans are
physical objects of the world, and we are in that sense ontological, and
independent from human representations of ourselves. An example of
ontological subjectivity is human sight. It is an intrinsic matter that humans
are able to watch things that surround us. Light beams through the eye lens
and reflect the retina and via nerves, our brain interprets the pattern of light
into images. The individual interprets images in different ways, according to
experience, culture, etc. Ontological objectivity refers to everything else in
the ER, which is not limited to an individual person.
In the epistemic sense, typical ‘subjective’ matters are judgements that
depend upon certain attitudes, feelings, and points of view. On the other hand,
objective matters are in the epistemic sense facts that make them true or false
independently of anybody’s attitudes or feelings. Searle illustrates the
division between epistemic objectivity and epistemic subjectivity with an
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example about the artist Rembrandt: “Rembrandt lived in Amsterdam during
the year 1632” (epistemic objective), and “Rembrandt is a better artist than
Rubens” (epistemic subjective). Roughly, epistemic subjectivity is about
judgements, while epistemic objectivity is about facts. However, the contrast
between epistemic subjectivity and objectivity, according to Searle (1995), is
a matter of degree; the division between both is not always as obvious as the
example above. Epistemic objective matters may be institutional facts, i.e.
socially constructed, or things that are brute facts, i.e. natural states. The fact
that Brazil won the football World Cup in 2002 is a typical institutional fact.
The football rules, and the referees’ judgements according to those rules, are
social constructions, but must still be regarded as facts. In sport history books,
it will be stated that Brazil was the winner, and those who claim that Italy or
Sweden won will simply be wrong. An example of brute fact is that the moon
circles round the earth. This kind of fact is not constructed, but has been
discovered by humans. Even if the brute facts are objective, they can be
refined or even replaced by newer discoveries in the future. This is typical for
the evolution of nature science; theories will be improved or replaced by new
theories, but often the previous theories are prerequisites for the latter (cf. the
theories of Newton and Einstein – see e.g. Chalmers, 1982). Epistemic
objectivity is typically facts that are black or white, i.e. they can be true or
false depending on their correspondence to the actual state in reality (i.e. its
ontological state). This means that epistemic objectivity (human knowledge
of facts) may be true or not. Epistemic subjectivity is, on the other hand, not
factual knowledge but ‘softer’ kinds of knowledge that depends upon values,
norms, cultures, experiences, etc.
Epistemic subjectivity related to the examples above can be that “Brazil
deserved to win the World Cup” and “the moon is beautiful tonight”. To
grasp the idea of ER, it is important to understand the distinction between
epistemic subjectivity and objectivity versus ontological subjectivity and
objectivity. Figure 9 illustrates the four categories.
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Epistemic
subjectivity

Epistemic
objectivity
Interpretations
Ontological
subjectivity
Ontological
objectivity

External Reality (ER)

Figure 9: Epistemic and ontological subjectivity and objectivity.

Let us conclude the description of ontological versus epistemic subjectivity
and objectivity with an example (depicted in Figure 10): A person is
watching a chair.
1. Ontological objectivity: An object is composed of wooden parts,
which are put together with metal screws. The object has a certain
mass and a certain chemical composition – cellulose fibres and metal
alloy molecules – that are arranged by humans in a specific form.
2. Ontological subjectivity: A person observes the object and, as
described earlier, the physical observation of the human is
ontologically subjective.
3. Epistemic objectivity: Humans have created the object with its
specific form and size in order to become a chair. It is an
unquestionable fact that it is a chair, even if the person does not
know what a chair is.
4. Epistemic subjectivity: The person likes the chair; it has a nice form
and is comfortable.
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Epistemic
objectivity

Ontological
objectivity

That is
a chair

The chair
is beautiful

Epistemic
subjectivity
Observing

Ontological
subjectivity

Figure 10: The four categories illustrated by a person observing a chair.

3.2.3 Conceptual Relativity
Relativism can be seen as a counterpart of rationalism (Gilje and Grimen,
1992). The idea of relativism is based on the assumption that there is no
universal rationalism, because norms, intentions, etc, are culture relative.
Conceptual relativism is another basis for critics of ER – several philosophers
have supposed that ER is inconsistent with conceptual relativity. Searle
(1995) has no understanding of that criticism, but rather accepts conceptual
relativity as a complement to ER, which he illustrates with the following
states:
“ER1: Reality means that reality exists independently of our
representations of it.
“CR1: All representations of reality are made relative to some more or less
arbitrarily selected set of concepts” (Searle, 1995, p 161).

This criticism seems to be based in the same misunderstanding as the
previous one, the one with roots in mixing ontology and epistemology.
According to Searle (1995), human representations of states in the
external reality can differ from each other. This is the other part of the
philosophical worldview introduced in this section: conceptual reality (CR).
This is an interpretative perspective that means that individuals, and groups of
individuals, interpret the world in different ways, and leads to the result that
humans’ representations of external reality can differ (see Figure 11).
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Representation
1 Of X

Representation
2 Of X

Representation
n Of X

X
External Reality (ER)

Figure 11: The external reality can be represented in different ways.

Because human representations are an epistemic feature, conceptual relativity
can be discussed on the basis of both epistemic subjectivity and objectivity. It
is perhaps obvious to imagine conceptual relativity as differences in
representations due to epistemic subjectivity, but representations of ER can
also differ within an area of epistemic objectivity. It is the conceptual way of
how to represent parts of ER, and not differences in the fundamental
understanding of ER. For example, the brute fact regarding the degree that
water boils is a matter of epistemic objectivity; no one without a great amount
of scientific verification will seriously question the degree that water starts to
boil. Still, this is a matter of conceptual relativity; water starts boiling at 212
degrees Fahrenheit, which is true as well as water is boiling at 100 degrees
Celsius. In conceptual relativity, there are theoretically an infinite number of
ways to describe things; if one hundred people are asked to describe a certain
mountain, there will be one hundred different descriptions of that mountain,
including the shapes of maps, images, different languages, etc. This is an
example of brute fact, but even institutional facts can of course be a matter of
relativity when it comes to representations.

3.3 Socio-Instrumental Pragmatism
Goldkuhl (2002) has introduced an ontological framework called socioinstrumental pragmatism (SIP). SIP can be seen as an articulation of an
ontological perspective that is the result of an evolution in the Swedish
research group VITS over several years. According to Goldkuhl (2002), the
growth of the framework has been inspired by social action theories (e.g.
Giddens, 1984; Habermas, 1984), pragmatic knowledge theories (e.g. Dewey,
1938; Schutz, 1962; Berger and Luckmann, 1966), pragmatic language
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theories (e.g. Wittgenstein, 1958ab; Searle, 1969; Habermas, 1984; Halliday,
1994) and social artefacts theories (Norman, 1988; Latour, 1992).
SIP is not, according to Goldkuhl, a ‘total’ description of the world, it
emphasises the social world. Moreover, SIP should be seen as a conceptual
instrument for further, more specific, conceptualisations in the field of social
aspects of information systems. This use of SIP in this work is an example of
applying the ontological basics in the IS security field. The ontology consists
of some basic ontological categories – realms – of the world:
1. Humans
2. Human inner world (knowledge, intentions, emotions, etc)
a. Intra-subjective part (individualised)
b. Inter-subjective part (shared knowledge and social
institutions)
3. Human actions
a. Intervention-as-action (communicative or material action)
b. Interpretation-as-action
c. Reflection-as-action
4. Symbolic objects (signs)
5. Artefacts (artificially made material objects and their processes)
6. Natural environment (objects and processes)
The different realms of the world are shown graphically in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: The different realms of the world in the SIP ontology
(Goldkuhl, 2002, p 6).

Below the six realms are described on the basis of Goldkuhl (2002).

3.3.1 Humans, Human Inner World and Human Actions
In a social ontology such as SIP, human aspects are emphasised. Humans are
divided into three categories; humans, human inner world and human actions,
6
and both the latter categories are emphasised.
The human inner world consists of a human’s conception about him/herself and the external world. The category of human inner world consists
of two parts; an intra-subjective part and an inter-subjective part. Some parts
6
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One could argue that the two latter categories should be subcategories of the first,
because the first refers to, as I understand, humans as a whole. I do not consider this
important, however, because it is the social aspect of humans that is emphasised, i.e.
both the latter categories.
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are always intra-subjective in the sense that they are individual due to the
person’s own biological experiences and privileged access to his own
consciousness. Even if the human inner world is subjective, parts of
conceptions can be shared by other people. Such an inter-subjective part of
the human inner world belongs to social institutions such as social rules,
norms, languages and procedures. Goldkuhl (2002) claims that these social
rules and norms are socially constructed and although they are independent of
individual bearers, they cannot exist purely alongside or outside of humans,
but must be part of human inner worlds.
The ontological category of human actions consists of three parts;
intervention-as-action, interpretation-as-action and reflection-as-action.
Human interventions are overt actions because they affect the external world.
On the contrary, human interpretations and reflections are covert actions; they
are actions that go internally, and are therefore parts of human inner worlds.
As such, covert actions also represent an overlap between two ontological
categories.

3.3.2 Symbolic Objects, Artefacts and Natural Environment
Besides humans, the external world consists of three ontological categories;
symbolic objects, artefacts and the natural environment. An object in the
external world can however belong to one or more categories.7
The categories of symbolic objects and artefacts are both results of human
intervention (i.e. results of a part of the ontological category human inner
world). That is, human interventions in the external world leave traces, which
can be intentional or not. Human actions can be communicative or material.
Communicative actions can be oral as well as written. In the case of speech,
the result is an utterance, which is an impermanent result of a sound character
that disappears after its pronunciation (if not recorded). A written message is
permanent, at least for some time, and has a prolonged existence in the
external world. Communicative actions result in symbolic objects such as
utterances, texts and images. Material actions, on the other hand, result in
material objects or changes in these objects such as cars and dishes. These
objects are artefacts that are materially constructed by humans. Goldkuhl
7

In this part of SIP, most attention is focused on the symbolic objects and artefacts
categories, while the natural environment category is hardly mentioned. I believe
this is a consequence of the social focus in SIP. My interpretation of the natural
environment category is that it consists of any object or process in the external world
that is not created by humans, while objects and processes may be affected by
human interventions in the external world.
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(ibid). claims that signs and artefacts in some senses are both material and
informative. Signs can (must?) have a material carrier (e.g. a text written on a
piece of paper), and one can talk about the informative properties of an
artefact, which can be explicit (e.g. a control panel) or implicit (e.g. the shape
of some part of an artefact that is informative concerning the use of the
artefact). Goldkuhl refers to computers as a special case because they can be
seen as mixtures of artefacts and signs (so called ‘sign artefacts’). As a carrier
of symbols, computers go far beyond simple paper documents:
“There are many important material properties of computers which enable
humans to handle information in sophisticated ways”. (Goldkuhl, 2002, p 5)

3.4 The Actual and the Perceived
This section aims to define the actual and the perceived. The crucial aspect
when deciding how to distinguish the difference between actual and
perceived is to separate actual and real matters that are, from actors’
perceived phenomena that are (supposed to) correspond to those matters8 .
Thus, this analysis is made by separating ontological and epistemic realms,
where both consist of several categories:
x
x

The ontological level
o the material world
o the immaterial world
The epistemic level
o institutional facts
o inter-subjective judgements
o subjective judgements

This section is a synthesis of the theoretical frameworks presented mainly by
Searle (1995) and Goldkuhl (2002) earlier in this chapter. Each category has
input from both frameworks and will be discussed one by one in sections
3.4.1 – 3.4.5 below.

8
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The terms actual (as well as ontological) matters or things will be used as general
terms for objects, processes and characteristics at the ontological level. Actual
matters and things are thus distinguished from perceived phenomena, as something
that is observed or in other ways noticed by humans (even delusional phenomena
that have no ontological counterparts). Thus, actual matters or things are anything
ontological that belongs to the actual material o r immaterial world.
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3.4.1 The Ontological Level: The Material World
Natural things do not require human creation or intervention for their
existence; they are completely independent of humans (Searle, 1995). Natural
states are not constructed by humans, but can be discovered by humans. The
material world includes nature as well as humans as physical beings (cf.
Searle, 1995). According to Goldkuhl (2002), the natural environment
involves not only natural objects, but also processes (that can change states of
objects). The latter is an important aspect; not only processes that are
independent of humans, such as molecular processes, but also human
interventions. Humans act physically and intervene by human actions in the
physical world. These actions have their ontological status; physical material
objects are moved, developed, etc. Depending on whether they are initiated or
performed by humans or not, processes are labelled as either actions or
occurrences.
Example 1: A tree (an object)
Example 2: A tree falls down because of a storm (a process caused
by nature)
Example 3: A person digs a pit in the ground (a process caused by human
intervention)

Thus, this category consists of the natural environment, including objects and
processes, and humans as physical beings and their physical actions.

3.4.2 The Ontological Level: The Immaterial World
As both Searle (1995) and Goldkuhl (2002) argue, the human mind is an
ontological feature as well as the material world. Human representations,
opinions, attitudes and knowledge can in different degrees be counted as
subjective or objective, depending on their collective agreements (Searle,
1995). Irrespective of the objectiveness, the human inner world is something
and therefore an ontological feature – as well as it can consist of
representations, i.e. epistemic features. Humans can have representations in
different levels; we can have representations about other representations
(‘meta-representations’). The ontological category immaterial world is equal
to the epistemic categories that are discussed below. The difference in this
case is that these ontological matters are objects in relation to a subject who
has knowledge or judgements about the ontological matters. Thus, the
examples attached to the sections below are also valid for this category.
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3.4.3 The Epistemic Level: Institutional Facts
Institutional facts are objective knowledge (facts) about things in the material
and immaterial worlds, and are epistemic objective (Searle, 1995).
Institutional facts can concern the natural environment as well as things
created or modified by humans (cf. also Berger and Luckmann, 1966: social
order as a product of human activity). Things created by humans, i.e. artefacts
or symbols (cf. Goldkuhl, 2002) can naturally not be unknown to all humans
(not necessarily living people as artefacts from antique cultures can be
undiscovered by modern humans).
Humans can discover states in the physical world and therefore have
knowledge of them. This knowledge is not absolute over time, as discussed
earlier in this chapter, but can be revised or replaced by newer knowledge.
Human knowledge can be represented in different ways, i.e. it is a matter of
conceptual relativity (cf. the previous example of boiling water). As Searle
(1995) claims, there is a close relation between ontological subjectivity and
epistemic objectivity. An intrinsic feature of a person, such as pain, is often
equal to epistemic objectivity regarding other people’s knowledge about it.
The following is an example about Stockholm, the capital of Sweden.
What we call Stockholm – an area of land and a number of buildings, streets,
etc – is a physical matter and belongs to the physical world. But it is also the
capital of Sweden (and has a number of other symbolic meanings), which is a
social construction. Still, it is a fact that Stockholm in 2007 is the capital of
Sweden; anyone who claims that Oslo is the capital of Sweden is simply
wrong (cf. Searle, 1995).
Institutional facts can be material (see below) or immaterial. The latter is
by Goldkuhl (2002) labelled as symbols; they are symbolic objects and the
results of human communicative actions. Symbols are for example utterances,
texts or other signs (Goldkuhl, 2002). Depending on the ‘degree of
objectivity’, signs can more or less belong to the categories of institutional
facts or inter-subjectivity. As humans can construct immaterial phenomena,
such as capital cities or football rules, institutional facts can be connected to
material (which must always have its origin in the natural world); humans
construct artefacts from natural material (Goldkuhl, 2002). The material itself
is part of the natural world; it has a physical mass, etc, while human
understanding of the artefact is a matter of institutional fact (cf. the example
with the chair earlier in this chapter). Institutional facts can also concern other
peoples’ knowledge and judgements as ontological matters.
Example 1: The human knowledge that Mount Everest is the highest
mountain on the earth (institutional fact about a natural object)
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Example 2: Stockholm is the capital of Sweden (institutional fact about an
immaterial, socially constructed phenomena)
Example 4: A certain form, size, material, etc is a chair (institutional fact
about an artefact)

To summarise, institutional facts are human knowledge of the (material and
immaterial) world that is objective and unquestionable and does not depend
upon individuals’ or groups’ perspectives, values or attitudes. Institutional
facts are knowledge of ontological matters that can be revised in the future.
As the other epistemic categories, institutional facts can concern other
human’s judgements or facts (i.e. it may be ‘meta-representations’).

3.4.4 The Epistemic Level: Inter-subjective Judgements
The difference between institutional facts and inter-subjective judgements is
that the previous is unquestionable (in a certain point of time), but the latter is
related to the attitudes, values, rules, norms, etc of certain social institutions.
Inter-subjective judgements can thus be seen as a ‘softer’ form of institutional
facts; not facts in the sense that we can speak of these phenomena in terms of
true or false. In the sense of epistemic realms, Searle (1995) does not
explicitly mention inter-subjectivity, but collective intentionality; by humanly
shared intentional states such as beliefs, desires and intentions. According to
Goldkuhl (2002), the inter-subjectivity is a part of the human inner world.
Social rules, norms and linguistic conventions are great parts of the intersubjective part of a human inner world (ibid). Here is an example of an intersubjective judgement:
Example: Stockholm has a lot of Indian restaurants.

In this example, both ‘Stockholm’ and ‘India’ are institutional facts, but what
constitutes an Indian restaurant, and the judgement that there are a lot of these
restaurants in Stockholm, is an inter-subjective judgement (given that it is a
common apprehension). In the same way as institutional facts, intersubjective judgements can concern the natural or social world. According to
Searle (1995), there is no watertight line between factual statements and
collective or individual judgements, but rather a matter of degree. Also intersubjective judgements can vary concerning their strength. There are
fundamental human norms, values and intentions that are not absolutely true
and objective, but strong and deeply essential for human beings. There are
some very fundamental values and norms that are shared in more or less any
social institution. These fundamentals typically belong to the essence of
human life; protect and care life, nurse ill and hurt people, take care of
children and elders, etc. This deep human rationality is almost never
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questioned, but still there are individuals and collectives that act in opposition
to that rationality under certain circumstances, for example in wars and acts
of terror. Strictly speaking, one cannot claim that it is a universally (and
therefore not objectively) bad thing for everyone to be shot to death because
some people are willing to die for their principles. Yet, it is a fundamental
human value to care about life and only in extra-ordinary cases is that value
questioned. Individuals who belong to a specific social community share the
inter-subjective judgements – values, norms, intentions, etc – that are valid
for that social community.

3.4.5 The Epistemic Level: Subjective Judgements
Subjective judgements are individuals’ perceptions of things in the social or
natural world. According to Searle (1995), this is a matter of epistemic
subjectivity, and the intra-subjective part of a human inner world in terms of
Goldkuhl (2002). An example of this class is an individual who thinks that a
painting is beautiful or something tastes nice. Just as it is difficult to separate
inter-subjective judgements from institutional facts, it is also difficult to
separate subjective judgements from inter-subjective ditto. As individuals, we
are affected by the social reality that surrounds us, and it is difficult to say
what is affected by social institutions or not. Individual taste and fashion is a
typical example.

3.5 An Analysis Model for Actual and Perceived IS
Security
Based on previous sections in this chapter, this section aims to introduce an
analysis model for actual and perceived IS security that will be used in the
analysis part of this thesis. Ontological matters are actual, real and intrinsic,
while epistemic matters are human perceptions of ontological matters. The
analysis model for actual and perceived consequently includes the ontological
and epistemic categories presented in the previous section. A graphical
representation of the analysis model is illustrated in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: An analysis model for actual and perceived IS security.

According to section 3.4, the ontological level is divided into a material world
and an immaterial world. The former includes humans and their physical
actions, artefacts and their performances, and natural objects and processes.
The latter consists of the human mind (separated by institutional facts, intraand inter-subjective parts), human immaterial actions and signs. The human
inner world is thus equal to the three epistemic categories: institutional facts,
inter-subjective judgements and subjective judgement. The arrows in the
model express interpretation processes; humans interpret ontological matters.
As argued previously, the human immaterial world belongs to the
ontological level, and therefore, the three epistemic categories exist at the
ontological level as well. It is a matter of subject and object; one or more
humans can have knowledge or judgements concerning one or more humans’
knowledge or judgements.

3.5.1 Applications of the Analysis Model
The term actual IS security refers to IS security related matters, such as
information assets or incidents9, that belong to the ontological level in the
9

These are some examples of how concepts in the IS security field are related to the
actual and perceived levels that are analysed in Chapter 7.
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analysis model. Perceived IS security refers to human perceptions of actual IS
security, which can be institutional facts or subjective or inter-subjective
judgements of actual IS security. The model depicted in Figure 13 is applied
when certain IS security concepts are analysed (primary in Chapter 7). When
using this model, the actual and/or perceived dimension can be emphasised.
When using the model, one or more individuals at the epistemic level
have perceptions of actual matters at the ontological level. The ‘neutral’
things at the ontological level can be treated and judged in certain ways,
depending on our knowledge and individual and collective preferences. For
example, a natural occurrence such as a flood in a computer room can be
treated as negative and be labelled as an incident or even a catastrophe. The
objective and neutral ontological matters are coloured by human knowledge
and values, but can also be treated as ‘true’, i.e. institutional facts.
It is important to understand that because the human inner world exists at
both levels, actual IS security matters include not only physical elements, but
also human beliefs, interpretations, attitudes, values, etc. Actual IS security
matters consequently include, and can be affected by any of the ontological
categories; material, such as computer hardware or immaterial, such as users’
interpretation of an IS security policy. Subjective and inter-subjective
judgements depend upon values. At the ontological level, these values can
therefore be part of, and/or affect actual IS security. At the epistemic level, on
the other hand, values affect actors’ interpretation of actual IS security. As I
will show later in this thesis, these interpretations can also affect actual IS
security indirectly.
As in any field that consists of human activity, the IS security field is
characterised by values. In Chapter 4, the IS security field, its profession, is
labelled as the IS security community. Individuals in this community share a
number of fundamental inter-subjective values, for example that incidents are
negative occurrences. Accordingly, the belief that infections by computer
viruses are negative occurrences is unquestioned in the IS security
community. For the IS security community, and probably most people in
modern society, this is a fundamental inter-subjective judgement, but still not
an institutional fact; not all groups agree that viruses are negative (especially
the people who create the viruses).
The analysis model depicted in Figure 13 is sometimes simplified in the
analysis chapter. Figure 14 shows a simplification of the analysis model with
two levels; one actual and one perceived.
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Epistemic
level

Ontological
level

Perceived
phenomenon X

Actual matter X

Figure 14: The ontological and epistemic levels.

There is no hierarchical relationship between the levels. The reason why the
perceived level is placed above the actual level is merely pedagogical; I
believe most people visualise thoughts and perceptions at a ‘higher’ level than
the matters of concern. In Figure 14, a certain thing (X) can be found at both
actual and perceived levels. This means that X is an actual thing and that one
or more humans know about X and consequently have perceptions of it. The
counterpart at the perceived level is a representation of the counterpart at the
actual level. However, X is not necessarily identical at both levels, i.e. it is
not given that the representation corresponds to the actual X. Moreover, due
to the conceptual relativity, several individuals or groups of individuals can
have representations of the actual thing that differs. Consequently, a certain
thing can ‘exist’ at both levels; i.e. one or more humans interpret something at
the actual level, while other things exist only at one of the both levels. This
makes three ‘cases’ that are illustrated in Figure 15.
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Known

Epistemic
level

Ontological
level

Case 2:
Unknown

Perceived
phenomenon

Actual thing

Case 3:
Delusional

Perceived
phenomenon

Actual thing

Figure 15: Known and unknown actual things and a perceived
phenomenon that is delusional.
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In the first case, something is known to an actor, and is therefore represented
at both levels. In the second case, an actual thing is unknown to humans and
has therefore no counterpart at the perceived level. Finally, the third case
shows that an actor has false notions about states at the actual level; the actor
assumes that something exists at the actual level although it does not. The
perceived phenomena in this case are delusional. Thus, we can through this
reasoning make a division into three categories according to the
correspondence between the actual and perceived levels: things can be
known, unknown or delusional. Again, this simple division says nothing
about how actual matters are perceived; only if actors know about the
existence of an actual thing or not, and if actors have delusions or not.
Finally, the time aspect is sometimes important when discussing actual
and perceived realities because the actual-perceived status can change over
time. For example, an incident can be unknown to an actor at one moment yet
discovered after a while and become known. Figure 16 illustrates two models
with both of the levels and a time line. In a, the timeline is divided into
history and future, while b includes a present time field as well.

a)

b)

Epistemic
level

History

Future

Ontological
level

Epistemic
level

History

Presence

Ontological
level

Time

Figure 16: The actual and perceived levels and the timeline.
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Chapter 4

An Information Systems
Security Perspective
This chapter describes an IS security perspective that illuminates this thesis. Section 4.1
deals with general IS research, especially with IS research in Scandinavia because its
characteristics in particular have influenced my perspective of IS security. In section
4.2, IS security research is described and followed by arguments for studying IS
security from a contextual and holistic perspective. The IS security concept and related
concepts are discussed in section 4.3. Section 4.4 deals with the ‘IS security practice’,
as part of the broader IS security community. The IS security practice model works in
this thesis as a framework for understanding the work with IS security as a supporting
practice to a core business.

4.1 Information Systems Research
The term IS (Information Systems) refers not only to systems for handling
information, but also to an academic discipline10. The empirical field that we
are studying in the IS discipline is an object of tremendous change. In the
early decades of the computerised era (1950s – 1970s), computers were
typically placed in isolated and homogenous environments that were sharply
separated from their surroundings. Today, most computer environments are
heterogeneous, complex and connected to the outer world, not least via the
Internet (e.g. Keen et al, 2000). There have been some milestones in this
development, for example the rise of personal computers, graphical interface
and the World Wide Web (WWW). Parallel with this development is
scientific change. Information technology (IT) has been developed in a time
10

In Sweden the IS discipline is popularly labelled as informatics (‘informatik’), but
the meaning differs from some other European countries such as Germany, France
and Italy. In these countries, the informatics discipline is usually equivalent to
computer science with a technological focus.
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and environment that has been dominated by natural and technological
science, which has the consequence that the studies of this area are
characterised by scientific perspectives typical for these sciences (Nurminen,
1988, Dahlbom and Mathiassen, 1993). The evolution of the IS discipline has
shifted from studies where technology has been highlighted to contextual
studies; information systems are more about applications of information
technology, i.e. IT-based information systems that are developed and used by
humans in organisational contexts (Goldkuhl, 1996; Khazanchi and
Munkvold, 2000). The scientific focus has consequently moved from studies
of the technology itself to studies of human work with IT in organisations, i.e.
contextual studies (see Figure 17).

Outer
world

Information
System

Outer
world

Organisation

Figure 17: Contextual studies of information systems
(influenced by Goldkuhl, 1996, p 4).

While technical studies of IT still play an important role for technological
development, IS research is characterised by directions that focus on the
human and organisational aspects such as roles, actions and goals; new
research in IS attempts to bridge the gaps between humans and technology,
i.e. man and machine, and organisation and technology (Dhillon and
Backhouse, 1999). These directions are not new, they have been part of the IS
discipline since the 1980s (Ivari and Lyytinen, 1998). Goldkuhl (1996) also
claims that there is hardly any need today to argue for the need to focus on
the organisational and humanistic aspects of IS/IT.
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Naturally, there are differences in scientific perspectives between
traditional technological approaches and the ‘newer’ approaches with roots in
social sciences. While positivism has been the scientific ideal for the
traditional direction, interpretative approaches have been proposed by more
contextual scholars (Khazanchi and Munkvold, 2000; Walsham, 1993). Such
an (eventual) dichotomy or polarisation in the IS discipline has been
discussed by a number of researchers (e.g. Dahlbom and Mathiassen, 1993;
Fitzgerald and Howcroft, 1998; Nurminen, 1988). Khazanchi and Munkvold
(2000) claim that the IS discipline comprises several varying perspectives that
should be seen as constituting a continuum rather than a dichotomy.
So what is the research scope of the IS discipline? I believe most
researchers in the field agree that stipulating this is neither possible nor
desirable. One important reason for this, according to Khazanchi and
Munkvold (2000), is the tremendous change in the technology and its usage,
as mentioned above. This rapid development creates a problem for the IS
field and its applications; it leads to frequent shifts in focus as a result of new
areas of deployment, such as electronic commerce, knowledge management,
data warehousing and mining (Khazanchi and Munkvold, 2000).
Nevertheless, some attempts to systemise the IS research field have been
made. For example, Bacon and Fitzgerald (2001) propose a systemic
framework for research in the IS field, which is not underpinned by any
philosophical view or other subjective opinions by the authors. Bacon and
Fitzgerald’s framework has instead been developed by an inductive approach
by using a large number of disparate data sources including approaches of
grounded theory (ibid). Thus, according to Bacon and Fitzgerald, this
framework proposes what the IS field is about, namely five main areas for the
field: (1) IS development, acquisition & support (2) people & organization,
(3) information & communications technology, (4) operations & network
management, and (5) information for knowledge work, customer satisfaction
& business performance. The latter area is proposed as the central,
distinguishing theme for the field. Notable is that IS security does not belong
to these main research areas. However, as it will be argued in coming
sections, IS security is (or should be) treated as an enabling feature for any
management of information.

4.1.1 The Scandinavian School
As early as in the 1960s, Börje Langefors established the foundation for a
direction in Scandinavian IS research, primarily through his theories in
infology (Iivari and Lyytinen, 1998). Langefors made a distinction between
infology and datalogy, and concretised this in the infological equation (see
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section 4.3.2). Infology is about identifying and defining the information that
is needed by the user of a computer system, while datalogy deals with the
creation of the computer system through available technology that can deliver
that information (Langefors, 1966; Iivari and Lyytinen, 1998). An infological
perspective is more user-oriented, and therefore more focused on
organisational issues than a datalogical perspective. Even if most of the
Scandinavian IS researchers are highly influenced by Langefors, there are a
number of other researchers that have contributed to giving the Scandinavian
IS research a humanistic and organisational profile. For example, researchers
such as Ehn, Mathiassen and Dahlbom have emphasised different roles and
interests in organisations, and have also criticised Langefors’ infological
theory (besides other theories and perspectives) for being too management
oriented, value neutral and positivistic (Iivari and Lyytinen, 1998). Other
researchers have also criticised Langefors’ view of information systems for
being too objectivistic and positivistic. They claim that information systems
should be treated as social systems that are technically implemented (e.g.
Goldkuhl and Lyytinen, 1982).
The Scandinavian IS community has of course been influenced by
international IS research and consists of a variety of directions, but authors
believe it has some characteristics that make it meaningful to speak about the
Scandinavian School (c.f. Dahlbom and Mathiassen, 1993; Goldkuhl, 1996).
Ivari and Lyytinen (1998) have made an overview of the Scandinavian IS
research and its evolution. Their conclusion is that Scandinavian research
approaches are characterised by plurality in theories, research approaches,
topics and outcomes, but still there are some distinctive features that
characterise what is sometimes called the Scandinavian School. After having
read and interpreted Ivari and Lyytinen’s article, I would like to mention the
following five characteristics:
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x

User orientation. This feature emphasises the importance of
letting users have central roles during system development
processes. Not least, Langefors’ infology theories form a basis
for several directions that emphasise users’ ascendancy.

x

Practice-oriented research. The focus on users has led to the
fact that research has often been practice-oriented and performed
in collaboration with organisations and different actors therein.
Participation-oriented research, such as action research, is also a
distinctive feature.

x

Strong conceptual and philosophical orientation. Several
Scandinavian IS researchers have sought inspiration and
theoretical ideas from philosophy and deeply conceptual and
ideological levels.
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x

Contextual perspective. IS is treated from organisational and
societal perspectives where they are seen as enablers for
organisational development rather than isolated phenomena.

x

Ambitions to embrace/understand different perspectives.
There is a striving to embrace and understand different
perspectives of involved roles, in or outside organisations during
system development processes, such as purchasers, users and
customers. This distinctive feature distinguishes the
Scandinavian IS research from research in North America, for
example, where researchers often have a top-management
perspective.
These characteristics are further described and discussed in the sense of their
possible implications for IS security research in section 4.2.2.

4.2 Information Systems Security Research
Security regarding computers, IT and information is a broad area in the
academic world. Different scientific disciplines have security research on
their agendas. Still, security research in this field is a sub area of general
research in computers, IT and information. As mentioned in the previous
section, these scientific studies have their origin in natural and technological
science traditions. But while IS research in general has also become a social
science over the decades, the IS security research is still heavily dominated by
technological directions. Research approaches that consider the social aspects
of security have generally been adopted much later than IS studies; in the IS
security field these directions have appeared during the 1990s and are still in
the minority (Dhillon and Backhouse, 1999; Dhillon and Torkzadeh, 2006;
Siponen, 2005b). Thus, most research approaches in security concerning
computers, IT and information offer the same type of knowledge as that of
natural science; analytical, value-free and grounded in positivism.
Consequently, most of the research into IS security is focused on the formal
automated part of an information system, and this has been studied under the
banner of computer security (see section 4.3).
Dhillon and Backhouse (1999; 2001) mention three research traditions in
the field of security concerning IS and IT-systems: checklists, evaluation
methods and risk analysis. Dhillon and Backhouse (ibid) claim that those
traditional approaches have been criticised because they focus on observable
events without considering the social nature of the problems. For example,
checklists and evaluation methods tend to focus on the level of compliance of
pieces of software or hardware to predetermined security standards (e.g. the
Bell La Padula model, TCSEC, ITSEC and Common Criteria (see e.g. Harris,
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2002)). But in my opinion, it is the traditional applications of these methods
that can be too narrow and neglecting social aspects. There are many
examples where these approaches are also used to cover ‘softer’ parts of IS
security. The wide spread international standards of the ISO/IEC 27000
family are standards for information security management systems, and cover
therefore the IS security field in a broad manner (ISO, 2005a). Similarly, risk
analyses can be applied not only for technological systems, but also for
human security and business and disaster protection (e.g. Brooks et al, 2002;
Gerber and von Solms, 2005). My experience as a consultant shows that
organisations commonly demand frameworks, methods and tools that cover
the wholeness of IS security, and that are mapped to the ISO standards
mentioned above or other common frameworks.
So is the IS security field moving from a technical perspective towards a
more organisational and social focus? Some publications indicate this, for
example von Solms (2006) who characterises the development of IS security
up until 2006 as four waves: 1) the technical wave, 2) management wave, 3)
institutional wave and 4) information security governance. However, some
studies indicate the opposite. A recent quantitative study contradicts this
view. Botha and Gaadingwe (2006) have investigated trends in IS security
research over the last 20 years by analysing the work reported in one of the
most significant conferences in this field – the International Information
Security Conference11. The major finding in their investigation is that the
output of papers has become more technical (e.g. encryption and computer
networks) while management oriented papers have slightly decreased. This
can be a symptom, however, of the division of a growing field in IS security
research; a division where different sub areas find their specialised arenas.
New conferences and journals have appeared that focus on broader and softer
aspects of IS security. For example, the Journal of Information System
Security (JISSec, 2007) is a fairly new journal and has an explicit mission to
expand the research field:
“…the Journal views Information System Security in the broadest possible
terms. While failure of technical systems and losses because of problems
with technical control structures are clearly a cause of security breaches,
the journal also considers misapplication of rules, inadequate policy
formulations and other formal structural and administrative issues to be
part of security. Besides, issues related to culture and regulatory controls
are also considered relevant for publication in the journal. The JISSec
mission is to significantly expand the domain of information system
11

The International Information Security Conference is popularly known as the ‘SEC
Conference’ (e.g. SEC 2006) and is a conference series of the IFIP Technical
Committee 11 (TC 11).
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security research to a wide and eclectic audience of academics, consultants
and executives who are involved in the management of security and
generally maintaining the integrity of the business operations...” (JISSec,
2007)

Thus, rather than the scope of IS security being transformed, I believe that the
IS security field has expanded and includes a lot of topics that together appeal
to a growing and heterogenic audience with different interests. Because
security concerning information and IT is a growing and increasingly
complex field, I welcome this development. Thus, in addition to narrow
studies that focus on distinct issues in this broad field, we also need
contributions to the wholeness. That is, contextual and holistic IS security
research that considers humanistic and social aspects as well as technological
considerations.

4.2.1 The Need of Contextual IS Security Research
Various authors argue that it is important to re-examine the nature and scope
of the IS security problem (e.g. Baskerville, 2005; Dhillon and Backhouse,
2001; Gerber and von Solms, 2005; Hitchings, 1994; Straub and Velke,
1998). They suggest that the major problem with current approaches for
managing IS security relates to the narrow technical orientation of the
solutions that focus exclusively on technical security mechanisms such as
passwords and firewalls. Today, where networked organisational forms are
common, a holistic view of the IS security domain is needed, instead of the
simplistic, one-dimensional explanations more suitable for hierarchically
structured organisations (Dhillon and Backhouse, 2001). Furthermore,
traditional technologists have lately realised and adopted wider views on the
topic. For example, cryptologist Bruce Schneier claims that security is not
primarily a technological problem, but a social problem that needs social
solutions, and that it is in the interaction between users and technology that
the IS risks mostly arise (Schneier, 2000). Thus, during the last decennium it
has been considered that broader visions for addressing security concerns are
needed that also address social groupings and the behaviour of people. There
are some, but as yet few research directions that consider security as an
organisational issue (Dhillon and Backhouse, 2001).
Holistic IS security means that not only information technology (IT)
resources are considered when assessing IT risks, but rather the entire
spectrum related to the IT environment (Gerber and von Solms, 2005).
Holistic IS security is, from my point of view, equal to contextual IS security
(i.e. the context is equal to the ‘entire spectrum’ according to Gerber and von
Solms’s terminology). Such an approach to IS security, where softer aspects
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are considered as well, is advocated by some researchers, for example Dhillon
and Backhouse (1999; 2001), Baskerville (2005), Gerber and von Solms
(2005), Siponen (2005a; 2005b), Yngström (1996) and Zuccato (2007).
Similarly, McFadzean (et al, 2006) claim that there is a need to explore IS
security from an interpretive and humanistic point of view, and that there is a
growing trend to do so. In Scandinavia, there are some recent doctoral
dissertations that represent a holistic perspective (or equal), for example
Björck (2005), Siponen (2002) and Zuccato (2005).
The need of contextual (or holistic) IS security research is not only driven
by academic interest but it has, of course, a need and relevance in practice as
well. For example, a recent study (Knapp et al, 2006) surveyed 874 certified
IS security professionals (CISSPs) to determine and rank the top 25 IS
security issues. Of the 18 highest-ranked issues, 10 were more managerial in
nature rather than technical. In Oscarson (2004), I argued for the need to
emphasise human and organisational aspects in the field of IS security
research, Some of the arguments were based on interviews with IS security
professionals (Informants 1, 2, 3 and 4). The practitioners stressed three areas
of competency that were important for any IS professional who deals with IS
security at managerial level:
x
x
x

A holistic view of IS security issues
Handling different roles in organisations
Integration of security aspects in general processes

A holistic view of IS security is needed in the sense that not only technology
but also humans and organisational aspects should be considered when
dealing with IS security. An organisation and its information systems are no
more secure than their weakest links. Failures in security often originate in
the human handling of technology rather than the technology itself; threats to
IS security are rarely only technical, they have their roots in the human use of
technology, outside of, or in the own organisation.
In the traditional IS security view, threats are constituted by people, while
protections are constituted by technology. That is why security engineers are
often more interested in technology than people. Threats as well as
protections must be understood as features that can be in the form of
technology, administration or people, or combinations thereof. However, a
holistic view, where technology, humans and organisation are treated as a
whole, does not mean that technology itself is unimportant or over-estimated.
Technology is an important factor in IS security, but other aspects, both
human and organisational, must supplement the technological skills.
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The second matter has its roots in the opinion that internal threats are as
serious as external threats. Because of their sensitive nature, internal threats
are often more difficult to handle; it is always difficult to identify certain
individuals or groups as security risks. It is for example the IS security
manager’s (and/or the external IS security consultant’s) task to determine
levels of information access for individuals or groups in an organisation. Two
groups that often have, or at least want to have, total access to the
organisation’s information assets are top management and the IT department.
Because these two groups are normally the ones who pay the IS security
consultant, limiting the information access of these groups might be tricky.
Furthermore, it is a key task for IS security management to convince top
management of the importance of IS security issues; “security does not
generate income – it only costs money”. IS security professionals must
understand the business value of security and speak the business language,
which sometimes is a problem.
“The IS security vocabulary is constructed by us who work in this area,
and is not business-oriented. As IS security professionals, we should
therefore self-criticise ourselves; we do not always speak the language as
business representatives understand. We forget that when we blame the
business people who do not understand security.” (Informant 4)

The third topic emphasised is the importance of integrating security issues in
general processes. The IS security area must not be isolated from the IS/IT
area in general, but an aspect or dimension of every process related to
information management. IS security aspects must be considered in every
single decision concerning information and/or IT systems. The classical
mistake is to ‘add security’ after a system has been developed or provided.
Or, at worst, to be aware of lack of security only after the incident (or
disaster!) has occurred. Thus, IS security issues must be an integrated and
natural part of the initialisation, design, implementation and administration of
any information system (which can be computerised or not). Today, security
is too often something that is not built into the IS development process; it is
not added until after the problems arise.
To summarise, the informants claim that an understanding of the different
roles in organisations is a key factor when managing IS security; social
competencies are as important as technological competencies. Conflict
management, diplomacy, ability to understand different perspectives and
power are examples of abilities that are crucial.
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4.2.2 The Contribution of The Scandinavian School
I maintain that the IS perspective and Scandinavian perspectives in particular,
have an important contribution to the area of IS security research as a whole.
In order to illustrate this, the characteristics of the Scandinavian IS tradition
mentioned in section 4.1.1 are mapped to some of the arguments against too
narrow technological IS security research, and to the practical needs
mentioned in the previous section:
User orientation. The tradition of a high degree of user orientation in IS
development processes and in research projects (e.g. case studies) can be
adopted in IS security research and practice. User participation in security
work, e.g. risk analyses and implementations of security standards are
effective methods for increasing users’ security awareness (e.g. Peltier, 1999).
In the same way that users can attain a higher understanding and acceptance
for IS when they participate in the development, users can acquire a higher
understanding and acceptance for IS security issues. A Scandinavian IS
perspective can thus provide an important contribution. According to the
informants’ opinions in the previous section, this will contribute to the
integration of security issues in organisations.
Practice-oriented research. The tradition of case-studies, action research
and other forms of practice-oriented research can also be appropriate for IS
security research. Research in technical issues such as cryptology, is often
carried out in collaboration between academia and industry. More
organisational and human issues such as risk analyses, security awareness and
education, implementation of standards and management practices are
examples of areas that can be studied in practice-oriented research.
Strong conceptual and philosophical orientation. This tradition can
have some important contributions for IS security research. As discussed in
previous work (Oscarson, 2001; 2003), I maintain that concepts or
perspectives in the security field – in academia as well as in practice – are
rarely questioned but rather taken for granted. In a complex and sometimes
abstract area such as security, it is not only fruitful, but also necessary to
problemise the meanings of fundamental concepts, and develop and revise
their theoretical foundations and philosophy. In other security research areas,
such as risk research in social sciences, there is often a large amount of
conceptual and philosophical orientation (see e.g. Boholm et al, 2002; Renn,
1992). Human and social approaches in the IS discipline often rely on deep
philosophical and theoretical grounds (see e.g. Goldkuhl, 2002), which can be
useful when studying organisational and human aspects of IS security.
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Contextual perspective. This can be the most important contribution of
the IS discipline; this feature is perhaps the major characteristic of modern IS
research. The IS discipline has a holistic approach in which technology,
people and organisations are treated as a whole, in contrast to pure
technological approaches which are common in traditional IS security
research. According to the informants, a contextual approach is necessary in
practice mainly because a certain degree of security is no stronger than its
weakest link. The core perspective of IS; to view technology as part of a
broader context, can therefore be an important contribution to IS security
research and practice.
Ambitions to embrace/understand different perspectives. In the
practical field, organisations for example, a number of actors and roles have
different perspectives, interests and needs. As such, IS security issues are a
sensitive topic because they include the regulation of rights, authorities and
obligations (cf. the interviews with the informants). Approaches to IS security
research and practice with this ambition can therefore lead to a better
understanding of the social, political and democratic impacts of IS security.

4.3 The Information Systems Security Concept
Various terms are used to label security issues in the area of IT and
information, for example information security and computer security, and
there are rarely clear distinctions between the concepts (Yngström, 1996). In
my opinion, the number of terms, and the use of them, is an object of
conceptual confusion. In this section, I will discuss the semantic and practical
meanings of a number of concepts that are used to label security in computer
and information-related fields, and argue for the use of the information
systems security (IS security) concept in this thesis. Because IS security
represents not only a semantic meaning of security that matches my
understanding of security concerning IT and information as a holistic field,
but also manifests an IS perspective that is discussed above, I use this concept
in this thesis. In this section, the concept of IS security is compared to data
security, computer security, IT security and information security based on
technological and organisational aspects. For a complete definition of IS
security, other aspects should also be considered. Thus, a more exhaustive
definition of the IS security concept is found in Chapter 5.
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4.3.1 Computer Security and IT Security
The term computer security is quite common in Anglo-American literature.
Gollmann (1999, p. 3) has formulated the following definition:
”Computer Security deals with the techniques employed to maintain
security within a computer system.”

Computer security therefore represents a technological perspective because it
deals with security in computer systems. Other authors define computer
security in a similar way but add the term data, for example Jonsson (1995);
computer security concerns computer systems and data processed by the
system. The term computer security (‘datorsäkerhet’ in Swedish) is quite
common in Anglo-American literature, but rarely used in Swedish. According
to the Swedish Standard Institute (SIS), the Swedish term datasäkerhet (data
security) corresponds to computer security, and that it means protection of a
computer system and its data (SIS, 2004). Gollman (1999, p. 3) defines
computer system as “boxes with processors and memory”, and IT as “closely
coupled networks of computer systems”. However, Gollmann claims that
technology keeps moving so fast, and almost every computer system is
connected to other computer systems via private networks and/or with public
networks, e.g. the Internet. In Gollmann’s opinion, computer security and IT
security should therefore be used synonymously.
In contrast, I claim that IT security is broader than computer security,
because the latter often refers to a specific computer system. IT contains the
information concept, and computers are not necessarily designed to process
data that is meant to be interpreted by humans (see section 4.3.2 about the IS
security concept). Computers and computer systems can also be used
‘isolated’ from humans, in for example industrial processes, and not for
handling information, i.e. data that is interpreted by humans. In Gollmann’s
definition of IT above, the information part of the IT concept is neglected and
perhaps that is the reason why he equates IT with computer system.
Definitions of IT can vary; my definition of IT is based upon definitions of
Falk and Olve (1996) and Goldkuhl (1996) and has the following formulation
(translated from Oscarson, 2001, p. 56):
Information technology (IT) is a concept that refers to digital technology,
i.e. hardware and software for creating, collecting, processing, storing,
transmitting, presenting and duplicating information. The information can
take the form of sound, text, image or video, and IT thus refers to a
merging of the traditional areas of computers, telecom and media.

This definition considers both what IT consists of and how it is used. It differs
from the definitions of Falk and Olve (1996) and Goldkuhl (1996) in a
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particular way; in my opinion, the characteristic of IT is that it uses digital
technology. Digital technology enables the characteristics of IT, for example
the ability to duplicate information rapidly. Moreover, digital technology
enables integration between the different areas, some of which are mentioned
in the definition above. The information can be managed by IT or in some
other way. IT can be seen as artefacts consisting of hardware and software
with the aim of providing tools for managing information, in the same way
that staplers or photocopiers are mechanical and electronic tools. Both
computer security and IT security focus on the technological aspects of
security, on the technological tools, i.e. computers/IT. Examples of research
areas are encryption systems and network security such as firewalls and
intrusion detection systems. As argued above, the computer security concept
is even narrower and more technically oriented than IT security. In addition to
these arguments, I maintain that there is a pragmatic reason for disparaging
computer security from IT security; the term computer is used in technical
areas of computer science more often than IT.

4.3.2 Information Security and Information Systems Security
An appropriate method for defining information is to relate it to data. By
doing so, one can also begin to understand the distinction between
information security and computer security because data security, as proposed
in the previous section, is synonymous with computer security (Gollman,
1999).
The distinction between data and information is quite similar in
definitions by different scholars: information signifies meaning (i.e.
someone’s interpretation) of data that are in the form of signals or symbols
(e.g. Andersen, 1994; Davenport and Prusak, 1997; Yngström, 1996). People
create information because they give data meaning by interpretation.
Langefors (1966) meant that for interpretation, a person also needs preunderstanding and time, as expressed in Langefors’ infological equation:
I = i (D, S, t)
‘I’ stands for information, represented by ‘D’ (data) and ‘S’ (preunderstanding) during the time ‘t’, divided into the interpretation process ‘i’.
If two individuals have a different pre-understanding, a certain data can be a
carrier of information for one person but not for the other. Information
represents meaning and value for humans, while data is ‘neutral’; data itself
cannot have any meaning or value. In an organisation, people share
knowledge, ways of working, norms and values. The ways people in an
organisation interpret data are therefore similar. This means that the concept
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of information is more human oriented, but also more organisational oriented
than the data concept, which is more technical oriented. When talking about
data, one has no consideration of how the data can be interpreted per se, and
therefore no knowledge of how important or valuable the data might be for
humans, for example in an organisation. Nevertheless, it is important to
understand that information depends upon data because data is a carrier of
information. Thus, people in an organisation are dependent upon data for
handling information (see Figure 18).

Information (-security)

Data (-security)

Technology

Organisation

Figure 18: Information and data represent different perspectives.

Because different individuals have different ideas about certain information,
we assign information various values. The value and relevance of information
is decisive when estimating reasonable protection in a specific situation
(Yngström, 1996). The higher the value of information, the higher the value
we are willing to invest to protect that information. However, we are not
always interested in the value and relevance of information. One can be
interested in making IT systems secure in a general way, in the same way that
one can be interested in making IT systems efficient without considering the
kind of information that the system will handle. In this case, the focus is more
technology-oriented than organisation-oriented. To summarise, the term
information security represents a more humanistic and organisational focus
than IT security, and thus also computer security (and data security that can
be used as a synonym).
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The term information systems security (IS security) is quite common
when dealing with security issues in the scientific discipline information
systems (IS) (e.g. Dhillon and Backhouse, 2001). Also among practitioners
the term is quite common, often when referring to security from
organisational and managerial perspectives. For example, one of the most
popular certifications for IS security professional uses this term: CISSP –
Certified Information Systems Security Professional (see e.g. Harris, 2002).
An information system can be defined as a system for collecting, processing,
storing, distributing and presenting information (e.g. Andersen, 1994).
Information can be managed by people and/or by machines. Thus, an
information system can consist of both manual and automatic parts
(Andersen, 1994) though the concept information system often refers to ITbased information systems (e.g. Goldkuhl, 1996). In some literature in the
field of IS, the authors are only interested in IT-based information systems.
When discussing security from an organisational perspective, I maintain that
such an approach is inappropriate. It is in the nature of security to estimate
risks and suggest protections, and if you are limited to IT-based information
systems, you are limiting your liberty of action. According to this discussion,
IS security is not necessarily restricted to IT artefacts, because an information
system can consist of manual handling of information, or handling supported
by other kinds of tools than IT. While IT security is focused on technological
artefacts, IS security represents a more holistic view where the technology is
one element among others.
Using this broader definition of information system, I assert that IS
security is similar to the concept of information security, and that they should
be regarded as synonyms. One can argue that the latter expresses a more
holistic view because an information system, as well as an IT-system, can be
seen as something created to handle information, and therefore can be seen as
a tool for managing information. Still, I argue for not separating the practical
meaning of the concepts. Semantically, the IS security concept covers all
human and non-human resources for handling information while information
security on the other hand, is limited to the information itself. This semantic
distinction is however insignificant in practice; it is almost always both the
information and the resources that matter because they are dependent upon
each other and often highly integrated. Pragmatically, in the area that is
labelled as either IS security or information security, the values and assets
that are to be protected use to be called information assets that consist of both
information and the resources for managing the information (see Section 5.1).
To summarise, differences between concepts concerning security among
computers, IT and information are their technical or organisational focus.
Computer security is the most technology-oriented concept where data
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security is a synonym. IS security and information security on the other hand,
are the most human and organisational oriented concepts while IT security
can be placed in between. The terms seem to have linear relations where
technology is located at one end of a scale and organisation at the other (c.f.
Gollman, 1999). But in my opinion the relations are additional rather than
linear; information is dependent upon data as a carrier and on technology as
tools for managing information. Thus, data security, computer security and IT
security are kind of subsets of IS security and information security; it is
impossible to deal practically with IS security or information security without
considering the more technical aspects of security. Thus, the concepts should
not be placed on a scale, but rather in layers where technology is in the centre
and the organisation on the outer edge (see Figure 19).

Information
Security
IT Security
Computer
Security
(Data Security)

IS
Security

Technology

Organisation

Figure 19: Data security, computer security, IT security, IS security and
information security represent different focuses.

As discussed earlier in this section, this thesis represents a humanistic and
organisational perspective of security that has its roots in the IS discipline,
and especially ‘The Scandinavian School’. The concept of IS security is used,
but its synonym, information security, would have been equivalent. The
reason for using the previous concept is because of the label of the academic
discipline information systems. The use of the term IS security has two
meanings; a holistic view of security among computers, IT and information
on one hand, and the studies of this security from a perspective of the
discipline of information systems. As stated in this section, a humanistic and
organisational perspective of security does not mean that technical security
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components and aspects are neglected, but rather the important elements that
IS security relies upon.

4.4 IS Security Community and Practice
As stated in previous sections, IS security is not value-free and independent.
What security means, the level of security that is required and what is good or
bad security in certain situations are in the eyes of certain actors in certain
contexts. This section briefly describes the IS security community that
represents an overall IS security perspective, and the IS security practice
model that describes IS security work in organisations and as part of the
wider IS security community.

4.4.1 IS Security Community
Obviously, IS security is not only of interest to academics - who primary
were in focus earlier in this chapter, but also to professionals who work with
IS security practically worldwide. These IS security professionals, together
with academics, students and any other individuals with knowledge and
interests in this field, constitute what one could call an IS security community.
Individuals and subgroups in the IS security community share certain
knowledge, values, norms and perspectives. International and national
associations consolidate common perspectives for the IS security community
through for example definitions, standards, educations and certifications.12 It
is not my intention, however, to give an exact description of the
characteristics of the IS security community in this section, but rather to call
attention to the fact that the community exists and that it has, as any
community, a common understanding (sometimes expressed as ‘best
practices’ and ‘common senses’). According to Chapter 3, inter-subjective
judgements and values are crucial when it comes to defining actual and
perceived IS security. Certain matters can be seen as ‘actual’ in the IS
security community, but not by individuals or groups outside this community.
An example of such an inter-subjective judgement in the IS security
community is that malicious code as computer viruses are negative and must
12

An example of such an association is the International Information Systems
Security Certification Consortium (ISC) 2 that issues the world wide certification
CISSP (Certified Information Systems Security Professional). To obtain
certification, an individual must have certain professional experience, pass an exam
and legally commit to adhere to the CISSP code of ethics (www.ISC2.org). An
example of an international standard with a great impact in the practice of IS
security is ISO/IEC 27002:2005 (ISO, 2005a).
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be counteracted (e.g. Furnell, 2002). As we know, there are groups outside
the IS security community that hold different, or opposite, opinions such as
various hacker communities and cultures (ibid).
The IS security community can be divided in numerous ways and thus
consists of a number of sub-communities. For example, the community as a
whole can be divided into regions (e.g. Scandinavia), countries (e.g. Sweden),
lines of businesses (e.g. healthcare) or topics in the IS security field (e.g.
malicious code or risk analysis). The IS security function of an organisation
can also be seen as a sub-community if one continues to subdivide the IS
security community. In Oscarson (2001), I introduced a model for describing
the generic features of IS security functions in organisations – the IS security
practice model. An IS security practice is a supporting practice to a core
practice (or core business); it is assigned to achieve and maintain a required
level of IS security. Every IS security practice is of course unique because
they have different personnel and other conditions, but there are some generic
conditions that are common to all IS security practices and they are described
below in the IS security practice model. Furthermore, they are also included
in the comprehensive IS security community, which means that they share the
common knowledge, values, norms and perspectives that characterise the IS
security community. Thus, while the IS security community manifests a
common IS security perspective at societal level, an IS security practice
inherits that perspective and manifests it at an organisational level (see
Figure 20).

Society
IS Security
Community
Organisation A

Organisation C

IS Security
Practice

IS Security
Practice

Organisation B

Organisation D

IS Security
Practice

IS Security
Practice

Figure 20: IS security community versus IS security practices.
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The IS security practice model is briefly described in section 4.4.3 in order to
illuminate a common perspective in the IS security practice. The IS security
practice model is based upon the generic Theory of Practice (ToP) by
Goldkuhl and Röstlinger (1999), and briefly described in section 4.4.2 in
order to present an understanding of the underlying perspective and principles
of the IS security practice model.

4.4.2 The Theory of Practice
According to Goldkuhl and Röstlinger (1999), practice means that one or
more people do something for one or more other people. A practice can thus
be a furniture shop, a dental surgery or an airline company. The Theory of
Practice (ToP) is a generic model that can be applied to any practice; it aims
to describe the generic fundamentals that practices rely on. In the ToP model,
the concept practice is not equivalent to the concept organisation; a practice
can be equal to an organisation, but also part of an organisation, or the parts
or wholeness of several organisations (Goldkuhl and Röstlinger, 1999)13. The
graphical representation of the ToP model is depicted in Figure 21.
ToP expresses a transformation perspective that is expanded to a
perspective of assignment (Goldkuhl and Röstlinger, 1999). Transformation
means that base products through activities are transformed to results, i.e.
products. ToP includes this type of transformation but the client has a major
role. It is not only the transformation with its input and output that comes into
focus, but principally the clients that give assignments to the business and
utilise its result (ibid).

13

The Theory of Practice model (ToP model) has evolved during several years within
the VITS research network, and a later version of the ToP model is to be found in
Goldkuhl and Röstlinger, 2006. The IS security practice model presented in this
thesis is, however, based on the version of the ToP model as described Goldkuhl and
Röstlinger, 1999.
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Figure 21: Graphical representation of the ToP model (Goldkuhl and
Röstlinger, 1999, p 6).

ToP is a contextual model that includes humans, even in the business’
surrounding world (ibid). The model is built upon the idea of ‘actors in roles’,
i.e. the same actors can appear in several roles. Together with the action
objects created by them, humans constitute the prerequisites for the practice,
and humans utilise or are influenced by the business’ results. Within the
practice, humans produce something; they are producers. This production is
dependent upon a number of prerequisites or action objects: assignments,
bases, compensations, know-how, norms and instruments. Behind the action
objects are underlying actors; behind the assignment there is an assigner,
behind compensation there is a sponsor, etc. The assignment is fundamental
to the practice; one or more actors need something that is produced by the
business. (ibid).
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The purpose of the practice is to produce something for its clients; they
are the main result takers of the practice. There can, however, be other result
takers that are influenced by the practice. These influences can be good or
bad for these result takers, and may be known (intentional or unintentional) or
unknown to the practice.

4.4.3 Overview of the IS Security Practice Model
While the ToP model describes generic features for any practice, the IS
security practice model is an application of the ToP model that describes the
special practice of IS security. The IS security practice is always linked to a
certain business because it is a supporting practice to a core business. That is,
to achieve and maintain a required level of IS security in the core business
(that can be a commercial business as well as a public service). Any practice,
i.e. one or more organisations or parts of organisations, has – formally or
informally – a supporting IS security practice that is assigned to protect the
core business’ information assets. The generic features of an IS security
practice were originally developed in Oscarson (2001) with the empirical
input from a case study at a municipality. Afterwards the IS security practice
model has been further examined empirically in a master thesis project by
Kersten (2002), in the form of a case study at a commercial biotech company
in Sweden.
The IS security practice model consists of generic prerequisites, activities,
results and consequences that are valid for IS security practice. A description
of the IS security practice model is to be found below as well as a graphical
representation in Figure 22. A more exhaustive description of the IS security
practice model can be found in Oscarson (2001), although that version has
been revised as mentioned above. Figure 22 illustrates not only the IS
security practice, but also the core business and the basic relations between
them, because they are essential in the IS security practice model. The core
business in this description is a simplification of the ToP model; it consists of
prerequisites, the core business and its results. Like the ToP model, the IS
security practice model is built upon the idea of ‘actors in roles’; actors can
appear in several roles. This means for example that the same actors can be
found in the IS security practice as well as the core business, but in different
roles (which may be the case in small organisations).
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Prerequisites
IS security community perspectives
Artefacts (Deliverers)
Threat and incidents (Threat objects)
Norms (Norm establishers)
Opinions (Estimators)
Knowledge (Knowledge supporters)

Prerequisites

Assignment and
funding

IS security practice
Permanent and temporary actors

Core
business

who perform

Primary and supporting activities
in order to fulfil the assignment
Consequences

Experiences

Experiences
Results

Results
Risk perception
IS security directions and goals
Implementation plan
Security mechanisms
Updates and changes

Clients and
their utilisation

Other result takers
and influences on
their actions

Consequences for other
actors

Figure 22: An overview of the IS security practice model.

4.4.4 Prerequisites for the IS Security Practice
In accordance with the ToP model, any prerequisite consists of action objects
created by underlying actors. These action objects can be material or
immaterial. The assignment, for example, is a typical immaterial action object
that is created by an underlying actor (e.g. the core business’ top
management).
The Core Business underlies Assignments and Funding
The IS security practice is a supporting practice for the core business – the IS
security practice is assigned by the core business to achieve and maintain a
certain (required) level of IS security for the core business. The assignment
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can be seen as the key prerequisite, because it motivates the very existence of
the IS security practice. An assignment can be formulated in numerous ways
and can be explicit or implicit. If it is explicit and articulated, it is often in the
form of an IS security policy. Various actors in the core business can order
the assignment, but it is always, directly or indirectly, top management that is
the formal sender of the assignment because they are responsible for the
business as a whole. In practice, the assignment (e.g. in the form of an IS
security policy) is usually formulated by the IS security practice because they
have specialised knowledge in the field, but formally decided and signed by
the top management.
The core business also funds the IS security practice. As a supporting
business, work with IS security gives no direct income, but must be financed
by the core business’ income. However, the fundamental aim of the IS
security practice is always to increase and/or maintain the core business’ IS
security, which in the end must always be grounded in financial decisions, i.e.
a certain amount of funding to the IS practice must be considered more
profitable than lower funding.
Moreover, because the IS security practice is part of the organisation it is
meant to support, it inherits (most of) the core business’ prerequisites. For
example, privacy regulations that must be considered by a hospital, are also
important prerequisites for the IS security practice. Thus, the characteristics
of the core business are obviously an important prerequisite. The line of
business, size, organisational structure and culture are all factors that must be
considered by the IS security practice. Most important is the type of
information assets that are handled by the core business, because that is what
has to be protected. An efficient assignment to the IS security practice suits
the specific core business and its characteristics, and is not a replica of
general IS security policies or templates.
The IS Security Community underlies Perspectives and Values
As discussed in section 4.4.1, an IS security practice is part of a broader IS
security community. This means, first of all, that it shares the community’s
values; basically that IS security is desirable and that intrusions, frauds,
malicious code, etc are counteracted. The perspectives and values of the IS
security community are therefore, often implicitly, an important prerequisite
for any IS security practice. There is often a common willingness in the IS
security community to share experiences and knowledge of IS security,
especially international associations and networks like ISC 2 (International
Information Systems Security Certification Consortium), ISACA
(Information Systems Audit and Control Association), ISF (Information
Security Forum) and similar national groups like SIG Security (Sweden).
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Suppliers underlie Artefacts
IS security work requires a number of tools, not least IT artefacts such as
hardware and software which are technical security mechanisms. Intellectual
tools like methods and frameworks can also play a major role for IS security
practices. The artefacts, and the knowledge presented below, are needed to
build the security mechanisms that is the result of IS security practice
activities.
Threat Objects underlie Threats and Occurred Incidents
This is an obvious prerequisite because the aim of any IS security practice is
to protect against negative occurrences for information in the core business.
This includes occurrences that might happen (threats) and occurrences that
have happened or are happening (incidents). Threat objects are humans,
artefacts or natural objects that cause, or can cause, negative occurrences
(more about these concepts in Chapter 5).
Estimators underlie Opinions
Various actors, such as customers and competitors, hold opinions about the
core business and its IS security, as well the IS security practice itself. These
opinions affect the IS security practice’s work because – directly or indirectly
– they judge its success. Key opinions are the perceptions of current threats,
which are crucial for any IS security practice.
Norm Establishers underlie Norms
The IS security practice must account for laws, regulations, standards and
ethical codes. Norms can be specific for the IS security practice (e.g. IS
security standards) or be inherited from the core business (e.g. compliance
with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 if the company is listed on the US stock
market).
Knowledge Supporters underlie Knowledge
Any practice needs knowledge. An IS security practice needs knowledge in a
number of areas, for example technical (e.g. IT networks, malicious code and
encryption) behavioural, legal and organisational issues. Because IS security
is an area of rapid change, the knowledge must be up-to-date and expanded
regularly. Like the generic ToP model, experiences are continuously
generated in the IS security practice, which is also a kind of knowledge
development.
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4.4.5 Activities in IS Security Practice
A number of tasks are performed in the IS security practice by its participants
in order to fulfil its assignment. Participants in the IS security practice can be
permanent or temporary. The latter includes external consultants or
representatives from the core business. The activities are divided into primary
activities that aim to achieve and maintain the assignment (i.e. the required IS
security level), and supporting activities that aim to facilitate and increase the
quality of the primary activities.
Primary Activities
The primary activities are generic in the sense that they exist in any IS
security practice, but the performance of these activities differs widely in
different organisations and situations; they can be large or small-scale, formal
or informal, rigorous or ad-hoc, etc.
x

Risk assessment. The basis for any security work is that
someone believes that one or more risks exist – otherwise
security work is not needed. A risk assessment means that an
opinion is formed about present and expected future conditions.
A risk assessment can be conscious or not, and can be systematic
or not (the former is often referred to as risk analysis). The
outcome of this activity is a risk perception, and is the starting
point for the rest of the activities.

x

Providing directions. If the risk perception is unsatisfying –
which it often is – there must be a conceivable situation that is
satisfying and desirable. The directions provided in this activity
express the goals of IS security for the core business, and are
often equal to the assignment (e.g. IS security policy).

x

Preparation of implementation. This activity involves
preparing for how the goals can be reached in the previous
activity through the implementation of security mechanisms such
as firewalls, virus protection, regulations and educations. Formal
standards or frameworks are often used when planning security
measures, for example the international standard ISO/IEC
27002:2005.

x

Implementation. In this activity, the security mechanisms are
actually implemented (the activities are equal to security
measures, see Chapter 5). This refers to the practical work of
obtaining, installing and configuring technical security
mechanisms, formulating and spreading rules and regulations,
and education and awareness raising activities. Thus, in this
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activity, the security mechanisms are created, that are in place in
order to protect the core business’ information assets.
x

Administration and maintenance. In the last activity, the
security mechanisms that constitute are administrated and
maintained. Administrative and technical security mechanisms
are monitored, updated, repaired, etc and the staff will
continuously be informed and trained.
Together, these five primary activities constitute a process for IS security
management. The activity of administration and maintenance can be seen as a
miniature of the whole cycle, where the other activities are included; it is thus
meaningful to speak about a strategic versus an operative IS security
management process (see Figure 23). As part of the administration and
maintenance activity, the sub-activities are performed on regular bases, as
part of the daily work in the IS security practice. This is because an IS
security practice should perform risk assessments continuously, and compare
the risk perceptions with the IS security goals. If there are (minor)
differences, they should be handled as updates of security mechanisms.

Strategic
process

Operative
process
5. Administration
and maintenance

4. Implementation

3. Preparation of
implementation

1. Risk
assessment

2. Providing
directions

Figure 23: The primary activities constitute a strategic and an operative
pro cess.
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The primary activities can concern the core business as a whole or parts of it,
for example a certain department, an information system or a process. A risk
assessment (analysis) should be carried out regularly, once a year for
example, because the core business and its surroundings are in a state of
constant change, not least the threatening picture. However, certain
occurrences such as the installation of new information systems or
organisational changes, can motivate an initiation of the strategic process that
begins with a risk assessment (analysis).
Supporting Activities
The supporting activities do not aim to directly increase or maintain IS
security for the core business, but to facilitate and increase the effectiveness
and quality of the primary activities. The supporting activities are as follows:
x

Communication with the core business. It is crucial for any IS
security practice to be updated with changes in the core business.
These changes may concern financial resources, information
assets, organisational changes, etc, and can lead to new
prerequisites for the IS security practice that must be responded
to. For example, if new types of sensitive information arise in the
core business, the requirements for the IS security practice (and
maybe even the assignment) may change.

x

Communication with external actors. External actors can also
impact an IS security practice, which means that the IS security
practice should communicate regularly with these actors. This
communication could have several purposes. The major purpose
is to stay up to date with progress in the IS security field and to
be prepared for external requirements on the IS security practice.
A successful IS security practice often participates actively in the
national or international IS security community in order to be
aware of new threats, technologies and movements. Other
external actors can be customers, suppliers and anyone else that
has relationships with the core business. This activity is similar
to the next supporting activity: knowledge development and
education.

x

Knowledge development and education. Obtaining knowledge
in order to stay updated in the IS security field is an obvious
activity. The nature of this field, technologically heavy and under
rapid change, requires perhaps more knowledge updates than
most other professional fields. Courses, seminars, conferences
and self-studies are examples of concrete activities. Any practice
also generates knowledge by way of its own activities; in an IS
security practice, experiences are generated by doing.
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x

Evaluation and development of the IS security practice. The
primary activities, and sometimes the supporting activities,
should be developed and evaluated in order to increase the
practice’s quality and effectiveness. This activity must not be
combined with external audits, it is an internal activity aimed at
quality assurance. However, these activities are often performed
before external audits.

4.4.6 Results and Consequences
Although the aim of the IS security practice is to fulfil its assignment, i.e. to
achieve and maintain required IS security levels, this cannot be achieved by
the IS security practice alone. That is, IS security in the core business cannot
be a direct result of the activities carried out by the IS security practice. IS
security in the core business is, among other things, a consequence of the
activities that are carried out by the IS security practice. This is because other
circumstances, such as threat objects, also affect IS security.
Conceptually, any activity leads to a result. The primary activities in the
IS security practice generate a number of results, and these were mentioned
implicitly in the previous section. The activities and their outcomes are listed
below:
x

Risk assessment generates risk perception

x

Providing directions generates directions and goals, i.e. the
required and/or desired level of IS security

x

Preparation of implementation generates an implementation plan.
This plan can be seen as a map of planned security mechanisms

x

Implementation of security mechanisms generates implemented
security mechanisms

x

Administration and maintenance generate updates and changes to
implemented security mechanisms, and indicate that a major risk
assessment should be implemented, i.e. the strategic process
The supporting activities also generate results, but these are for internal use
only and quite obvious. For example, knowledge development and education
leads to increased knowledge.
The main outcome of the primary activities is the implemented security
mechanisms; administrative, technological and knowledge-based security
mechanisms. A fundamental principle in the IS security practice model is the
separation of results and consequences. Although the IS security practice’s
assignment is to achieve and maintain a certain level of IS security for the
core business, the IS security practice cannot produce that. This is because
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security depends upon other factors that cannot be controlled by the IS
security practice. As stated above, the IS security practice can create security
mechanisms that aim to increase the IS security, but the threatening picture
and conditions in the core business affect IS security as well, and cannot be
fully controlled by the IS security practice. Thus, the level of IS security can
rather be seen as a consequence, that is, among other factors, influenced by
the security mechanisms implemented by the IS security practice.
Implemented security mechanisms can lead to other consequences, both
for the core practice and for external actors. The consequences may or may
not be intentional, i.e. activities in the IS security practice may also have
unintended side effects. Unintended consequences can include new work
practices for employees in the core business, or for external actors.

4.4.7 The IS Security Practice and External Relationships
The IS security practice model does not describe a practice in isolation, but
one that is part of a greater whole. As already discussed, an IS security
practice is part of the IS security community. The IS security practice is also
dependent upon and affected by a number of external actors. According to the
IS security practice model, as illustrated in Figure 22, the IS security practice
depends upon a number of prerequisites with underlying actors, and the
results of the practice can affect actors other than those in the core business.
One of the underlying actors that produce action objects are the
estimators that underlie opinions. This is a generic category and can consist of
any actor. Actors that are typically concerned about the IS security practice
are customers, shareholders, citizens (especially for organisations in the
public sector) and suppliers. The IS security practice must listen to important
actor’s opinions; negative opinions of the IS security practice’s activities or
its results can lead to mistrust of the organisation as a whole. The role
estimators can simultaneously be underlying actors to other action objects.
For example, norm establishers can also be estimators when checking
whether an IS security practice complies with established laws, norms or
ethical codes.
The results produced by the IS security practice, primarily the security
mechanisms, aim to increase or maintain the IS security for the core business.
This means that the way different actors estimate security will affect their
opinion of the IS security practice and perhaps even the core business. Some
actors, like customers or suppliers, sometimes have demands on the IS
security, for example that a certain standard or technical solution must be
used. This is mainly when the same technical infrastructure or applications
are used. But the results may also have other, sometimes unforeseeable,
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consequences. Security mechanisms can sometimes have negative
consequences and be obstructing, they can for example limit individuals’
access to information, locals or other resources. These consequences can
affect employees in the core business as well as external actors as customers
or citizens. Both negative and positive consequences can affect actors’
opinions about an IS security practice and/or the supported core business.
Types of external actors and how they can affect the IS security practice
and vice versa can vary widely between different IS security practices. Not
least depending on the characteristics of the core business that is supported
and how collaboration has taken place between the core business and other
organisations. Any organisation has some sort of inter-organisational
relationships, which can vary in a number of ways. Inter-organisational
relationships can vary in terms of their durability (Oscarson and Prenkert,
1999): They can be stable and long-term (including strategic alliances, joint
ventures and long-term subcontractors) or casual (for example occasional
bargains at web sites). External actors’ opinions of the IS security practice is
a determining factor for these actors’ trust in the IS security practice and the
supported core business. Inter-organisational relationships can also vary in
terms of the technology that is used for communication. IT-based information
systems that are used for inter-organisational interaction between two or more
organisations are labelled as inter-organisational information systems (IOS)
(Turban et al, 2002). These IOS can use private or public networks (Oscarson
and Prenkert, 1999; Turban et al, 2002). Because of the rapid spreading of the
web since the middle of nineties, the public network Internet has become the
common infrastructure for IOS (e.g. Camp, 2000). The nature of the Internet
creates a number of security problems (e.g. Chellappa and Pavlou, 2002;
Furnell, 2002). Trust concerns therefore not only trust between actors, but
also trust in technology (infrastructures and applications). The trust concept is
further examined in Chapter 5.
One important conclusion when developing the IS security practice model
was the division between actual and perceived IS security (Oscarson, 2001).
Not only is it important for the IS security practice to create security
mechanisms that enable a satisfying level of IS security, but also that external
actors perceive that IS security as satisfying. As mentioned in the introduction
of this thesis, the IS security practice model in Oscarson (2001) provides a
pre-understanding that will be further examined in this work. In the analysis
parts of the thesis (chapter 7-10), the IS security practice model will be used
as a framework for understanding actual and perceived IS security in an
organisational context.
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Fundamental IS Security
Concepts
In this chapter, a number of fundamental concepts in the area of IS security are
discussed and defined. The concepts are information asset, confidentiality, integrity,
availability, threat object, threat, incident, damage, security mechanism, vulnerability,
risk and trust. The concepts are related to each other in order to reach a conceptual
entirety. This is done by graphical representations and with a conceptual matrix that
expresses their relationships. This conceptual framework will serve as a basis for the
analysis part of the thesis; mainly in Chapter 7 where each concept is examined from
an actual-perceived perspective.

5.1 Information Assets
The foundation for security is assets that need to be protected (e.g. Gollmann,
1999). In the IS security area, assets are often labelled as information assets
(e.g. ISO, 2005a). This is in contrary to computer security, where assets
mostly consist of computer systems and data (e.g. Gollmann, 1999; Pfleeger
and Pfleeger, 2003). Information assets comprise not only the information
itself but also the resources that are used to facilitate the management of this
information (Björck, 2001; ISO, 2005a; Oscarson, 2001; SIS, 2004)14, as
depicted in Figure 24.

14

The standard ISO/IEC 27002:2005 does not explicitly define information assets, but
claims that “Information and the supporting processes, systems and networks are
important business assets” (ISO, 2005a, p viii).
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Information Assets
Resources – Knowledge and tools

Facilitate the
management of
Information

Figure 24: Information assets consist of information as well as the
resources that facilitate information management.

The definition of information asset is consequently:
Definition of Information Asset
Information assets consist of information and any resource that is
used to manage that information.

As claimed in Oscarson (2001), information is the primary asset, and IT and
other resources are tools that facilitate information management; resources
have an instrumental value in relation to information (of course, information
can be highly integrated with the resources that manage the information, e.g.
in a database).

5.1.1 Information
Information and information systems have been discussed previously in
section 4.3.2. Like other important business assets, information is an asset
that is essential to an organisation’s business and should be protected (ISO,
2005a). Information as an asset in organisations is a wide domain, and
contains not only information (represented by data) stored in IT-based
information systems. A great amount of an organisation’s information is nonformalised and is not digitalised or even printed, it exists only in human
minds. Information that seems unimportant for one organisation can be
important to other actors, e.g. competitors. Some information, e.g. negative
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publicity, can arise at the same moment as the time of the occurrence. For
example, information that an IT system has been hacked can be sensitive
information at the time of the incident. Moreover, information as an asset is
not only about information that exists in an organisation – it is also important
that an organisation can obtain relevant and reliable information when
necessary.
There are some characteristics that distinguish computerised digital
information from paper-based information. Digital information can be rapidly
processed by computers and communicated in computer networks. This
means that this information can be manipulated faster and easier, for example
copied, deleted, modified and communicated, than paper-based information.

5.1.2 Information Management Resources
In the IS security area, not only IT artefacts (personal computers, networks,
operating systems and applications) should be counted as resources for
information management, but any resource that manages information (ISO,
2005a; Oscarson, 2001). Thus, IT artefacts are just one of several types of
supporting resources. Not least humans are important resources because
information can be managed manually. People are also indirectly an
important resource because humans handle the tools that manage information.
These tools can be electronic or non-electronic, and electronic tools can be
divided into analogue and digital, where the latter is labelled as IT (cf. the
definition of IT in Chapter 4). Non-electronic tools include pens, paper,
staplers and notice boards, while analogue tools are overhead devices, papershredders and telephones (which also can be digital). Figure 25 shows a
simple classification of information management resources.

Resources for information management
Manual
resources

Tools
Non-electronic
tools

Electronic tools
Analogue
tools

Digital tools
(IT)

Figure 25: A classification of resources for information management.
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Security mechanisms (safeguards) can also be counted as resources for
managing information. Security mechanisms can belong to all of the
categories illustrated in Figure 25 (security mechanisms are discussed in
more detail in section 5.5).
Information, and even resources for managing information, can in general
be non-attached to an owner, but assets are always owned by an economical
subject; a household or an organisation (NE, 2007). According to Chapter 4,
the information assets are attached to a core business, and the IS security
practice is assigned to protect these information assets. The interests, and the
view of the information assets are therefore (or aim to be) equal between the
core business and the IS security practice. Other actors, e.g. attackers or
competitors, can have interests that differ or even contradict this perspective.

5.2 Information Systems Security – the CIA Triad
In Chapter 4, the IS security concept was discussed as an area of research and
practice. In this section, the concept is discussed and defined based on its
conceptual meaning in a deeper sense; what does IS security really mean?
Security concerning IT and information is traditionally defined by the
three aspects confidentiality, integrity and availability (e.g. Dhillon and
Backhouse, 2000; Gollmann, 1999; Harris, 2002; Jonsson, 1995). This means
that these three concepts are subsets of the security concept; a secure
information system provides confidentiality, integrity and availability. One
can consequently formulate the following definition of IS security:
Definition of Information Systems Security
Information systems security is a state where information assets
are confidential, correct and available.

The three concepts are often referred to as the ‘CIA triad’ (e.g. Harris, 2002).
Even if the use of the CIA triad is widespread and common in the IS/IT
security area, definitions of the concepts vary. Firstly, definitions vary
regarding the broadness of the concepts, i.e. what they refer to; what objects
(should) have the characteristics of confidentiality, integrity and availability?
Definitions of the CIA triad can thus differ depending on the kind of assets
that are highlighted, e.g. a specific computer, an IT system or information
assets as defined above. With a technical focus, as in computer and IT
security, the scope is mostly data and systems (e.g. Gollman, 1999; Harris,
2002; Pfleeger and Pfleeger, 2003). In the IS security area, which has a wider
scope, the object of concern is information assets as described in the previous
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section (e.g. Björck, 2001; ISO, 2005a; Oscarson, 2001; SIS, 2004). This
means that in IS security, all three concepts should concern information
assets; the objective is that both information and information handling
resources should be confidential, unmodified and available. The standard
ISO/IEC 27002:2005 defines IS security as the “preservation of
confidentiality, integrity and availability of information” (ISO, 2005a, p 1),
but also emphasises the protection of processes, systems and networks
because they are crucial for handling information. I believe that both
information and information handling resources are applicable and relevant
for all three parts of the CIA triad: 1) unauthorised actors or artefacts can not
only disclose information but resources can also be used 2) both information
and resources can be modified in an uncontrolled way, and 3) users need to
access both information and resources when required.
Furthermore, definitions of the CIA triad are sometimes fuzzy when it
comes to specifying what it is that should (or should not) access or modify
information assets (or equal.) Humans, processes and devices are mentioned
in the National Information Assurance (IA) Glossary (CNSS, 2003). With
today’s advanced technology, I maintain that it is appropriate to include
artefacts as things that can impair the CIA triad. Artefacts are tools that can
be used by humans for these purposes, but artefacts can also cause
unintentional incidents; technologies do not always perform as they are
intended to perform!
Based on these discussions, the three concepts are defined below. The
definitions concern information assets in a consequent way, and are all
formulated as objectives rather than activities or processes.
Definitions of IS Security Objectives
Confidentiality means that information assets are not accessed or
used by unauthorised actors or artefacts.
Integrity means that information assets are correct and not
modified by actors or artefacts without control.
Availability means that information assets can be accessed or used
by authorised actors and artefacts when required.

The three concepts differ in a certain way; confidentiality and availability are
characteristics of the relations between information assets and actors/
artefacts, which can be authorised or unauthorised. Integrity on the other
hand, is a quality characteristic of information assets (see Figure 26).
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Availability
Information
Assets

Authorised
actor or artefact

Confidentiality
Unauthorised
actor or artefact

Integrity

Figure 26: A graphical representation of the CIA triad – confidentiality,
integrity and availability (influenced by Jonsson, 1995; Olovsson, 1992).

Mentioning the IS security practice is important here, because the IS security
practice authorises actors and artefacts for certain information assets. It is also
the IS security practice that has ‘control’ (or not) of modifications of
information assets. For simple reasons, sometimes all three concepts are
treated as characteristics of information assets, even if two concepts correctly
are about relations between information assets and actors/artefacts (which can
be authorised or unauthorised). IS security objectives are of course relative
and can vary between organisations. For example, confidentiality can be the
most prioritised objective for one organisation (e.g. a hospital) while
availability can be the most prioritised objective for another organisation (e.g.
a manufacturer).
Even though the CIA triad is traditionally the most fundamental part of IS
security, other aspects are also crucial. Traceability (i.e. the ability to trace the
activities of human or artefacts) is for example a quite common objective in
organisations (Informant 4). I maintain, however, that this aspect is not equal
to the CIA triad because it is more of a control function. This is also proposed
by one of the informants:
“In addition to the CIA, one has tried to use the aspects of traceability and
applicability, among others. I believe that is overkill, because such terms
seem to express different ways to reach and control the three fundamental
principles. I always work with confidentiality, integrity and availability,
and think they cover the needs I have in my work.” (Informant 4)

Traceability provides opportunities for checking activities afterwards, to
discover whether information assets have been misused (i.e. that
confidentiality or integrity have been impaired). Moreover, the aspects of
authenticity and non-repudiation have been in focus during recent years,
especially in connection with e-business (e.g. Camp, 2000). I believe that
these aspects are less generic than the CIA triad, but are relevant in certain
environments and situations.
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There are also some critics of the CIA triad as components of IS security.
Dhillon and Backhouse (2000) suggest four concepts that complement the
CIA triad; responsibility, integrity, trust and ethicality – RITE (integrity
stands for personal integrity here, not data integrity). These four concepts,
according to Dhillon and Backhouse, are more humanistic and organisationoriented. In most guidelines or standards that deal with the management of IS
security these aspects are considered. I believe that aspects such as RITE
should be treated as appropriate complements to the CIA triad because they
serve as links between information assets and the actors that use or interact
with the assets. But I also believe that the CIA triad represents the core parts
of IS security, and that information assets are the objects to be protected.
Using the CIA triad in a broader sense, where all three aspects refer to
information assets rather than (neutral) data and/or computer systems, gives
the CIA triad a more holistic and interpretative meaning.

5.3 Threats and Threat Objects
Information assets can be exposed to threats. There are a number of
definitions of threat in the field of computers, IT and IS security. Here are a
few examples:
“…any potential danger to information or systems” (Harris, 2002, p. 66),
“…an indication of an impending undesirable event” (Parker, 1981, p. 43),
“…a set of circumstances that have the potential to cause loss or harm”
(Pfleeger and Pfleeger, 2003, p. 6).

If the objective of IS security is to achieve and maintain the CIA triad of
information assets, threat is something that potentially can impair the CIA
triad in the future. Parker (1981) mentions ‘undesirable events’ above (I label
this as incident, see the following section), which I interpret as if
confidentiality, integrity or availability will, or can, be impaired. Based on
this reasoning, a definition of threat in the IS security area can be formulated
as:
Definition of Threat
A threat is a potential, undesirable action or occurrence that can
affect the confidentiality, integrity or availability of information
assets negatively.

Actions and occurrences do not happen by themselves, but there must be
underlying causes. Harris (2002) calls these underlying causes threat agents,
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and they can be actors (humans or organisations), human-made artefacts or
things in nature (cf. e.g. Pfleeger and Pfleeger, 2003). In areas of risk
research, the terms risk object or risk source are common (see e.g. Persson,
2002). These refer to things in the world that cause risks, i.e. humans,
artefacts or natural objects and processes, and are therefore equal to threat
agents. Instead of agent as Harris (2002) suggests, I prefer the term object
because it is more generic; agent can be too associated with human threats
while object refers to humans, artefacts or nature. Thus, in my definition of
threat object I include all three underlying categories:
Definition of Threat object
Threat objects are humans, human-created artefacts or things in
nature that can cause undesirable actions or occurrences that in
turn can impair the confiden tiality, integrity or availability of current
information assets.

Using the definitions discussed so far, I will define relations between the
following four concepts - threat object, threat, the CIA triad and information
asset, as depicted in Figure 27.

Threat
Object

Information
Asset
Against

Lays
behind

Of
Is supposed
to impair

Threat

CIA

Figure 27 : The relations between threat object, threat, the CIA triad and
information assets.

Human threats, i.e. threats with underlying human threat objects, can be
intentional or accidental (e.g. Harris, 2002; Reason, 1990). Terrorism,
information warfare, sabotage, manipulation and intrusion are examples of
intentional threats, while carelessness, mistakes and ignorance are
unintentional threats. Furthermore, intentional threats can be directed or
undirected; an attack can be addressed to a specific information asset or not.
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Normally, hacker-intrusions are directed while the spreading of malicious
code as viruses and worms is typically undirected (e.g. Furnell, 2002).
Natural threat objects can be floods, fires, earthquakes and thunderstorms.
Artefacts can function in undesirable ways, and because humans create
artefacts, threats are often a combination of underlying threat objects. That is,
a certain threat can ‘depend’ on several threat objects – one object alone is
not enough to create a threat, but a combination is dangerous to information
assets (Informant 3). Humans can for instance construct, implement,
configure or handle artefacts in inappropriate or destructive ways, for
example people who create malicious code. Physical threats are threats that
appear in a physical manner, like floods, thefts and fires. Non-physical threats
are often connected to software as viruses, computer intrusion and software
failures. These threats will mostly affect non-physical assets, but can affect
physical assets as well. Sometimes there are reasons to expect that objects
that do not yet exist, or do not at present perform actions or cause occurrences
that they may do in the future. They can be considered as potential threat
objects.

5.4 Incidents and Damage
While a threat is an assumption that an undesirable event may occur in the
future, the term incident refers to the actual occurrence of such an event. In
other words, a threat can be realised as one or more incidents (Oscarson,
2001). The incident concept can be defined as:
Definition of Incident
An incident is an undesirable occurrence.

One or more threat objects cause an incident. Threat objects and incidents
have therefore a causal relationship. An unintentional incident is labelled as
an accident (Reason, 1990), and is a subgroup of incidents (Green, 1997).
Moreover, intentional incidents can be the result of a directed or undirected
action. A threat can still exist after its realisation, because threat objects can
have capabilities to realise the threat several times (the possibility for
realisation will usually decrease, however, as people usually raise the level of
protection against realised threats).
Incidents can lead to consequences. If a consequence affects the CIA triad
of information assets uncontrolled and negatively, it is labelled as damage or
loss. However, there can be incidents that do not impair the CIA triad, for
example a trojan horse that is located in an IT system without causing any
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damage. The presence of this software is still undesired and probably out of
control of the system managers (Informant 1). A definition of damage can be
extracted from the objectives of IS security:
Definition of Damage
Damage is uncontrolled impairment of the CIA triad of information
assets.

In practice, there are many different kinds of damage. Information can be
changed in an uncontrolled and undesirable way, information can disappear
or be read by unauthorised actors or artefacts, and information assets can be
unavailable for authorised actors and artefacts.
In Figure 28, the concepts incident and damage are illustrated in a graph
that shows their relationships to each other and the concepts of threat object,
threat, information asset and the CIA triad.

The CIA Triad
Threat
Object
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behind

Information
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Of

Confidentiality
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Integrity
Is supposed to impair

Threat

Availability

May be
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May
cause

Incident

Impairs

Damage

Figure 28: Threats can be realised as incidents that can cause damage that
in turn impairs the CIA triad.

As shown in Figure 28, the concepts refer to a casual sequence. The potential
‘bad event’ – the threat – has its root in a threat object, and can be realised as
an incident that can cause damage that impairs the CIA triad of information
assets.
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5.5 Security Mechanisms
A security mechanism is something that aims to improve or maintain IS
security, i.e. one or more parts of the CIA triad (Oscarson, 2001):

Definition of Security Mechanism
A security mechanism is something that aims to achieve or
maintain the confidentiality, integrity or availability of information
assets.

The terms protection, (security) controls and safeguards are synonyms for
security mechanisms. Security mechanisms can be categorised in several
ways. Bases for categorisations can be for example their relation to the CIA
triad (Jonsson, 1995; Oscarson, 2001) or what they consist of, for instance
hardware, software and policies (e.g. Oscarson, 2001; Pfleeger and Pfleeger,
2003). As mentioned in section 5.1.2, security mechanisms are a special type
of information handling resources, with the special characteristics of
protecting information assets. Thus, security mechanisms can belong to any
of the categories of information handling resources that are illustrated in
Figure 25. A categorisation of security mechanisms based on their content
was introduced in Oscarson (2001) (see Figure 29).

Security mechanisms
Manual protections

Tool-based security mechanisms
(protection artefacts)

Administrative
protections

IT based protection
artefacts

Knowledge based
protections

Non IT based protection
artefacts

Figure 29: A categorisation of security mechanisms based on their content
(Oscarson, 2001, p 69).

Administrative protections are for example processes, standards, policies,
laws and rules. Knowledge-based protections are collective or individual
knowledge of IS security. This knowledge may be conscious or not, and
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includes IS security professionals’ skills as well as users’ IS security
awareness. Protection artefacts are divided into IT-based protection and non
IT-based protections. The former could be hardware and/or software, and for
example firewalls, encryptions and anti-virus systems. Non IT-based
protections are for example fire distinguishers, paper-shredders, doors and
locks.
Another principle for categorisation is the security mechanisms’
functionality in relation to the time of an incident; security mechanisms can
be preventing, averting or recovering (Oscarson, 2001; SIG Security, 1999).
Preventing security mechanisms are highly directed towards threats – to
affecting threat objects with the purpose of reducing the danger of a threat, or
the probability that a threat will be realised as an incident. Examples of
preventing security mechanisms are security awareness and laws. The aim of
averting security mechanisms is to obstruct incidents, e.g. in the form of
firewalls or encryption software. Recovering (or restoring) security
mechanisms intend to eliminate damage and recover the CIA triad. An
example of a recovering security mechanism is anti-virus software that
repairs infected files.
To summarise, a categorisation of security mechanisms based on the time
of an incident is based on three categories: preventing, averting and
recovering security mechanisms (see Figure 30).

Intends to
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Threat
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Recovering
Security
Mechanism

Averting
Security
Mechanism

Preventing
Security
Mechanism
Intends to
eliminate or
reduce

Threat

Intends to
obstruct

Incident

Intends to
eliminate or
reduce

Damage

Intends to
recover

The CIA
Triad

Time
Figure 30: A categorisation of security mechanisms based on their relation
in time to incidents.
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Two common categories that nearly fit into this categorisation are detective
security mechanisms (e.g. Bishop, 2002; Gollmann, 1999; Olovsson, 1992)
and reporting security mechanisms (Statskontoret, 1998). Detective security
mechanisms are almost always also reporting; when some threat, incident or
damage has been detected, it can also be reported. The reason why they
cannot be used in this type of categorisation is that they are not limited to a
certain time in relation to an incident, but can be functioning before, during or
after the occurrence of an incident. Detecting and reporting security
mechanisms can be used for detecting and reporting new threat objects and
threats, intrusions or intrusion attempts, as well as occurred incidents and
damage. This means that preventing, averting or recovering security
mechanisms can be detecting and/or reporting as well. Moreover, specific
security solutions, systems or products can have several functionalities, i.e.
preventing, averting, recovering, detecting and reporting.

5.5.1 Vulnerability
Vulnerability is the absence of security mechanisms, or the weaknesses of
existing security mechanisms (e.g. Harris, 2002; Ozier, 1999). Vulnerability
can exist in all categories of security mechanisms.
Definition of Vulnerability
Vulnerability is the absence of security mechanisms, or weaknesses in existing security mechanisms.

A similar and common definition of vulnerability is that something is exposed
to threat (e.g. Harris, 2002). In my opinion, this definition is the equivalent of
the definition above, because exposedness to threats is found wherever
security mechanisms are lacking or insufficient.

5.6 Relations between the Concepts
This section focuses on the relations between concepts. This procedure
enables not only an understanding of conceptual relations, but also of the
concepts themselves because they are placed in a broader context. One also
acquires a deeper understanding of the conceptual whole. This section
consists of two parts; a graph that shows the concepts and their near relations,
and a matrix that describes the relations between the concepts.
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5.6.1 Graphical Conceptualisation
The graph in Figure 31 shows relations between some of the most
fundamental concepts in the IS security area. The conceptual graph thus
summarises the concepts discussed and defined in sections 5.1 – 5.5 and adds
some relations between those concepts. It does not, however, show all the
relations between the concepts, only the most obvious relations between the
most kindred concepts.
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Figure 31: A graphical representation of some fundamental concepts in the
IS security area.

Threat objects, consisting of humans, artefacts or natural objects underlie
threats, which are conceivable, undesirable occurrences that can be realised as
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incidents in the future. A threat is supposed to impair the CIA of certain
information assets, and can therefore be considered directed against
information assets. A realised threat, i.e. an incident, can cause damage,
which means that it can impair the CIA of information assets. Security
mechanisms aim to achieve or maintain IS security by achieving or
maintaining the CIA triad of information assets. This can be done in several
different ways; preventing security mechanisms aim to affect threat objects
and eliminate or reduce threats, averting security mechanisms aim to obstruct
incidents, and recovering security mechanism aim to eliminate damage and
recover the CIA.

5.6.2 Concepts Matrix
A matrix provides an overview of all relations between the concepts (see e.g.
Bacon and Fitzgerald, 2001) Table 4 shows the conceptual relations between
all of the fundamental IS security concepts introduced so far in this chapter.
Reading instructions: from left to right and then upwards. Example:
Information asset – Has certain states of – CIA.
Table 4: A matrix of relations between IS security concepts.
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This matrix includes all concepts with relations to other concepts in Figure
31 (which means that confidentiality, integrity and availability are united
under the CIA label). Direct relationships are typed in normal while indirect
relationships are typed in italic (according to Figure 31). Different types of
security mechanisms have no applicable relationships; they are just different
forms of security mechanisms that function in different ways. As discussed in
section 5.5, security systems and solutions can have multiple functionalities.

5.7 Risk
Risk is a key concept in any field that concerns security. That is, risk can be
seen as the opposite to security, i.e. a synonym for insecurity, because low
risk is the same as a high degree of security and vice versa (see Figure 32).

Risk
Security

Figure 32: Risk and security have a reverse relationship.

This means that the risk concept implicitly or explicitly concerns, or even
includes, all the other fundamental concepts; risk assessments in certain
situations normally include the assessment of current information assets,
threats, security mechanisms, etc. Discussing risk, both its conceptual
meaning and its applications, can therefore be the same as discussing security
as a whole. The common use of the risk concept in the IS security field is
described in this section, as well as its relations to some of the concepts
discussed above. This description is followed by an overview of some
scientific perspectives of the risk concept in order to show its conceptual
complexity, and to give a background to the analysis part in this work.
The risk concept is an object of conceptual and philosophical discussions,
not least concerning its objective or subjective nature (see e.g. Boholm and
Ferreira, 2002; Hellström, 1998; Shrader-Frechette, 1990; Thompson, 1990).
These conceptual discussions embrace a number of scientific disciplines, such
as statistics, culture theory, sociology, philosophy and social anthropology.
However, in the IS security field, there are rarely conceptual discussions
about risk, but the meaning is often non-problemised and taken for granted
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(Gerber and von Solms, 2005) and is theoretically underdeveloped (Willison
and Siponen, 2007). There are some recent paradigmatic contributions in the
IS security field that question and problemise the concepts of risk and risk
analysis (e.g. Gerber and von Solms, 2005). Because the field has a
multidisciplinary nature, there can be unspoken differences concerning how
we in the field understand the risk concept and therefore also particular risks.
As shown in this section, there are traditional differences in the use of the
concept between technicians and economists, which both are common
backgrounds for professionals in the IS security field.
The current conceptual discussion about risk seems to reflect a more
comprehensive one; the discussion between the positivistic tradition
represented by natural and engineering sciences and interpretative traditions
represented by a number of social sciences (see section 2.1). Both traditions
have different ontological and epistemological views that reflect the
discussion concerning the risk concept. The following description of different
perspectives of risk is therefore divided into two sections representing two
main views: the paradigm of objectivism, and the paradigm of constructivism.
The description does not claim to serve as a complete picture of scientific
currents in this area, but rather a simplified description of two major
traditions that consist of a number of sub-parts. Firstly, a brief description of
how risk is treated in the IS security area.

5.7.1 The Risk Concept in the IS Security Area
The traditional definition of risk in the field of IT/computer/IS security
consists of two parts; the probability or the expected frequency that an
incident will occur and the potential damage or loss an incident can cause (see
e.g. Parker, 1981). The risk is a function of the two factors, which means that
risk can be expressed in the following equation:
R=L*P
‘R’ stands for risk, ‘L’ is potential loss, and ‘P’ is the probability or expected
frequency of loss (Parker, 1981). Even if a conceivable incident is expected to
cause a serious damage, there is no risk if the probability or expected
frequency is zero, and reverse. This means that R = 0 require L = 0 and/or P =
0. In the standard ISO/IEC 27002:2005 (ISO, 2005a), risk is defined in a
similar way, i.e. a combination of the probability of an event and its
consequence.
Another common definition of risk in this field emphasises the
exploitation of vulnerabilities, such as in Harris’ definition (Harris, 2002, p
66):
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“…the likelihood of a threat agent taking advantage of a vulnerability”,

and
“the loss potential, or probability, that a threat will exploit a vulnerability”.

This type of definition does not in principal contradict the former definition.
The combined likelihood and potential loss or damage still constitute the
concept of risk. But this definition is limited to intentional human threat
objects, and neglecting unintentional humans as well as non-human threat
objects as artefacts and natural objects.
As mentioned, I believe that conceptual discussions concerning the risk
concept in the IS security field are rare. This means, among other things, that
it is difficult to say if risk is treated as a physical attribute or a social
construction, and if risks are treated as an objective phenomenon or merely a
matter of subjective assessment. Baskerville (2005) claims, however, that risk
in the IS security area mainly is treated as something predictable, persistent
and measurable.
The risk concept and its relation to some other fundamental concepts can
be illustrated graphically. However, a conceptual graph can become too
complex if it includes a large number of concepts and relations, and the risk
concept is difficult to range in the graph presented in Figure 31. This section
presents therefore another conceptual graph for risk assessment. The risk
concept, including probability and damage, is in Figure 33 connected to the
concepts of threat, incident, information asset and the CIA triad.
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Figure 33: The risk concept in relation to threat, incident, damage, the
CIA triad and information assets.

Thus, the risk concept is not connected to security mechanisms in this graph.
As discussed previously, security mechanisms may intend to affect threat
objects, reduce or eliminate threats, obstruct incidents or recover impairment
of the CIA triad of information assets. This means that security mechanisms
can decrease risks by decreasing probability, or by decreasing the damage of
occurred incidents. Vulnerabilities, if they exist in security mechanisms, will
increase risks. A preliminary verbal definition of risk in the IS security area is
formulated as:
Definition of (IS Security) Risk
Risk is the function of the probability that an incident will occur and
the damage that the incident can cause information assets.
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In most scientific disciplines, risk is defined in much the same way as in our
field, i.e. as a function of probability and consequence. Risk as a product of
both the aspects is often seen as the ‘traditional’ risk definition (e.g. Persson,
2002). In the following two sections, some scientific perspectives on the risk
concept are described, and relations to the common risk definition in the IS
security field are discussed.

5.7.2 The Paradigm of Objectivism
This paradigm represents the classical positivist account of the philosophy of
natural science where research is about knowing ‘how things stand in the
world’ (Thompson, 1990). The view of risk in this paradigm is characterised
by the opinion that actual, or real, risks exist. In these research practices, risk
is treated as a measurable physical attribute (Hellström, 1998). Risk is
something that exists ‘out there’, and it is the risk analyst’s task to increase
the knowledge of that reality. Risk analysis is therefore the analysis of a
reality (Thompson, 1990). This paradigm stresses the formal and numerical
quantifications of probabilities. There are a number of scientific disciplines
and traditions that are representatives for this paradigm; their common
denominator is that they have a positivistic scientific ideal that has its origin
from natural sciences (Hellström, 1998). Both Hellström (1998) and Renn
(1992) have divided this paradigm into three main groups: technical,
economic and psychometrical approaches.
Technical approaches normally subsume actuarial analysis,
toxicological/epidemiological analysis and probabilistic risk assessments
(Renn, 1992). The undesirable events take the form of technical failure that
can cause physical harm to humans or ecosystems, which can be objectively
observed or measured by scientific methods (ibid). Typical for technical
approaches are that they attempt to calculate the relative frequency of an
event averaged over time. This approach relies on two conditions; enough
statistical data must be available to make meaningful predictions, and the
circumstances that cause the negative effects must remain stable over the
predicted time period (ibid). Focusing on the relative frequency means that
the probability factor is emphasised; risk and chance are seen as synonyms to
probability but with the difference that risk and chance represent negative and
positive things (e.g. Gut, 2002). In these one-dimensional definitions the
(possible) negative impact of risk is neglected. Still, the risk concept is
connected with undesired events, but the negative cause part is implicit.
Economic perspectives on risk are close to the technical ditto, but differ
from them because they focus on subjective utilities instead of technical
failure or harm (Hellström, 1998; Renn, 1992). Risk is in this approach
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expressed as expected utility losses resulting from an identifiable event or
activity; the base unit of utilities describes the degree of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with a possible action or transaction. The economic approach
provides therefore a broader definition of risk because it includes nonphysical aspects. Because risks can be expressed in terms of utilities, they can
be integrated into a decision process in which costs and benefits are assessed
and compared (Renn, 1992). In comparison to technical approaches,
economic approaches to a higher degree concern the consequence part of the
risk concept. Still, the economic approach builds on underlying objectivist
assumptions regarding the measures; they tend to reify the diffuse and
culturally embedded impact of an intervention in a numerical measure
(Hellström, 1998).
In psychometrical approaches, personal perceptions of individuals are the
centre of attention. As in the economic approaches, there are underlying
objectivist assumptions that have never really been problemised (Hellström,
1998). A division between real and perceived risk is taken for granted; that
perceived risks are a laypersons’ response to real risks, but hardly any
understanding at all of risk itself as being socially constructed. In this
paradigm, one admits that social sciences are useful because we also need to
understand people’s perceptions of (‘real’) risks (Thompson, 1990). People
are treated here as reasonable laypersons, who differ from experts because
they do not have enough knowledge for grasping ‘real risks’, which experts
are able to do (Shrader-Frechette, 1990). In natural and engineering sciences,
the real risk is the object of study, while the perceived risk is the social
sciences’ counterpart (Thompson, 1990).
Both the technical and economic approach have influenced the usage of
the risk concept in the IS security field. The former has a great tradition of
course because of the presence and impact of information technology in IS
security matters. Even if one refers to a more holistic definition of IS security,
i.e. that captures more aspects than technical security mechanisms, the IS
security field includes the technical aspects and has inherited a great deal
from pure technical computer science: conceptualisations, worldviews and
traditions. The economical paradigm has also influenced the IS security field.
In this case, the influences come from managerial and organisational parts of
business administration. The IS security management area is a sub area of a
more general risk management area that is dealing with all kinds of risks that
an organisation may be exposed to.
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5.7.3 The Paradigm of Constructivism
The paradigm of constructivism concerning risk has, as many other issues,
been a consequence of the general scientific current of social construction
(e.g. Berger and Luckmann, 1966). Some of the critics of the objectivist
paradigm are therefore inherited from a general debate between objectivists
and constructivists/subjectivists. Critics of the objectivistic paradigm belong
typically to social sciences such as sociology, philosophy, culture theory and
social anthropology. In contrast to the objectivist, the constructivist
understands risk as a social artefact produced by social groups or institutions,
and determined by structural forces in society (Renn, 1992). Risk in this
paradigm is not treated as a physical attribute ‘out there’ that can be
measured. Risk analyses based on a positivistic worldview assume a mirror
relationship between observation and reality and do not consider risks to be
mediated through social experience and interaction (ibid).
Some of the criticism is based on one particular characteristic of the risk
concept; that it deals with events that have not yet occurred, but that might
occur in the future. The essence of risk is not that something is happening,
but that something might happen. Thus, risk can never be observed as a thing
out there (Adam et al, 2000). The exact degree and nature of risks concerning
some event, X, are therefore not confirmable until X actually occurs (ShraderFrechette, 1990). And at that time, the risk concerning the event X does no
longer exist, simply because the event has now occurred. The main criticism
is also based on the idea that the relative frequency and calculation of
probabilities is not always applicable. For subjectivists there are other things
that are important, such as confidence in informants that give us information
about circumstances that may lead to an undesired event (see e.g. Thompson,
1990). Using relative frequencies for predicting the future also requires a long
recorded history, which is not always possible (Shrader-Frechette, 1990).
Moreover, a low frequency of incidents does not necessarily prove probability
for incidents; to reach a convergence between frequency and probability, the
period of observing incidents must approach infinity (ibid). The possibility
part of the risk concept, in this paradigm, is a matter of subjective and social
construction; Ratnasingham and Pavlou (2002) mention subjective
probability, and Renn (1992) claims that possibilities are not just confined to
the calculation of probabilities, but also shaped by human intervention, social
organisations, and technological development. Reality, in this paradigm, is
seen as a system of both physical occurrences and constructed meanings
(ibid). However, one admits that in some cases there is a known probability
that can be specified objectively, such as tossing a coin or winning a lottery
(Thompson, 1990).
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Another essential criticism from constructivists is that the consequences,
i.e. the loss or damage, can never be objective. It has to do with values that
are specific for any individual or group of individuals. ‘Real’ consequences
are always mediated through social interpretations and linked to group values
and interests (Renn, 1992). However, Renn (ibid) claims that physical harm,
which is the major negative effect in technical approaches, appears to be
universally accepted as a negative effect and should be avoided, contrary to
value violations, inequities or social interests. On the other hand, economic
approaches are traditionally based on the rational actor paradigm and assume
that people act in order to optimise their utility, which is not always true –
people smoke, drink and buy foolish things (ibid). Utilities in economic
approaches are often measured in monetary units, which may be
incommensurable with other kinds of loss or harm. Social constructivists
claim that issues such as health threats, inequities, fairness and control,
cannot be determined by objective scientific analysis but only reconstructed
from the beliefs and rationalities of the various actors in society (ibid).
Constructivists are also critical of the way that risks are described. In the
traditional objectivist paradigm, it is common to use quantitative and
numerical representations of probability as well as loss/damage. Quantitative
risk descriptions can give an illusion of actual risks. Use of, and trust in, these
representations give an imagery of rationality (Hellström, 1998). It is
important to remember that quantitative descriptions of risk are not the same
as actual risks.
Many critics of the objective paradigm are however balanced and insist
that risk cannot be confined to perceptions and social constructions alone (see
e.g. Renn, 1992; Shrader-Frechette, 1990; Thompson, 1990).

5.8 Trust
Trust must also be seen as a key concept in the IS security area; especially
when it comes to external relations to an IS security practice and the core
business it supports. A number of external parties can have an interest in the
core business’ IS security and the IS security practice, for example customers,
suppliers, shareholders and citizens. Similar to payment ability, product
quality and delivering times, IS security (as well as other security aspects) is a
factor that can affect trust in an organisation and its technology. In the
information age (or equivalent), IS security has been identified as a critical
factor for business success (e.g. DeMaio, 2001; Keen et al, 2000). This is
especially true when it comes to communication over public networks such as
the Internet.
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In this section, the trust concept is discussed from an IS security practice
perspective, i.e. the IS security practice and supported core business are
subjects to be trusted. This means that other contexts, such as trust chains (cf.
Svensson, 2001) or consumer trust in websites, are not emphasised. The trust
concept is briefly related to some of the other concepts examined in this
chapter. This section starts with discussions and definitions of the trust
concept in general and will later become narrower and finally conclude in the
specific IS security practice perspective.
Trust refers to a belief in matters beyond a subject’s direct control
(Cardholm, 1999). When you are unable to acquire knowledge by verifying
matters within your direct control, you need to believe in information
provided by someone else (ibid). Sanner (1997) defines trust as confidence in
the characteristics, ability, strength, and truth of something or someone. For
as long as people have been in business, there has been a need for trustful
relationships; successful communication, and business, is built upon trust
(e.g. Keen et al, 2000). Traditionally, it has taken the form of handshakes,
keeping your word, writing contracts, etc (ibid). In businesses that use the
Internet, factors that affect actors’ trust in other actors can be aspects that are
inherited from the traditional, physical, business context such as payment
ability, professional appearance or delivery times. But there are a number of
factors that are specific to the new ‘e-business’ arena where the Internet plays
a major role; factors that are mainly a consequence of using the Internet as an
infrastructure (e.g. Camp, 2000; Chellappa and Pavlou, 2002). The global
spreading and decentralisation of the Internet reduces the effect of legal
protection, and there have also been an increasing number of attacks on
corporate networks (Chellappa and Pavlou, 2002). Internet is comparatively
new and unknown, and we are not always familiar with the new infrastructure
and information systems that use that infrastructure. Thus, the importance of
trust in the present IT environment has recently been discussed and touted by
both practitioners and academics, and regarded as the foundation of the
digital economy (e.g. Keen et al, 2000).
This means that both trust in actors and trust in technology is a prime
factor for IS security in a business environment that to a great extent depends
upon the Internet. Social trust, i.e. trust between organisations as business
partners and trusted third parties (TTP), is briefly described in section 5.8.1,
while technological trust is touched upon in section 5.8.2. The broad nature of
IS security means that trust in IS security involves both social and
technological trust, and is discussed in section 5.8.3.
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5.8.1 Social Trust
Trust in human relations is often labelled as inter-personal trust (e.g.
Svensson, 2001). In inter-organisational relationships, however, it is more
relevant to talk about inter-organisational trust rather than inter-personal trust
because business is carried out between organisations (cf. Ratnasingham and
Pavlou, 2003). In inter-organisational (as well as in inter-personal)
relationships, two types of actors are involved: one or more trust-building
actors and one or more trusting actors (Cardholm, 1999). In a dyadic business
relationship, one actor can thus be a trustee (the trusted actor) and the other
actor a trustor (the trusting actor). The trusted actor must therefore fulfil a
certain amount of trustworthiness, i.e. a set of expectations concerning one
actor in the eyes of another actor (Sanner, 1997). However, each party in a
business relationship can be both the trusted and the trusting party (Cardholm,
1999; Svensson, 2001). When two parties in a dyadic relationship trust each
other we can speak about mutual trust (Svensson, 2001). That is, a set of
expectations shared by actors involved in an interaction (Sanner, 1997). To
reach mutual trust, each party needs to show a reasonable amount of
trustworthiness (Ågerfalk et al, 2000).
In business relationships, it is relevant to speak about business partner
trust, or trading partner trust (e.g. Ratnasingham and Pavlou, 2003) as a type
of inter-organisational relationship. That is, trust in inter-organisational
business relationships that are long-term, stable and dyadic. But another kind
of inter-organisational trust is often needed; an organisation’s trust in a socalled third party (Trusted Third Party, TTP) that has become important for
businesses using the Internet (e.g. Essinger, 2001).

5.8.2 Technology Trust
Trust issues in business contexts have traditionally focused on relationships
between partners, i.e. business partner trust, and rarely trust in technology
(Ratnasingam and Pavlou, 2003). This tradition has been inherited by ebusiness, i.e. in a business environment where the Internet functions as the
major infrastructure; trust has mainly been treated as a social phenomenon
(Kim and Prabhakar, 2000; Ratnasingam and Pavlou, 2003). Trust in ebusiness is not only about trust between actors, however, but also
incorporates trust in technology or abstract systems (e.g. Ågerfalk et al, 2000;
Karvonen, 1999; Kim and Prabhakar, 2000). Technology trust in the context
of e-business can be defined as:
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“…the subjective probability by which organisations believe that the
underlying technology infrastructure and control mechanisms are capable
of facilitating transactions according to their confident expectations”
(Ratnasingham and Pavlou, 2002 p 889).

Ratnasingam and Pavlou (2003) claim that technology trust is a key factor for
inter-organisational e-business, and together with business partner trust it can
create business value and successful long-term collaborative relationships. In
addition to the definition of technology trust by Ratnasingam and Pavlou
(2002) above, I believe technological trust must include trust in used
information systems (cf. Ågerfalk et al, 2000). Moreover, each party in an
inter-organisational relationship can also trust the other party’s internal
technical infrastructure and applications. The reason why this is important is
discussed in the next section.
Most obviously, security aspects of the Internet affect trust; the Internet
must be perceived as secure enough for its users; they must believe that there
is a reasonable amount of – primary – confidentiality, integrity and
availability. The Internet must be perceived as stable enough to work as an
infrastructure for business. Security mechanisms as encryption and firewalls
aim to reach such a required security, and increase trust in infrastructures and
information systems.
Communication between two parties over the Internet can be disturbed in
many ways. For example, during communication, the information can be
monitored, sniffed, modified or denied by an adversary (e.g. Keen et al,
2000). Typical security mechanisms for communication over the Internet are
different forms of encryption systems, for example SSL (Secure Socket
Layer) and VPNs (Virtual Private Network) as IPSec. In a public network
such as the Internet, security mechanisms can be treated not only as
mechanisms for increasing security, but also as business enablers. The
security mechanisms must be trustworthy; users must believe that their
communication over the Internet is secure enough. Thus, information about
the security mechanisms that are in place must be accessible to users.
Consequently, security mechanisms for securing the Internet are characterised
by standards and open technologies. A typical example is algorithms for
encryptions; the constructions and principles of algorithms are normally open
but the unique key for each encryption (and decryption) must be secret.
Encryption experts can criticise algorithms, and by this, they will
successively become better and better. The normal user knows nothing about
cryptology, but can know a certain encryption algorithm by name or the keylength that is the minimum demand in a certain situation, for example 128
bits key length for symmetric algorithms. According to the previous section,
trust in security mechanisms depends not only on their technical content, but
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also on the reputation of the actors that underlie the technology; businesses,
standard committees, etc. Incidents, failures, or tests (such as breaking
encryptions in laboratories) can rapidly decrease trust in security mechanisms
and the respective actors.

5.8.3 IS Security Trust
Social trust and technological trust can influence each other in various ways.
The use of technology can affect the behaviour of an actor, for example its
security (Ågerfalk et al, 2000). Failures in technology can affect the actors
associated with that technology in a negative way, and can imply that the
actors’ trustworthiness is impaired. By contrast, technology that is high
quality and supports actors in favourable ways can strengthen actors’
trustworthiness. An example: if an actor perceives an organisation’s network
security (e.g. firewalls and intrusion detections) as proper and reliable, it can
affect the actor’s trust in that organisation positively. As mentioned in the
previous section, internal technological infrastructures and applications can
also affect social trust.
Similarly, technology trust can be affected by the trustworthiness of
actors associated with that technology (ibid). Trust in technology depends
upon the technology itself, for example its functionality and security, but also
upon the user’s trust in administrators, developers or owners of the
technology. These two circumstances combined constitute a complex
structure of social trust and technological trust, even in a ‘simple’ dyadic
inter-organisational relationship. Consider that we have two organisations
with internal IT infrastructures and information systems, one common
infrastructure with an inter-organisational information system, and three
different third parties as developers, suppliers and administrators of the
technology – a complex web of trust relationships between actors, and
between actors and technology.
Because IS security contains both technological and social aspects, trust
in IS security covers simply both technological and social trust. IS security
trust is naturally limited to trust in IS security matters (i.e. trust in an
organisation’s ability to pay is excluded, for example). My definition of IS
security trust is as:
Definition of Trust (in IS Security)
A subject’s belief that an organisation’s IS security is proper
enough for establish or carry on a certain business relationship.
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This definition implies that the subject has a certain amount of trust (even
implicit) for infrastructures, information systems and security mechanisms
that support the organisation, because the organisation as a whole is
dependent upon technology and humans. Moreover, the definition is limited
to external actors; in general, the trust concept should also apply within
organisations, for example users’ trust in their personal computers and
applications.
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The Sasser Worm
Malicious code intentionally spread over the Internet has been one of the most
prevalent problems in the IS security field during recent years. The Sasser worm is one
example of malicious code that was spread over the Internet in 2004. In order to reach
a practical understanding of the theoretical analysis in the forthcoming chapters, the
Sasser worm is used as a practical application. This chapter presents the Sasser worm;
its functionality, origin and impact, and impacts and taken measures at the City of
Stockholm.

6.1 Functionality
Unlike viruses, worms do not attach themselves to other files; they are spread
between computers or computer environments (Informant 5). They are not
normally dependent upon user intervention, but spread automatically between
computers through networks, typically the Internet. Examples of worms that
have appeared during recent years are Love Letter, Code Red and Blaster.
The worms have been spread via address books in e-mail clients (although
this was not how the Sasser worm was spread, see below).
The Sasser worm15 began spreading Friday 30 th April 2004 and affected
the operating systems Windows 2000 and Windows XP (Symantec, 2004).
Sasser was spread from infected computers to vulnerable computers without
15

There are often variations in the ways that security companies label specific
malicious codes. According to Symantec (2004), the Sasser worm has the following
formal names with some of the most well-known security companies:
Win32.Sasser.A (Computer Associates), Sasser (F-Secure), Worm.Win32.Sasser.a
(Kaspersky), W32/Sasser.worm.a (McAfee), W32/Sasser.A.worm (Panda),
W32/Sasser-A (Sophos), W32.Sasser.Worm (Symantec), WORM_SASSER.A
(Trend).
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any user intervention. The worm created a remote connection to a vulnerable
computer, and thereafter installed a file transfer protocol (FTP) server at that
computer and downloaded itself to the new host (CNet News.Com, 2004).
The worm opened up the initial connection on a specific application data
channel, or port, numbered 9996. When the worm had infected the new host,
the FTP server listened on port 5554 for new files (CNet News.Com, 2004).
The worm exploited a vulnerability in Windows known as the LSASS (Local
Security Authority Subsystem Service) on port 445 and then caused it to
crash (F-Secure, 2004). Infected systems then performed a 60-second
countdown before restarting (CNet News.Com, 2004).
As most malicious code today, the original Sasser worm was followed by
a number of versions: Sasser B was detected 1st of May 2004, and Sasser F on
10th of May 2004 (Symantec, 2004). The vulnerability in Windows 2000 and
Windows XP was known by Microsoft, and security patches were issued on
13th of April 2004, i.e. two weeks before the Sasser worm was spread.

6.2 Origin and Impact
The Sasser worm caused problems for a number of organisations worldwide,
for example American Express, Amex and Delta Airlines (Computer World,
2004). Sasser did not include a specific payload, i.e. the functionality of the
worm was not designed to cause damage in the sense that confidentiality,
integrity or availability would be impaired. However, the continual shut down
and restart of computers affected availability for users – not only the
computers in their capacity as tools and for locally stored data, but also access
to local area networks and the Internet, which limited communication and
information access. The latter even applied when an employee’s personal
computer still functioned because computer networks were so slow. There
were probably also indirect consequences for the affected organisations,
including impaired IT support because IT departments were busy with the
Sasser problem.
The Swedish Emergency Management Agency (2004) analysed the
consequences of the Sasser worm for the Swedish public sector. IT and
security staff in four large public organisations were interviewed. The report
discloses how the Sasser worm caused two direct consequences for public
organisations: a) computers were useless due to continuous restarts and b) the
performance of computer networks was seriously impaired for various
periods of time. The Sasser worm had a minor impact on core business in the
investigated organisations, but daily procedures were disrupted in the
organisations, and IT departments had problems getting rid of the worm.
Even if the analysis carried out by the Swedish Emergency Management
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Agency (2004) was limited to public organisations, there are reasons to
suspect that the findings would be similar for private organisations; the Sasser
worm seemed to search randomly for IP addresses without any underlying
criteria.
In 7th of May, just one week after the Sasser worm was detected, an 18year-old student was arrested by German police in the village of Waffensen,
outside Rotstein in northern Germany. The German police had collaborated
with both the FBI and CIA and their investigations led to an arrest. The
decisive clue came from Microsoft. The student’s hobby was constructing
viruses and worms at night in his home where he lived with his family. After
the arrest, local police confirmed that the student had confessed to the
creation of Sasser (as well as the Netsky worm, which together with Sasser
was the most spread malicious code during year 2004). (Sophos, 2004)

6.3 Sasser and the City of Stockholm
The information concerning the Sasser worm and the City of Stockholm in
this section (and its sub-sections) is based on interviews with Informant 1 and
an Incident Report (Stockholm, 2004) and a Security Measure Report
(Stockholm, 2005a).
The City of Stockholm is Sweden’s largest municipality and with
approximately 50,000 employees, one of the largest organisations in
Scandinavia. As a local government, the City of Stockholm is a diverse
organisation with several different operations, including schools, day-care,
elderly care, public communications and ports. Consequently, the City of
Stockholm is supported by a large and complex IT environment. The
comprehensive computer network used by the City of Stockholm is known as
‘CityNet’ (in Swedish ‘Stadsnät’), and consists of several local area networks
(LANs).
Between 12.30 and 12.45 Wednesday 5th of May, the municipality was
attacked by the Sasser worm. The immediate consequence was that data
traffic in computer networks slowed down, especially Internet access, and a
large number of computers closed down. The computers restarted
automatically but went down again in a continuous circle. The security
patches issued for vulnerabilities in Windows 2000 and Windows XP were
known to IT staff in the organisation, and some IT administrators in parts of
the municipality downloaded and implemented the patches. However, the
majority of IT administrators were used to testing patches before
implementing them in case they affected the organisation’s IT environment
negatively.
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At a preliminary diagnosis, the number of infected personal computers
was assessed to be 10,000. That number was soon reduced to 7,000, and after
closer measurements and inquiries, the actual number of infections seemed to
be between 3000 and 4000. Current virus definitions for Sasser were
available, but they had no effect when installed afterwards; they had to be
installed before the infection to be useful.
As soon as the diagnosis had been carried out, staff in the IT department
started troubleshooting and producing removal tools. Updates of virus
definitions were carried out parallel to cleaning computers. The cleaning
could not be carried out via the network unfortunately and had to be done
physically on each computer. The IT staff produced CDs and distributed them
throughout the organisation. Information about the problem was
communicated via phone because computer access was limited. An ad hoc
emergency management group was formed by staff at the IT department and
included the IT manager, the communications manager, some technicians and
the information security manager. Information from the group meetings were
spread internally and externally via web, intranet, fax and e-mail. Information
responsibility was assigned by the group members.
The cleaning of computers in the municipal administration and business
areas started in the afternoon and evening of Wednesday, 5th of May. The
organisation gradually began to function normally again on Thursday and was
more or less recovered by Friday. Internet traffic was normal again after one
day. One remaining problem however was the ADSL and ISDN connections
used by smaller remote units such as local childcare and social services.
These computers were difficult to clean and some problems remained after
cleaning. Internet service provider Telia was consulted and after several long
discussions, the problems decreased around 11-12th of May. Full
functionality, free from disruptions, was not achieved until around 13-14th of
May, however. Some remaining smaller, separate disruptions were handled
by local system administrators.

6.3.1 Underlying Causes
During and after the Sasser incident at the City of Stockholm, a number of
problems that caused the incident or made it worse have been identified:
x
x
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communication services
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x
x
x

Lack of explicit communication channels
Difficulties managing security updates for remote working places
Insufficient resources for technical IT security

The problems at the City of Stockholm were not caused by individual
failures. No individuals have failed in their responsibilities or actions; the
deficiencies are generally related to indistinctness concerning organisation,
procedures and responsibilities. Some deficiencies are also technical by
nature. Some unfortunate circumstances also contributed to the late detection
of Sasser for the municipality (the virus was identified on 1st of May but not
detected by the municipality until 5th of May): the IT department held an
internal conference on 3 rd-4th of May, and all personnel were away from their
offices.

6.3.2 Measures and Lessons Learned
As mentioned in Section 6.3, a number of measures were taken during or
immediately after the Sasser incident at the City of Stockholm. This sub
section describes the measures that were implemented sometime after the
incident had occurred, based on more rigid investigations and analyses.
In order to investigate the underlying causes described in the previous
section, and to suggest measures for solvin g these problems, a project group
was appointed after the incident. The group consisted of two to three
representatives from each category of the organisation and the technicians
who were most involved with the Sasser worm case in the City of Stockholm.
The convener of the group was the information security manager. The project
group identified a number of activities in order to solve underlying causes and
problems. The major activities are described below.
x Segmentation of the municipality’s computer network. The
aim of this measure is to develop organisational segments in the
total network (CityNet), and limit the spread of IT incidents
among the organisation’s local area networks (LANs). A serious
incident like Sasser can thus be delimited to one segment of the
City of Stockholm’s total IT network. Examples of technical
measures in this category are virtual firewalls, ‘stronger’
configuration on IT equipments, and installing antivirus software
on every server.
x Procedures for management of virus protection. As stated in
the City of Stockholm’s antivirus policy, every server and client
that is connected to the LAN must have updated antivirus
software. The use of McAfee’s tool ePolicy Orchestrator will
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x

x

x

x

x

facilitate the distribution of virus signature files, updates of
antivirus software and collecting information about virus
protection and attacks. The objective is that 100 % of servers,
and 95 % of clients will have a new virus signature file installed
within 36 hours of its publication.
Patch management. This measure includes procedures for
surveillance and the distribution of current patches for IT
systems, i.e. operating systems and applications. An installed
patch eliminates a specific vulnerability. Due to the complexity
and multitude of IT systems in the City of Stockholm, different
approaches for patch management must be applied. The overall
objective is that every IT system will have a current ‘patch-level’
that makes them invulnerable in compliance with the
recommendations of IT system suppliers. Patch management for
a new patch must last for a maximum of seven days.
Communication channels. The lack of explicit communication
channels for security information was one major problem during
the Sasser incident. Consequently, this measure means
establishing channels for sampling and sharing security
information, including urgent warnings (alerts). Initially, SITIC
(Swedish Centre for IT Incidents) will serve as the major
external source for new threats and vulnerabilities.
Reviews of agreements with contractors. Because a large
number of IT operations in the City of Stockholm are outsourced,
the operative IT security is to a great extent managed by
entrepreneurs. It is accordingly important that divisions of
responsibilities are clear and documented in contracts between
entrepreneurs and the City of Stockholm.
Review of remote access. During the Sasser incident, there were
some problems with the remote working places (e.g. home work)
via ISDN and ADSL. The ISP (Internet Service Provider) cannot
currently guarantee a certain bandwidth or availability. The
contract with the ISP must consequently be negotiated.
Cleaning of infected computers. Remainders of previous
attacks of malicious code must be handled. Detected infected
computers shall be cleaned and reported to the information
security manager. If cleaning is not possible, the computer must
be screened of from the network.

Most of the above measures were incorporated into the new information
security policy and regulations that were established by the city council June
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13, 2005 (Stockholm, 2005b). Guidelines and instructions based on the policy
and regulation document were delegated to the head of the City of Stockholm
and issued on November 30, 2005 (Stockholm, 2005c). In accordance with
the measures above, there are guidelines and instructions for virus protection,
patch management and communication channels. There has been a change
regarding the test of security patches. There was previously an informal
procedure that security patches were tested before implementation. The
formal policy in the guidelines and instructions stipulated a time limit of
seven days for patch management, but one lesson learnt from the Sasser
incident is that implementing a patch too late implies more risk than not
testing the patch rigorously.
The segmentation of the network, or CityNet, is a huge long-term project
that will continue for several years. The ISDN and ADSL connections will
gradually be replaced by regular connections to the CityNet. There has been a
reorganisation of the outsourced services; one main contractor serves as a
point of contact for the City of Stockholm. Any service level agreements
(SLAs) concerning security issues will be negotiated with that entrepreneur.
During the Sasser incident, there was no structured and documented
emergency management function for IT-related crises, but an ad hoc
committee was formed. An emergency management function was established
afterwards. However, due to a reorganisation of the City of Stockholm, this
function has now been dissolved and must be reformed in the near future.
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Chapter 7

Analysis of Fundamental
IS Security Concepts
In this chapter, the IS security concepts introduced in Chapter 5 are analysed using the
analysis model for actual and perceived IS security presented in Chapter 3 (the
concepts of risk and trust are however analysed in Chapters 8 and 9). The IS security
perspective presented in Chapter 4 also influences this chapter, as well as the empirical
interviews. The analysis of each concept concludes with a practical application using
the Sasser worm case described in Chapter 6. Due to the extensive length of this
chapter, it concludes with a summary of the included concepts.

7.1 Actual and Perceived Information Assets
According to Chapter 5, information assets conceptually consist of the
information and resources that are in place for handling information. Both
types of information assets are consequently analysed in order to investigate
the actual-perceived status of information assets. This is carried out
throughout this section, but explicitly in section 7.1.1, which examines the
ontological status of information assets. As discussed in Chapter 5,
information assets represent values. An asset is something that has an owner,
and the asset thus represents a certain value for that owner, and often for other
actors. Information assets and values are discussed in section 7.1.2. Section
7.1.3 deals with known, unknown and delusional information assets. Finally,
section 7.1.4 illustrates information assets with examples from the Sasser
case.
Confidentiality, integrity and availability (the CIA triad), express states of
information assets, but these concepts are examined separately in section 7.2.
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7.1.1 The Ontological Status of Information Assets
Information
In most organisations today, information is an important and critical asset.
Information can take many forms depending on the line of business,
private/public organisation, etc, but common information types are for
example customer/client information, order information, personnel
information, product information and financial information. Conceptually,
information has been discussed in Chapter 4; as interpreted data that has a
certain meaning for the interpreting human. Information thus depends on both
data and humans. According to Goldkuhl (2002), communicative actions
result in symbolic objects like utterances, texts and images. Thus, information
can conceptually be regarded as objects. Certain information can however
refer to a state or a process, but nevertheless, the information itself is an
object. Furthermore, human understanding and knowledge do not necessarily
have an external carrier, but can only exist in the human inner world, which
can be individual or shared by several humans (according to Goldkuhl (2002)
in a human’s intra- or inter-subjective part).
Consequently information, in the form of symbolic objects, is an
ontological feature irrespective of its physical carrier. Yet information, i.e. the
meaning of data, is dependent upon human interpretations. This means that
information at the ontological level must be created by humans; previously or
by the immediate interpreter. The (epistemic) interpretation of (ontological)
information has a subjective-objective relation as discussed in Chapter 3. One
person can interpret signs on paper, spoken utterances, thoughts, etc. Humans
are thus able to interpret things in nature, i.e. things that are not created by
humans such as a cloud formation. This ‘data’ is not initially information, but
at the same time as the human interpretation is made, information is created.
As anything at the ontological level, information can be interpreted in
various ways (cf. the conceptual relativity by Searle, 1995). Information can
vary depending upon its objectiveness. In Figure 34, the analysis model for
actual and perceived IS security is applied for a simple example in order to
illustrate different levels of interpretation for information. The example
concerns a piece of information in a bicycle wholesaler firm concerning a
customer, i.e. a bicycle store.
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Subjective
judgements

Epistemic
Level

Inter-subjective
judgements

Institutional
facts

Tidy store
Demanding purchaser
Pretty cashier
etc.

Important customer
Solvency
Well-managed store
Future potential
etc.

Type of registered firm
Location
Contract
Orders
Legal requirements
etc.

Interpretation

Interpretation

Interpretation

Register of customers

Ontological
Level

1. Mike’s bicycle store
Main street 111
111 11 BIG CITY

Figure 34: Example of information applied on the analysis model for
actual and perceived IS security.

The ontological level consists of carriers of the symbols, i.e. the data. In the
example in Figure 34 above, the data are a number of signs stored in a data
base. The first interpretation concerns a number of institutional facts (except
syntactical and linguistic basics, e.g. that it has a common disposition, is
written in English, etc) Examples of unquestioned institutional facts in this
case are that the store is a registered firm, that it has a geographical location
and certain juridical relationships to the wholesaler. Institutional facts are not
necessarily true, but can be subject to fraud, misunderstanding,
discontinuation, etc (see Chapter 3). Inter-subjective judgements are
collective interpretations and perceptions that are common in an organisation
or part of an organisation. Manifestations of the inter-organisational
relationship with the customer are typical inter-subjective judgements in this
example, that the customer is important, has a future potential, etc. Subjective
judgements, finally, are individual perceptions about the customer.
As Langefors (1966) expresses in his infological equation (see Chapter
4), interpretations depend upon pre-knowledge, which means that each level
of interpretation to some extent depends upon an understanding of the lower
level. For instance, one must understand the institutional fact that the name
refers to one of our customers before judging its importance and potential as a
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customer. Information can also be dynamic and continuously changing (e.g.
information concerning logistics or a manufacturing process).
As stressed in Chapter 3, there are no watertight separations between the
three epistemic levels, but rather a ‘fact-judgement’ scale with two polarities.
Figure 34 expresses that scale; the higher up in the figure, the more scope for
interpretation and therefore also for values. Types of information can differ
regarding their meaning and importance for businesses. This meaning and
importance is value-based, and discussed in more detail in section 7.1.2
below.
Information can exist in different forms depending on their carriers, for
example papers, IT media or the human mind. These carriers represent the
other part of information assets – information handling resources – and will
be examined in the following section.
Resources for Managing Information
The other part of information assets, resources for managing information, can
be categorised according to their content, as described in Chapter 5 (depicted
in Figure 25). The categorisation is firstly divided into manual resources and
tools (artefacts). Manual resources are the physical and intellectual ability of
humans to handle information while artefacts can be divided into nonelectronic and electronic tools. The latter category can be analogue or digital,
which is the equivalent of IT-based tools (roughly consisting of software and
hardware). All the artefacts, those created by humans, are dependent upon
human ability. Humans create, implement, install, configure, maintain, repair,
etc, and finally revoke them. This means that human capability must include
the ability to handle other information management resources. According to
Goldkuhl (2002), artefacts are often information as well; they can have
informative properties that can be explicit (e.g. a control panel) or implicit
(e.g. the shape of some part of an artefact that is informative concerning the
use of the artefact).
As information, resources for managing information are objects but can
also include processes. Humans or artefacts do something with information;
collecting, processing, distributing, etc16. Intellectual tools as methods and
software executions are conceptually processes. Descriptions of these
immaterial tools (e.g. manuals and documentations) can be seen as objects,
but the actual course of human actions when a method is performed, or the
course of software executions in an information system, are processes.
Interpreting Searle (1995), the (static) descriptions are representations while
16

Cf. security mechanisms that are a subtype of information handling resources that
normally include processes, for example averting incidents or recover damaged
information assets (see section 7.7).
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the actual courses are intrinsic, physical features. Consequently, information
managing processes result in changes in the state of information in some
sense; information can be created, deleted, updated, moved, etc (the last
process – movement – does not change the information itself but rather the
information about the information, i.e. meta information).

7.1.2 Values of Information Assets
The foundation for information assets is that they have values. It is the value
of information assets that make them worth protecting. In the end, it is the
core business’ top management that estimate and value any asset in the core
business. The assignment to the IS security practice should express this
valuation in order to reach an appropriate IS security. However, few
businesses seem to have pronounced the value of their information assets
(Informant 4). Values of information assets are often relative between
businesses; a certain asset can be valued higher in one business than in
another. However, even if the business’ top management stipulates the value
of information assets, the value can inherit from external requirements
(Informant 1 and Informant 2). Lawmakers, customers, suppliers, trade
unions and citizens are examples of external actors who can have external
demands regarding a business’ information management and consequently on
the estimation of values. Values of information that rule under external
demands do not require internal estimation, but the values are (in some
respect) given for the core business. This information is therefore equal
between businesses. Estimations can also be implicit and follow traditional
views and best practices in society as a whole, the certain line of business or
in the IS security community.
Information management resources are often easier to estimate than
information (Informant 4). These resources like hardware, software, and other
office equipment have their financial market value and can be replaced
(Informant 3). Values of information management resources are therefore
similar between businesses. Information is more abstract and its value is more
or less a question of interpretation. Due to the abstract and relative nature of
information as an asset, it is difficult to estimate the value of information and
even identify such an asset:
“When something disappears, then you realise its value”. (Informant 1)

Risk analyses are systematic approaches for estimating the likelihood and
consequences of incidents in the core business, and therefore also a
supporting tool for estimating the value of information assets (e.g. the
consequences of a certain information leak for the core business). The
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classification of information assets is also a systematic approach for
identifying and estimating the value of information assets in organisations
(e.g. ISO, 2005a).
The value of information assets is an epistemic rather than an ontological
feature. Values can belong to any class of the epistemic level. Below are
some examples of values for each class:
x
x
x

Institutional facts: Stipulated laws and market prices.
Inter-subjective judgements: Common valuation of information
assets that are established in businesses, ethical codes, IS security
community.
Subjective judgements: Individual and occasional valuations of
information assets.

The value of information assets are (or at least, should be) closely connected
to IS security objectives; the objectives should reflect the value attached to a
business’ information assets (see section 7.2.2).

7.1.3 Known, Unknown and Delusional Information Assets
According to the previous section about information assets, both information
and information management resources can be treated as actual. Figure 35
shows three cases where information assets are known, unknown and
delusional.
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Figure 35: Known, unknown and delusional information assets.

Case 1 means that a certain information asset is known to an interpreter; it
can be a piece of information or an information managing resource. As stated
in Chapter 3, there can be a 1:1 relationship between representations that are
constructed by humans; a symbol or an artefact can have exactly the same
meaning as intended. Judgements concerning information assets can of course
vary betweens individuals (subjective) and groups (inter-subjective).
Case 2 shows an information asset that is unknown to a certain
interpreter. Because symbols and artefacts are constructed by humans, they
cannot be unknown to all humans. But human knowledge and actions can be
unconscious and tacit; we can know things and perform actions that affect
information that are unconscious to us. Specific information assets can of
course be unknown to certain individuals, groups or an organisation as a
whole (e.g. information assets can have been forgotten).
Similarly, we might believe that information assets exist when they do
not, as expressed in Case 3. Information and resources can be misunderstood,
disappeared, stolen, destroyed, etc. Additionally, information assets are only
conceivable, and therefore do not exist at the actual level, for example
planned information assets that have not yet been developed or obtained.

7.1.4 Information Assets and the Sasser Worm
Because malicious codes like worms are computer-based, only computer
systems and data that is stored, processed and transmitted therein are affected.
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Even if worms are malicious software, they can, as Sasser did, affect
hardware; the continuous shut downs and restarts affected the computers as
devices. When applying a broad definition of information assets as in this
thesis, assets other than hardware and software are affected. Even if Sasser
did not had a specific payload, it caused a lot of trouble for organisations in
the sense that IT staff had to deal with the problems practically, and IT and
business managers had to communicate, make decisions, organise emergency
groups, etc. Because information assets include resources for managing
information, human resources for that purpose were busy for quite a long
time. This means that personal resources were ‘occupied’ by this work and
fewer resources were available for other tasks.

7.2 Actual and Perceived CIA Triad
In accordance with Chapter 5, IS security consists of the three concepts
confidentiality, integrity and availability (the CIA triad). Analysing the CIA
triad from an actual-perceived perspective is therefore a main activity when
examining actual and perceived IS security.

7.2.1 The Ontological Status of the CIA triad
As argued in Chapter 5, all three aspects of the CIA triad (and therefore IS
security) are valid for both parts of information assets: information and
information management resources. This means that the CIA triad can cover a
wide range of objects and processes; from unconscious human knowledge to
server rooms. The ontological status of the CIA triad “follows” the type of
information asset they concern. This means that because there is a wide range
of information assets, as discussed in the previous section, the CIA triad can
concern a lot of objects and processes. Semantically, I maintain that the
concepts that constitute the CIA triad refer to conditions or states rather than
activities or processes. Security mechanisms and security measures
(safeguards) are means for reaching or maintaining the states that the CIA
triad constitutes. For example, integrity is a state where a certain information
asset stays correct and unmodified, and we can implement security
mechanisms in order to achieve and maintain that state. However, the
confidentiality and availability concepts imply a process implicitly and
indirectly. As shown in Figure 26 in Chapter 5, these two concepts differ
from the integrity concept in their relation to information assets. Integrity
means state of information assets while availability and confidentiality
concern states in the relations between information assets and users
(authorised or unauthorised):
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x
x

Confidentiality: A state where an unauthorised actor or artefact
cannot access information assets.
Availability: A state where an authorised actor or artefact can access
information assets.

Thus, confidentiality and availability also imply processes; availability entails
the process that an authorised actor/artefact can, when necessary, access
certain information assets. If such a process is impossible, an incident has
occurred and availability is damaged (see section 7.2.3). Confidentiality on
the other hand, means that a prohibited process is obstructed . A
discontinuation of that obstruction means similarly that the confidentiality is
impaired.

7.2.2 The CIA Triad and Values
As introduced in Chapter 4, a basic value for the IS security community, and
therefore for any IS security practice, is that IS security is desirable. This
means that the three concepts of confidentiality, integrity and availability that
constitute IS security objectives, are desirable states. Moreover, desirable
states are equal to objectives; the CIA triad is consequently also often used in
terms of IS security objectives, even if definitions of CIA emphasise
maintenance rather than achievement such as:
“Preservation of confidentiality,
information…” (ISO, 2005a, p 1)

integrity

and

availability

of

According to Chapter 4, the fundamental perspective in the IS security
community, consists of some values that rule basic and obvious IS security
objectives, for example that malicious code should be avoided, information
assets should be available for their users, etc. The IS security objectives are
(or should be) equal to the core business’ assignment, typically in the form of
an IS security policy. That is, the desirable states of the IS security aspects
must be relative to the specific characteristics of the core business, and the
line of business it belongs to. For example, availability (e.g. Internet access)
can be especially important and desirable in one business, while
confidentiality (e.g. secret product information) is prioritised in another
business. Furthermore, parts of the CIA triad can of course be more relevant
and desirable for certain information assets than others in the same business
(Informant 4).
Formulations of IS security objectives can vary. At a high level, such as a
business overall IS security policy, the objectives are often comprehensive
and visionary, for example: “critical business information must be available
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when necessary”. At lower levels, one can (and should) formulate more
precise, and sometimes measurable, objectives, like “the order system must
not be down for more than eight hours per year”. The availability concept
differs in this respect from the confidentiality and integrity concepts. The
latter are more binary in their characteristics; most information assets can be
correct or modified, and unauthorised users can access information or not.
Availability on the other hand, is by nature time-related; a users’ access to
information or resources is more or less always a matter of time, which can be
a business critical issue or not. However, the number of violations or
trespasses of all three aspects during a certain time can of course be
quantified (see section 7.2.4 below about the CIA triad and time).
Because confidentiality and availability concern the relation between
information assets and actors or artefacts, somebody must decide what actors
and artefacts can be authorised versus unauthorised for access to specific
information assets. This is value-related; employees’ (and their artefacts)
access to information assets reflect openness and freedom in organisations.
Administrative rules and technical security mechanisms as well as
responsibility and awareness are other approaches to maintaining access
management policies in businesses.
Values of the CIA triad, i.e. IS security objectives, are (or should always
be) proportional to the estimated values of information assets. This means
that estimations of information assets can be in terms of the CIA triad:
x
x
x

Confidentiality: The assessed value of damage (loss) if an
unauthorised actor/artefact accesses the information asset.
Integrity: The assessed value of damage (loss) if an information
asset is incorrect.
Availability: The assessed value of damage (loss) if an authorised
actor/artefact cannot access an information asset.

Objectives, such as desirable states, are stipulated by humans; the top
management in the core business and/or the management in the IS security
practice. IS security objectives that are stipulated by the management in a
business, are regarded as institutional facts, because the management
determines the business objectives in general. Objectives can however be
more implicit or fuzzy defined and therefore a question of interpretation. In
these cases, they may take the form of subjective or inter-subjective
judgements instead.
Objectives normally differ from perceived present states, but it can also
be an objective to maintain a current state. Still, objectives must be regarded
as representations of (present or future) actual states. IS security objectives
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are, implicitly or explicitly, expressed in rules and policies; access rules
(confidentiality and availability) and characteristics of information assets
(integrity).

7.2.3 Actual and Perceived CIA Triad
The states of the CIA triad can exist at the actual level; people actually access
information assets or not in physical ways, and information assets can stay
correct and unmodified or not. Because actual states of information assets and
their relations to actors and artefacts exist, they can also be unknown (i.e. all
three cases concerning information assets depicted in Figure 35 are also valid
for the CIA triad). Confidentiality and availability depend however upon two
basic roles: authorised and unauthorised actors or artefacts. Both concepts
need an initial authorisation of actors and artefacts for specific information
assets, i.e. access rules. Similarly, integrity requires stipulated characteristics
of what ‘correctness’ means (e.g. a specific form of a piece of information or
a specific configuration of an information managing resource). These
stipulated access rules and characteristics are ontological features. The
judgement of confidentiality, integrity and availability in certain situations
implies not only the actual state of information assets and their relations to
different actors and artefacts, but also a judgement of the stipulated access
rules and characteristics. Figure 36 shows actual and perceived
confidentiality.

Confidentiality?

Epistemic
level
Interpretations

Ontological
level

Information
asset
Inaccessible

Actor/artefact

Stipulated
access rules

Figure 36: Actual and perceived confidentiality.
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At ontological level, some information assets are inaccessible to an actor or
an artefact. At the epistemic level, actors compare their interpretations of this
situation with their interpretations of stipulated access rules that are valid for
the current information asset and actor/artefact. If the actor/artefact is
estimated as unauthorised, the actual state is perceived as confidentiality. If
the actor/artefact on the other hand is estimated as authorised, the perception
is that there is a lack of availability, because the difference between
confidentiality and availability only is the status of the actor or artefact. The
actual and perceived levels of availability are thus similar but reverse, as
illustrated in Figure 37.

Availability?

Epistemic
level
Interpretations
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Information
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Actor/artefact

Stipulated
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Figure 37: Actual and perceived availability.

Consequently, the actual situation of availability is the same as confidentiality
except that the information must be accessible for the actor and/or artefact.
The prerequisite for availability is that the actor/artefact is authorised in
respect to stipulated access rules, and the same comparison is made as in the
confidentiality situation.
Perceived integrity entails the same interpretations. The interpretation of
the characteristics of actual information assets is compared to an
interpretation of stipulated characteristics of information assets, as illustrated
in Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Actual and perceived integrity.

In each of the three cases illustrated above, it is implied that the specific
information asset is known to the interpreting subject. Information assets can
of course exist, and therefore also the CIA triad, at the ontological level that
is unknown to the interpreters. Similarly, delusions of information assets can
also exist that lead to delusions of the CIA triad.
In the illustrations above, the perceptions concern situations in present
time, i.e. snapshots of the CIA. But as discussed previously, the CIA aspects
are often used as IS security objectives, where the time dimension is crucial.
The CIA triad and time aspects will be illuminated in the next section.

7.2.4 The CIA Triad and Time
Because an IS security objective is someone’s vision of a desired future state,
it is a perception of a conceivable state that does not exist in the present. The
exception is when the current state is satisfying – in which case the objective
is to maintain the current state so it will last in the future. Nevertheless, the
objective is based on the interpretation of the actual current state. If the
current state is unsatisfying (which I believe is common because IS security is
a field that constantly changes and constant improvement is consequently
needed), the objective does not have its counterpart in the ontological IS
security level. Still, stipulated IS security objectives can be interpreted in the
same way as access rules and characteristics of information assets. Figure 39
shows the perceived state as an interpretation.
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Figure 39 : Objectives as future desired states.

IS security objectives concerning certain information are sometimes revised
over time. For example, information about a product during its development
can be classified as business confidential, while the same information after
the product is launched can become open information (i.e. not confidential).
To reach a well founded perception if an objective has been achieved or
not, it should imply some kind of measurability. Measurements can be
supported by technical systems like log systems (stand-alone or integrated,
e.g. in firewalls), intrusion detection systems or physical access systems. In
Chapter 5, I maintain that traceability should not exactly be countered as an
aspect of IS security, but rather a control function for, mainly, confidentiality
and integrity. That is, tracing the activities of humans and artefacts can be a
method for measuring confidentiality and integrity. Tools for this tracing are
available, for example tools that scan employees’ activities in networks. By
counting certain occurrences, technical systems can provide numeric data in
order to be further analysed. Incident management systems can include this
technically collected data, but also incident reports from employees that can
be manual or IT-supported. IS security objectives, in terms of (parts of) the
CIA triad, can be related to these systems for monitoring incidents and other
occurrences that affect IS security. Availability is an objective that is often
made in quantitative terms of time as mentioned above. Other, more
qualitative measurements can be interviews and surveys with IS security
professionals, technicians or end users for example.
Measurability is an epistemic feature because it concerns human
understanding and representation of actual matters. Measured incidents in a
certain environment do not necessarily correspond to the actual number of
occurred incidents (more about measurements in Chapter 10).
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7.2.5 The CIA Triad and the Sasser Worm
According to Chapter 5, the impairment of the CIA triad is equivalent to
damage. Impairment of the CIA triad, or damage, caused by the Sasser worm,
are consequently discussed in Section 7.4.5.

7.3 Actual and Perceived Incidents
As defined in Chapter 5, the concepts incident refers to an undesirable
occurrence. When determining the actual-perceived status of the incident
concept, one must consider both dimensions that the incident concept consists
of: 1) that it is an occurrence and 2) that such an occurrence is undesirable.
The first dimension, i.e. what is the nature of occurrences, will mainly be
analysed with the SIP ontology in section 7.3.1. The second dimension, i.e.
undesirability, is analysed in section 7.3.2. Both these sections aim to
determine the general actual-perceived status of the incident concept, but
some additional analyses will also be presented. In section 7.3.3, known,
unknown and delusional incidents are discussed. Because the incident
concept is time critical, discussions regarding the time aspect are added in
section 7.3.4 in order to nuance the former section. Finally, the discussion on
actual and perceived incidents is applied to the Sasser case in section 7.3.5.

7.3.1 The Ontological Status of Incidents
An occurrence is a dynamic course and therefore a process (e.g. Allwood,
1989). An occurrence is a process that is limited in time and, thus, finite.
Furthermore, occurrences must be caused by someone or something; there is
always some kind of underlying object that causes an occurrence. When it
comes to incidents they are labelled as threat objects (which are discussed in
section 7.5). Incidents must therefore emanate from one or more of the three
categories of threat objects; humans, artefacts and nature.
Humans intervene in the outer world through actions. These actions can
be conscious or not; the performer of the action may be aware or unaware that
he or she performs an action (however, a human can become conscious of
unconscious actions afterwards). A conscious action can be intentional or
unintentional by its performer, while an unconscious action cannot be
intentional. Intentional actions have some kind of purpose; there are one or
more results the performer intends to achieve by performing such an action.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, incidents that are caused by humans and that are
intentional can be directed (e.g. hacker attacks) or undirected (e.g. spreading
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of malicious code). A classification of human actions regarding
consciousness, intentionality and directionality is illustrated in Figure 40.

Human
action

Conscious
action

Intentional
action

Directed
action

Unconscious
action

Unintentional
action

Undirected
action

Figure 40 : A classification of human actions.

Conscious actions are not always intentional. An actor may be aware that he
or she performs or performed an action, but without any intention with the
performance; the action can be unplanned, performed by mistake, or it can be
unavoidable. The same applies for the directionality of actions; they can be
directed at one entity or types of entities. For example, some types of
computer viruses are directed at certain platforms or operating systems (e.g.
specific versions of Microsoft Windows as in the Sasser worm case).
Humans can perform actions manually or supported by artefacts.
According to SIP, artefacts are material things created by humans, and they
can work as tools in order to facilitate or enable an action performance. The
different types of human actions above – intentional, unintentional, etc – can
be valid also for actions where artefacts are used.
Can humans also use natural objects to support their actions? I believe
they can, but if a human uses natural objects intentionally it is not only
natural objects but artefacts. If a human grabs a limb and smashes it against a
window, it is no longer just a limb but a tool for housebreaking (cf. Searle,
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1995). Humans make tools that are more or less sophisticated by natural
resources, but as soon as a purpose is assigned by humans that differs from
the object’s ‘natural’ purpose (if these purposes exist), they must be regarded
as artefacts. On the other hand, if humans perform actions that are
unintentional where natural objects are involved, the natural objects must not
be regarded as an artefact. For example, if one (unintentionally) hits a tree
with a car and the tree falls down on the roof of another car, the tree is not an
artefact as there was no human intention involved.
According to SIP, human interventions are not only material but also
immaterial. While material interventions result in artefacts or changes in
artefacts or in nature, immaterial interventions result in symbols or the
modification of symbols. These occurrences are also physical processes, e.g.
in the form of sound waves through the air. Still they are immaterial but have
material carriers (e.g. someone writes information on a piece of paper). An
example of an immaterial incident caused by humans is a human who
verbally leaks information to a business competitor. Artefacts can also
support human immaterial actions. Computer software is an example of
complex artefacts that support human, immaterial, actions. Goldkuhl (2002)
call them sign artefacts, because they are tools for producing symbols.
Occurrences caused by natural objects are simpler; they are physical
processes such as being thunderstruck or floods.
According to the philosophical worldview presented in Chapter 3, it is
obvious that there exist actual occurrences. The next question, if actual
undesirable occurrences exist, i.e. incidents, will be discussed in section 7.3.2
below.

7.3.2 The Dimension of Undesirability
Can an occurrence’s undesirability be treated as an actual thing? A
spontaneous answer to that question could be that treating something as
desirable or undesirable is highly subjective and therefore not actual. But an
undesirable occurrence in this case is not universal; it happens in a specific
context that has its fundamental aim and objectives; the IS security area. This
means that occurrences that are unquestioned negative in the IS security
community (and hence also by IS security practices) are judgements that are
to be classified as strongly inter-subjective, and hence actually negative. In
other words, actual occurrences that are unquestioned undesirable by the IS
security community, are actual incidents.
Incident is conceptually close to damage, because there are incidents that
may lead to the damage of information assets. This means that (given that
actual damage exists) occurrences that cause actual damage are actual
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incidents (cf. section 7.4). However, as stated in Chapter 5, incidents may not
necessarily cause damage, but occurrences can be undesirable anyway if they
are uncontrolled. Judging what is uncontrolled or not is considerably more
difficult than judging whether an occurrence causes actual damage or not.
What is to be treated as controlled or uncontrolled in a specific case must
mostly be a matter of judgement for every IS security practice. Some
occurrences can obviously be treated as incidents, while some minor
disturbances in organisations or in information systems can be treated as
incidents by one IS security practice but not by another. Still, I maintain that
there are occurrences concerning information in organisations that must be
treated as negative and undesirable by the IS security community as a whole,
as discussed in Chapter 4.
So far, the discussion about undesirability has concerned the existence of
incidents, i.e. what makes an occurrence to an incident. Incidents can also
vary regarding their seriousness. If an incident has caused actual damage, one
can say that the seriousness of the incident is equal to the seriousness of the
damage. The seriousness of an incident can partly be a matter of intersubjective judgements, but also a great amount of subjective judgements; it is
more natural to have a common opinion in what is and what is not, than to
have common opinions of degrees. Moreover, the seriousness of an incident
is relative to the value of the organisation’s information assets. Incidents that
have not caused damage cannot be judged on basis of the damage, but on the
potential damage they may have caused. This is another issue of judgement
which is highly subjective as it includes forecasts of the future. However, a
certain threat object, such as a certain computer worm, can have a certain
actual capability to damage information assets. The seriousness of that
incident, i.e. the presence of the computer worm, is more a matter of intersubjective judgement. Seriousness in accordance with the ‘uncontrollability’
is perhaps not relevant. It is difficult, or even impossible, to speak about
‘degrees of uncontrollability’, but it is rather a matter of controlled or
uncontrolled; one has control of certain processes and occurrences or not
(Informant 1 and Informant 2). It is rather the potential damage the incident
could have caused that matters.
Using the analysis model for actual and perceived IS security, I maintain
that the dimension of undesirability is an ontological matter. There is a quite
sharp line between what is, and what is not, undesirable occurrences in the IS
security community. The dimension of undesirability can therefore be an
actual thing, and consequently we are able to speak about actual incidents
and, naturally, of perceived incidents. The judgement of the seriousness of
certain incidents can however be more or less subjective.
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7.3.3 Known, Unknown and Delusional Incidents
The two previous sections show that incidents conceptually exist at both
levels; incident as a concept is actual as well as perceived. As incidents
conceptually can be actual, they may be known or unknown to certain actors.
On the other hand, humans may believe that certain incidents occur or have
occurred, while they have not. These incidents that ‘occur’ only at the
perceived level are labelled as delusional incidents. Conceptually, this makes
three possible situations for the presence of incidents (in conformity with
information assets as discussed in section 7.1 and shown in Figure 35).
In the first case, an actual incident is known to (at least) one actor. That
is, an incident that occurs or has occurred that is observed or detected by an
actor (more about the time dimension in the next section). So far, the issue of
concern is the occurrence of the incident. The actor must know about the
occurrence of the actual incident. However, the actor may have been
informed about the incident by some other actor; the knowledge may be a
result of second-hand information. The important thing is that the occurrence
of an incident at the actual level correlate with an actor’s belief of that
occurrence. In the second case, an actual incident is undetected by actors; no
human knows about the occurrence of the incident. In the third case finally,
an actor believes that an incident occurs or has occurred with no correlation to
the actual level, i.e. no actual incident occurs or has occurred. There can be a
number of reasons why delusional incidents arise, e.g. false alarms by
security mechanisms as firewalls or intrusion detection systems, failures in
IT-systems or incorrect rumours.
In the first case, when an actor knows about the incident’s occurrence, the
actor also has a perception of the incident. An actor interprets an actual
incident, and has perhaps opinions concerning how it occurred, why it
occurred, how serious it is, etc. This means that different actors can have
different perceptions of a certain incident. One can therefore question the
occurrence of actual unknown incidents as the second case shows, as there is
no human that interprets the occurrence and judges it as undesirable. But I
maintain that an actual incident is undesirable even if no one knows about it.
An actor’s values that have their origin in subjective and inter-subjective
judgements, as discussed in the previous section, rule the actor’s definition of
what is undesirable or not (cf. stipulated access rules and IS security
objectives in Sections 7.2.2 – 7.2.3). The definition of what makes an
occurrence to an incident is made before an incident occurs. This means that
incidents can occur that permanently or temporarily are unknown to any or
certain actors. As well as humans may think of undesirable occurrences they
may occur in the unknown. The dimension of undesirability has consequently
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no influence on the discussion about known, unknown and delusional
incidents.
According to the classification of human actions in Figure 40, conscious
human actions, that may be intentional or not, cannot be unknown to all
humans as the performer knows about the action. Any of the other categories,
unconscious human actions (supported by artefacts or not) and occurrences
caused by natural objects or processes, are conceptually applicable in all of
the three situations; they can all be known, unknown or delusional by actors.
In a certain environment, for example in an organisation or in an
information system, there are a number of actual occurrences. Some of the
occurrences are undesirable by the IS security practice, and therefore defined
as incidents. Firstly, the total amount of actual occurrences can therefore be
divided into allowed occurrences and incidents. Secondly, the incidents can
be divided into known, unknown and delusional as discussed above. As this
categorisation is limited to actual occurrences, delusional incidents are equal
to misinterpreted occurrences; actual allowed occurrences are mistaken as
undesirable occurrences, i.e. incidents. This division makes four categories of
actual occurrences as depicted in Figure 41.

Actual
incidents

Unknown
incidents

Known
incidents

Perceived incidents

Total amount of
actual
occurrences

Allowed
occurrences

Misinterpreted Occurrences not
occurrences
interpreted as
undesirable

Figure 41: Different types of actual occurrences regarding their epistemic
status.

According to Chapter 3 and earlier sections in this chapter, perceived
incidents consist of delusional and known incidents, while actual incidents
consists of known and unknown incidents.
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7.3.4 Incidents and the Dimension of Time
The incident concept differs from some other IS security concepts because it
is heavily time-related. An incident is a process that may lead to damage. An
incident occurs in a limited time; it can last from less than a second (e.g. a
virus infection) to some days (e.g. a great conflagration). The time dimension
is therefore more crucial when modelling the concept of incident than the
other concepts. Practically, this means that a specific actual incident lasts for
a limited time, and never occurs more than once (even if the same type of
incidents can occur several times). Incidents thus have different status in
relation to time. Actual and perceived incidents in relation to history, present
time and future are illustrated in Figure 42. Historical and present incidents
can conceptually be found at both the actual and perceived levels, while
future incidents can only be found at the perceived level; actual future
incidents do not occur – yet.
Incidents at the perceived level in history can be labelled as experienced
incidents; some actor has the perception that a certain incident has occurred in
the past. These experienced incidents can have their actual counterparts, i.e.
they are known incidents, but they can also be delusional incidents that have
never occurred. Actual historical incidents are namely occurred incidents.
Experienced incidents that correlate with occurred incidents (i.e. known
incidents) are detected incidents. The detection of an incident must not
however have been made by the same actor who has the perception as
knowledge of an incident can be communicated between actors; it is the
conceptual correlation between the incidents at both levels that is important.

History

Present time

Future

Epistemic
level

Experienced
incident

Observing
incident

Expected/
conceivable
incident

Ontological
level

Occurred
incident

Occurring
incident

Figure 42: Types of incidents in relation to the time aspect.

An incident occurs for a limited time, and if it is detected by one or more
actors during its occurrence, it is also known during that time. As exemplified
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earlier, some incidents last for a very short time and are therefore sometimes
practically difficult to observe during their occurrence, but instead traced
afterwards by log analysis or detected caused damage.
“In general, it is damage that is detected, and then you know that an
incident has occurred. An incident cannot be observed afterwards.”
(Informant 1)

Delusional incidents can exist at the present time; an actor may believe that
an incident occurs though it does not. These delusions can have a number of
reasons, for example false rumours or unexpected software behaviour.
As mentioned above, future incidents only exist at the perceived level.
These incidents are conceivable incidents (which are equivalent to perceived
threats, see section 7.6). Conceivable incidents are consequently limited to
exist in actors’ minds. Actors’ perceptions of conceivable incidents can vary
regarding the possibility that the incident will occur and the seriousness of the
incident. An actor’s perception of future incidents is therefore equivalent to
actors’ perceptions of risks (more about the risk concept in Chapters 8 and 9).
Occurring incidents can consequently be expected or unexpected, depending
on if they have been conceivable or not before the occurrence.
Perceptions about incidents can be shared and communicated by actors
‘within’ all three categories of time. For example, an actor that knows about
an occurred or ongoing conflagration may have been informed by someone
else who watched/watches the fire, and an actor’s fear for a future incident
may have been influenced by apprehensions in the media. Perceptions can
also transfer ‘between’ the categories of time; experiences and observations
often for example affect actors’ perceptions of the future. Some examples of
actual and perceived incidents over time are depicted in Figure 43, and
discussed below.

Epistemic
level

A

D
History

Ontological
level

A

B

C

C

E
Present time

F
Future

E

Figure 43 : Examples of actual and perceived incidents over time.

The capital letters represent incidents at the actual and perceived levels. The
letter A refers to a known incident in history; an actor has detected the actual
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incident A at the same time as it occurred (example: a person watched a fire
in a computer room). B is an unknown actual incident that has never been
detected by any actor (example: a Microsoft Word file is infected with a
macro virus, which has never been detected). The actual incident C was
unknown for some time but was detected after a while (example: when
studying the log files an IT technician detects an unauthorised activity in a
computer network that happened a week ago). The perceived incident D is a
delusional incident that had never occurred (example: a PC-user believed that
the hard disk was out of order while it was not). Incident E exists at both
levels and is an ongoing incident that is known to one or more actors
(example: a person drops his laptop on the floor). The incident F is a
conceivable incident, i.e. an incident that one or more actors fear can occur in
the future (example: an IT security manager fears that a computer worm will
infect the computer network in the future).

7.3.5 Incidents and the Sasser Worm
An infection of malicious code as the Sasser worm is, from the IS security
community perspective, an undesired occurrence and therefore an incident.
Even if the code does not affect the information negatively, it affected
information handling resources in a bad way. An incident that does not cause
explicit damage, can be treated as an incident if it is uncontrolled, which
malicious code normally is (cf. Chapter 5). The Sasser worm was spreading
rapidly between computers within networks and between networks. Thus, it is
difficult to separate infections of specific computers from each other in time.
For example, the City of Stockholm had about 3000-4000 infected computers.
Not only the infection of each computer can be seen as an incident, but also
the infection of all computers can be treated as a great incident. The same
applies for the organisation as such; the presence of the Sasser worm in the
City of Stockholm was treated as an incident (‘the Sasser incident’).
Similarly, the occurrence of the Sasser worm in society as a whole can be
treated as an incident. This was valid as the worm had a serious impact on
society – it affected many organisations and attracted a great deal of media
attention. The four levels of the Sasser incident are illustrated in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: The infections of Sasser were incidents at different levels.

Thus, when IS security occurrences are widely spread around the world
(usually via the Internet), which is typical for worms, one can speak about
incidents at several levels. Specific computers were infected, but the worm
was spread through computer systems (i.e. Local Area Networks – LANs)
that belong to organisations in society via the Internet.

7.4 Actual and Perceived Damage
7.4.1 The Ontological Status of Damage
According to Chapter 4, damage in the IS security area means that the CIA
triad of information assets is impaired. Damage has, therefore, an inverse
proportion to the CIA triad; an undesirable state of information assets
(integrity) or their relations to actors (confidentiality and availability). When
the confidentiality or availability is damaged, the relation between
information assets and actors are changed so that unauthorised actors can
access information assets and authorised actors cannot access information
assets, respectively. Like the CIA triad, damage is conceptually dependent
upon current information assets and actors in the core business; one cannot
lose things that do not exist. However, damage may not necessarily cause
impairment of existing information assets in the core business, but
information can arise at the same time an incident occurs that causes the
damage. For instance, the information that an incident has occurred (e.g. a
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virus infection) can be sensitive information and may cause impaired
trustworthiness if it is leaked to the media. Consequently, incidents, and
damage caused by incidents, can lead to indirect damage (in this example
impairment of confidentiality, i.e. the relation between the information about
the virus incident and the media as unauthorised actors).
Damage exists until someone (normally the IS security practice) does
something about it; typically by recovering security mechanisms. Some
damage, such as loss of trustworthiness mentioned above, is not easily
‘restored’ or ‘repaired’, but is improved by a better appearance in the future.
Moreover, damage usually implies financial consequences that can remain
after the damage is restored. A special case of damage is vulnerability, i.e. a
damaged security mechanism that can cause incidents and perhaps even
further damage.

7.4.2 Values of Damage
Also the value of the damage is inversely proportional to IS security
objectives and information assets. Given a certain estimated value of
information assets, and IS security objectives connected to them, damage will
mean a loss of that value. But damage usually implies resources for detecting,
restoring, repairing, etc – including costs – which increase the cost of the
damage; the actual value of damage normally exceeds the explicit value of
damaged information assets. The relativity of values between businesses
becomes clear when several businesses are subject to the same type of
damage; the significance of (e.g. financial) losses must be related to the
actor’s situation, i.e. a loss of 1000 Euro is probably worse for a small
business than for a large business.

7.4.3 Damage and the Dimension of Time
The state of damage lasts a limited time or for as long as the business exists.
Normally, the damage lasts until it is detected and taken care of in some way,
typically by recovering security mechanisms. Damage can also be left without
any action if it has a minor impact on the business, or the concerned
information assets become obsolescent, etc. Some damage, such as the
impaired trustworthiness mentioned above, cannot be recovered through
special activities, but only by improved activities in the IS security practice or
business behaviour in general. Figure 45 shows examples of actual and
perceived damage over time.
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Figure 45: Actual and perceived damage over time.

Damage A was actual damage in history that was known to an actor and
therefore had its perceived counterpart. As damage A was known, it could be
recovered by recovering the appropriate security mechanisms. Damage B was
a delusional damage that did not exist as actual damage. After a while, the
actor discovered the imagination and the delusion disappeared. Damage C is
present damage that was caused by an incident some time ago, and has not yet
been detected. Finally, damage D is conceivable damage that somebody
expects can occur in the future.

7.4.4 Incidents and Damage
As claimed in the previous chapter, an incident is a process while damage is a
state of information assets. According to Chapter 5, the process of an incident
can cause a state of damage; damage is the possible result of an incident. But
damage can also cause incidents. A certain state (damage) may trigger a
certain process (incident)17. Informant 3 claims that this sometimes happens
in technical environments:
“Imagine a worn gearwheel that vibrates and sometimes goes wrong – an
incident occurs every time that happens. When it comes to IT, this happens
as well; bugs and defects in software cause system failures…”
(Informant 3)

Thus, the relationship between incident and damage is to be revised in the
way that both concepts can cause each other (as depicted in Figure 46).

17

Such damages, that enable the occurrences of incidents, are consequently equal to
vulnerabilities (see Section 7.7.4).
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May cause
Incident

Damage

Known – Actual and perceived
Unknown – Actual
Delusional – Perceived

Known – Actual and perceived
Unknown – Actual
Delusional – Perceived

Figure 46 : Conceptual relationship between incident and damage.

Furthermore, Figure 46 illustrates how both incidents and damage can have
three states each according to their actual occurrence and an actor’s
knowledge. As the concepts are casual in both directions, there are 18
theoretical combinations thereof (3 x 3 x 2) and these are commented upon in
Table 5 and Table 6 below.
Table 5: Incidents cause damage.

An incident causes damage
Incident
Damage
Known
Known
Known

Unknown

Known

Delusional

Unknown

Known

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Delusional

Delusional

Known

Delusional

Unknown

Delusional

Delusional

Comments
The actor knows about the actual incident and the actual
damage that it has caused.
The actor knows about the actual incident, but not about
the actual damage that has been caused.
The actor knows about the actual incident, and the actor
believes that it has caused damage while it has not.
The actor knows about actual damage, but does not know
about the actual incident that has caused the damage.
The actor is unknowing about an actual incident that has
caused an actual damage.
The actor believes that damage has occurred, but does
not understand how it has been caused.
The actor has a delusional perception of how the actual
damage has been caused.
The actual damage has not been caused by the
delusional incident; an incident which has never occurred.
The actor believes that an incident has caused damage,
but neither the incident nor the damage has occurred.
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Table 6: Damage cause incidents.

Damage causes an incident
Damage
Incident
Known
Known
Known

Unknown

Known

Delusional

Unknown

Known

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Delusional

Delusional

Known

Delusional

Unknown

Delusional

Delusional

Comments
The actor knows about the actual damage and the actual
incident that it has caused.
The actor knows about the actual damage, but not about
the actual incident that has been caused by the damage.
The actor knows about the actual damage, and the actor
believes that it has caused an incident while it has not.
The actor knows about an actual incident, but does not
know about the actual damage that has caused the
incident.
The actor knows nothing about an actual damage that has
caused an actual incident.
The actor believes that a delusional incident has occurred,
but does not understand how it has occurred.
The actor has a delusional perception of how the actual
incident has occurred.
The actual incident has not been caused by the delusional
damage as it has never been in place.
The actor believes that damage has caused an incident,
but neither the damage nor the incident has occurred.

7.4.5 Damage and the Sasser Worm
Malicious code can have a certain payload, such as stealing, changing or
destroying data. The Sasser worm had no such payload, but many IS security
practices were probably afraid that it had a payload before the situation was
controlled. This meant that the confidentiality (if data were stolen), integrity
(if data were changed) or the availability (if data were stolen or destroyed)
could have been impaired. None of these scenarios were actually caused by
the Sasser worm as it did not include such a payload. Nevertheless, the
security objectives - integrity and availability - were impaired. Not stored
data, but computers and networks were changed in an uncontrolled way, and
this is an impairment of the integrity given the broad definition of information
assets where also information handling resources are included. As computers
were useless and networks difficult to access, availability was impaired for
the same reason. Data stored in those computers were consequently difficult
or impossible to access. The impairment of availability also includes the
busyness of IT staff and managers, who were difficult to reach by users who
needed support for example.
For organisations that had problems with the Sasser worm, there was
sometimes also indirect damage. For example, an organisation’s reputation
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can be impaired if the problems are known to external actors. This is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 9 in relation to the trust concept.

7.5 Actual and Perceived Threat Objects
As stated in Chapter 5, threat objects are underlying objects that cause
incidents. Is threat object, in a conceptual way, to be treated as an actual
matter and/or a perceived phenomenon?

7.5.1 The Ontological Status of Threat Objects
According to Chapter 5, threat objects can consist of actors, human-made
artefacts, natural objects or combinations thereof. These types of threat
objects can be compared with the philosophical perspective that is described
in Chapter 3; actors, artefacts and natural objects are all realms of the world
in the SIP ontology (Goldkuhl, 2002). This means that these objects (that can
be threatening objects) exist; those things are. These three categories of
objects that constitute threat objects exist conceptually at ontological level.
Subsequently, these objects are capable of causing actual occurrences. This is
simple according to SIP; humans can intervene in the outer world, with or
without artefacts, and occurrences can be caused by natural objects.
However, intentional threats are more serious, especially in the long run,
because problems based on ignorance and carelessness are easier to solve by
installing safeguards and educating people. Furthermore, human intentional
threats can be divided into directed and undirected threats. Directed threats
are actions that will damage a specific object, for example an information
system or an organisation, while undirected threats can damage any (type of)
object. Typical examples of both classes are intrusions (directed) and viruses
(undirected)18. Human intentional threat objects have three major
characteristics: willingness, resources and competence (see further arguments
for this in the next section). To perform an intentional action the actor must
be willing to perform that action. There must be a motive, which can be more
or less conscious, to perform an action that another actor regards as an
incident. Typical motives for hackers are challenge, ego, espionage, ideology,
mischief, money and revenge (Furnell, 2002).

18

In opposite to trojan horses, computer viruses and worms are seldom directed to
certain organisations, but directed to certain technical platforms, operative systems
and applications (see e.g. Furnell, 2002)
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7.5.2 The Threatening Dimension
Naturally, the three categories of objects – humans, artefacts and nature– exist
at the perceived level; otherwise we would not speak or think about these
objects. However, this does not mean that such an object is necessarily a
perceived threat object. But that is also obvious; when an actor perceives any
object of the three categories as threatening, i.e. that it possibly can cause an
incident, it is a threat object at the perceived level.
In section 7.3, I argue that incidents occur at the actual level; incidents
can occur without the control and even without the knowledge of an actor.
Furthermore, the undesirability of incidents is relative to the IS security
community, i.e. it is a matter of inter-subjective judgement that certain
occurrences are commonly treated as undesired among IS security practices.
From that perspective, incidents are regarded as actual, even if the same
occurrences can be regarded as neutral or even positive by other groups (e.g.
hacker communities). As threat objects cause incidents, actual threat objects
must exist if actual incidents occur. This means that an incident that has
occurred, i.e. an actual incident that is known or unknown, must be caused by
one or more actual threat objects.
What about incidents that have not yet occurred? Do actual threat objects,
that have not caused any incidents yet, exist? A critical factor must be the
objects’ actual capability of causing incidents. In some way, a threat object
must have the capability to physically intervene in the outer world in such a
way that an incident can occur. Examples of that are thunderstorms that cause
strokes of lighting, hackers who make intrusions and viruses that infect
software. Humans, artefacts and natural objects must have a technical
capability to cause a certain incident. Objects can have these capabilities
within a limited time and space. This means that one object can be a threat
object for certain information assets but not for others, and at a given time but
not at another. One example of a limitation in space is a pickpocket who can
be a threat object for persons that he meets physically, but not for persons at a
distance. A typical example that illustrates a limitation in time is viruses that
are normally effective for a limited time because anti-virus software
definitions are frequently updated and recognise viruses that have been
around for a while. This means that a threat object is not universal.
As for both of the other categories, human threat objects must have a
certain capability for causing certain incidents. The nature of humans has the
consequence that this category obviously differs from the other categories;
humans have experiences, thoughts, values, etc. In this case, the main
difference is that human threat objects not only depend upon their capability,
but sometimes also their willingness or unwillingness to cause incidents. This
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willingness can be due to a number of reasons, including financial gain,
revenge or ideological views (Furnell, 2002; Reason, 1990). The willingness
of a person must be supported by the requisite knowledge to cause incidents.
Humans can use artefacts to support their causing of incidents, such as
malicious software, which they must also be able to handle. However,
unintentional human threats do not depend on willingness. But these human
threats can be dependent upon human knowledge; by mistakes where
knowledge is misused by a human. One example of human capability is
talking. This capability can be used, intentionally or accidentally, in a way
that can cause incidents. For example, an employee can verbally spread
confidential information to a competitor.

7.5.3 Known, Unknown and Delusional Threat Objects
The categories of threat objects are conceptually actual as well as perceived,
but a certain instance of such an object can be actual and/or perceived.
Similarly to information assets and incidents, threat objects can be known,
unknown or delusional by actors (cf. Figure 35 in section 7.1.3).
When a threat object is known (and therefore actual), it has a technical
capability to cause a certain incident. A certain actor knows about the
existence of the actual threat object and interprets its characteristics. An
actual threat object can also be unknown to a certain actor, and a certain actor
can assume or believe that an actual threat object exists when it does not.
These delusional threat objects can have at least two explanations. Firstly, the
actor can interpret a human, an artefact or a natural objects as a threat object
that does not have the technical capability and/or willingness to become a
threat object. Secondly, there exists no actual counterpart at all; the actor’s
perception can be build upon vague suppositions. The actor’s perception can
originate from rumours, occurred incidents in other places or by interpreting
similar, actual, threat objects.

7.5.4 Threat Objects and the Sasser Worm
The creator of the Sasser worm was the German student. This person was the
underlying object of the Sasser worm – he was partly the threat object. He
had certain characteristics that made him a threat object – he had certain
abilities and intentions. He was interested in programming, and had probably
some idealistic reasons that made him perform the actions of creating and
spreading the code. According to previous discussions of threat objects,
combinations of humans, technology and nature are common. In this case, the
threat object was a combination of human and technology. The German
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student had a certain ability to use a software tool – Visual C++ – for
programming the Sasser worm, and his intention was to spread the code via
the Internet.

7.6 Actual and Perceived Threats
According to Chapter 5, a threat is a potential, undesirable action or
occurrence, which can affect confidentiality, integrity or availability
negatively. This section aims to analyse the actual-perceived status of the
threat concept. According to the graphical conceptualisation in Chapter 5,
threat is conceptually in between threat objects and incidents (see Figure 31
in Section 5.6.1). The analysis of the concept of threat starts with the
relationship between threat object and incident followed by an analysis of the
ontological status of threat.

7.6.1 Threat Objects and Incidents
As mentioned, threat object and incident have a casual relationship; incidents
are caused by threat objects. Both threat objects and incidents can be known,
unknown or delusional for an actor (see Figure 47).

Threat
object

May cause

Known – Actual and perceived
Unknown – Actual
Delusional – Perceived

Incident

Known – Actual and perceived
Unknown – Actual
Delusional – Perceived

Figure 47: Threat object and incident have a casual relationship.

This means that there are nine theoretically possible relationships between
threat objects and incidents. However, only six relationships (Cases 1-6
below) are conceptually possible. Each relationship is examined below.
A known threat object is represented at both the actual and perceived
levels, and incidents caused by such a threat object can also be represented at
both levels. A known threat object can therefore cause known, unknown or
delusional incidents (see Figure 48).
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Figure 48: A known threat object can cause known, unknown or
delusional incidents.

When the threat object is known, an incident is more or less expected and
feared; because the actor knows that the threat object exists, he also knows
that an incident can be caused by the threat object. In Case 1 in Figure 48, an
actual threat object that is perceived by (at least) one actor causes an actual
incident that is detected and therefore also perceived by the same actor. The
actor has full knowledge of the sequence, even if it is undesired. For some
reason, he or she is unable to obstruct the incident. The difference in Case 2 is
that the incident caused by the known threat object is unknown. It can be
detected in the future or remain undetected. Because the actor knows about
the threat object and expects incidents caused by it, he may assume that an
incident has occurred – when it has not. This is shown in Case 3 where the
incident is delusional.
In the next case, the threat object is unknown to the actor and only exists
at the actual level (as depicted in Figure 49).
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Figure 49: Unknown threat objects can cause known or unknown
incidents.

The actual threat object can cause actual incidents, which may be detected or
not. Incidents in this case can therefore be known or unknown (Case 4 and 5).
A detected incident is treated as an unexpected incident, such as the threat
object was unknown to the actor. When the threat object is unknown,
delusional incidents caused by that threat object cannot exist. The threat
object only exists at the actual level and not at the perceived level. Thus, the
actor cannot understand the causal sequence. Of course, he or she can expect
similar incidents caused by other, known or delusional, threat objects.
The relationships between actual threat objects and actual incidents,
which both may be known or unknown to an actor, lead to general
consequences for an IS security practice that are illustrated in a matrix
consisting of four cases in Figure 50.
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Known
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Unknown
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incident has
occurred

The actor knows
nothing!

The actor knows
that an expected
incident has
occurred

The actor knows
that an incident
might occur, but
not that it actually
has occurred

Figure 50: General consequences of known/unknown actual threat objects
and actual incidents.

All four situations are undesired because an actual incident has occurred, but
they differ in regard to the control and preparation of the IS security practice.
In the last Case 6, the threat object is delusional. As in the first case,
incidents caused by the threat object are expected. The difference in this case,
is that no actual counterpart exists; there is no actual threat object and
therefore no actual incident (see Figure 51).

Case 6:
Delusional
incident

Delusional
threat object

Epistemic
level

Threat
object

Causes
Incident

Ontological
level

Figure 51 : Delusional threat objects can ‘cause’ delusional incidents.
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The six cases of relationships between threat object and incident that are
analysed above are used in the next section to determine the actual-perceived
status of the threat concept.

7.6.2 The Ontological Status of Threat
Because a threat is a potential, undesirable action or occurrence, it is not
something that happens now but it could happen in the future. These
conceivable phenomena do not exist ontologically at the present time or in
history and cannot be intrinsic and actual per se. The concept of threat has
therefore no actual counterpart at a given time. Thus, the concept of threat has
nothing to do with the incident concept at the ontological level. Threat objects
on the other hand, are something that can exist at the actual level and have
some actual capabilities to cause actual incidents. But a threat object is not
equal to threat; the latter refers to the eventual incident the threat object can
possibly cause in the future. From that point of view, I maintain that a threat
is limited to the epistemic level – one or more humans19 judge the possibility
that a threat object will cause an incident. Consequently, the concept of threat
does not fit into the classes of known and unknown because threats are
conceptually limited to the epistemic level (as depicted in Figure 52).
As an epistemic phenomenon, humans can naturally have different
perceptions of threats and represent it in different ways. According to the
previous section, humans can have knowledge of threat objects, incidents, or
both. One can judge a known threat object to have characteristics that cause
incidents, and accordingly to be threatening in certain ways. Incidents that
have occurred in history and/or occur at other places in present time may
indicate that one is exposed to a certain threat. Other grounds for establishing
a perception of a threat are rumours and damage. This means that the concept
of delusional threat is valid; delusional threat objects, incidents or damage
can ‘create’ perceptions of delusional threats.

19

A human threat object does not, however, belong to such a judging human since
“bad things” such as threat objects and incidents are valuations of the IS security
community and practices. Following this reasoning, threats as such are dependent
upon a subject that belongs to the IS security community.
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Figure 52: Threat is an epistemic phenomenon that is based on
interpretations of ontological matters.

Epistemic perceptions can have different degrees of objectivity, i.e. they can
be categorised as institutional facts, inter-subjective judgements or subjective
judgements. According to Section 7.3, an incident requires that an occurrence
is undesirable by an IS security practice. This type of valuation is not a
universal fact, but subject to a judgement that has earlier been defined as a
(strong) inter-subjective value in the IS security community as a whole.
Beside that valuation, such strong inter-subjective judgements and
institutional facts require evidences that a threat ‘exists’ as a strong
perception shared by a group of individuals. Consequently, a number of
criteria must be fulfilled for the constitution of an institutional fact at the
perceived, epistemic level:
x
x
x

A known incident has occurred, caused by a threat object;
The threat object still seems to be capable of causing another incident
of the same type;
Actual circumstances that can affect the occurrence of the incident
are basically unchanged.

7.6.3 Threats and the Sasser Worm
Several viruses, worms and trojan horses have been spread during recent
years and caused a lot of trouble. The spreading and potential damage of
malicious codes constitute a general threat, which can be regarded as an
institutional fact by the IS security community and a large part of society as a
whole. According to the definitions of incident and threat, incidents of the
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Sasser worm became a ‘realised threat’ when the worm infected computers.
However, before the German student spread the Sasser worm, the specific
threat object was unknown by the IS security community, and no one had
accordingly any perceptions concerning the specific threat. The existence of
the vulnerability that enabled Sasser to infect computers was known by
Microsoft and a large part of the IS security community after Microsoft
published the patches. But, as in the case of the City of Stockholm, the
vulnerability was unknown to some organisations even after that. As
discussed in Chapter 5, specific threats can be realised several times. In the
Sasser case, computer systems may have been infected several times if the
systems were only cleaned but not updated with available patches and virus
definitions.

7.7 Actual and Perceived Security Mechanisms
According to Section 5.5, security mechanisms are things that aim to achieve
or maintain the confidentiality, integrity or availability (i.e. the CIA triad) of
current information assets.

7.7.1 The Ontological Status of Security Mechanisms
As security mechanisms are a type of information asset, i.e. a resource for
handling information, they can be categorised in the same manner as
information assets in general, for example depending on their content;
knowledge-based, administrative and tool-based security mechanisms. Given
this definition, natural objects cannot be security mechanisms. However,
natural objects can be used as security mechanisms, but in these cases are
defined as artefacts. As stated in Chapter 3; if a human uses parts of nature
for a certain purpose, it is an artefact, even if the natural part is unmodified.
Because the IS security practice is responsible for fulfilling the IS security
assignment, the IS security practice stipulates that something is a security
mechanism. This means that security mechanisms are tools for achieving or
maintaining IS security objectives, which typically take the form of the CIA
triad.
According to the SIP ontology, security mechanisms consist of humans
(and their ability), symbols or artefacts (or combinations thereof). Security
mechanisms are consequently objects, which can be material or immaterial.
Things that somehow unintentionally improve the CIA triad, such as artefacts
with other purposes or parts of nature, are not security mechanisms by
definition. However, these things can become security mechanisms
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afterwards; humans can learn how to utilise those artefacts or natural objects
in new ways that were not the original purpose.
As information management resources, security mechanisms are not only
static objects, they work in specific ways to increase IS security. They do
something, or instruct other objects to do something (cf. section 7.1 about
information assets). In other words, security mechanisms act, or predict that
something will act, in a certain way. The action of the security mechanism
can vary depending on its function (for example its time-relation to incidents;
preventing, averting and recovering as described in Section 5.5). This means
that the security mechanism also includes processes. Security mechanisms
consist of objects and processes that can be categorised into humans, symbols
and artefacts (and combinations). Below are examples of the three categories
and the included objects and processes:
Human: An employee’s IS security awareness. A human has
certain knowledge and understanding of IS security. This
awareness make the human able to act in a certain way in order to
increase IS security. The human in this case is an object with
certain characteristics; the person has knowledge and understanding
that make the person aware of IS security issues. Conceptually,
human acts that are based on this kind of awareness are processes
performed by the object. Human acts can have different functions;
it can be preventing, averting or recovering. An example of a
(preventing) action is an employee who locks the computer before
leaving the office for a cup of coffee.
Symbol: An organisation’s IS security policy. An IS security
policy expresses an organisation’s IS security objectives. The
policy is a symbol that is immaterial (although it can be written on
a physical media such as paper). Direct or indirect (e.g. in
attachments) the policy includes instructions concerning IS security
for the employees in the organisation. The IS security policy is an
administrative security mechanism that does not act by itself but
instructs humans how to act. These actions can be preventing,
averting or recovering. An IS security policy for an organisation
includes objectives and instructions for people, but other
administrative security mechanisms can also give instructions to
artefacts (see below).
Artefact: A firewall. A firewall is an example of an artefact that
aims to increase and maintain the security of a computer network;
primary a firewall is placed between Local Area Networks (LANs)
and the Internet. The concept of firewall is broad, and different
firewalls can vary to a large degree regarding their content (e.g.
software and/or hardware) and function (e.g. packet-filtering or
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proxy). However, a firewall is a typical artefact; it is an instrument
created by humans to support IS security. The firewall is an object
that is installed and configured in certain ways by humans. The
basic function of a firewall is to allow or not allow data to pass.
When doing this, the firewall ‘acts’ on the basis of its
configuration, which is made by humans. These configurations, or
instructions, are a policy in itself; not a policy for humans but a
policy for the artefact. A firewall is thus an object that performs
processes on the basis of human configurations.

Processes performed by security mechanisms must not be mixed with
processes of security measures; the latter refer to the processes of
implementing security mechanisms (see section 7.7.5 below).
Consequently, two criteria must be met to make an object an actual
security mechanism: 1) it must have the physical capability to achieve or
maintain current IS security objectives and 2) it must be stipulated by the IS
security practice to do so.

7.7.2 Known, Unknown and Delusional Security Mechanisms
According to the previous section, security mechanisms are conceptually an
actual feature (and naturally also a perceived feature); they consist of physical
or immaterial objects and processes that actually can improve IS security
objectives. The fact that security mechanisms are created by humans, make
this even more obvious. Security mechanisms can therefore be known,
unknown and delusional by interpreters (again, cf. Figure 35 in section
7.1.3).
Because security mechanisms are created by humans, they must be
known to humans. Of course, security mechanisms can exist that are
unknown to all humans; they can be forgotten by their creators/implementers,
or those persons may have died. For example, archaeologists can discover
antique defence arrangements that have been unknown to humans for a long
time. Thus, security mechanisms do not exist independently of all humans,
including dead humans. Certain types of security mechanisms, for example a
certain type of firewall, can of course be unknown to some actors. Typically,
security products and systems in early product phases are known only by their
creators (e.g. an organisation, a consortium of several companies or a
standard committee).
Although humans stipulate what constitutes a security mechanism or not,
this does not mean that perceived security mechanisms are equivalent to
actual security mechanisms. That is, an object that an actor believes actually
increases or maintains IS security may not do so. Thus, there can be
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delusional security mechanisms. Typically delusional security mechanisms
are objects that are not updated or out of order, such as a broken fire
distinguisher or antivirus software that is not updated with the latest virus
definitions. An actor can also believe that a security mechanism is in place
when it is not; it may for instance be uninstalled or stolen without the actor’s
knowledge. Additionally, even if a security mechanism is in place and works
as intended, it may decrease IS security. There are at least three reasons why.
Firstly, the implementation of a new security mechanism may be seen as a
challenge by attackers or intruders who will try and brake or crack the
security mechanism (Informant 2). These security mechanism can be seen as
‘tempting’ (contrary to deterring security mechanisms). Secondly, an
implemented security mechanism can be considered inconvenient by users,
which may lead to circumventing the security mechanisms (Informant 3 and
Informant 4).
“Sometimes new solutions can decrease the level of security. It may be a
login system that is troublesome, or an encryption system that requires so
much CPU-power that the users turn it off.” (Informant 4)

Thirdly, a security mechanism can give people an illusion of safety, which
can result in vulnerabilities appearing elsewhere. This third phenomenon is
referred to as the risk compensation theory by for example Stewart (2004)
who exemplifies with seatbelts legislation in the UK; the number of vehiclerelated deaths actually went up after the legislation, and there was also an
increase in the number of pedestrian fatalities. People were probably
‘comfortable’ with the risk of not using seatbelts, and therefore compensated
subconsciously by driving more recklessly. Stewart (2004) also claims that
this probably has to do with the fact that people were required to wear
seatbelts by the law.

7.7.3 The Functionality of Security Mechanisms and Time
Security mechanisms can vary to a large degree, and work in different ways.
They can consist of different objects, as described in section 7.7.1, and they
can work in different ways. Firstly, they can work in order to achieve or
maintain specific parts of the CIA triad, i.e. confidentiality, integrity or
availability. A security mechanism for access management, for instance,
typically addresses the confidentiality aspect; only authorised personnel can
access certain information assets. According to Chapter 5, security
mechanisms can also have different functionalities depending on their timerelation to incidents; security mechanisms can be preventing, averting or
recovering. Keeping this timeline as a criterion for categorising security
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mechanisms, I claim that one link is missing in the chain. There are security
mechanisms that decrease damage, such as fire extinguishers, that neither
avert incidents nor recover an already damaged information asset; these types
of security mechanisms are damage-reducing (see Figure 53).

Averting
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Intends to
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Intends to
reduce/
eliminate

Threat
Object

Threat

Intends to
obstruct

Incident

Damage
reducing
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reduce
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The CIA
Triad

Time

Figure 53: The damage-reducing security mechanism is added to the
categorisation based on time-relation to incidents.

These four types differ in terms of their time relation to incidents. The basic
assumption that motivates security mechanisms is that one expects or fears
that threat objects can cause, or intend to cause incidents.

7.7.4 Vulnerability
According to Section 5.5.1, vulnerability means the lack of, or weaknesses in,
security mechanisms. In the latter case, vulnerability can be seen as a
characteristic of security mechanisms. These breaches exist either since a
security mechanism was created, or after its creation; a security mechanism
may have been damaged as a consequence of an incident. As a characteristic
of a security mechanism, the concept of vulnerability inherits the ontological
and epistemic features that characterise security mechanisms.
Vulnerabilities that are due to a lack of security mechanisms are instead
characteristics of information assets in a broader sense. An information asset
that is not properly protected is vulnerable, and there is a need for one or
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more security mechanisms to eliminate or reduce that vulnerability. These
vulnerabilities can also be a consequence of an incident that has caused
damage, in the sense that security mechanisms have been removed or
destroyed. Conceptually, the concept of vulnerability has an inverse
proportion to security mechanisms; a certain information asset can be
protected by security mechanisms or exposed by vulnerabilities. This also
means that vulnerabilities can be eliminated or reduced by security measures
(see Section 7.7.5 below), i.e. the implementation of security mechanisms.
In practice, IS security is very much about a competition between the IS
security community and other communities and individuals, such as attackers
and virus makers, where the former strive to develop security mechanisms
that can respond to new methods for utilising newly discovered
vulnerabilities.

7.7.5 Security Measures
Security mechanisms should not be confused with security measures.
Humans create security mechanisms, and the activities of implementing
security mechanisms are labelled as security measures. That is, while security
mechanisms are put in place to increase or maintain security, security
measures refer to the actions of implementing security mechanisms. This
implementation can include actions such as obtaining, developing, installing,
configuring artefacts, formulating and spreading policies, and training staff in
IS security matters. Security measures can therefore be defined as:
Definition of Security Measure
A security measure is an action that implements one or more
security mechanisms in order to achieve or maintain the
confidentiality, integrity or availability of information assets.

As well as security mechanisms, security measures can be categorised
according to their time relation to incidents. As discussed above, security
mechanisms can meet the danger in different time relations to the (eventual)
occurrence of an incident. The human activity of a security measure can be
carried out before or after the occurrence of an incident, and security
measures can therefore be proactive or reactive (see e.g. Schneier, 2000). If a
security mechanism is implemented before an incident occurs it can be
labelled as a proactive action, if it is implemented during or after the
occurrence it is a reactive action. Example: a back-up system is a recovering
security mechanism because it enables the replacement of destroyed or
vanished data from regular systems. However, the implementation of the
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back-up system is a proactive measure (if implemented before the destroyed
or vanished data).
The security measure concept can also be related to vulnerability; the aim
of a security measure is to transform the absence of security mechanisms to
the presence of security mechanisms, or to transform vulnerable security
mechanisms to invulnerable security mechanisms. One can thus claim that
security measures are the process of handling or managing security
mechanisms in general. Like security mechanisms, security measures are a
type of information asset. Security measures are thus processes, performed by
humans or artefacts. Symbols, on the contrary, cannot implement security
mechanisms but can support humans (e.g. method descriptions) or artefacts
(e.g. executing code). The relationship between security measures and
security mechanisms are depicted in Figure 54.

Security
measures
Are performed by:

Implement

Security
mechanisms
That consist of:

Act in order to

Increase IS
security
By:
Preventing, averting,
damage reducing
and/or recovering

Humans and/or
artefacts

Humans, symbols
and/or artefacts

Figure 54: The relationship between security measures and security
mechanisms.

As mentioned above, security measures can, roughly, be proactive or reactive.
Proactive and reactive security measures must not be confused with the
different functionalities of security mechanisms, i.e. preventing, averting,
damage-reducing and recovering, although they also have different relations
to incidents in time. This difference is illustrated in Figure 55.
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Figure 55: Security measures and security mechanisms differ concerning
their time-relation to incidents.

Thus, security mechanisms are ‘in place’, and can function in different ways;
before, during or after an incident occurs, while security measures can
implement security mechanisms before or after the incident occurs. It is
conceivable that a security mechanism is implemented during the occurrence
of an incident – measures that are implemented unplanned and ad hoc. These
‘turnouts’ should be relevant especially for incidents that last quite a time
(e.g. during a conflagration). This type of security measure should also be
counted as a reactive measure, as it is not planned or foreseen.
Proactive and reactive security measures can however be viewed from
different perspectives. A certain measure can be reactive for a certain
incident, but at the same time proactive for that type of incident. After an
(often unexpected) incident, one ‘learns the lesson’ and implements security
mechanisms that in some way will work for that kind of incident.
Consequently, these security measures are also proactive because the
implemented security mechanisms will work for those kinds of incidents in
the future.

7.7.6 Security Mechanisms and the Sasser Worm
In Section 5.5, two principles for categorising security mechanisms were
introduced: their content and their time-relation to an incident. Both
principles are used in this section to describe security mechanisms for Sasser
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worms. The security mechanisms presented here are not necessarily
protections that were actually used for Sasser, but also protections that could
(or should) have been used in order to eliminate or mitigate the impact of the
Sasser worm.
Because malicious codes are one of the most prevalent and well-known
threats to information assets today, general and comprehensive administrative
security mechanisms, such as organisational IS security policies and
frameworks, normally address these threats. Administrative security
mechanisms are also often directed at IT staff and/or IS security
professionals; typically policies and procedures concerning IT-based
protections as patches and virus definitions updates. Users, i.e. any users of
IT, are another target group; information and instructions directed at users
should naturally include malicious codes, such as how to treat e-mail
attachments and how anti-virus software works. At societal level, laws are an
important administrative security mechanism; they can prevent and deter
potential makers of viruses, worms and trojans.
IT-based security mechanisms are of course highly relevant protections
because Sasser and other malicious codes are IT-based. There were two key
IT-based security mechanisms for Sasser (which are common for any
malicious code): the published patches that eliminated the vulnerability that
Sasser exploited, and anti-virus definitions for Sasser. Generally, also
encryption and back-up systems are effective mechanisms against malicious
code; encrypted files cannot be manipulated by malicious code and back-up
copies can replace removed, damaged or modified data. But because Sasser
did not include any payload, these security mechanisms were less relevant.
Physical security mechanisms (except from computer hardware) such as
doors and locks are less applicable when it comes to the Sasser worm, or any
malicious code.
Finally, knowledge-based security mechanisms such as skills and
awareness can be seen as a dimension that permeates both of the previous
categories. The ability to handle IT-based protections, and to formulate and
follow administrative protections, must rest on knowledge and understanding.
Regarding Sasser, these types of abilities include IT professionals’ knowledge
of how to update operative systems and virus definitions, how to clean
infected computers and how to inform and educate users in this area.
The following examples are security mechanisms for Sasser sorted by the
time-based categorisation:
x
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Preventing security mechanisms. As mentioned, laws are
preventive. Firstly, the existence of a law expresses the moral
attitude of society regarding how things should or should not be
done. If there are no laws against malicious code in a certain
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country, there may be an ethical code that the spreading of
malicious code is unethical. When it comes to malicious code
like Sasser, the laws (and the ethical code) tell us that
constructing and spreading malicious code is bad. Secondly, laws
can be deterring because they include punishments. Typical
preventing security mechanisms at organisational level are
knowledge-based security mechanisms such as awareness and
knowledge.
x

Averting security mechanisms. Typical averting security
mechanisms were patched operating systems Windows XP and
Windows 2000. The patches eliminated the vulnerability in
LSASS on port 445 and made Sasser inoperative. When antivirus software was updated with the Sasser definitions, they also
averted Sasser infections.

x

Damage-reducing security mechanisms. This category is less
applicable for the Sasser worm. Anti-virus software that could
not remove Sasser, may have been able to put it in quarantine
before the virus definitions for Sasser have been updated.

x

Recovering security mechanisms. Anti-virus software with the
Sasser definitions could remove Sasser from systems. Even if
Sasser had no payload, backup systems can have worked as a
recovering security mechanism even in this case because
computers and networks were down – backups of critical
information could have been accessible if needed.

In the Sasser case, security measures mean activities that implemented
security mechanisms, or activities that would or should have been done.
Principally, any security mechanism that actually protected against the Sasser
worm was the result of a proactive security measure. The most obvious
proactive security measure in this case was the available patches published by
Microsoft. Organisations that did not patch the operative systems before the
Sasser was spread had to make reactive security measures: mainly cleaning
computers from Sasser infections. Also formulating and spreading policies
are examples of proactive security measures, as well as a proper IS security
organisation that can respond to IS security occurrences like an infection of a
malicious code as Sasser. These administrative security measures rarely
address a specific worm such as Sasser but normally include malicious codes
in general. The same applies for technical security measures; the patches that
eliminated the vulnerability would have protected against any malicious code
that exploited that vulnerability.
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Because knowledge and awareness are important security mechanisms
that administrative and technical security mechanisms depend upon,
education and other information activities are important security measures. In
the Sasser case, explicit proactive security measures included information
about the vulnerability and patches for the whole organisation before the
spreading. More generally, skills and knowledge of IS security as a whole,
including malicious code, are considered general proactive IS security
measures.
A reactive action that has been a consequence of a certain incident, e.g.
the Sasser worm, can be regarded as a proactive action for the same type of
threats that risk realisation in the future. That is, lessons learned from the
Sasser case can lead to a number of security measures in order to avoid
similar incidents in the future. In the City of Stockholm, one performed a
number of security measures that were more or less consequences of the
Sasser incident (as listed in Section 6.3.2). These security measures can be
seen as reactive from an isolated Sasser perspective, but are proactive for
attacks by similar malicious code in the future.
As an example from a societal point of view, the identification and arrest
of the Sasser creator was a reactive action because the Sasser worm had
already been spread. Nevertheless, these actions can also be seen as proactive
security measures; the German student was obstructed from constructing and
spreading new worms or other malicious codes in the future. Media attention
of the arrest has probably deterred other potential makers of malicious code.
Another reflection concerning the distinction between proactive and
reactive security measures is that they can differ depending on whether we
look at a certain phenomenon from an organisational or societal level.
Updating systems with patches and virus definitions are normally proactive
actions in organisations, but at societal level, one can treat the continuous
publishing of patches and virus definitions for operating systems as reactive
actions (which the expression ‘patch’ literally indicates).
Vulnerability, i.e. weaknesses or lack of security mechanisms, in the
Sasser case is quite obvious; it was a specific vulnerability in Windows
(LSASS on port 445) that caused the crash (F-Secure, 2004). From a broader
perspective, covering malicious code as a whole, one can claim that the
common IT environment today is vulnerable for malicious codes.
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7.8 Summary of Chapter 7
In order to give an overview, Table 7 summarises the fundamental status of
the concepts examined in this chapter. Notable is that only one concept –
threat – is not regarded as an ontological feature, i.e. threat is a non-actual
concept that only relies on human perception.
Table 7: A summary of the concepts examined in this chapter.

Concept
Information
Asset

Actual
Yes

Form
Object,
process

Confidentiality

Yes

State

Integrity

Yes

State

Availability

Yes

State

Threat Object

Yes

Threat
Incident
Damage

No
Yes
Yes

Object ,
process
Process
Process
State

Security
Mechanism

Yes

Object,
process

Security
Measure

Yes

Process

Vulnerability

Yes

State

Description
Information and resources for information handling. Can
consist of humans, artefacts or symbols.
Can have different states of the CIA triad and damage.
Part of the CIA triad. IS security object ive, relation between
information assets and actors/artefacts
Part of the CIA triad. IS security objective, characteristics of
information assets
Part of the CIA triad. IS security objective, relation between
information assets and actors/artefacts
Humans, artefacts or nature that can cause incidents
Conceivable and potential future incident
Undesirable occurrence. Can cause damage.
Characteristic of information assets; means that the CIA
triad are impaired
Types of information assets, i.e. human, artefacts or
symbols that aim to achieve or maintain the CIA triad
Preventing, ave rting, damage -reducing or recovering. Can
contain vulnerabilities.
Actions by humans or artefacts that implement security
mechanisms.
Can be proactive or reactive.
Can be planned, ongoing or performed
Characteristic of security mechanisms; absence or
weaknesses

The result of the analysis of the fundamental concepts in this chapter – as
compiled in Table 7 – will be used as a base in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 when
deepening the analysis of actual and perceived IS security, respectively.
The analysis of the fundamental concepts in this chapter has lead to a
revision of the conceptual framework as introduced in Chapter 5. Figure 56
shows a revised version of the graphical conceptualisation depicted in Figure
31 in Section 5.6.1. The changes are that damage also may cause incidents,
threats are limited to the perceived level (symbolised with a broken line). The
concepts of damage-reducing security mechanism, security measure and
vulnerability are added (the latter in order to make the illustration more clear
– the definition remains the same).
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Figure 56: A revision of the graphical representation of some fundamental
concepts in the IS security area.
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Actual IS Security
This chapter aims to elucidate the ontological features that constitute actual IS security.
The analysis begins with a discussion concerning the nature of actual IS security in
Section 8.1, and is followed by an investigation regarding actual aspects of the risk
concept in section 8.2. It is stated that three objects - information assets, threat objects
and security mechanisms - can all influence actual IS security. How the objects
influence IS security are analysed in section 8.3. In section 8.4, the Sasser case is used
as a practical application of the findings in the chapter.

8.1 Constitutions of Actual IS Security
In the previous Chapter 7, fundamental IS security concepts and their
relations were mainly analysed separately. Each concept was analysed in
terms of its ontological and epistemic status, and (mainly) binary
relationships between the concepts were illuminated. Based on the results of
Chapter 7, this section aims to elucidate the ontological features that
constitute actual IS security.

8.1.1 Actual IS Security Concepts
According to the results of the analysis in Chapter 7 (as shown in Table 7),
only one concept – threat – is not treated as an actual IS security concept;
threats only exist at the epistemic, perceived, level. All other concepts can
conceptually exist as ontological matters (as well as epistemic phenomena).
Figure 57 illustrates the actual concepts and their relationships.
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Figure 57: Actual IS security concepts and their relationships.

The following sections in this chapter try to discover what IS security really is
in a conceptual way, and the base for that is the understanding of the
concepts’ ontological form. The purpose of the illustration in Figure 57 is
thus to deepening the understanding of the concepts’ various ontological
forms, as previously shown in Table 7 and Figure 56. Firstly, in Figure 57,
objects are depicted as rectangles. Secondly, if objects can have states or
characteristics that are fundamental concepts included in Chapter 5 and 7,
they are depicted as attributes. Thirdly, objects have certain capabilities to
perform actions or occurrences, and if these processes are fundamental
concepts in Chapter 5 and 7, they are then depicted as arrows.
The concept information asset is only depicted as an object in this
illustration, even though information assets also consist of a number of
processes because information handling includes a number of actions and
occurrences by actors and artefacts. In this illustration, however, the concept
of information asset has no relations to the other concepts in the graph. The
CIA triad, which may be damaged or not, are depicted in the figure as
attributes of information assets (even though confidentiality and availability
imply relations to authorised and unauthorised actors or artefacts, which can
be parts of information assets or not). The IS security practice is depicted as
an object; it is the IS security practice that performs actions aimed at
implementing security mechanisms, i.e. security measures. Because an IS
security practice partly consists of information handling resources, the object
is partly included in the object information asset. As discussed earlier in
Chapters 5 and 7, security mechanism is a sub type of information asset,
which is illustrated in the figure. Security mechanisms can include
weaknesses, i.e. vulnerabilities, which are illustrated as an attribute of
security mechanisms. However, vulnerabilities can also mean lack of security
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mechanisms. Preventive security mechanisms affect threat objects, while
averting and damage-reducing security mechanisms aim to affect occurrences
of incidents. Recovering security mechanisms aim to recover damaged
information assets, i.e. impairments of the CIA triad.
As mentioned, this illustration does not tell us what actual IS security
really is, but only how actual objects are related to each other in a conceptual
way. The next sections deal with how actual IS security should be treated.

8.1.2 What is Actual IS Security?
So far, the CIA triad has been treated as synonymous with IS security; as
defined in Section 5.2: “Information systems security is a state where
information assets are confidential, correct and available”. Together the three
aspects constitute the state of IS security in a certain situation. The three
aspects of CIA can of course vary in terms of their importance and priority in
a certain situation (e.g. between different organisations and over time).
However, the states of CIA are snapshots of states in present time; actors
and artefacts access information assets or not, and information assets have
specific characteristics at a certain moment in time. The aspects of CIA tells
us thus only about present conditions and little about future conditions; the
next week, next day or even the next moment. The states of CIA are in that
sense static and not dynamic. The question is whether security is (or should
be) a snapshot of a static present state or a dynamic condition that lasts for a
(certain) period of time? I maintain that, to most people, the security concept
does not refer to a snapshot but rather a period of time, where certain
conditions rule the possibility of the occurrence of an incident. If one drives a
car fast on a small curving winter road, without studded tyres or safety belts,
no one will seriously claim that it is a safe and secure situation even though
an incident has not occurred. Interviews with IS security professionals also
confirm this view when it comes to IS security (Informants 1, 3 and 4). When
judging the IS security conditions in a certain situation, one cannot only pay
attention to the very moment, but also to factors that can influence security in
the present and in future. What we mean by security must expand to embrace
also these influencing factors. Thus, the actual IS security cannot consist of a
state in present time, but rather of actual objects that have capabilities to
influence future states of the CIA; the states of CIA must rather be a
consequence of actual objects and processes that have the ability to influence
the CIA states. So what actually influences the CIA triad? What objects are
capable of improving and maintaining, as well as impairing the CIA states?
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8.1.3 Influences of Actual IS Security
Impairment of the CIA triad is equal to damage, which is caused by incidents.
Incidents do not occur by themselves, but are caused by threat objects. Threat
objects are accordingly the first factor because they can influence the CIA
triad. The second factor is obviously security mechanisms because they can
decrease the number of incidents, reduce damage and recover states of CIA
triad. Finally, the third factor is information assets that of course must be
crucial in this respect, because their characteristics constitute major parts of
the CIA triad. That is, changes in information assets can change the CIA
triad. As stated in Chapter 7, damage can also cause incidents. This means
that not only threat objects, but also characteristics in information assets, i.e.
damage, can cause incidents. Consequently, there are three actual objects that
can influence actual states of the CIA triad: information assets, threat objects
and security mechanisms. Table 8 below is extracted from Table 7 in Section
7.8, and shows the three fundamental concepts that are (actual) objects.
Table 8: The three IS security concepts that are objects.

Concept
Information
Asset

Actual
Yes

Form
Object,
process

Threat Object

Yes

Security
Mechanism

Yes

Object ,
process
Object,
process

Description
Information and resources for information handling. Can
consist of humans, artefacts or symbols.
Can have different states of the CIA triad and damage.
Humans, artefacts or nature that can cause incidents
Types of information assets, i.e. human, artefacts or
symbols that aim to achieve or maintain the CIA triad
Preventing, averting, damage -reducing or recovering. Can
contain vulnerabilities.

These three concepts are the only actual concepts that are objects. Only
objects that can perform actions and cause occurrences that are necessary for
changing confidentiality, integrity and availability.
Actual characteristics (i.e. ability, functionality, willingness, etc) of the
three objects are thus mechanisms that determine the extent to which they can
influence the actual states of the CIA triad. Over time, one can say that the
future states of the CIA triad are consequences of these characteristics. But
given certain characteristics, it is not given that the CIA triad will be
influenced. For each moment, there are certain actual possibilities that the
states of CIA triad can be influenced, and thus changed in some way. For
each change of information assets, threat objects or security mechanisms,
there are new possibilities that the CIA states can be changed; improved,
impaired or neutrally.
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Viewing IS security as a dynamic condition over time differs from
established definitions of IS security as introduced and discussed in Section
5.2, where IS security is a state where information assets are confidential,
correct and available. The conclusion of the discussion in this section is that
the actual characteristics of information assets, threat objects and security
mechanisms constitute IS security, and not the states of the CIA triad, which
are instead the consequences of these characteristics20. The investigation of
actual IS security will continue in the next section focusing on the risk
concept.

8.2 Actual Constitutions of Risk
This section aims to examine the risk concept. Risk has previously been
discussed in Chapter 5; the traditional risk definition in the IS security area,
and the two polarising paradigms objectivism and constructivism. This
section aims to separate epistemic features (i.e. perceptions) from ontological
features (i.e. actual matters) in the risk concept.
As discussed in Chapter 5, the risk concept can be seen as a product of
the following two dimensions, or factors
x
x

likelihood (or probability) that an incident will occur, and the
potential damage (or loss) the incident can cause

These two factors constitute risk as it is expressed in the risk equation
described in Chapter 5, i.e. risk as a product of potential loss and probability.
In my opinion, it is difficult to disregard any of the two dimensions. Risk
refers to how serious or dangerous a conceivable occurrence is (i.e. a threat)
and both the likelihood and the potential damage must accordingly be
considered. As mentioned in Chapter 5, there are some areas that only regard
risk as probability for an occurrence, and neglect the consequence factor. In
my opinion, the latter factor is present anyway, but implicitly taken into
account. Pragmatically, risk includes a negative occurrence; otherwise it
would be labelled as a positive possibility, i.e. a chance. The analysis of the
risk concept below will therefore be organised according to these two
dimensions.

20

Cf. the IS security practice who produces the security mechanisms as one factor
among others that affects the IS security.
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8.2.1 The Likelihood Factor
Likelihood has to do with the occurrences of incidents. Incidents are actual
occurrences as stated in Chapter 7, but the risk concept deals with potential
incidents, i.e. threats. These potential phenomena do not exist in present time
or in history and cannot therefore be intrinsic and actual (cf. the
constructivists’ criticism that a ‘risk’ is only observable when an incident has
occurred, and at the time when it is no longer a risk (Adam et al, 2000;
Shrader-Frechette, 1990)).
Thus, what ‘exists’ at the present time are future expectations; the
question is whether these expectations can be treated as actual in the IS
security area. One main criticism by constructivists concerns the idea of
relative frequency (Thompson, 1990). The model of relative frequency is only
applicable when we have control over current circumstances. When we, for
instance, throw a dice, the circumstances are known (if the dice is not
manipulated); the probability is 1/6 even if we never know how a certain
throw will end up. In these controlled cases the probability is objective; it
does not matter who throws the dice. In the IS security area, the
circumstances are rarely under such control. Information assets, threat objects
and security mechanisms are often complex and difficult or impossible to
control completely. Especially threat objects are naturally rarely under control
by the IS security community or a certain IS security practice. Moreover, all
of the three objects can include humans, which means that it is impossible to
apply such an objective account as relative frequency. Parts of IS security can
be under some control, such as isolated technological environments, i.e.
certain topics that belongs to computer security. Statistical probability based
on historical data requires two conditions: a large number of historical data
and a stable environment (Thompson, 1990).
Within organisations, the historical data will probably not be enough; the
occurred incidents in an organisation are rarely enough for predicting the
future. Moreover, it is difficult to know whether the collected number of data
is correct; systems for incident management (detecting, reporting, analysing,
etc.) in most environments are not fully reliable. Figure 58 shows a number
of historical actual incidents and someone’s perceived incidents during the
same time. The epistemic level differs from the ontological; one incident is
unknown and one is delusional. The future prediction is in this example based
on the perceived history that does not correspond to the ontological level.
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History
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Future

Epistemic
level
Time

Ontological
level

Figure 58: The course of future incidents may not follow the same patterns
as in history.

Even if one has good opportunities to capture the historical pattern of
historical incidents, the prediction of future incidents must only be an
epistemic feature. These predictions simply deal with phenomena that do not
yet exist. Based on the amount of historical data and the accuracy of used
incident management systems, predictions can be more or less rigid.
Depending on their establishment in the IS security community and in IS
security practices, these perceptions can belong to subjective or intersubjective judgements, or institutional facts.
The second main problem with relative frequency is that IS security is an
area of rapid and continuous change (e.g. Baskerville, 2005; Dhillon and
Torkzadeh, 2006). The future is therefore tricky to predict because
circumstances differ from history; technological developments, social
movements, financial prerequisites, etc. The idea of relative frequency
inherits from natural science where the circumstances are more stable than IS
security that involves not only technology but also human and social aspects,
which are irrational and difficult to predict. Furthermore, the nature of
security (limited to human intentional attacks) is much about a race between
threat objects and the IS security community and practices. That is, both these
objects undergo continuous change in order to respond to the counterpart’s
change. Attackers are always trying to find new methods, or combine existing
methods, while defenders are always trying to respond to the attackers’
inventions and find new methods of defence (e.g. Baskerville, 2005; Furnell,
2002). This means that even if the historical course seems to be stable, new
approaches that are completely different can appear in the future.
However, at societal level, historical data can have some relevance
because the amounts of data are larger. Statistical historical data concerning
for example malicious code is often published in reports by IT security
companies, and is sometimes built upon a large number of incidents that have
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occurred worldwide (e.g. Symantec, 2005). These statistics can thus fairly
reflect the actual number of viruses in ‘the wild’, for instance. Another
argument for this is the similarities between different reports provided by
different actors. Moreover, the number of viruses provided by the
investigations seems to follow certain trends (e.g. viruses are slowly
increasing) rather than irrational ups and downs.
Likelihood can also be based on inductive interpretations (e.g. Gut,
2002), i.e. interpreting the present instead of the history. One can observe
occurring incidents, existing threat objects, security mechanisms (including
eventual vulnerabilities) and information assets (including the CIA triad and
their eventual damage). For an IS security practice, observations can be made
not only of the core business but of society as a whole. In terms of relative
frequency, predictions based on inductive interpretations entail no actual
substance, but are epistemic features that are based on present observations.
Consequently, human predictions of the future course of incidents are
epistemic features based on human interpretations of history or the present.
This does not contradict the previous finding that actual objects that influence
the occurrences of (actual) incidents are information assets, threat objects and
security mechanisms.

8.2.2 The Potential Damage Factor
The other dimension of risk is potential damage. According to other sections
(5.4 and 7.4) that deal with the damage concept, damage means impairment
of the CIA triad of information assets. As the likelihood of incidents, the
concept of potential damage deals with a future conceivable phenomenon.
Thus, potential damage can neither exist in the present nor the past, but is an
epistemic feature in human minds. But similar to likelihood, one can question
whether an estimation of future damage can be treated as an actual matter.
According to Chapter 7, information assets are about values, and damage
is about impairment of the CIA triad, which represents aspects of information
assets. The value of potential damage can in some cases seem easy to
anticipate. Types of damage that have already occurred in the past, inside or
outside the organisation may be easy to estimate, or financial losses that are
‘determined’ in advance (e.g. excess insurances). For example, the theft of
hardware with a fixed price for replacement is easy to foresee. But the
circumstances surrounding that theft can be changed over time, which also
can change the impact on the information assets as a whole and therefore the
impact of the core business. Delivery times, stored software and data, current
tasks that the hardware was used for, and the busyness of staff are examples
of circumstances that influence the business impact of the hardware loss and
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that can differ over time. Furthermore, indirect damage that is the
consequence of direct damage, such as loss of productivity, irritation among
staff and decreased trustworthiness are always difficult to predict. The
estimation of damage after the occurrence of an incident can be tricky, but
estimation of conceivable future damage is even more difficult.
The knowledge base for estimating future damage can vary; estimations
are sometimes well-grounded and correspond closely to the future outcome.
Still, these future estimations are epistemic features that cannot be treated as
actual matters.

8.2.3 Summary of Actual Constitutions of Risk
In this section about actual risks, is it argued that both risk factors are
epistemic features. Incidents as well as damage are actual matters, but the
forecasts of these actual matters are epistemic phenomena because incidents
and damage do not exist in the present or historical time when predictions are
made. Even well-grounded forecasts are epistemic, although they can closely
correspond to future occurrences or states. The risk concept and its relation to
perceived IS security is further discussed in Chapter 9.

8.3 Actual Influences on IS Security
The three objects - information asset, threat object and security mechanism are analysed in this section to illuminate how they influence IS security. The
analysis focuses on occurrences of incidents and the impact of damage; i.e.
the two concepts that can impair the CIA triad. Thus, the analysis follows the
two risk factors; the likelihood of an incident and its impact.

8.3.1 Information Assets’ Actual Influence
As mentioned, the CIA triad is states of information assets and their
relationships to (authorised and unauthorised) actors and artefacts. These
states naturally depend upon the characteristics of the information assets. A
great number of characteristics of information assets can therefore influence
the CIA triad, such as the placement of physical assets (e.g. computers,
papers and whiteboards), configurations of IT hardware and software,
awareness of personnel and the way information is stored.
The most obvious is that information assets influence damage because
damage means impairment of information assets; the value of information
assets corresponds to the damage of those assets. The higher the value, the
greater the potential damage. Information assets thus have a direct and
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obvious influence on damage. The assessed value of damaged information
assets is equal to the proportion of the damage, i.e. it is the damage. As
discussed in section 7.1, different actors can value information assets
differently. The same type of information asset and damage can therefore be
assessed differently by IS security practices in different organisations.
Information assets may also influence the likelihood of an incident; the
value of information assets must influence how desirable they are for some
actors. This factor is consequently limited to human threat objects. The
desirability should influence the willingness, obstinacy and staying power of
such a threat object, that influence the likelihood that he or she will attack the
information asset. The relative nature of information assets may mean that the
assets are more desirable to some actors than others. Also actions that do not
aim to be beneficial for the threat object, that aim to hurt the owner of the
information asset, may be influenced by the value of information assets; the
effect of a destructive action will increase in proportion to the value. The
willingness of a saboteur may thus increase if the damage can be high.
Another factor that could influence the likelihood of an incident is the
exposedness of information assets. Exposed and available assets are easier to
detect and steal, destroy, copy, etc. Available assets may also be more or less
exposed to unintentional actions such as mistakes and carelessness, as well as
non-human threat objects. Exposedness includes the location of buildings; a
factor that may influence exposedness to floods, for example. Exposed assets
may also be tempting for people as the proverb “opportunity makes the thief”
indicates. This includes actors with no initial intention of committing a crime,
such as stealing; they may perform an impulsive action in the face of exposed
and easily available information assets.
“This is an important part of the security work – to get rid of destructive
possibilities. One must protect the employees so that they not appear in
such situations.” (Informant 2)

Security mechanisms are a type of information asset, and their characteristics
also influence the CIA triad. The security mechanism concept is treated
separately in this analysis however due to its special relation to threat objects
and (other) information assets.

8.3.2 Threat Objects’ Actual Influence
Obviously, the characteristics of threat objects are their ability to cause an
incident and as such, these characteristics influence the likelihood of an
incident. Examples of these abilities are strength, power, willingness,
obstinacy and staying power.
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The capability, or power, of threat objects must also influence the damage
that they can cause. The scale of a flood or the features of a Trojan horse, for
example, will influence the extent of the damage. When it comes to human
threat objects, willingness must be an influencing factor. But also
unintentional actions, such as carelessness, can influence the amount of
damage; an indiscrete and careless person can cause more damage than one
that is careful and sensible.
I believe threat objects’ influence on damage is difficult to separate from
their influence on likelihood. Most of the characteristics of threat objects can
influence both likelihood and damage. An example: it is more likely that a
building will be reached and damaged by a big flood than a smaller one, and a
big flood will probably cause more damage.

8.3.3 Security Mechanisms’ Actual Influence
According to Section 7.7, security mechanisms can function in various ways
regarding their time-relation to incidents. They can be preventing, averting,
damage-reducing and recovering. Security mechanisms aim to increase the
level of IS security, which means that they intend to decrease the likelihood
of incidents and/or the impact of damage. Vulnerabilities can exist in all kinds
of security mechanisms. If so, their effectiveness is decreased in some way.
The preventing and the averting security mechanisms reduce or eliminate
the occurrence of an incident, which means that they influence the likelihood
that an incident will occur. Damage-reducing and recovering security
mechanisms on the other hand, work during or after the occurrence of an
incident. These two types thus influence the damage factor rather than the
likelihood factor. However, damage-reducing and recovering security
mechanisms can influence the likelihood indirectly. The mere existence of
these security mechanisms can decrease the willingness of an actor to attack
information assets. Here is one example: An indignant employee is about to
delete some information stored on a server, but changes his mind when he
realises that back-up copies are regularly taken and his action will have no
effect because the information will be replaced shortly (it may also be the
case that the employee discovers this after a first deletion, and does not repeat
the action because he finds it meaningless). All categories of security
mechanisms can be perceived as deterring for human threat objects. If one
believes that a security system is too difficult to break, one ma y decide not to
try breaking it.
As shown, damage-reducing and recovering security mechanisms can
also influence the likelihood of an incident, but are limited to intentional
actions by human threat objects because it has to do with the willingness. It is
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however more difficult to find preventing and averting security mechanisms
that influence the damage factor, because the purpose of these security
mechanisms is to influence threat objects and obstruct incidents, respectively.
Although the aim of security mechanisms is to increase or maintain IS
security, this is not always the case. Security measures can have no effect, i.e.
the IS security level remains the same, or it might even decrease the IS
security level. There can be several reasons for this. The first reason is in
accordance with the so-called risk compensation theory (e.g. Stewart, 2004)
mentioned in Section 7.7.2. The idea of this theory is that vulnerability
sometimes ‘moves’ in a system when a security mechanism is implemented.
A new or modified security mechanism can give people a feeling of security
that makes them act differently in a way that can ‘compensate’ the decreased
risk elsewhere. An example is solid physical security arrangements that make
employees feel ‘too secure’ within a building, and makes them more careless
and exposed to internal threats; people can be ‘lulled’ into false security.
Another reason is that security mechanism can be apprehended as
inconvenient by users. Security regulations, security tools, etc can be
difficult, time-consuming or in other ways troublesome for people. An
example of this in the area of IS/IT is an encryption system that requires a lot
of CPU power that seriously affects the performance of a computer. The user
can in these cases refuse to use the encryption system (Informant 3 and
Informant 6). These circumvented security mechanisms can influence the
likelihood factor in undesired ways.
Implementations of security mechanisms can also inspire actors to try to
break the security mechanisms. For example, if an organisation installs a
firewall and spreads the information that it is impossible to hack, hackers will
probably accept this as a challenge to break the firewall. One of the
informants wants to be careful when it comes to ‘marketing’ security
mechanisms; a declared, or even boasted, high level of security can challenge
or tempt attackers to break security mechanisms such as firewalls.
“People will always try to beat the champions” (Informant 2)

One can speak here about challenging or tempting security mechanisms. This
has a lot to do with how an organisation spreads information about security
measures, and not only the security mechanisms that have already been
implemented. Foremost, any such challenging or tempting of security
mechanisms influences the likelihood factor but also influence the damage
factor because attackers can increase their attacks and also their power in
order to break the security mechanism.
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8.3.4 Influences on Actual IS Security – a Composed Picture
This analysis shows that all of the three objects - information assets, threat
objects and security mechanisms - can influence occurrences of incidents as
well as the damage they can cause. The characteristics of the three objects
and their influences are summarised below in Table 9.
Table 9: Influences of information assets, threat objects and security
mechanisms.

Dimension
Object
Information
assets

Threat
objects
Security
mechanisms

The occurrence of incident
Decreasing
Increasing
Low value (for
High value (for
threat object)
threat object)
Low exposedHigh exposedness (to threat
ness (to threat
object)
object)
Low power,
High power,
willingness,
willingness,
obstinacy, etc
obstinacy, etc
Preventing,
Tempting,
averting, deterring challenging,
vulnerabilities

Damage
Decreasing
Increasing
Low value (for
High value (for
IS security
IS security
practice/core
practice/core
business)
business)
Low power,
willingness,
obstinacy, etc
Damagereducing,
Recovering

High power,
willingness,
obstinacy, etc
Vulnerabilities

Thus, the characteristics of information assets, threat objects and security
mechanisms rule the possibility for incidents to occur, and the extent of
damage caused by incidents. This means that the three objects rule the
prerequisites for changes to confidentiality, integrity and availability.
Changes in the three objects can therefore change those prerequisites. As
argued earlier in this chapter, IS security is not equal to the present state of
the CIA but rather to a period in time when influencing factors have certain
conditions. That is, the characteristics of information assets, threat objects and
security mechanisms. These three objects are actual objects that together
constitute possibilities for incidents to occur. The sum of the actual
possibilities is therefore equal to the actual IS security. Figure 59 shows
abstract states of information asset, threat object and security mechanism over
time. The sum of the three actual states constitute the actual IS security level.
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Figure 59: Actual IS security over time.

Notice that the actual characteristics follow time; they have characteristics in
present time and naturally in the past, but not in the future. The illustration in
Figure 59 is an abstract and simplified principle, of course. In an
organisation, the information assets, including security mechanisms, and the
threat objects they are exposed to, are usually numerous and complex and
cannot be depicted so simplistically. Nevertheless, the figure illustrates the
view that actual IS security is the sum of three objects that expand or limit the
occurrences of incidents and the extent and impact of damage the incident can
cause. In other words: the three objects together constitute a scope that leaves
more or less space for incidents to occur, and that scope is equal to IS
security. Note that the future is disregarded in this discussion; future
phenomena are delimited to perceived IS security.
To summarise, actual IS security can be defined as:
Actual IS security means the actual characteristics and abilities of
information assets, threat objects and security mechanisms over time.

8.3.5 Actual Influences by the IS Security Practice
In order to increase and maintain the core business’ IS security, it is of course
crucial for the IS security practice to understand and control the three
influencing objects in the greatest possible extent. The key success factor for
any IS security practice is also to predict, as accurately as possible, the
objects’ future conditions. Any understanding and prediction of the three
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objects are however manifestations of perceived IS security. But staff in an IS
security practice are actually doing things. Primarily, they perform actual
actions in the form of security measures that result in security mechanisms (in
turn, security mechanisms are connected to threat objects and information
assets, i.e. preventing, damage-reducing and recovering security
mechanisms). The quality of the security measures (choice, implementation,
maintenance, etc) can influence the effectiveness of the security mechanisms.
Furthermore, the IS security practice can influence threat objects by
positive or negative utterances about the IS security status in the core
business. Utterances directed at threat objects should however be treated as
preventing security mechanisms as such (e.g. deterring security mechanisms),
but can also have unintended effects (as challenging and tempting). Finally, in
order to create suitable security mechanisms that respond to current threat
objects, it is important that the IS security practice understands the core
business and its information assets. The actual communication (verbal,
written or IT-based) between the IS security practice and the core business is
therefore crucial, not least the formulation and interpretation of the
assignment (see Chapter 4).

8.4 Actual IS Security and the Sasser Worm
This section aims to illustrate the actual elements and mechanisms of IS
security through the Sasser worm case.
The German student who developed and spread the Sasser worm was
obviously a threat object. But also the worm itself was part of the actual threat
object, which as such was a combination of human and constructed artefact.
The student had some actual characteristics; he had certain skills that made
him capable of creating the worm, and he had some intentions with his
actions. According to his own assertions, destructive aims did not underlie his
actions, but an experimental interest for computers and a ‘curiosity to see
what would happen’. The Sasser itself was an actual object; an executable
program code written in Visual C++. The worm had some actual capabilities
to apply itself in computers with certain operating systems and reproduce
itself to other hosts. When doing that, the Sasser worm caused actual
incidents from the perspective of the IS security community and practices.
Because Sasser had no explicit payload, the damage was not major, but did
cause some trouble as discussed in Chapter 6. The restarts of computers, the
slowness of networks and the busyness of IT staff all impaired the CIA of
information assets, mainly the availability.
The states of the information assets influenced the occurrence of Sasser
incidents in several ways. Firstly, the worm used vulnerability in the
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operating systems Microsoft Windows XP and 2000, which was therefore a
conclusive criterion for infections. Another critical factor was the updates of
patches and virus definitions, which were parts of the information assets, as
well as security mechanisms. The staff (and their skills and tools) that worked
in IS security practices with the Sasser worm were part of the information
assets as well as security mechanisms. Typical performances by the IS
security practice in the Sasser case were updates, computer cleanings and
informing staff and management. After the Sasser event, a lot of
administrative work was needed and performed by a range of actors in the IS
security practice as well as in the core business, such as implementing
procedures for patch management.
To summarise, the Sasser case included a lot of actual elements; the threat
object, information assets at organisations and security mechanisms, which all
performed a number of actual actions.
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Perceived IS Security
In the previous chapter, elements of actual IS security were extracted. This chapter
examines the other side of the coin; actors’ perceptions of actual IS security. Initially,
constitutions of perceived IS security are analysed, i.e. what matters actors have
perceptions of, including the concepts of risk and threat. Thereafter, actors and roles
who can have IS security perceptions are identified using the IS security practice model.
Origins and establishments of perceptions of IS security are also mapped to the roles as
its impacts and consequences. The chapter concludes with the Sasser case.

9.1 Constitutions of Perceived IS security
This section starts with an analysis of what matters there are to be perceived;
mainly a summary of Chapter 8, because perceived IS security – according to
its initial definition – means perceptions of actual IS security. Thereafter,
different types of perceptions are analysed. This investigation proceeds in the
next sub section that focuses the time aspect because it is decisive for the
difference between perceptions and actual matters. This section ends with
discussions concerning the risk concept because it is time critical and, as
concluded in Chapter 8, involves a great part of judgements.

9.1.1 Actual Matters to be Perceived
The initial definition of perceived IS security is actors’ perceptions of actual
IS security. According to that definition, perceived IS security is
fundamentally equal to human perceptions of ‘actual’ IS security concepts,
i.e. concepts that can exist at the ontological level (as extracted in Chapter 7):
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Information asset
The CIA triad
Threat object
Incident
Damage
Security mechanism
Security measure
Vulnerability

Conceptually, perceived IS security accordingly concerns perceptions of the
concepts above as depicted in Figure 60.

Perceived IS
security

Epistemic
level

Ontological
level

Interpretation

The CIA triad

Threat
object
Incident
Vulnerability

Damage

Information
asset

Security
measure

Security mechanism

Figure 60: Actual IS security concepts and perceiving actors.

An actor’s perceptions of something else, is per definition not perceived IS
security (such as an occurrence that is not undesirable and therefore not an
incident). In Chapters 7 and 8, respectively, the concepts of threat and risk
have been argued to exist only at the epistemic level and not at the
ontological level; these concepts are limited to actors’ perceptions, based on
interpretations of the concepts listed above. Perceived threats and risks are
discussed in more detail in Section 9.2.
It is important to understand that perceptions concern actual IS matters at
a conceptual level. Instances of the concepts above can be unknown (not
interpretable) and delusional (not existing). These types of perceptions are
discussed in the forthcoming sub sections below.
Perceived IS security can include perceptions of humans; their intra- and
inter-subjective part as well as their actions. The reason for this is that
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humans can be part of all of the three objects that can influence actual IS
security; information assets, threat objects and security mechanisms. This
means furthermore that humans in different ways, with or without support
from artefacts or symbols, can perform actions that influence the CIA triad.
For example, an employee can be aware of IS security, and that makes him or
her able to act in certain ways (e.g. attentiveness for suspicious infections of
malicious code which makes him or her able to act properly in certain
situations). Thus, perceptions of IS security include other individual’s
perceptions; if they are part of the actual IS security. Because the definition of
perceived IS security is limited to perceptions of actual IS security, human
perceptions of other aspects of the human mind are not part of perceived IS
security. This is however a distinction that is difficult to make in practical
situations, but this phenomenon will be illuminated further in this chapter.
IS security cannot conceptually exist alone; it must be attached to some
object. Anything that is, or includes, information assets may have a status of
actual IS security, and actors can also have perceptions of it. As an IS security
practice always supports a core business, IS security is a quality characteristic
of a core business, parts of a core business, or several core businesses. 21
Examples of parts of a core business that can have characteristics of actual IS
security are:
x
x
x
x
x

Departments, groups and functions
Processes, situations, and methods
Information systems, infrastructures and applications
Physical facilities as buildings, doors and windows
Human resources as skills, knowledge and behaviour

Because the IS security practice is assigned to work with the core business’ IS
security, perceptions also concern the IS security practice. However, the
judgements of the IS security practice concern the core business’ IS security
indirectly; the IS security practice is the core business’ ‘tool’ for creating and
maintaining sufficient IS security in the core business.
Naturally, perceptions of IS security do not necessarily correspond to
current actual IS security conditions, which means that perceptions can refer
to non-existing phenomena; objects, processes and states that do not exist in
the present. These conceivable phenomena may have existed in history or be

21

Cf. the definition of ‘practice’ in Section 4.4.2; a practice can be equal to an
organisation, but may also be a part of an organisation, or the parts or wholeness of
several organisations (Goldkuhl and Röstlinger, 1999).
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expected in the future. Different types of perceived IS security are discussed
in the next section. To summarise, perceived IS security are defined as:
Perceived IS security means any actor’s or actors’ perceptions of existing
or non-existing IS security conditions of something, for example an
organisation, an information system or a security mechanism.

9.1.2 Types of Perceptions
Perceptions of actual IS security are complex and can imply a number of
aspects besides what things that are perceived (as discussed above). In this
section, three aspects of perceptions are emphasised:
x
x
x

Perceptions’ validity
Values of perceptions
Perceptions and the time dimension

Perceptions’ validity, according to the analysis model for actual and
perceived IS security, means whether they are subjective, inter-subjective or
institutional facts. As stressed in Chapter 3, these categories should not be
confused with degree of trueness (i.e. the correspondence to the ontology).
The three epistemic categories in the analysis model concern the social
establishment of perceptions; how prevalent and widespread a certain
perception is. All three categories can vary regarding their correspondence
with the ontological level, which means that a subjective judgement can be as
true as an institutional fact. These types of social establishments are
highlighted in this section, while correspondences between the epistemic and
ontological levels (i.e. the actual and perceived) are highlighted in Chapter
10.
Perceptions of IS security can vary in terms of their values. Roughly,
judgements can be positive, negative or neutral. In general, threat objects,
incidents and damage are negative, security mechanisms positive and
information assets positive, neutral or negative depending on their states. This
is of course relative; any changes to actual matters can imply positive,
negative or neutral changes to the interpreter’s judgement. For instance, an
impairment of a threat object is judged as positive, and a discovered weakness
in a security mechanism (vulnerability) is judged as negative (even though the
discovery itself can be positive – an unknown bad thing is worse than a
known bad thing).
Perceived IS security can concern presence, history or the future. In
contrast to actual IS security, where the future has not (yet) occurred, humans
have imaginations of the future as expectations and fears. The next three
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sections are arranged according to these three time dimensions. By applying
validity and judgements into three time dimensions, a more nuanced picture
of perceived IS security are gathered. Validity and values are therefore
integrated in each section below (9.1.3-9.1.5), as well as what to be perceived
as discussed in section 9.1.1.

9.1.3 Perceptions of Present IS Security
Because actual IS security matters exist, perceptions of present IS security
can concern any of the actual IS security concepts listed in Section 9.1.1.
Information assets and security mechanisms that currently exist is normally
easy to access and perceive by the IS security practice because they, logically,
exist within the organisation. Threat objects on the other hand, are generally
harder to access and understand; the characteristics (content, intentions, etc)
of natural objects and processes, criminals, and technology are often more
difficult to access and understand. However, information assets, including
security mechanisms, also include complex elements that are difficult to
understand, such as technology and human behaviour. Moreover, information
as an asset can sometimes be tricky to overview and understand because it is
abstract and dynamic. Incident is a time critical concept that, in most forms, is
difficult or even impossible to observe in real time. Software based systems
can be used in real time such as abnormal behaviour in IT systems, faults, or
unauthorised access to information or information handling resources.
In the present, prevalent and important perceptions concern current and
known vulnerabilities. It is crucial that IS security practice get aware of, for
them relevant vulnerabilities, in order to take appropriate actions. In the IS
security community, inter-subjective judgements and institutional facts
concerning IS security are to a large degree ruled by different kinds of
publications. Some publications concern current states including
vulnerabilities in security mechanisms, operating systems and applications.
Organisations have current states of actual IS security, and actors have
naturally perceptions of those states. Actors within (i.e. core businesses and
IS security practices) and outside of organisations can have opinions
regarding the IS security and how it is managed. Documented administrative
security mechanisms, such as policies and guidelines, can spread and
strengthen perceptions of current IS security conditions within organisations
(more about roles and IS security in organisations in Section 9.3 and 9.4).
Some judgements of organisations’ IS security are published in
summarised forms, such as IS security audit reports and percentages
concerning use and certification of standards and frameworks or how many
organisations that have IS security policies. Perceptions of current IS security
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also involve judgements of professional skills and competencies. IS security
professional certifications and diplomas are in this respect important symbols
that influence perceptions.
Not all perceptions have actual counterparts. Delusional perceptions are
perceptions that refer to an actual counterpart that does not exist. But one can
also speak about perceptions that consciously are imaginable, i.e. an actual
element can be consciously meant to be only conceivable by an actor (e.g.
“image if we had an incident detection system…”).
Present things can teach us about the history and future; things that occur
(or do not occur) can confirm or falsify imaginations about history, and
present perceptions form future expectations.

9.1.4 Perceptions of Historical IS Security
The prerequisites for the validity of actors’ perceptions of historical IS
security are in general higher than present (and, of course, future)
perceptions; the past time period enables humans to analyse historical
matters, and revise incorrect interpretations during the time. Still, different IS
security phenomena, such as occurred incidents, can vary regarding its
validity in terms of subjective, inter-subjective and institutional facts. On the
contrary, time makes people forget, which means that a group of individuals
that share an inter-subjective judgement of something, e.g. an incident, can
split up into several subjective judgements after a while. People have
individual memories and experiences of historical courses and they can differ.
Protocols, logs, incident reports, e-mails and other documentation support
common understandings, and can strengthen the collective judgements,
eventually into institutional facts. This documentation can also be used as
‘evidence’ during investigations when searching for actual courses. Data
forensics is a growing area in society (see e.g. Kruse II and Heiser, 2002) that
is supported by a rapid technology in tracing and re-creating destroyed or
disappeared data from destroyed digital media, such as hard drives or card
memories (e.g. in mobile phones). Some organisations use formal incident
report systems that employees are required to use when suspecting incidents.
IT-related incidents, such as hacker attacks and virus infections, often
occur within a short period of time, and are practically impossible to observe
in real time. As pointed out in Chapter 7, occurred incidents are sometimes
detected afterwards by traces and the damage that they cause. Thus, the
detection of these incidents is often made afterwards, and human perceptions
of these incidents are consequently limited to interpretations of caused traces
or damage. On the other hand, one can often achieve better validity
afterwards, when occurred incidents have been analysed as well as the
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characteristics of the causing threat object. Different kinds of tools, such as
logs and anti-virus software that produce reports, help the IS security practice
to detect these occurrences in retrospective. Also physical incidents are
sometimes detected by using tools. By card based locking systems and video
recordings, people’s movements in buildings can be traced. Contrary to
perceptions of the present, one can have a great knowledge, and thus
perceptions, about threat objects. Methods for intrusion, features of malicious
code, etc. are often discovered after they have been used.
For most people, the perceptions of history are formed by the media. The
historical course is in that sense filtered by the media, and is of course not
always in correspondence to the actual course. However, the time enables
productions of more rigid studies and investigations that can be published.
These grounded publications are for example statistical reports, research
articles, governmental studies and legal forensics. These publications can
naturally differ regarding their focus in time and therefore be valid for all of
the three time perspectives. They can focus on history (e.g. occurred
incidents), present time (e.g. current vulnerabilities) or future (e.g. expected
future threats).
Perceptions of the history can of course be delusional; i.e. the perceiver
believes that something has existed while it has not. Historical occurrences
can, as present occurrences, also be conceivable; the perceiver can imagine a
historical phenomenon although he or she knows that it has never existed
(e.g. “What if the computer systems were infected by that virus?”).
Similarly to perceptions of the present, actors can experience historical
occurrences as positive, negative or neutral. Depending on the social
establishment, differences in valuations of history may exist. Commonly,
members of the IS security community share some fundamental values (as
discussed in Section 4.4.1).
An actor’s perceptions of IS security in history can impact the same
actor’s perceptions of IS security in present and future situations. Experiences
of historical incidents, for example, can affect actors’ perceptions of future
course, which is common in risk assessments (see Section 9.2).

9.1.5 Perceptions of Future IS Security
Judging the future is always trickier than judging the present or the history.
The future is limited to the epistemic level and has no actual counterparts;
nothing has actually yet happened in the future. Thus, perceptions of future
phenomena have less validity in general than perceptions of the present or the
past. This means that perceptions of the future are more or less limited to
subjective or inter-subjective judgements, and more seldom have the
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characteristics of institutional facts. However, even forecasts of the future can
be more or less well-grounded and differ regarding its social establishment.
Forecasts that are build upon research, rigid trend analyses, etc, are often
established as ‘truths’, and reach status of institutional facts in society as a
whole and in the IS security community. Also inter-subjective judgements
that are not built upon rigid studies, for example established by the media or
rumours, can be spread as common understandings; ‘this is how it will be’. A
major factor that influences validity is the time distance; forecasts that refer to
a near future are generally more valid than forecasts that refer to a distant
future. Time distance is, in general, proportional to the vagueness of a
forecast.
Perceptions of the future can be based on direct or indirect interpretations
of historical and present conditions. Both categories can vary regarding their
validity, but direct interpretations, i.e. observations, tend to be more
subjective than indirect, i.e. rumours, media, research results, etc. As any
perceptions, future forecasts are subject to conceptual relativity and can vary
in terms of their expressions and representations. Certain expectations of IS
security (good, bad, etc) can be represented in different ways, such as
qualitative or quantitative terms.
Similarly to historical and present things, future things can vary in terms
of their desirability. In a simplified way, future phenomena can be desirable,
undesirable or neutral. The nature of IS security implies mainly forecasts for
the occurrence of future incidents, i.e. threats, and its seriousness in terms of
likelihood and potential damage, i.e. risks. Threats and risks are key concepts
for perceived IS security, and highly directed at the future. Both concepts are
discussed in more detail in the next section.

9.2 Perceptions of Risks and Threats
The risk concept was examined in Chapter 8 in order to extract ontological
features. It was concluded that information assets, threat objects and security
mechanisms together constitute the ontological possibility for incidents and
their potential damage of the CIA triad. Any human assessments of
possibility and impact are however epistemic phenomena and can be labelled
as perceived risk because the risk concept is the product of likelihood and
consequence. Because the three objects - information asset, threat object and
security mechanism - all affect both likelihood and potential damage, all three
objects must be assessed when assessing risks (see Figure 61).
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Figure 61: Risk estimation is – or should be – built upon an interpretation
of threat objects, security mechanisms and information assets.

There are always people behind risk assessment, and those people have
subjective perceptions of current information assets, threat objects and
security mechanism. This means that a risk perception can vary in terms of its
social establishment. Depending on their collective establishments,
interpretations of historical and present conditions, and future predictions, can
be subjective or inter-subjective judgements, or institutional facts. Risk
perceptions (i.e. future predictions) can result from different approaches and
differ in their groundings. Risk analysis aims to ‘discover’ risks in a certain
environment, but can also be an effective tool for increasing the social
establishment of risk perceptions. Methods for risk analysis often include
workshops that, among other things, aim to establish common perceptions of
current risks. Again, these common understandings of risk do not necessarily
mean that one is approaching the truth. For example, threats and
vulnerabilities can be unknown to all of the involved risk assessors
(Informant 4). How perceptions arise and are established is further examined
in Section 9.4.
As shown in Figure 59 in Chapter 8, actual information assets, threat objects
and security mechanisms together constitute a dynamic actual IS security
course over time. This actual course is limited to past and present situations;
the future has no ontological existence but only an epistemic status, i.e. future
IS security exists only as actors’ perceptions. These future IS security
conditions and courses are equal to IS security risks. Thus, while Figure 59
shows actual IS security over time, a future course is added in Figure 62.
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The differences in levels that occur at the present time symbolise how
interpretations of the future do not have to be equal to the actual course.
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Present
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Figure 62: A perceiver’s interpretations of past, present and future

9.2.1 Perceived Threats
As with risk, the threat concept concerns human perceptions about the future
because a threat is a conceivable future incident. Perceptions of threats are
mainly based on perceptions of threat objects, but also implicitly of security
mechanisms and information assets. A threat means that a certain incident can
occur, and such a perception implies that something can be damaged
(information asset) and that it is not one hundred percent protected
(vulnerability in security mechanisms). The main distinction between threat
and risk is that risk emphasises the seriousness of the threat, i.e. how likely it
is that the incident will occur and how serious damage it can cause.
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9.3 Perceptions and Roles
So far in this chapter, the phenomena that are to be perceived have been
highlighted. This section aims to identify the generic roles of actors who may
have perceptions of IS security. The possible impact of each role, i.e. what
their perceptions can entail, is discussed in Sections 9.4 and 9.5.
The identification of roles that can have perceptions of IS security are
limited to the perspective of the IS security practice, i.e. an IS security
function such as a supporting business for a core business. This means that
the analysis searches for roles that may have perceptions of IS security for a
core business that is handled by an IS security practice. The IS security
practice model as well as the Theory of Practice introduced in Chapter 4,
serve implicitly as frameworks for this analysis. Because the IS security
conditions in the core business are the perceived objects, the core business
and its surroundings are given special attention in the first sub section below.
Some empirical examples are attached to the roles by using the Sasser case in
Section 9.6.

9.3.1 Roles related to the Core Business
Because the focus lies on the IS security of a core business, it is obvious that
actors’ perceptions of IS security in the core business are crucial. These
perceptions can take two basic forms; the desirable and required IS security
expressed by the assignment, and perceptions of the current IS security state.
Businesses may vary in several ways; size, line of business, complexity, etc.
This section aims to identify generic roles in a core business and its
surrounding that (may) have an interest of the core business’ IS security.
Because IS security concerns the core business, IS security is highly
interesting for the core business as a whole, and therefore also principally of
interest for any employee. Especially those who handle information in any
way are concerned that information assets are correct, available and
confidential when necessary. Nevertheless, a number of generic key roles
may be identified in the core business. Primarily, the core business’ top
management and the board of directors have total responsibility for the
business as a whole, including IS security. In the public service, the highest
policy-making authority is a board of politicians (Informant 1). Likewise, any
employee that is responsible for functions in the business (e.g. department,
process, project or system) is normally responsible for IS security as part of
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the business responsibility (Informant 1 and Informant 2) 22. This means that
they have (or should have) a high degree of interest in IS security because it is
partly their responsibility (such a role may be summarised as business
responsible). Roles that do not have responsibility for certain business units
but handle crucial and sensitive information, are naturally also concerned
about IS security (crucial information handlers). These roles can include
economists, auditors, product developers or personnel administrators. Various
internal control functions in businesses may include IS security topics, and as
such are also important stakeholders (internal auditors). Because IT plays a
great part in the information handling of most organisations, IS security
(especially the IT security part) is of great interest for staff in IT departments,
and any IT staff in the core business. According to Informant 4, IS security
work should also be collaborated with the functions of general security, e.g.
personnel security and physical security (security staff).
A number of generic roles may also be identified in a business
environment. Not least, the clients (customers or equiv.) of the core business
are crucial because their demands motivate the pure existence of the core
business. Clients want quality services, products, deliveries and so on.
Moreover, a business often administers clients’ information which make IS
security a crucial quality aspect for clients (e.g. personal or financial
information). For public administration, citizens are the clients. Citizens may
fully or partly finance public administration with their taxes. Suppliers of
services and products is another generic role that is often tightly aligned and
dependent upon the core business, and also has a high degree of interest in its
quality, including IS security. Common for all business partners and
collaborators is that interest in IS security can increase if joint information
systems are used, i.e. inter-organisational information systems (IOS); IS
security vulnerabilities and threats can be spread via the systems (e.g.
malicious code).
Because IS security topics often include legal requirements, for example
personal privacy and official secret acts, authorities and observances of laws
have a great deal of interest in the core business’ IS security. Other roles may
have external requirements according to standards, trade association
regulations, etc. (external auditors). Another important group of stakeholders
is of course the business owners. Depending on the type and form of the
organisation, the owners can be shareholders, the state/government,
foundations and/or association members.
22

The IS security responsibility that is attached to a business function is often labelled
as ownership, for example information owner, (business) process owner or system
owner.
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Figure 63: Stakeholders of IS security in the core business and its
surroundings

Indirectly, IS security in businesses may be of societal interest in general.
Businesses play important roles from several aspects, not least as employers,
and their progress may affect a lot of people. Furthermore, some lines of
business can more or less be of national and public interest. Banks, nuclear
plants, hospitals, local and central government and the armed forces are
examples of organisations with important societal roles. This means that the
public should also be treated as a stakeholder. Information between
businesses and the public are mainly communicated through the media, which
means that opinions and perceptions of media representatives are also crucial.
A summary of roles in the core business and its surroundings is illustrated in
Figure 63.

9.3.2 Roles related to the IS Security Practice
Obviously, IS security practices can vary due to the nature of the core
business’ IS security requirements. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify
some generic and common roles both within and outside IS security practices.
The supported core business and its surroundings naturally belong to the
surroundings of the IS security practice, but this section aims to identify the
remaining roles by using the IS security practice model.
As mentioned above, IS security is (almost always) included in the
business responsibility. Yet, some individuals are commonly appointed as
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responsible for IS security management (i.e. the IS security practice). These
roles might include IS security manager, information security manager, chief
information security officer (CISO) or IT security manager (more technical).
Sometimes, the IS security is part of general security as personnel and
physical security. In these cases, the IS security manager (or equal) can be
subordinated a chief security officer (CSO).
Some organisations have an IS security advisory board, which includes
representatives from the core business as well as external parties, typically IS
security experts and/or representatives from business partners.
According to Section 4.4, the IS security practice can consist of
permanent and temporary actors. For permanent actors, IS security is part of
their regular work. Temporary actors work more or less occasionally with IS
security, for example in projects with separate or periodical achievements
such as large risk analyses. Permanent actors in the IS security practice, along
with the IS security manager, are commonly IT security technicians and IS
security coordinators (Informant 1). These roles can sometimes coincide and
are difficult to separate, so permanent actors in the IS security practice are
labelled IS security workers.
Temporary actors in the IS security practice can be consultants,
representatives from the core business and external parties as customers and
suppliers. Representatives from the core business that temporarily work in the
IS security practice have been discussed in the previous section. It is,
however, difficult to separate roles. For example, a business responsible
normally holds IS security responsibility also in his or her business function,
but seldom works operationally with IS security and (should) require IS
security from the IS security practice. External consultants are experts that
support the IS security practice in IS security in general, or for certain
products, methods or processes, etc. According to the IS security practice
model, these temporary roles belong to suppliers and/or knowledge
supporters as well as the wider IS security community.
Different actors, can of different reasons, review the core business’ IS
security and the work of the IS security practice. Reviews can be initiated by
requests from the IS security, the core business, or an external actor (e.g. the
government or business partners). Reviews can be made against certain
frameworks or laws, for example ISO/IEC 27001:2005 (ISO, 2005b), PCI
DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard)23 and the Sarbanes23

PCI DSS is a set of comprehensive requirements for enhancing payment account
data security to help facilitate the broad adoption of consistent data security
measures (PCI, 2007). PCI DSS was developed by the founding payment brands of
the PCI Security Standards Council, including American Express, Discover
Financial Services, JCB, MasterCard Worldwide and Visa International (ibid).
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Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX)24. The role of IS security auditors is, in terms of the
IS security practice model, extracted from the estimators and norm
establishers.
Threat objects are important prerequisites for any IS security practice. As
a role associated with IS security, it is naturally limited to human threat
object. According to previous sections about threat objects, human threat
objects can have a number of forms. Not least, they are not limited to be
intentional (antagonistic) but can be unintentional; people make faults, brake
rules, etc. without intentional purposes. This means that any of the roles that
are in contact with the core business should more or less be treated as a
potential human threat object.
Finally, the IS security practice produces security mechanisms that are in
use by humans; user is therefore a key role in the core business, or outside, if
the security mechanisms have other users (e.g. customer to an Internet bank).
As mentioned in Section 4.4.6, the work of the IS security practice can lead to
other consequences for the core business and for external actors. These
consequences are for example changes in work situations for employees in
the core business or for external actors. Thus, this category is more or less
equal to the broad role of employee in the core business section, but can also
work outside of the core business.

9.4 Origins and Establishments of Perceptions
As mentioned previously, perceptions of IS security can vary regarding its
social establishment. Perceptions can be limited to a single individual or be a
common perception for the IS security community as a whole. This section
illuminates how perceptions of IS security arise and how they are spread and
established.

9.4.1 Access to IS Security Conditions
An individual’s or a group’s perceptions of IS security can, roughly, have two
types of origins: direct observation of different IS security conditions (states,
occurrences, etc) or indirect information via utterances by others. In both the
cases, the actor’s perception is formed by interpretation (see Figure 64).
24

The Sarbany Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) is a United States federal law that was
created to restore investor confidence in US public markets, which was damaged by
business scandals and lapses in business governance (e.g. Enron and Worldcom).
Any company and its subsidiaries that is listed on the US stock market must be
compliant with SOX (SOX, 2007).
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Figure 64 : Perceived IS security can be built on interpretations of direct or
indirect access to IS security conditions.

This means that the roles’ access to actual IS security objects, processes and
states is important when it comes to origins of perceptions. Direct access and
indirect access to IS security conditions are discussed below.
In general, actors in the core business and the IS security practice usually
have more direct access to IS security conditions than external actors. Any
employee that in some respect handles information, with or without
computers, has direct access to that process. Examples of direct observations
of IS security conditions include experiencing incidents, detecting damage,
watching and using information assets including security mechanisms.
Observations of IS security can be a side part of daily work (e.g. an employee
who experiences IS security-related issues during regular work) or be the
dedicated aim of the work (e.g. an IT security technician who checks the
configuration of a firewall). Some employees, such as internal audits and IT
security staff, can have specific assignments to control and review
information systems including aspects of IS security. Structured approaches
that aim to directly observe IS security conditions are, for example, risk
analyses and structured audits of information systems (these structured
approaches are further examined in Chapter 10 which deals with relations
between actual and perceived IS security).
Also external actors can have direct access to the IS security conditions in
the core business. In stable business relationships, when for example sharing
information systems, business partners can have direct access to IS security
conditions in the core business. This is usually also common for external
consultants, observances of laws and external auditors. Some IS security
conditions are visible or in other ways obvious for any external actor, such as
a hacked or an unavailable public web site that can be seen by anyone.
Human threat objects (e.g. hackers, developers of malicious code and
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insiders) can also have direct access IS security conditions. A hacker who
makes an intrusion in a network can directly experience vulnerabilities and
other IS security conditions, and a disloyal employee can directly observe and
make use of perceived weaknesses in information systems.
The top management, board of directors and owners tend, to a higher
degree, to have indirect access to processes and states in the organisation
(Informant 4). The IS security perceptions of these are rather formed by
reports and utterances from for example the IS security practice, IT
department and auditors. The same applies for business responsibilities, but
these can be closer to the source depending on their organisational placing.
Also IS security managers in large IS security practices build their
perceptions from indirect access via reports and consolidations made by the
IS security staff.
One factor that influences actors’ perceptions is pre-knowledge25. The
amount and type of an actor’s pre-knowledge rules how receptive the actor is
to further information, and thus also the actor’s capacity to detect IS security
features as vulnerabilities and damage. Different organisations and roles have
different amounts of maturity in IT, security and IS security, which makes
them more or less receptive to information in this area (Informant 4). An
example: a computer user who is aware of malicious code in general, can
more easily receive information about certain new viruses and Trojan horses.
Pre-knowledge is not limited to knowledge of IS security in general, but also
knowledge of the core business and its specific information assets,
threatening picture, security mechanisms, etc. It is of course crucial that an
actor’s pre-knowledge corresponds to his or her business responsibility.
Many roles do not have direct access to actual IS security conditions, but
their perceptions are based on indirect information. Business partners as
customers and suppliers are normally limited to indirect access to IS security
conditions. This indirect information can originate from the core business and
IS security practice, but also via the media or other actors in society (e.g.
actors in the same line of business as competitors). Indirect information can
also be a false rumour that is not based on direct observation in the first place.
The next section deals with communications of IS security perceptions.

25

cf. Langefors’ infological equation described in Section 4.3, where preunderstanding is one factor that influences an actor’s interpretation of data to
information (Langefors, 1966).
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9.4.2 Spreading and Establishments of Perceptions
In organisations, it is usually an explicit objective to establish a common
understanding of the internal IS security; a common understanding that is (or
should be) expressed by the top management in the organisations’ IS security
policy. Guidelines and instructions, spread by education and other informing
activities, are documents that in detail should express IS security policy in
order to reach a common understanding throughout the organisation by
influencing the employees’ perceptions of IS security. Different approaches,
e.g. internal news letters, can be used by an IS security practice for spreading
IS security information to the core business in order to increase the IS
security awareness and accordingly establish common IS perceptions.
For the IS security practice, and in extension the top management, it is
important to collect perceptions of IS security to understand what actually
happens in the core business, for example in order to follow up or take actions
in terms of security measures. As mentioned previously, some organisations
have incident management systems that include reporting mechanisms for
collecting incidents and discrepancies. These systems can, in different
degrees, be formalised and computer-based. Incidents that occur ‘on the
floor’ can be collected and consolidated to the IS security manager (and
reported to top management) and in turn be communicated throughout the
organisation in order to establish a common understanding of ‘what actually
happens’ (Informant 1). In programs for raise of IS security awareness, one
sometimes includes good and bad examples (Informant 1). Good examples
can be IS security initiatives, new solutions or averting incidents, while bad
examples can be occurred incidents or breached rules.
Employees are however not always willing to share their experiences or
actions. Intentional break of rules and causing of incidents are obviously not
always of the employee’s interest to report, but there can also be resistances
to share unintentional actions. Employees can be ashamed or embarrassed
after making failures, and they can fear of consequences. Moreover,
colleagues can protect each other; they do not want to be sneakers and be
treated as disloyal against the corps. As mentioned in the previous section, a
low degree of pre-knowledge limit an employee’s ability to understand IS
security issues; sometimes employees are unaware of what their observations
and actions mean. Humans in social environments tend to perceive
phenomena in common ways. Like other inter-subjective judgements,
perceptions of IS security in organisations and in society are more or less
institutionalised; people’s attitudes and perceptions are formed by equals,
their colleagues and managers (e.g. Leach, 2003; Searle, 1995). Members of
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organisations, the IS security community and other groups (e.g. hacker
communities) tend accordingly to have common perceptions of IS security.
For organisations, external spreading of perceptions can be intentional or
unintentional. Commonly, organisations are positive to spread successful IS
security while they hesitate to spread negative IS security conditions such as
occurred incidents indicate. Incidents and other signs that indicate
inappropriate IS security, mean in general bad publicity for an organisation.
Thus, the spreading of negative information is usually unintentional from the
organisation’s point of view. What is unintentional for an organisation is not
necessarily unintentional for each member; a disloyal employee can for
example intentionally leak sensitive information to a competitor.
Organisations in the public sector tend to be more willing to spread
information about occurred incidents because of less competition
(Informant 1). There is however not always good to ‘market’ strong security
(Informant 2). As discussed in Section 7.7, security mechanisms can be
challenging and tempting (e.g. for potential hackers).
As it is important within organisations, it is also crucial that information
and knowledge regarding IS security are shared and spread throughout the IS
security community. Associations, conferences, journals, web sites and more,
are arenas that aim to spread and establish common understandings among IS
security professionals around the world. Structured approaches for this are,
for example, reports that present status assessments (e.g. compilations of
reported incidents or detected malicious code) and different standards,
methods and frameworks for IS security (e.g. ISO/IEC 27002:2005 and
ISO/IEC 20000:2005 (IT Infrastructure Library – ITIL)) (ISO, 2005c). The
latter represent best practices of IS security and intermediate accordingly
ideals of IS security, i.e. ‘how things should be done’. National and
international Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) aim to collect
and publish vulnerabilities and incidents in order to prevent future incidents
and in that way increase the IS security. Not only parties that belong to the IS
security community publish news and findings concerning IS security, but
even general media. Statements in general media as television and
newspapers influence the public to a great extent in this matter. Incidents as
hacking of public web sites or phishing attacks are done in public areas, and
are therefore often detected and published by general media. It is important
that any statements in the media of course can be biased and ‘filtered’ during
communication, and stories can accordingly be modified during these
communication chains.
Spreading and establishments of perceptions of IS security are not limited
to organisations and the IS security community. Intentional human threat
objects as hackers and developers of malicious code have a deep tradition to
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share information and establish networks (e.g. Furnell, 2002). The spreading
of perceptions of the hacker community are similar to members of the IS
security community. Web sites, mail lists and chat forums are examples of
channels that are used to spread knowledge regarding IS security issues as,
for instance, vulnerabilities, methods and tools.

9.5 Perceived IS Security and Trust
As defined earlier in this chapter, perceived IS security means an individual’s
or a group’s perception of actual IS security. Trust, in the context of a core
business’ IS security is defined in Section 5.8.3 as
“A subject’s belief that an organisation’s IS security is proper enough for
establish or carry on a business relationship”.

This means that perceptions of IS security is an input for trust; a certain
perception of IS security result in a certain amount of trust in that IS security.
In organisations, decreased trust is sometimes labelled as indirect damage; an
incident that causes damage (i.e. impairment of the CIA triad) can also
indirectly decrease external parties’ trust for the organisation (Informant 2).
However, there may be an understanding that organisations can be affected
by incidents occasionally, while frequent reports of security problems in an
organisation seriously can decrease the trustworthiness.
“One time is no time – two times is a habit”. (Informant 2)

Because perceptions of IS security can heritage from direct or indirect access
to actual IS security conditions, the same applies for trust. In order to increase
or maintain the trust for IS security, it is important for an organisation to
show a proper IS security for the surrounding world.
“Trust is crucial for the IS security. We may have numerous of technicians
who claim that the system is secure, but it is not secure until our
stakeholders trust it.” (Informant 3)

However, as discussed in Section 8.3.3, ‘marketing’ a high degree of IS
security, or the use of specific security mechanisms, can have a negative
effect; (human) threat objects can be tempted to test that IS security. IS
security management standards and frameworks (e.g. ISO/IEC 27000 series)
are not only tools for increasing IS security, but also tools for showing the
surrounding world how one work with IS security within the organisation
(e.g. von Solms, 1999). In addition to these standards and frameworks,
compliance to legal requirements (e.g. the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002) and
business requirements (e.g. PCI DSS – Payment Card Industry Data Security
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Standard) can also work as a quality mark and therefore be trust building,
even if such a requirement was compulsory for a business.
Because IS security in different manner are related to all the fundamental
concepts as examined in Chapter 5 and 7, trust in IS security indirectly means
trust-related to one or more of these sub concepts. For example, the
implementation of a smart card authentication (a security mechanism) in an
organisation can strengthen someone’s trust in the organisation’s IS security,
even if the information assets and current threat objects are unknown to that
trustor. The occurrences of incidents, that get published and known, are
typical factors that can decrease external actors’ trust in IS security.
Consequently, IS security trust is mainly built upon the trustor’s opinion in
the IS security, but trust has also other grounds. According to the discussions
regarding technological and inter-organisational trust in Section 5.8, trust in
organisations can be transmitted to trust in technology and vice versa. This
means for example that a low degree of trust for a certain software developer
can affect the IS security trust if software from that developer are used in the
core business, and low degree of trust in the core business’ IS security can be
transmitted to the trust in the core business in general. This means that a
perceived low level of IS security that perceives origin from misbehaviour in
an organisation (core business or IS security practice) tend to in a greater
extent affect the trust in the core business. Human mistakes and disloyalty in
the organisation can directly affect trust for the personnel, while for example
technological failures easier can be transmitted to distrust in the suppliers of
the technology.
An actor’s trust for a certain organisation or environment is also
influenced by the actor’s initial trust (see Kim and Prabhakar, 2000), which
means that the IS security trust in an organisation is influenced by the initial
trust for IS security in general. Moreover, initial trust is grounded by a
number of individual and institutional characteristics of the trustor (ibid). The
grounds for IS security trust as discussed in this section are summarised in
Figure 65.
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Grounds

Trustor

Trustee

Information assets/ the CIA
triad
Threat objects/threats

Shape the
trustor

Incidents/damages

IS Security
Practice
Trusts

Security mechanisms/
vulnerabilities

Supports

Used IS security frameworks
Performed risk analyses

Core
Business

Initial trust in IS security
Trust in the core business

Figure 65: Grounds for IS security trust.

External actors normally have less access and insight into an organisation’s IS
security than internal actors, and their perceptions and trust are mainly based
upon rumours and utterances in the media. Sometimes, rigid IS security
reports, like results from risk analyses or IS security audits, are published and
serve as well-grounded input to an external actor’s trust. For example, the
Swedish National Audit Office (SNAO) has in spring 2007 published an audit
report based on IS security audits at eleven Swedish governmental agencies
(Riksrevisionen, 2007).
It is of course crucial which external actors trust the IS security in the
core business. Actors that directly influence the success, and in essence the
actual existence of the organisation are extremely crucial, such as owners,
customers, suppliers and legal requirements. The media in this respect are
important intermediates; negative publications concerning an organisation’s
IS security can easily affect the reputation of the core business. For
commercial businesses, current and potential customers are of course key
actors who must have a certain level of trust for remaining or future
customers. For non-commercial organisations that are not subject to
competition, loss of customers is not as critical or even applicable.
Nevertheless, loss of trust in IS security can still be serious. It can lead to loss
of prestige and setbacks for the administrative or political management and
for the elected representatives who have appointed the management
(Informant 1). From a societal point of view, a low degree of trust in IS
security can be transmitted between organisations. For example, a high
frequency of IS security incidents in Internet banking, which has been the
case in Sweden during the winter 2007, can decrease trust in the Internet in
general, and subsequently hazard the future use of the Internet as an
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infrastructure for crucial transactions in general (Informant 2). Incidents and
vulnerabilities in society can accordingly affect collective trust in IS security
in society in general, and in associated corporations and public services. For
obvious reasons, one is not always willing to share experiences concerning
specific incidents in one’s own organisation (Informant 1 and Informant 2).
Organisations in the public service seem to have a higher degree of
willingness for sharing these experiences, due to less competition in the
public sector compared to the private sector (Informant 1). Another factor can
be the tradition of openness in the public sector, not least in Sweden where
the principle of public access to official records has a strong tradition.

9.6 Perceived IS Security and the Sasser Worm
Because the Sasser worm was widely spread and caused some impact on
well-known organisations around the world, it attracted great media attention.
This means that many actors had perceptions of Sasser during its lifecycle.
At the City of Stockholm, the situation was initially uncontrolled. The IT
department and IS security staff and managers at the City of Stockholm (i.e.
the IS security practice) were initially in chock. The estimation of the
situation was established by internal work and dialog with anti-virus
companies and consultants. Gradually, the knowledge of the worm and its
impact and damage in the city’s IT environment increased (the interplay
between the actual and perceived conditions is further emphasised in Section
10.4). The IS security practice had direct access to the technical conditions at
the city, but could not quite control the situation. Not only the actual affection
was a problem, but also other actors’ perceptions had to be managed. In the
media, the incident was enlarged. In one interview in a local newspaper, the
information security manager said that delays of social security payments
could occur, while the newspaper claimed next day that delays of payments
will occur (Informant 1). It is therefore reasonable to assume that newspaper
readers got a false picture of the actual circumstances, and that concerned
citizens became unnecessarily worried.
The Sasser incident has impacted IS security management at the City of
Stockholm. Lessons learned from the incident have resulted in serious action.
According to the Security Measure Report (Stockholm, 2005a), a number of
measures have been taken, and the Sasser incident has influenced the
formulation of the Information Security Policy and Regulations (Stockholm,
2005b) as well as the Guidelines and Instructions (Stockholm, 2005c). Thus,
experiences of the incident have broadly impacted IS security in the
municipality, e.g. technical measures, awareness, organisation and procedures
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and crisis management. The Sasser incident has accordingly strengthened
confidence in IS security matters in the City of Stockholm:
“We know that we have taken some serious actions, so we certainly
perceive that we are more secure than before” (Informant 1).

The IS security manager also believes that the IS security community (in
Sweden, at least) perceives IS security at the City of Stockholm as good.
Some concrete technical solutions have supported this image, for example, a
switch from password-based access to IT systems to systems based on
biometric or smart cards (Informant 1). The Sasser incident may also have
been a trigger for management and politicians to prioritise IS security issues;
the incident was utilised for political purposes especially by opposition
parties.
The IS security manager admits that even if citizens do not really
question the security of public services, the challenge of the future might
increase. There are more IT-based public services now than in 2004 and this
trend is increasing; the City of Stockholm will invest about SEK 650 million
over the next few years on electronic services (i.e. e-government). That
implies high requirements on IS security. Users of information systems will
accordingly expand from employees of the City of Stockholm to citizens in
Stockholm. In the end, IS security is a matter of trust; if citizens perceive
electronic services as insecure, they will not use the services.
In Sweden and the rest of the world, the City of Stockholm was one of
numerous organisations affected by Sasser. Unlike other organisations, the
city was open and did not try to conceal conditions or make excuses. Because
infections of malicious code can affect trustworthiness negatively,
organisations are not always willing to publish these occurrences. As
mentioned previously, public administrations, such as the City of Stockholm,
tend to be more open about incidents than private businesses. An
organisation’s trustworthiness is relative to the surrounding world; if only one
or a few organisations were infected, one might imagine that these
organisations had failed in their ability to protect their IT environment from
malicious code. If a large number of organisations in society are infected, as
in the Sasser case, it is harder to blame specific organisations but rather
suppliers of anti-virus software, operating systems and applications, as well
as the Internet and IT as a whole.
The damage malicious code can cause, i.e. the payload, varies as well as
the estimated value of organisations’ information assets. This means that
estimations of the damage part of the risk can also vary. Earlier incidents of
malicious code, which are sometimes published in the media and reports, can
hint at the potential impact of future malicious code incidents.
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The risk concept can however be relative in respect to different actors and
in time. Before the German student spread the Sasser worm, no actor knew
about the worm and could consequently not have well-grounded risk
estimations concerning that specific worm. Different actors may have
estimated the seriousness of Sasser differently in respect to their preknowledge of Sasser and of malicious code in general, and in their estimation
of their information assets and security mechanisms. Someone’s risk
estimation is therefore knowledge-related; the more knowledge of threat
objects, the more grounded estimation is possible. This also means that risk is
time-related. During the ‘lifecycle’ of Sasser, an actor’s knowledge of Sasser
typically increased when information about the worm was published in
newspapers and on anti-virus corporation web sites.
In the IS security community, and in society in general, malicious codes
are bad things that must be counteracted and obstructed. This viewpoint is of
course in contradiction to the developers of malicious code. Laws and ethical
codes in society are supposed to reflect these standpoints, but vary in different
countries. Larger IT incidents, e.g. malicious code like Sasser, often cause a
great deal of attention in the media, and not only IT-related media. The fact
that German police caught the German student may have increased public
trust in the authorities’ capability to track and capture digital perpetrators.
Typical technical objects regarding malicious code, which can be trusted to
various degrees, are anti-virus software, operating systems and applications.
This means that the trustworthiness of anti-virus software companies and the
suppliers of operating systems and applications are affected depending on
their actions and appearances against customers and in the media. In the
Sasser case, Microsoft published patches that disabled infections before the
spreading of Sasser, so trust in Microsoft probably did not decrease due to
their preventive handling of the vulnerability that enabled Sasser.
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Relations between Actual
and Perceived IS Security
This chapter completes the analysis part by illuminating the relation between actual
and perceived IS security. This relationship has also been considered in previous
chapters in the analysis part, but in order to deepen the understanding and pick up
some missing parts, this chapter aims to further emphasise the relation between both
concepts. Section 10.1 and 10.2 deal with how the concept s influence each other.
Section 10.3 focuses on their relationship in respect to the time dimension. Finally, the
chapter is concluded in Section 10.4 by applying the Sasser case.

10.1 Actual IS Security’s Influence on Perceived IS
Security
Perceived IS security is influenced by actual IS security by interpretation;
actors interpret actual IS security conditions and then form a perception of IS
security. In accordance with Chapter 9, these interpretations can be direct
observations of actual IS conditions, or indirect interpretations of other
actors’ utterances. Origins of perceived IS security have thus been examined
in Chapter 8, but are discussed in more detail in this section. Foremost,
structured and intentional assessments and measurements of IS security are
emphasised in this section (sub sections 10.1.1 and 10.1.2), because they are
only briefly considered in Chapter 8.
Any of the actual IS security concepts can, when they are known to
actors, influence actors’ perceptions of IS security. Below, some
characteristics of all fundamental IS security concepts that can be actual (i.e.
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exist at the ontological level) are listed. These characteristics can be
interpreted by actors and influence actors’ perceived IS security accordingly.
x

x
x

x
x

x

Information assets. Values and criticality for the core business,
including sensitiveness regarding external or internal
requirements. Effectiveness and efficiency of information
handling resources.
The CIA triad and damage. States of information assets; how
well the IS security objectives in terms of confidentiality,
integrity and availability are fulfilled.
Threat objects. Characteristics of threat objects, such as their
capability, strengths, intentionality and nearness. Interpretations
of threat objects are naturally the basic ground for actors’ threat
perceptions.
Incidents. Type of incident; whether it is accidental or
intentional. Caused damage and indirect consequences, etc.
Security mechanisms and vulnerabilities. Type, e.g. human,
technical or administrative and preventing, averting, damagereducing or recovering. Effectiveness and efficiency;
functionality and ability to increase IS security. Whether it
includes vulnerabilities, damaged or broken security
mechanisms, etc.
Security measures. Proactive or reactive security measures.
Effectiveness and efficiency of its performance. Relation to other
processes in the core business; costs, etc.

As stressed in Chapter 8, the three objects - information assets, threat objects
and security mechanisms - influence actual IS security, while incidents and
damage to the CIA triad are rather consequences of the three objects’
characteristics. This does not mean that humans follow that circumstance in a
rational way. A detected incident or damage can influence the actor to believe
that IS security has changed, rather than his or her knowledge of the actual IS
security condition has increased. According to Chapter 9, pre-knowledge of
IS security and certain conditions in the core business influence of course
actors’ interpretation of actual IS security.

10.1.1 Assessments of IS security
For any IS security practice, and the IS security community as a whole, it is
crucial to understand IS security conditions. In other words, one is striving to
have perceptions that, as far as possible, correspond to actual conditions. Any
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interpretation of IS security can be seen as an assessment, but assessment in
this section is however delimited to intentional assessments, which are
structured and aim to increase knowledge of actual IS security conditions. In
the introduction to this thesis, the abstractness of IS security is mentioned (see
Section 1.3). One consequence of that is the difficulty of assessing and
measuring IS security. When assessing and measuring IS security matters, the
focus lies traditionally on incidents, and security mechanisms and measures.
Assessments of IS security can be based on occurred incidents; in terms
of number of incidents or costs of incidents. Incident management systems
with reporting mechanisms aim to increase the understanding of what actually
happens in a certain environment; an information system, an organisation or
parts of society. This approach has a retrospective approach where historical
occurrences are highlighted. Insufficiencies (e.g. due to rapid changes in the
IS security field) have been pointed out earlier in this thesis, such as in
Section 8.2. Furthermore, counted number of incidents or their costs in
history are limited to known incidents; one must always remember that there
can be unknown incidents or misinterpreted incidents, such as their costs (cf.
costs of indirect damage as impaired trust that has been discussed in Section
9.5). Presentations of exact numbers or costs of historical incidents can give
an illusion of knowledge that is equal to what has actually happened in
history. Compiled incident reports can also be published for the IS security
community as a whole. These reports sometimes focus on IS threats and
vulnerabilities, such as Symantec’s annual report Symantec Internet Security
Threat Report (e.g. Symantec, 2005). In these reports, which are consolidated
by a huge number of observations, one can in some respect discern trends
over time concerning types of incidents, threats and vulnerabilities.
A common means of assessing IS security in organisations is reviews and
audits. These assessments can be more or less arbitrary and based on audit
firms’ experiences, but they are usually performed against some sort of
established framework that may or may not be compulsory. Some
governments or governmental agencies propose baseline IS security criteria
for organisations (e.g. that manage for a society critical information or
infrastructure), which can be compulsory or not (e.g. BITS – Baseline
Information Security in Sweden and IT Grundschutz in Germany). Some
branches of the industry have their own requirements that, mandatory or not,
set the standard for the business. One example is PCI DSS (Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard). Common for types of frameworks above is
that requirements are pre-defined and not situational for each organisation.
External parties require certain security mechanisms such as a prerequisite for
conducting a certain business; e.g. because it is noted on a stock market or
handle critical information for society. Thus, these assessments are ruled by
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stipulated requirements (e.g. checklists) that compare conditions in an
organisation with some kind of pre-defined criteria, i.e. if things are in place,
how they are configured, how they are performed and documented, etc. For
instance, a criterion can concern the construction and use of passwords to IT
systems. A password might have a certain length (e.g. eight characters) and a
certain composition (e.g. consist both of lower-case and capital letters as well
as special characters as ‘/’, ‘#’ and ‘?’).
When IS security requirements are pre-defined as in these frameworks,
one can reach a high level of ‘trueness’ because the requirements to a large
degree are oriented towards security mechanisms/security measures and
organisational settings. There are however frameworks and standards that
comprise a situational assessment, i.e. a risk analysis, such as the ISO/IEC
27000 family. As argued earlier, assessing the compliance against a certain
set of controls is not equal to assessing IS security. In accordance with
Chapter 8, actual IS security is influenced by the three objects - information
assets, threat objects and security mechanisms. This means that a proper
assessment of IS security must comprise these three objects. The same applies
for assessing risk, because the (IS) risk concept has a reverse relationship to
IS security. As pointed out in Chapter 8, characteristics of all three objects
influence likelihood and potential damage. Consequently, any assessment or
analysis of the IS risks or IS security must consider all three objects, for
example in terms of three sub analyses: threat analysis, vulnerability analysis
(i.e. security mechanisms) and business analysis (i.e. information assets).
Risk analysis including the three sub analyses is depicted in Figure 66.
Naturally, it is more difficult to assess IS security in this ‘conceptually
correct’ manner than against a certain standard or framework that focuses on,
for example, security mechanisms. Not least, threat object is usually the
trickiest object to analyse because it is more difficult to control and thus also
to assess. The complexity of these three objects has been illuminated
previously in this thesis, primarily in Chapter 7. The main reason is that
humans can be found in each of the objects; humans that are irrational and
sometimes antagonistic, and accordingly difficult to predict.
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Analyser/perceiver(s)

IS security/risk analysis

Threat analysis

Vulnerability analysis

Business analysis

Threat
objects

Security
mechanisms

Information
assets

Figure 66: Conceptually, an IS security or IS risk analysis consists of three
sub analyses.

Assessments and analyses of IS security can vary in terms of their
rigorousness and extent. Depending on the performance and, not least, the
initial reputation of used methods and performers, perceptions of IS security
based on structured and intentional assessments and analyses can reach
different levels of social establishments; that can be regarded as subjective
judgements, inter-subjective judgements or institutional facts.

10.1.2 Correspondence and Measurability
Any perception of IS security can be equal to the actual condition, i.e. there
may be a correspondence between actual and perceived IS security. This
section deals with whether it is possible to verify this equality, i.e. measure or
validate the correspondence. Naturally, a certain perception of IS security can
be equal to actual conditions; the problem is verifying a correspondence, i.e.
to be sure that one knows the ‘true picture’ of actual circumstances. The
reason for the difficulty of measuring IS security, i.e. reaching the ‘true’
picture of IS security, can, basically, be derived from two problems:
1. Verifying correspondence between the epistemic and ontological
realms
2. The complexity of actual IS security
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According to Chapter 3, an actor has a perception of an actual condition as
soon as the existence of that condition is known to the actor. But that
perception of the actual condition can be more or less true, i.e. the actor’s
knowledge of the actual condition can vary. In accordance with the
correspondence theory (see Section 3.2.1), we can speak of correspondence,
or equality, between the epistemic and ontological levels if the perception at
the epistemic level is equal to actual circumstances at the ontological level;
true is a state when an epistemological perception corresponds to an
ontological state. The correspondence expresses the relation between both
levels, but as soon as someone interprets an ontological state, and judges that
relation (which is an interpretation), the judgement becomes an
epistemological statement. This is illustrated in Figure 67; an actor interprets
an actual IS security condition and forms an opinion of that condition. When
judging the trueness of that perception, the actor (the same or another)
interprets the relation between the perception and the actual security
condition.

Perceived IS
security condition

Epistemic
level

Ontological
level

True?

Interpretation
Interpretation

Actual IS security
condition

Figure 67: The judging of a relation between epistemic and ontological IS
security is an epistemic feature itself.

Thus, a perception of an actual condition can be equal to the actual condition,
but the problem is to be sure about that correspondence because that implies
an interpretation itself.
The second problem is the complexity of IS security. As stressed in
Chapter 8, IS security is influenced by the three objects – information assets,
threat objects and security mechanisms. The CIA triad manifests states of
information assets that are consequences of IS security rather than IS security
itself. As argued in Chapter 8, actual IS security should not be treated as a
snapshot of the present, but a dynamic course over time where changes to the
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influencing objects are considered. Knowledge of IS security conditions
cannot be limited to knowledge of the states of the CIA triad, but must
comprise knowledge of the influencing objects. Thus, when judging the
correspondence between actual and perceived IS security an actor must have
complete control over the three objects. This type of control can perhaps be
reachable in an isolated environment such as a laboratory, but are practically
unreachable in the real world. For example, all the three objects consist of
humans, who have different attitudes, intentions and knowledge. Threat
objects are consequently problematic to understand and predict; in present but
of course even more problematic in the future. When judging an IS security
condition, one has always to keep in mind that there might exist actual but
unknown threat objects, or characteristics of threat objects. For intentional
human threat objects, it is also a fundamental idea to keep abilities and
intentions secret until the attack is performed26.
IS security is consequently in contrast to other quality characteristics,
such as capacity, that more easier can be measured or judged in an objective
way (cf. Jonsson, 1995). Measurability means that something is measurable in
quantitative and numeric terms (NE, 2007). Actual IS security in
organisations, where humans work with information assets with or without IT
support, seems to be difficult to measure. As mentioned in the introduction to
this thesis, there have been some attempts to measure IS security, for example
suggested by Johansson (2005) and Veriscan (2006). Similarly to approaches
for assessing IS security as discussed in Section 10.1.1, they seem to focus on
certain pre-defined criteria regarding the security mechanisms that are in
place, counting (known) occurred incidents or vulnerabilities and neglect
other factors that influence IS security such as the value of information assets
(i.e. potential consequences) and current threat objects and their
characteristics.
The standard family of ISO/IEC 27000 will in future include the standard
ISO/IEC 27004 covering information security management measurements
and metrics (ISO 27000, 2007). The standard that is under development is
described as follows:
“ISO 27004 is the official number of the emerging standard covering
information security management measurement and metrics…” “It is
intended to help an organisation establish the effectiveness of its ISMS
implementation, embracing benchmarking and performance targeting...”
(ISO 27000, 2007)

26

Cf. Baskerville (2005) who proposes that the (business) IS security paradigm
should adopt the view from the information warfare paradigm, where threat and
risks are treated as transient phenomena rather than persistent ditto.
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This description says that security mechanisms and the information security
management system (ISMS) are measured, rather than IS security itself.

10.2 Perceived IS Security’s Influence on Actual IS
Security
Naturally, actual IS security conditions can influence actors’ perceptions of IS
security; direct or indirect interpretations of actual security conditions can
change actors’ perceptions. Perceptions of IS security can also impact actual
IS security and other individuals’ perceptions. Perceived IS security that
impacts actual IS security can be divided into three categories:
1. An actor’s perception of IS security encourages the actor to intervene
actual IS security conditions
2. Other, external perceptions, encourage the actor to intervene in actual
IS security conditions
3. An actor’s perception belongs to actual IS security objects
(information assets, threat objects or security mechanisms)
In sections 10.2.1-10.2.3 below, these three categories are examined.

10.2.1 Actors’ Perceptions that Lead to Intervention
An actor’s perception of actual IS security in some environment can lead to
the actor taking action in order to change the actual IS security condition; if
one is dissatisfied with current conditions, one will probably improve those
conditions (see Figure 68).

Perceived IS
security

Epistemic
level
Interpretation

Ontological
level

Action

Actual IS security
conditions

Figure 68 : An actor’s interpretation of an actual IS security condition can
lead to changes to that condition.
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Perceptions that lead to security measures can be found at organisational level
(i.e. the IS security practice) or societal level (e.g. politicians and special
interest organisations).
In an organisation, perceptions of IS security have (or should have)
impact on the actual IS security in the organisation. For the IS security
practice, it is fundamental to act in order to improve actual IS security in the
form of security measures. If the IS security practice perceives the IS security
as unsatisfied, for example by experiencing incidents in the core business, one
should implement or update security mechanisms that decrease or eliminate
vulnerabilities that enable similar incidents in the future. Due to several
reasons, for example financial and technical reasons, the IS security practice’s
perceptions do not always lead to changes. Investments in security
mechanisms, such as technology and education, are expensive and their return
on investments is tricky to calculate. Investments in IS security cannot always
be addressed to vulnerabilities or expected incidents that are clearly defined,
but are often preventative for unclear future threats (Informant 4). Due to the
nature of IS security, it is sometimes difficult for an IS security practice to
argue for IS security investments. On the other hand, IS security practices
might overestimate the importance of their own business, probably like any
other profession. Some security mechanisms can be inappropriate or even
impossible to implement in certain technical environments. Sometimes one
has to wait for a change in infrastructures or operating systems before a
certain solution can be implemented (Informant 1).
At societal level, perceived IS security can lead to changes. Occurred
incidents, public opinions (e.g. a public debate that concerns privacy) can be
drivers for changes in legislations. Obviously, movements in the IS security
community can lead to development of new technology or administrative
frameworks. Developers of technology as operating systems, firewalls, antivirus software, etc. are naturally continuously improving their products based
on their or other’s perceptions of the products level of security.

10.2.2 External Perceptions that Lead to Intervention
Because perceptions of IS security can be spread between actors, external
actors can influence or force an individual or a group to intervene in actual IS
security, as depicted in Figure 69. The concept influence means that external
actors can inform, convince or in other ways influence the subject to change
perception and thereby take actions. By force means orders or requirements to
change the IS security, which not necessarily are in line with the subjects
perceived IS security.
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Influence/
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level
Action
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Figure 69: External perceptions can lead to changes of the actual IS
security.

As discussed in the previous section, it is most likely that the IS security
practice believes that the IS security is unsatisfactory and more security
mechanisms should be implemented or updated. Usually, other interests in the
core business limit the IS security practice’s intentions because of, for
example, financial or technical reasons. However, not only perceptions of the
IS security practice can lead to interventions of actual IS security, but other
actors in the core business can influence or force the IS security practice to
take actions. According to Section 9.4, perceptions of IS security can
originate in a number of places and be spread and established in different
ways. The IS security practice must look for perceptions of the core business
in relation to IS security matters. Employees, in the roles of information
handlers and/or computer users, are normally closest to the business kernel
where vulnerabilities exist and incidents occur. Other actors in the core
business, e.g. top management, internal audit or IT departments, can force, for
example by direct orders, the IS security practice to take actions that differ or
contradict their own best judgement. Also external perceptions can impact the
core business’ IS security. Various external parties can, based on their
perceptions, criticise the IS security in the core business and/or activities in
the IS security practice. Business partners can require changes to the IS
security in order to comply with common standards or best practices.
Laws, standards, best practices, etc are the result of perceptions in society
and the IS security community. If an IS security practice has to comply with
these external requirements, they have to accept them even against their own
perceptions of the IS security practice. Also public opinions and attitudes in
society, such as ethical issues, can force changes to IS security in
organisations.
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Any media that inform and provide knowledge to an IS security practice
can of course influence its perceptions of IS security, such as education,
research reports and daily media.

10.2.3 Perceptions as Part of Actual IS Security
According to Chapter 3, humans and their understanding and ability are
ontological objects that exist. As stated in Chapter 7, humans can be part of
the three (actual) objects - information assets, threat objects and security
mechanisms. Thus, they are part of the actual IS security in the sense that
they influence the dynamic course of actual IS security (see Chapter 8). The
three objects including humans are depicted in Figure 70.

Epistemic
level

Threat objects

Security mechanisms

Information assets

Ontological
level

Figure 70: Human perceptions as part of the actual IS security.

Humans that are carriers of information, or handle information, are per
definition part of the information assets. These human perceptions of IS
security are of course crucial for actual IS security; information should be
handled in line with the core business’ IS security objectives in the form of
confidentiality, integrity and availability. In this respect, it is common to
speak about IS security awareness. An employee who is aware of IS security
when handling information, should be treated as a human security
mechanism. This means that changes to the perceived IS security of humans
in the core business means changes to the core business’ actual IS security.
On the other hand, an employee who has a low degree of IS security
awareness (e.g. lack of knowledge or careless) can be seen as a threat object.
This type of human threat object is of course unintentional, i.e. it has no
intention to exploit perceived weaknesses in the IS security. Intentional threat
objects on the other hand, have a willingness to cause incidents, and their
perceptions of IS security encourage them to perform actions that are equal to
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incidents. Threat objects can naturally also be placed organisationally outside
of the core business.
Human knowledge and perceptions of IS security can accordingly be
found in all of the three objects - information assets, security mechanisms and
threat object. Depending on their perception of IS security they can act and
react in different ways, and have direct or indirect impact on the actual IS
security.

10.3 Actual and Perceived IS Security over Time
This section aims to analyse the relation between actual and perceived IS
security over time. As claimed in Section 10.1.2, it is theoretically difficult, or
impossible, to judge the correspondence between actual and perceived IS
security. Thus, I believe it is more meaningful to speak about stability or
instability between actual and perceived IS security over time. Stability is
when a certain level of actual IS security is ‘parallel’ to a certain level of
perceived IS security; both levels are changed or unchanged equally over
time.
Analysing the relationship in terms of stability and instability means that
changes over time are emphasised. This, in my opinion, is a fruitful approach
because the world is constantly changing, not least in the IS security area, and
because actual IS security should be treated as a dynamic feature over time,
as argued in Chapter 8. If we discuss changes (or non-changes) dynamically
over time, I believe this contributes to an understanding of the static
relationship as well, but the addition of the time dimension gives us a more
complete picture of the interplay between both concepts.
Changes between the levels of actual and perceived IS security can arise
because of various reasons. Stability and instability between the levels of
actual and perceived IS are discussed in the following sections:
x
x
x
x

Stability between actual and perceived IS security
Changes to the actual IS security level
Changes to the perceived IS security level
Temporal instability between actual and perceived IS security

Changes to actual and perceived IS security levels respectively, mean that it is
only the actual or perceived levels that change, i.e. the relation between both
levels is changed. This one-handed change implies that the gap between
actual level and perceived level increases or decreases and the relation does
not remain the same. In the last section temporal instabilities are discussed,
i.e. changes to actual and perceived levels that occur at different moments in
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time. The interplay between dynamic levels of actual and perceived IS
security is exemplified with graphical illustrations.

10.3.1 Stability between Actual and Perceived IS security
Imagine an information system that during a certain period of time is
completely unchanged; the information the IS handles is unchanged, the
security mechanisms that protect the information system are unchanged and
the number and characteristics of threat objects against the information
system are unchanged. The IS has in this case a stable and unchanged level of
actual security during this time (even if this is a theoretical and abstract
situation, which can hardly exist in the real world). Imagine also an actor who
perceives the security of the same IS as unchanged during the same time. In
this case, stability exists between the actual and perceived IS security during
the specific time period. This is illustrated in Figure 71.

Level of perceived
IS security

Level of actual
IS security

Time

Figure 71: Stability over time between the levels of actual and perceived
IS security.

Figure 71 also shows the notation for the examples to come. Both actual and
perceived IS security is represented by a line that symbolises a certain level.
The lower line symbolises the level of actual IS security for something, for
example an information system or an organisation, while the upper line
symbolises an actor’s perception of that level of actual IS security, i.e. the
perceived IS security. In this simple example, both levels are unchanged over
time. Note: The fact that the ‘perceived’ line is graphically placed above the
‘actual’ line does not mean that the perceived IS security is ‘higher’ or
‘better’ than its actual counterpart. The two dimensions should not be
compared in this model; the illustration simply shows two levels of actual and
perceived security. The purpose of this modelling is to show changes over
time and the interplay between both dimensions.
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The first example that includes changes to levels is depicted in Figure 72.
In this case, a change has occurred in the actual IS security to increase the
level. This actual change is known to the actor and has the consequence that
the perceived level changes equally.

Knowledge about
the change
Level of perceived
IS security

Change
Level of actual
IS security

Time

Figure 72: A known increase of the actual level increases the perceived
equally.

Known changes to the actual level are typically the changes that are produced
by the IS security practice, which normally are implementations of security
mechanisms or modifications of existing security mechanisms. This is of
course provided that the security mechanism really protect against actual
threats. In this example, the actor is fully aware of changes to the actual level,
which means that the perceived level by definition must change equally. This
is somehow an ideal and theoretical scenario. In practice, the correspondence
between both levels is probably rarely equal. But as for example, a well tested
security patch can protect against a specific vulnerability in the sense that a
potential incident technically can never occur. Known changes to the actual
IS security level can also be caused by changes to threat objects and changes
to the information assets (cf. previous sections in this chapter). Actual
changes to the information assets can be known to an actor, both regarding
information and information handling resources. An actor can also be aware
of the rise, disappearance or changes to threat objects and their capabilities,
for example types of malicious code or methods for intrusion. In Figure 72,
the levels of actual and perceived IS security are increasing, but can of course
be decreasing as well.
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10.3.2 Changes to Actual IS Security
As stated in Chapter 8, the actual IS security of something can be influenced
by actual threat objects, actual security mechanisms (including
vulnerabilities) and actual information assets. This means that changes to any
of these three objects can change the actual IS security conditions. As
mentioned, this section deals with changes to actual IS security that are
unknown (or heavily misunderstood) by certain actors; otherwise the
relationship between both dimensions is still stable (as discussed in the
previous section).
When changes to the actual IS security are unknown to an actor, his or
her perception of the actual IS security remains unchanged as depicted in
Figure 73. These changes cannot be intentionally produced by an IS security
practice, and not even consciously produced because they are unknown. Still
they can be produced unconsciously by the IS security practice; humans can
for example change security mechanisms without cognisance. Moreover,
changes to information assets can change the actual IS security that is
unknown to the IS security practice. Both information and information
handling resources such as IT systems are complex, which makes it difficult
for the IS security practice to be up to date with the actual amount and
characteristics of current information assets (cf. Oscarson, 2001). The most
common scenario in this case however is that threat objects are changed
without the knowledge of the IS security practice.

Level of perceived
IS security

Level of actual
IS security

Change

Time

Figure 73: Unknown changes to the actual IS security do not affect the
level of perceived IS security.

It is important to understand that this scenario does not necessarily imply that
correspondence between the two levels will decrease. On the contrary, it can
increase or decrease, depending on an actor’s perception in the first place.
Consider the following example: an actor has read about a certain theoretical
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intrusion method that he believes is already in practice, when it is not. When
the method is practiced by a hacker, the actual IS security level is sort of
‘adjusted’ to the actor’s level of perception.

10.3.3 Changes to Perceived IS security
Changes to an actor’s perception can be more or less true or false in relation
to the level of the actual state. In other words, the changed perception can
depend upon whether the actor’s knowledge of the actual IS security has
increased or decreased, i.e. the correspondence between the actual and
perceived IS security. Perceptions of actual IS security can have many
reasons, but common roots in the perceptions of the three objects that
influence the actual IS security. Figure 74 shows a change in the perceived
level of IS security where the actual level remains the same.

Level of perceived
IS security

Change

Level of actual
IS security

Time

Figure 74: An actor’s perception can change without any change of the
level of actual IS security

There can be two reasons for this: 1) the actor’s knowledge of the actual level
of IS security increases or 2) the actor is misled concerning the actual IS
security for some reason. Changes in an actor’s perception can in other words
be affected by true or false information concerning the actual circumstances
(or partly true or false). In the first case, an actor can increase his or her
knowledge of threat objects, security mechanisms and/or information assets.
If so, correspondence between the actual and perceived levels will increase;
the perceived level will be ‘adjusted’, or approach the actual level. Examples
of the first case are that an IS security practice receives information about an
earlier unknown capability of threat objects (e.g. a new method for cracking
passwords), increases the knowledge of an existing security mechanism (e.g.
the functionality of a firewall) or increases the understanding of current
information assets (e.g. deepening knowledge of the sensitiveness and value
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of information in the core business). In the second case, the actor is misled for
some reason. This could be for example untrue rumours about malicious code
such as false virus warnings (hoaxes).
An incident is a ‘manifestation’ of the actual IS security. The actual
occurrence of an incident does not change the actual level of IS security, but
an actual incident is rather a consequence of the actual security conditions.
The occurrence of incidents is a key factor when it comes to increasing the
knowledge of the actual IS security. When incidents occur or do not occur,
and when the occurrences are known by an actor, they change or confirm the
perception of the actor, depending on whether the incidents were expected or
not. Thus, an incident can, if it is detected by an actor, change an actor’s
perception of the actual level of IS security. Figure 75 shows an incident that
occurs and is detected by an actor at the same moment as it occurs.

Level of perceived
IS security

Detection
Incident

Level of actual
IS security

Time

Figure 75 : An incident is detected by an actor at the same moment it
occurs.

In this case, the level of perceived IS security decreases at the same moment
that the incident is detected. The criterion for this is that the incident is
unexpected (or at least is more serious than an expected one). On the contrary,
if the occurrence of the incident was expected, the perceived level would
remain the same because it does not change the actor’s perception of the
actual IS security.
An IS security practice can have more or less control over the three
objects that influence actual IS security: threat objects, security mechanisms
and information assets. The hardest one for the IS security practice to control
is threat object because it is difficult for the IS security practice to know
about threat objects; these are the most uncertain factors for the IS security
practice. However, differences between actual and perceived IS security also
have their roots in the misjudgement of information assets and security
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mechanisms. As pointed out in Section 8.3.3, security mechanisms can also
have no actual effect or even decrease the level of IS security.

10.3.4 Temporal Instability between Actual and Perceived IS
Security
Temporal instability means that there is a difference in time between changes
in actual and perceived IS security. Imagine an incident that is detected some
time after its occurrence (see Figure 76).

Level of perceived
IS security

Detection
Incident

Level of actual
IS security

Time

Figure 76: When an incident is detected some time after its occurrence,
the adjustment of the perceived level will be delayed.

In Figure 75 in the previous section, an actor observed the occurrence of an
incident, and the perceived level was adjusted at the same time (if the incident
was unexpected). In this case, the adjustment of the perceived level is timedelayed because the incident is detected after its occurrence. Because
incidents occur during a limited time, they are normally detected after their
occurrence via the damage that is caused by the incidents. Incidents can also
be detected afterwards even if they do not cause any damage, for example by
log files. Also in this case the incident must be unexpected by an actor for
affecting his or her perception, otherwise the level of perceived IS security
will remain the same.

10.4 Relations between Actual and Perceived IS
Security and the Sasser Worm
Because the Sasser incident actually occurred, perceptions of this incident
correlated with actual IS security conditions, even though perceptions have
partly been delusional. In accordance with sections 10.1 and 10.2 in this
chapter, the actual IS conditions influenced actors’ perceptions, and reverse;
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these perceptions also influenced the actual conditions. When exploring the
actual conditions of the Sasser worm (e.g. its functionality and impact),
perceptions were established and spread by the media, for example. Changes
to perceptions, i.e. knowledge of the functionality and impact, lead to actions
that (however not necessarily) changed the actual conditions.
Typically, the gap between perceptions and actual conditions decreased
over time; the knowledge of a new kind of threat object or incident is limited
in the beginning and increases during investigations and work. At the City of
Stockholm, one suspected initially that the problem was bigger than it
actually was. The information security manager at the City of Stockholm
said:
“Initially it was a frightful experience. We had no control and did not know
what consequences could be involved” (Informant 1).

The IT department and IS security staff and managers at the City of
Stockholm (i.e. the IS security practice) feared at first that the Sasser worm
had caused more trouble than it actually did. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the
initial estimation was that about 10,000 computers were infected, and not the
actual number of 3,000-4,000. Initially, no one knew how Sasser worked;
whether it had certain payloads or how it was spread through the network. For
example, one was afraid that an IT system that administrates social security
payments could be affected. Furthermore, they did not know in the beginning
that infections were limited to Windows 2000 and XP. During the work with
the worm the first days, one learned more about its characteristics and
perceptions of the IS security practice concerning the seriousness decreased
gradually. Nevertheless, the information security manager admits afterwards
that the Sasser incident has been the most serious incident during his ten year
period in that position. Thus, the gap between the perceived characteristics
and the actual characteristics decreased over time, as illustrated in Figure 77.
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Figure 77: The gap between the actual and the perceived characteristics of
Sasser decreased over time.

Figure 77 shows the actual characteristics of Sasser that were static and did
not change over time. However, different versions of Sasser (from Sasser A
to Sasser F) had different characteristics in order to bypass former versions.
The seriousness of Sasser should not be confused with the level of actual IS
security, which changed over time; typically decreasing because IS security
practices implemented security mechanisms. The actual level in Figure 77 is
simplified; it is static in order to show the characteristics of the Sasser worm
in the first place. Naturally, the actual IS security level increased when
actions were taken such as cleaning computers and updating virus definitions.
It is false to say that one knows the ‘truth’ about Sasser, even today; any
statements regarding Sasser are epistemic utterances, though they probably
can be treated as institutional facts. We can never know for sure what we do
not know! The progress shown in Figure 77, i.e. a perceived level that is
approaching the actual level during the time might be typical. However, the
initial perception is not necessarily higher than the actual condition, i.e.
sometimes one can believe that an incident is less serious than it actually is.
Depending on pre-knowledge, rumours, experiences, etc, the initial
perception can be lower or higher than the actual state.
The spreading of malicious codes, compared to other kinds of threats and
risks, is quite well monitored. Anti-virus software corporations regularly
publish statistics and forecasts for malicious codes (e.g. Symantec, 2005).
This information presents organisations and the IS security community as a
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whole with opportunities to make well-grounded estimations of probabilities
for these types of threats. However, the factor that makes a new malicious
code ‘successful’ is its innovative construction that makes it unexpected. So
history does not tell us everything about the appearances and payloads of
future malicious codes; they can differ completely from former codes. Some
operating systems and applications have been targets for malicious codes to a
greater extent than others, and this can also affect the estimation of
probabilities. But again, no one knows for sure about future targets.
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Chapter 11

Contributions, Reflections
and Further Research
In this concluding chapter, the thesis’ primary contributions are presented in Section
11.1. These divided into actual IS security, perceived IS security, relations between
actual and perceived IS security, IS security concepts and the analysis model for actual
and perceived IS security. Furthermore, some frameworks and perspectives are
developed that together constitute the basis for those primary findings. These more
secondary contributions are presented in section 11.2. Finally, some reflective thoughts
about the performed work and some conceivable research continuations for the future
are discussed in Section 11.3.

11.1 Primary Contributions
According to Chapter 1, the aim of this work is to introduce a conceptual
framework for understanding the nature and significance of actual and
perceived IS security. This aim is supposed to answer the comprehensive
research question in Section 1.5, which is divided into eight sub-questions.
Primary contributions of this thesis are accordingly findings that directly
correspond to the research questions and thus the aim. The conceptual
framework for understanding actual and perceived IS security can be
extracted from the analysis part of this thesis; foremost Chapter 8-10 that
deals with actual IS security, perceived IS security and relations between
actual and perceived IS security. The contributions in this section are
structured in a similar way in sections 11.1.1-11.1.3 below. The research
questions that correspond to the contributions are listed in the end of each
section. The modelling of fundamental IS security concepts in Chapter 7 has
been done in order to understand actual and perceived IS security, but have
additionally, in some cases, developed the concepts as such. Those concepts
are presented in section 11.1.4. The analysis model for actual and perceived
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IS security is finally a primary contribution, because it gives answer to the
first research question, and is referred to in Section 11.1.5.

11.1.1 Actual IS Security
IS security has an actual dimension and is not limited to human perceptions.
The main part of fundamental IS security concepts can exist at ontological
level independently of human representation. Most of the concepts refer to
ontological elements that can be material or immaterial; humans as physical
beings, artefacts and natural objects and processes as well as the human mind
and immaterial actions that lead to signs. The following concepts can exist at
ontological level and are consequently regarded as actual: information asset,
threat object, incident, damage, confidentiality, integrity, availability, security
mechanism, security measure and vulnerability. Naturally, all of these
concepts can also exist at epistemic level. The concepts of threat, risk and
trust are limited to epistemic level only, however, and presented in Section
11.1.2.
The ‘actual’ elements constitute or are related to actual IS security in
various ways. Actual security can be summarised as follows:
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x

The three concepts information asset, threat object and security
mechanism refer to ontological objects that can have certain
characteristics and abilities. Together these characteristics
constitute the prerequisites for the occurrence of incidents that, if
they occur, lead to undesired changes of confidentiality, integrity
and availability (the CIA triad). The three objects, not least
because they can include humans, are dynamic and can be under
continuous change. Consequently, actual IS security is equal to
the actual characteristics and abilities of information assets,
threat objects and security mechanisms over time.

x

Confidentiality, integrity and availability (the CIA triad) express
ontological states of information assets and actors’ and artefacts’
relations to information assets. These states are static; they are
snapshots of given situations and tell us little about possibilities,
i.e. what can happen the moment afterwards. The concepts of
CIA triad do not constitute IS security; instead they are states
that depend on current information assets, threat objects and
security mechanisms.

x

Actual incidents are ontological processes that, in undesired
ways, impair the CIA triad of information assets. These changes
are equal to damage.
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x

An IS security practice is assigned to manage the IS security for
a core business. In order to fulfil this assignment, the main
activity for an IS security practice is to implement security
mechanisms, i.e. take actions in terms of security measures.

To summarise, actual IS security is defined as:
Actual IS security means the actual characteristics and abilities of
information assets, threat objects and security mechanisms over time.

According to Searle (1995) ontological matters are neutral, i.e. independent of
human representations, including their values. The actual in this study is
defined, given a certain remark: actual IS security is not universal and free of
values but delimited to an IS security community perspective (as described in
Chapter 4). For example, actual occurrences are ontological, i.e. they are
actually happening and independent of human perceptions. But an occurrence
as an incident implies a value that the occurrence is negative. The actual
dimension in this work is accordingly delimited to the basic values of the IS
security community. Other communities, such as hacker communities, may
have values that differ or are in contradiction with the IS security community.
There can also be subjective and inter-subjective variations within the IS
security community, but fundamental values are common in the community,
and this shared worldview enables us to speak about security in the first
place.
Research questions answered:
2. What fundamental concepts in the IS security area can be treated as actual?
3. How can actual IS security be defined?

11.1.2 Perceived IS Security
Perceived IS security is an epistemic phenomenon and defined as actors’
perceptions of IS security, i.e. their knowledge, understanding and
judgements of IS security conditions. The definition of perceived IS security
in this thesis is as follows:
Perceived IS security means any actor or actors’ perceptions of existing or
non-existing IS security conditions of something, for example an
organisation, an information system or a security mechanism.

The contribution of this thesis comprises a broad understanding of these
perceptions, and can be divided into the following areas:
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x

Constitutions of perceived IS security. Perceived IS security can
refer to actual IS security conditions of, for instance,
organisations, processes, infrastructures, information systems
and physical facilities. Perceptions of IS security can refer to
non-existing phenomena, like historical IS security conditions
(that can have existed in the past or not), future, conceivable IS
security conditions (that may exist in the future or not) and
present IS security elements that do not exist (delusional).
Among other aspects, the time dimension is crucial for the
validity of perceived IS security. Naturally, judging the future is
more uncertain then judging the present or the past. However,
judging the past can fail due to forgetfulness or lack of traces,
and perceptions of the present can be preliminary before rigorous
analyses. Perceived IS security can differ in relation to its social
establishment; perceptions can be categorised as subjective
judgements, inter-subjective judgements, or institutional facts.
This categorisation of social establishment shall not be confused
with trueness; a subjective judgement can be as true as an
institutional fact. Moreover, perceptions can vary regarding their
valuations; certain IS security conditions and elements can be
treated as positive, negative or neutral.

x

Threat and risk. The conceptual analysis of threat and risks has
resulted in a view that both concepts are limited to epistemic
phenomena. That is, threats and risks do not exist at the
ontological level as actual elements. The basic argument for this
is that they concern future, conceivable occurrences that do not
yet have actual counterparts. The notion of threat and risk are
perceptions of the future that are (or should be) based on the
characteristics of current threat objects, information assets and
security mechanisms. Even if these characteristics actually
enable a future incident, the estimation of that possibility is
limited to the epistemic level because it implies a forecast of the
future. Nevertheless, perceptions of threats and risks can be wellgrounded and shared by the IS security community and the rest
of society (i.e. an institutional fact).

x

The IS security practice model. The IS security practice model
has in this work been further developed from Oscarson (2001)
and has been used primary for identifying IS security roles The
IS security practice model is itself a contribution for viewing IS
security as a supporting practice to a core business.

x

Generic roles. A number of generic roles in relation to an IS
security practice and the supporting core business are identified.
This means actors in roles who can have perceptions of an
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organisation’s IS security. These roles can be within the
organisation (e.g. top management, employees, internal audit) or
outside (e.g. clients, citizens, suppliers and owners). Some roles
act primarily as intermediary, such as the media, and hold key
roles in the establishment of perceptions (see below). Laws,
standards and other frameworks for IS security are formal
expressions of perceived IS security.
x

Origins and establishments of perceptions. Roughly, perceived
IS security can originate from direct or indirect access to IS
security conditions. Individual or collective perceptions can be
based on direct observations or by second-hand information,
such as statements in the media. Pre-knowledge of IS security is
a factor that influences actors’ perceptions when receiving new
information, through direct or indirect access. Guidelines,
instructions and training are used in organisations to spread IS
security knowledge and awareness. An IS security practice must
also collect perceptions of IS security in the organisation, for
example with incident management systems in order to
implement appropriate security mechanisms. The same applies at
societal level where for instance CERTs (Computer Emergency
Response Team) provide platforms for spreading and
establishing IS security perceptions. Standards and frameworks
for IS security express common perceptions but are also tools for
establishing these perceptions. Through formal and informal
channels, perceptions of IS security are commonly
institutionalised in organisations and in the IS security
community. Similarly, as in the IS security community, hackers
and developers of malicious code traditionally share perceptions
via established channels on the Internet.

x

Perceived IS security and trust. Perceived IS security, along
with other parameters, is treated as an input for trust. An actor’s
perception of an organisation’s IS security influences the actor’s
trust in that organisation. Trust is primarily limited to subjective
and inter-subjective judgements and is rarely treated as an
institutional fact. The importance of the degree of trust is highly
related to roles.

Research questions answered:
4. How can perceived IS security be defined?
5. What categories of actors could be interested, and thus have perceptions of
IS security?
6. How are perceptions of IS security created and established?
7. What significance do perceptions of IS security have?
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11.1.3 Relations between Actual and Perceived IS Security
After examining actual and perceived IS security in Chapters 8 and 9
respectively, relations between both concepts are emphasised in Chapter 10.
The contributions are divided into how actual IS security influences perceived
IS security and vice versa, and their interplay over time.
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x

Actual IS security’s influence on perceived IS security.
Obviously, actual IS security influences perceived IS security.
Directly or indirectly, actors interpret actual IS security
conditions that influence their perceptions. Formal methods for
interpreting IS security are structured assessments such as risk
analyses and audits that can be performed in accordance with
laws or established standard and frameworks. Measuring IS
security is difficult, for two main reasons: 1) measurability
means a correspondence between the epistemic and the
ontological levels, and that relation means an epistemic feature
itself and 2) IS security is complex, primarily because of its
human involvement and because of the time aspect (actual IS
security is dynamic over time as claimed in Section 11.1.1).

x

Perceived IS security’s influence on actual IS security.
Perceived IS security can influence actual IS security in three
ways. Firstly, actors’ perceptions of IS security can lead to the
(the same) actors intervening in the actual conditions. Typically,
an IS security practice perceives IS security conditions as
unsatisfactory, and accordingly takes action to improve these
conditions. Secondly, external perceptions can lead to
intervention. For example, laws, standards or business partners
that express external perceptions, can force an IS security
practice to change actual IS security conditions. Thirdly, because
the human mind is an ontological feature, perceptions of IS
security can be part of the ontological level in terms of, for
instance, employees’ IS security awareness or disloyalty; if these
features change, actual IS security changes as well.

x

Actual and perceived IS security over time. Relations between
actual and perceived IS security can interact and change over
time. Stability between actual and perceived IS security over
time means that actual IS security conditions and perceptions
thereof are equal over time; they are both unchanged, or a change
in one level is followed by the other. Actual IS security or
perceived IS security can also change without correspondence.
The reasons for this can include unknown changes to actual IS
security, or adjustments of the perceptions when learning more
about actual conditions, for instance through the detection of an
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incident. There can be temporary differences between actual and
perceived IS security, for example when an incident is detected
some time after its occurrence; the adjustment of the perceived
level is in these cases delayed.
Relations between actual and perceived IS security are also illuminated in the
analysis of IS security concepts (Chapter 7). The main contributions
regarding these fundamental concepts are presented below.
Research questions answered:
8. How can actual and perceived IS security influence each other?

11.1.4 IS Security Concepts
The analysis of fundamental IS security concepts have contributed to the
understanding of actual and perceived IS security as a whole. Additionally,
when it comes to some of the concepts, the modelling has resulted in explicit
development of established definitions and views of concepts, or their
relationships. The findings are listed below.
Information Assets and the CIA triad
In this thesis, broad definitions of information assets and the CIA triad are
proposed. Information asset means information in any form, and any resource
that is used to handle the information, not least human capabilities and
activities. The CIA triad means characteristics concerning confid entiality,
integrity and the availability of information assets and related actors and
artefacts:
x
x
x

Confidentiality means that information assets cannot be accessed or
used by unauthorised actors or artefacts.
Integrity means that information assets are correct and not modified
by actors or artefacts without control.
Availability means that information assets can be accessed or used by
authorised actors and artefacts when required.

Together, the definitions of information assets and the CIA triad form a broad
scope of IS security that includes humans, technology and administrative
processes in contrast to the use of the CIA triad in technology-oriented
traditions.
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Threat Objects and Threats
A distinction between threat objects and threats is rarely made in the IS
security area. In this work, the separation has contributed to the understanding
of actual versus perceived IS security; threat objects are conceptually
ontological (humans, artefacts or natural objects) while threats are human
perceptions of conceivable future occurrences.
Security Mechanisms versus Security Measures
The analysis of these concepts has resulted in a clear distinction of both
concepts; security measures are implementation activities of security
mechanisms, which are humans, artefacts or signs that have been put in place
to increase or maintain a certain level of IS security.
Information Assets, Threat Objects and Security Mechanisms
Information asset, threat object and security mechanism are the three concepts
that, when actual, influence the CIA triad of information assets. Over time,
the actual status of these three concepts constitutes actual IS security.
The Risk Concept, in Relation to the IS security Concept
Risk has rarely been conceptually problemised in the IS security area. The
(IS) risk concept in this thesis is treated as synonymous to IS security, but is
limited to the possibility of future occurrences and their impacts. Actual
characteristics of information assets, threat objects and security mechanisms
rule the actual possibilities for occurrences of incidents and the damage they
may cause. Accordingly actual IS security is the dynamic condition of the
three objects above, while risk is limited to the human assessments of these
conditions and therefore only an epistemic feature.
Research questions answered:
2. What fundamental concepts in the IS security area can be treated as actual?

11.1.5 The Analysis Model for Actual and Perceived IS
Security
The analysis model introduced in Chapter 3, which is a synthesis of External
Reality by Searle (1995) and Socio-instrumental Pragmatism by Goldkuhl
(2003) can be seen as a contribution as such. The model is made in order to
work as an analysis model for IS security, but is in its form in Chapter 3
generic in the sense that it is not limited to IS security or information
management, but represents a general view of ontology and epistemology.
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Research questions answered:
1. How can the concepts of ‘actual’ and ‘perceived’ be defined and
understood?

11.2 Secondary Contributions
In the previous section, some primary contributions that directly correspond
to the aim of this thesis were presented. Additionally, this study has resulted
in secondary contributions, foremost as result of adjustments and merges of
perspectives and theoretical frameworks. The most significant secondary
contributions are described in the sub sections below.

11.2.1 The IS Security Perspective
In Chapter 4, an IS security perspective is introduced, including a discussion
and definition of the IS security concept. The essence of this perspective is
that studies of, and works with IS security need a holistic view where humans
play a major role.
The proposed IS security perspective is not unique, but it seems to be an
emerging view that illuminates security related to information and IT among
academics and practitioners. Nevertheless, the paradigmatic standpoint
introduced in Chapter 4, which permeates the whole study, can be seen as a
contribution to paradigmatic discussions concerning the direction of IS
security in theory and practice.

11.2.2 The Sasser Worm
The use of the Sasser worm as an illustrating example in this work does not
uncover any unknown facts about the Sasser worm itself. Yet, the sections
about the Sasser case, not least its impact in the City of Stockholm, can serve
as a coherent description of an IS security occurrence and its impact in
organisations and society in general.

11.2.3 General Security and Risk Contributions
This work has been written from a certain IS security perspective. The
concepts examined, such as risk, incident and security mechanism, are
however generic concepts that can be valid for any security area in society.
Without any explicit purposes, findings and conclusions in this work can be
valid and useful for research or practices in other areas as well.
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11.3 Retrospective and Prospective Discussions
11.3.1 Reflections on the Research
This section consists of some concluding reflections regarding this work. The
quality of the research in terms of rigour and relevance has already been
discussed in Section 2.4, and answered research questions have been listed in
each section that presents the primary contributions. Rather, this section
focuses on the scientific contribution in relation to the thesis’ aim, and the
research strategy and methods that have been chosen for fulfilling that aim.
The aim of the research is formulated in Section 1.6 as:
The aim of this thesis is to introduce a conceptual framework for
understanding the nature and significance of actual and perceived IS
security.

In accordance with the listed contributions earlier in this chapter, a number of
conceptual developments in the IS security field have been presented.
Together the conceptual development of actual and perceived IS security and
their relationships serve as a contribution to the understanding of IS security
as a whole. The aim of this thesis is therefore fulfilled. In addition, when
judging whether the aim is fulfilled, one must also relate the contribution to
the thesis’ target group. According to Section 1.6.1, the target group consists
of academics (researchers, lecturers and students) and IS security
professionals (e.g. IS security officers/managers and consultants). Thus, the
contributions must be fruitful and available for the intended audience.
Primarily, the conceptual framework of this thesis can work as a model
for increasing the understanding of IS security in a conceptual way. Even if
the thesis does not suggest a particular method or tool, it can be useful for
example when
x
x
x

Teaching IS security in academic or practical environments
Analysing IS security conditions in theory or practice
Estimating and measuring IS security

The contributions are not normative, but they propose components that
together constitute actual IS security, and consequently also what parameters
to consider when estimating and measuring IS security. I believe that the
contributions are relevant and fruitful for the target group and that they can
easily assimilate the results, not least because of the numerous graphical
illustrations. The result of this work can be questioned by researchers with
other scientific backgrounds and perspectives. The interpretive approach
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means that the result should be treated as a theoretical proposition rather than
a ‘hard’ theory or hypothesis that can be tested afterwards by other
researchers. Also other qualitative researchers can criticise the research
approach and thus the generated results. One criticism could be that the
interpretive and analysis processes are too implicit. According to my
scientific perspective, I direct my criticism to the viewpoint of empirical
sources as objective realities from where the researcher collects neutral data.
Instead, I have treated the empirical sources as informants who have actively
contributed through interviews, which have been carried out alternately with
literature studies and conceptual modelling. Interview questions have not
been pre-defined, but have evolved gradually throughout the research process.
Because the research process was grounded with both practitioners and
theorists, I believe that the research strategy has been successful.

11.3.2 Further Research
Finally, this section discusses some conceivable options for further research
based on the contributions of this work. Further research can both deepen and
expand the results of this work. A deepened approach can mean that the
contributions give a further theoretical or empirical grounding, while an
expanded approach can deal with certain applications such as different
organisational contexts.
The contributions in relation to actual IS security could be deepened by
further investigation into conceptual fundamentals with other theoretical
perspectives and frameworks. Similarly, the understanding of actors’
perceptions of IS security could be deepened by using additional theories,
such as different communication and actor theories. I believe it would be
fruitful to continue investigating mechanisms for perceived IS security,
perhaps mapped to certain key roles within or outside an organisation.
Because the contributions of this thesis basically take the form of
understanding IS security, further research could apply the findings in
operational and normative frameworks. Contributions regarding actual IS
security suggest a framework for the nature of IS security and what it actually
consists of. One application of this work could therefore be to develop
methods for estimating and ‘measuring’ IS security, for example in the form
of methods for risk analysis and audits. These approaches would further
emphasise the practical contributions of this work. Expanding the results of
this work can also imply applications of the conceptual framework in certain
sectors and lines of business, such as IS security-crucial areas including
healthcare, finance or telecom. Moreover, expanding approaches could go
beyond the organisational context, and focus on national, international or
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governmental contexts as well as inter-organisational contexts such as ebusiness and e-government.
I hope that this work will inspire other researchers to adopt some of the
ideas in this work in their IS security research. Finally, in an effort to spread
knowledge and understanding of IS security practices, I am planning to
rewrite some of this material into popular scientific style.
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Appendix A: Interview Guides
1. Conceptual Issues
Informant 1 (2003-03-12)
Informant 2 (2002-10-16)
Informant 3 (2003-05-23)
Informant 4 (2003-11-06)
Interview time, approximately 2 hours
The text below is preceded by a description of the doctoral project.
There are a number of fundamental IS security concepts below. How would
you define these concepts, and how would you treat them in terms of actual
and perceived? For example, do actual threats really exist, or are threats
limited to actors’ perceptions?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Information assets
Threats (and underlying objects; actors, nature, technology…)
Incidents
Damage (impairment of confidentiality, integrity and availability of
information assets)
Security mechanisms (i.e. safeguards)
Vulnerability
Risk

Additional question:
Can “100%” security be achieved? Is this possible in a certain context or
environment, or during a limited time?
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2. Organisational Issues
Informant 1 (2003-03-20)
Informant 2 (2002-10-16)
Interview time, approximately 2 hours
(Organisation’s name replaced with ‘X’)
Actual IS Security at X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

What constitutes X’s actual IS security at X?
What kind of sensitive information does X administer?
What kind of security mechanisms are used by X?
o Technical, administrative, knowledge-based?
How do you perceive X’s current threat scenario?
o Internal, external?
What kinds of incidents have affected X?
Is a proper IS security important for X?
o Why?
What negative consequences can improper IS security at X lead to?
How open is X to external parties in relation to its IS security?
Is X’s main approach to:
1. spread and market its IS security, or
2. keep its IS security secret, by not disclosing occurred incidents,
for example?

Perceptions of IS security at X
x
x
x
x
x
x
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What is your opinion of IS security at X?
o In total? For certain parts of the organisation?
What kinds of actors are interested in X’s IS security?
o Internal? External?
Are there any formal external requirements on X’s IS security?
Are there any informal external requirements on X’s IS security?
How would you assess external actors’ perception of IS security at
X?
How important are these perceptions for X?

Appendix A: Interview Guides

x
x
x
x
x

How can these actors’ perceptions influence IS security at X, and X
in general?
From where do you think these perceptions originate?
o Direct access, information from X, rumours, the media..?
What factors can influence these perceptions, and how?
What action can you take to change external actors’ perceptions of IS
security at X?
To what extent are you open to receiving support or collaborating
with external actors in order to increase IS security at X?

X’s perceptions concerning external actors’ IS security
x
x
x
x
x
x

What knowledge do you have of your business partners’ actual IS
security?
How have you acquired this knowledge?
How would you assess your business partners’ IS security levels?
o In total? Certain parts (e.g. information systems)?
How important are your business partners’ IS security levels for X?
How would different kinds of incidents for your business partners
affect your perception of their IS security?
To what extent would you be willing to support and collaborate with
your business partners in order to increase their actual IS security?

Shared information systems
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Do you share information systems or information infrastructures
with your business partners?
What is your opinion of IS security in these systems?
What level of insight and access to the IS security of these shared
systems do you and your business partners have?
Are there any differences between organisations regarding insight,
access, knowledge and perceptions of the shared systems?
o Why?
What other external actors might have perceptions of the IS security
in shared systems?
How are these perceptions established?
How important are these perceptions for your organisation and your
partnerships?
Can you influence these perceptions?
o How?
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3. The Sasser Worm
Informant 1 (2004-07-02)
Interview time, approximately 2 hours
Key points:
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
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Can you describe the comprehensive course of events during the
Sasser incident at the City of Stockholm?
What enabled the infection at the City of Stockholm?
o Technical vulnerabilities?
o Administrative vulnerabilities (procedures,
responsibilities…)?
o Insufficient knowledge, lack of awareness?
What limited the damage?
How was the incident presented in the media?
How did other actors react?
o Citizens, businesses, politicians, employees…
Are you satisfied with how the City of Stockholm acted during the
period?
What lessons have been learned?
What measures are currently ongoing? Planned?
o Administrative procedures?
o Technical security mechanisms?
o Knowledge and awareness raising?
o What actors are involved in this work?

